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WW II; the events leading to the enactment of the Federal Civil Defense Act 
of 1950; and the experience of successive agencies: the Feqeral civil Defense 
Administration (1950-58); the Office. of Civil and Defense Mobilization 
(1958-61); the Office of civil Defense in the Department of Defense (1961-64) 
and in the Department of the Army (1964-72); the Defense Civil Preparedness 
Agency again under the Secretary of Defense (1972-79); and the merger with 
emergency preparedness and natural disas~er programs. into the Federal.. 
Emergeltcy Management Age;ncy (1979\). 

The study.concludes that ~fter three decades of effort, the U.S. has 
only a marginal CD program. Impediments to progress have been: the failure to 
grasp early, and to act on, implications of the experience of Britain, 
Germany and Japan' under heavy bombing in WW II; delCl.Ys in discarding outmoded 
conceptsydifficultiesinadjustingto·the-fastpaceof·weaponstechnology; 
excessive secrecy abcut the threat of nuclear weapons and radioactive fallout 
limited Federal power in CD; confusionregardi.ng civil-military relations 
in thi.s field; ambiguity as·to the strategic impact of CD; problems in design 
ing a balanced program and strategy for survival; instability in Federal CD 
organization; and, of highest significance, Presidential and Congressional 
indifference and neglect and attendant budgetary constraints. There is' an 
urgent need for a national commitment to a meaningful .civil defense program, 
with strong leadership from the President to bring forth vigorous support f 
the Congress, State legislatures and city councils, and from the public at 
large. 
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In his capa:city as Rese'a;rch Program~ Man'age'r of the De'fense Civil 

_~ __________ . _____ . ____ . ____ Px_ep~arednes·s-Agenc:y---(.now-i-n--the--Federal--Emergency--Management-kg-elrcyj-;----------.--

Mr. George F. Divine was acutely aware of the need for a comprehensive 

history of American civil defense. Such a history, he felt, should be 

OfcOriside:rable:i.nterestandvai1.l.~ to public officials charged with 

plannning and administering government programs; to scholars interested 

in the Government's efforts in civil defense; and to the general public 

concerned with the performance of governments at all levels in a field 

which is so vital to their survival in a nuclear war. 

Early in 1979, Mr. Divine asked me to develop this history, focus-

ing sharply on the central problems and critical issues in the pursuit 

"of the Nation's civil defense 'objectives. Under the terms of our agree

ment, I had one year in which to produce this history. The one-year 

deadline had to be extended several times to almost two years. Yet, I 

still felt persistent time-pressure in my efforts to cover even in broad 

scope and on a highly selective basis the main lines of development of 

the U.S. civil defense program. 

In a real sense, this history is exploratory only. Time did not 

permit more than spot research in the internal working files of the 

agencies covered. Fortunately, however, the extensive Congressional 

sources brought out a wealth of essential information from the agencies 

on the origin, nature and consequences of their programs and policies. 

The focu,s of this history is basically on the Federal experience, 

iii 



although State and local efforts have not been overlooked. Many civil 

defenders will wish that I had gone beyond the realm of policy, pro

grams, organization and administration, and into the more technical 

aspects of the problem. Hopefully the Federal Emergency Management 

Agency (FEMA) will set up an his,to'rica.l office to ga,ther the pe'rtinent 

____ ,. __________ c:i'o.c.umen'ta'tion-a'nd'-p:repa're-'re'i-eva'nt-m0D:ograplirc anaoveraIlstud{es.'----
-----~---~---

It should be noted, also, that the focus of this work is essentially 

on preparedness for survival of the population in the eVi::Il1:o:ta nuclear 

attack upon the United States. Closely-related matters of economic or 

resources mobilization for national emergencies, war-support and postwar 

recovery are brought in, as needed. to explain changes in organizational 

arrangements for civil defense. A comprehensive historical analysis of 

these facets of "emergency preparednessfl'has yet to be made. This, too, 

is an area to which a FEMA historical office can and should address itself. 

The experience recounted in this history is not a happy one. The 

problems of planning for survival and recovery from nuclear attack defy 

full comprehension and easy solutions. Civil defense personnel at all 

levels applied their fine talents with true dedication. But all too 

often they found their efforts frustrated by swift changes in weapons 

technology, by Presidential and Congressional indifference and neglect, 

and by the attendant budgetary constraints under which they labored over 

the years. Whether it was looked upon as "insurance" or as playing a 

vital role in strategic deterrence, civil defense was never brought to a 

level of effort that would ensure substantial protection of the popu

lation, industry, and the economy in a nuclear assault. 

When I undertook this study, the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency 

and other emergency planning and natural-disaster organizations were in 

iv 
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process of relocation and integration within FEMA. For some months it 

was virtually impossible to talk to key people or examine their basic 

documentation. Fortunately, Mr. J. Thomas Russell, Director, National 

Defense University Library, provided desk space, the help of the library 

staff, and full access to the rich collections of the National War Col-

lege and the Industrial College of the Armed Forces. I am deeply grate-

ful to Mr. Rus:se'll, M'~_ G~rol_ Hi IIi t;!~~,_ M'~,-~~:QJ:g~SA:_~nlifie~ljj,~,~_a~nd~~o~the:rs,-~_-"~------.. _.~ __ ~. __ . __ , __ .,~~. ______ ~ ___ ' __ ~ _______ ' __ ~ ___ ~"_' ___ "_~ __ 
at the National Defense University for their splendid support. I found 

'--'" - ~-

there an embarrassment of riches; they provided the basic foundation for 

this. history .... 

lJith the civil defense staff finally settled in FEMA, I could turn 

.. tot-hemfor interviews and for helpful documentation of near-current 

events--Dr. William K. Chipman, John W. McConnell, Ralph L. Garrett, 

Robert E. Young, William L. Harding, and George Divine. I also d~ew on 

the expertise of Walmer E. Strope and several others no longer in the 

Federal service. 

Of special significance was the cooperation and encouragement I 

received from Mr. Divine. Without his interest and support, this volume 

could not have been produced in its present scope and depth or completed 

in the time allotted for the purpose. Whatever merit this book may have 

is due in no small measure to the assistance rendered by Mr. Divine and 

his present and former colleagues who reviewed draft chapters and of-

fered many helpful suggestions for their improvement. I must emphasize, 

however, that I alone am responsible for the organization and presenta-

tion of the subject, for any opinions expressed or implied, and for any 

errors of detail or judgment. 

Washington, D.C. 
February 2, 1981 
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Harry B. Yoshpe 
Historian 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: 

THE CHALLENGES AND THE CONSTRAINTS 

Although civil defense is as old as history, it has 

not until recently played any significant role in the 

security of the United States. Since World War II, steady 

growth in the destructiveness of weapons, improvements in 

the means of their delivery, and the aggressive actions of a 

well-armed and hostile Communist bloc have forced a re

evaluation of the security position of the united States. 

America's leaders have concluded that civil defense is an 

essential part of the .strategicdefense structure of the 

United States, and tha~ without protection of the popu

lation, American losses in a thermonuclear war would be both 

astronomically large and unnecessary. 

Yet, while a permanent civil defense effort has been in 

existence since December 1950, the u.S. has a long way to go 

in providing protection to its.populationin the event of 

enemy attack and ensuring recovery for the survivors of such 

attack. Except in moments of crisis and great national 

anxiety, civil defense has encountered widespread skepticism 

and reluctance to face up to the demands for effective pro

tection against the hazards of a large-scale nuclear attack. 

1 
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Such an attack would inevitably bring in its wake wide

spread death and destruction; this is the harsh reality of 

nuclear war. The indications are, however, that with 

proper preparations which are well within the boundaries 

Americans would live to sustain the life of the Nation. 

Through trial and error, the essential ingredients of an 

effective civil defense programfiaveheCome quIte evident. 

The evolution of the u.s~ civil defense program, however, 

has been beset by many problems. The indications are that 

it will be the year 2,000 or later before the U.S. will have 

an adequately based and sufficiently broad program in readi

ness for effective use in the event of a nuclear attack. 

THE NEW FACE OF WAR 

Wars throughout history have taken heavy tolls of human 

life and property. World War II and the ensuing period, 

however, saw an immense increase in the potency and destruc

tiveness of weapons. The unleashing of the atomic bomb 

(A-bomb) on two Japanese cities--Hiroshima and Nagasaki--

at the very close of that war marked the dawn of the nuclear 

age. The introduction, stockpiling, and continuous improve

ment of these atomic weapons threatened to bring death, 

injury, and destruction on a scale without precedent in the 

history of human experience. In less than ten years the 

incredible power of the A-bomb had been dwarfed almost 

( 
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ten-fold by the awesome force of the hydrogen bomb (H-bomb) 

with a destructive capacity measured in millions of tons 

of TNT. This new weaponry, symbolized by the word "megaton" 

(the equivalent of one million tons of TNT), could destroy 

H-bomb explosion could spread over vast areas of surrounding 

territory. 

President Harry Truma.nha.d hoped to hold the secret Of 

the bomb "in secret trust for all mankind." The atomic 

scientists, however, were not at all sanguine that this 

secret could long be kept. From the first they warned that 

other nations would inevitably acquire nuclear weapons 

wi thin a few years " And through their journal, The Bulletin 

of the Atomic Scientists, they sought to awaken the public 

to a full understanding of the reality of nuclear weapons 

and of their implications for the future of mankind. 

Just as the scientists foresaw, the United States 

could not long count on its possession of the A-bomb to give 

its people a measure of security. In August 1949, the 

Soviets detonated their first atomic weapon. This shatter-

ing of the U.S. monopoly set in motion a step-up in the de

velopment of nuclear weapons. On January 31, 1950, President 

Truman announced his decision to proceed with the develop-

ment of an H-bomb; and the thermonuclear explosion on 

November I, 1952, marked the introduction of another quantum 

jump in destructiveness of the instruments of war. The 
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Soviets again were not far behind; their thsmonuclear ex

plosion came in August 1953. 

Over the ensuing years Soviet advances in military 

technology substantially negated America's absolute superi-

of nuclear weapons, including ocean-spanning missiles with 

thermonuclear warheads capable of massive destruction within 

minutes of an order to fire. A "balance of terror" emerged, 

with each nation realizing that n.eithercould hope to 

preclude unprecedented destruction by striking first. Clearly 

any resort to arms by either side in pursuit of national 

objectives would be fraught with grave risks. Even local-

ized "brush-fire" wars could get out of control and prompt ~ 

leaders to take drastic measures. Nor are leaders im-

mune to miscalculations of the opponent's will or capability 

to resist, or·to irrational blunders. Thus, while "victory" 

might be illusive in the light of the capabilities for 

mutual destruction, the danger of nuclear conflict remained. 

It demanded serious attention to the protection of the na-

tion's population and the survival and recovery of its 

social order in the aftermath of a nuclear assault. 

THE EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR WAR 

The facts about the power of the initial "nominal" 

A-bomb lay in the story of what it did at Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki. Each of the bombs had the destructive power of -..,/ 
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20 kilotons of TNT.l The following table depicts the re-

suIts of the two bombings: 

Table 1 

- . 

/ 
1Il~;;~hlo I ;..: 1'~'L"'UcI 

-'1-:-1'·- '-1-:-' rluol'S_. __ . _._. ___ ._. __ 0 •• 

~~~~~l::~ "tl;,;"'-it~: -~~;--~~ro I 
mOo ..... _____ . ____________ .. _ ~5,1 • ., ~,UUCl , 

SqunrllUlil""tl,"'tro)'("L _____ ._ .. / .. 4:7 . Lijl 
KlIlOO aDd JII/;;SillJ( ... _ ... ______ .. ~011lO, UOO 35HO'.IJUO 
Injll1c'tl ___ .. ___ . _ .. _ ...... _____ .. 70, UOO; ~1l, UUU 

~lorUllil)' totc }lOT ,"luntO milu I 
,h'.twy,,1 ... • --. .. --- If, 11101 I :.!II, (AMI I 

l'II."",ily nile flI'T"quut.llIile,,__ 3~.t:.10 ~3,0I1O 

I AtunIic. 

Comparing the A-bomb with other weapons, the u.s. Strategic 

Bombing Survey team observed: 

Wha t stands 'out from this compilation, even 
more than the extent of destruction from a single 
concentrated source, is the unprecedented casualty 
rate from the combination of heat, blast, and gamma 
rays from the chain reaction. 

To achieve the same destruction by conventional bombing, it 

would have been necessary to drop bomb loads of 2,100 tons 

at Hiroshima and 1,200 tons at Nagasaki. with each plane 

~ing 10 tons, a total of 210 B-29s would have been re

quired at Hiroshima and 120 at Nagasaki. 2 

lThe yield of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombs has been 
estimated at from 12.5 to 20 kilotons (KT). Most of the 
documentation I have seen cite the 20 KT approximation. For 
a comprehensive account of the J::::anbing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
see the Unite:i States Strategic Banbing Survey, The Effects of Atanic 
Panbs ~ Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Washington: U. s.-GovernmeritPrinting 
Office, 1946 (hereinafter cited as ~ Strategic Bc:mbing Survey) • 

2Ibid., p. 33. 
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A plausible estimate of the various causes of death, 

the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey indicated, would range 

as follows: flash burns, 20 to 30 percent; other injuries, 

50 to 60 percent; and radiation sickness, 15 to 20 percent. 

___ .... ____ . _______ ~ ______ Elash_burn.s_,--c.a.used-b~'---1:h4a;--i.-cnctE!nf;e,--ear's't;--().f--he·a~t--r(id~i;-a't±ort------·-----·-------I 

traveling at the speed of light, followed the explosion. 

Other injuries came from falling or flying debris and 

burns from blazing buildings. The radiation effects re-

sulted from the gamma rays given off by the fission process 

at the instant of the explosion. 3 

Inevitably the Survey's investigators pandered the 

question: "What if the target for the bomb had been an 

American city?" The overwhelming bulk of the buildings in 

American cities, it appeared, "could not stand up against 

an atomic bomb bursting a mile or a mile and a half from 

them. II As for the people, the Survey investigators ob-

served: liThe casualty rates at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 

applied to the massed inhabitants of Manhattan, Brooklyn, 

and the Bronx, yield a grim conclusion. 1I The same applied 

to other parts of New York and other American cities with 

their teeming populations, as evidenced from the table of popu-

lation densities (Table 2) below~ The Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

casualties, the Survey team emphasized, IIresult from the 

first atomic bombs to be used and from bombs burst at con-

siderable distances above the ground. 1I Improved bombs, 

3Ibid., pp. 15-20. ~! 
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perhaps detonated more effectively, "may well prove still 

more deadly.,,4 Just as the Survey team indicated, the 

ensuing years saw the development of more powerful atomic 

bombs. By 1950 these improved A-bombs increased the blast 

radius to 2.8 miles and. the area of darn~g~E?_~~~,-~~JI1J,-.i:~,_rsL _____ -.-._-. ___ _ 
--~"---... -~-.-~.-.. ,-~---------~,---,~,,~-------~"-"~---.--~--~-~--, .. ---------~~-----~'~~ 

( ) 

u 

miles. 

Table 2 

Population Densities--U.S. and Japanese Cities 

170.2011 
r~I'I, flIll 

~,~OI\. !'11!4 
1, n',,",. ·tr,2 

BRtI Franelsco...... . ... r.:I-I,i\'1(l 

lJIro.<hlmB ........... . 1:1-«1,000 
Center oC cit)· •• -. .. . I I~O, 000 

NAgBMkl. ••••• _ ..... __ .. ". __ ...... .. 121"111,000 
BIIIIL·op ami. ... __ ... ____ ..... . 1220,00II 

57.2 

li1.oi i 
2f1I1. '/ 137. U 

44. n I 
211.5 I 

UI' 
12. ir.n 
:lIi,OOII 

;,000 
M,OOO-~.~ I 

-----------~-- -_.,-_._---
I P",wllr. 
I As 01 1 AliII'. ~.~, 

ftoItrCl': N~w York: FortuD~, Jul)' 19:1fl-Othrr Unit.ro Rlntl'S cltll'!l: !!i~· 

toonth ("mms 0( thl! nntted 8t1111'1 (19m). 

4Ibid., p. 37-38. Subsequent correlations between the 
effects of the A-bomb in Japan and those that might be expec
ted in other cities, like Washington, D.C., pointed to similar 
conclusions in the absence of dispersal, adequate warning, 
shel ters and other protective measures. See,' for example, U. S. 
Atomic Energy Commission, "The City of Washington and an Atomic 
Attack," Nov. 4, 1949 (released Nov. 17, 1949); U.S. Congress, 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Civil Defense Against 
Atomic Attack: Preliminary Data, Feb. 1950 (Washington: u.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1950), pp. 56-58. 
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The detonation of an H-device in November 1952, with 

an energy equivalent of 5 to 7 megatons of TNT, marked the 

second quantum jump in the development of weapons of mass 

destruction. With the appearance of this bomb, the blast 

area to about 314 ~e miles. 

The third quantum jump carne in February 1954, as the 

result of the detonation of another thermonuclear device 

with the power of between 12 and 14 megatons of TNT. The 

test at the Bikini atoll of the Marshall Islands had un-

anticipated developments: it exposed F.merican te'st per-

sonnel and Marshallese islanders to radiation. The world 

soon learned that Japanese fishermen at a distance of 75 

miles had been showered and burned with radioactive debris. 

A release by the Atomi~ Energy Commission in February 1955 

reported that'7,OOO square miles of downwind territory 

had been contaminated by the Bikini test. A year and a 

half after that test, radioactive debris still circled the 

planet. 5 There was growing uneasiness about the dangers 

of radiation from fallout, including the long-term effects 

on food and human heredity.6 

5Ralph E. Lapp, "Global Fall-out," BAS, Vol. 11, No.9 
(Nov. 1955), p. 339. 

6Eugene Rabinowitch, Editorial--"People Must Know," BAS, 
Vol. 10, No. 10 (Dec. 1954), p. 398; Chet Holifield, "Congres
sional Hearings on Radioactive Fallout," BAS, Vol. 14, No.1 
(Jan. 1958), pp. 52-54; U.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Atomic J 

Energy, Special Subcommittee on Radiation, Biological and En- ......J 
vironrnental Effects of Nuclear War, Hearings, JUne 1959-(Wash- ,.., 
ington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1959)-. 
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The problem of radioactive fallout added a new dimen

sion to the weapons of war. 7 The fallout itself was not 

new; that was as old as the Alamogardo test. What was new 

was the realization that, along with enormous increase in 

explosive power, the H-bomb~~~gJ:tt _gJ.~J:Lr_e.leas~e-_many--times------~-
.,-,-~.-~--~--.-.,---~-~------.------,~---'.----------~-,~--~~,~---.--'~--

( 

~) 

the amount of radioactivity produced by the original A-bomb. 

Radioactive fallout became an immensely important aspect of 

nuclear warfare and, as we shall see, it had far-reaching 

impacts on u.s. civil defense preparations. 

THE CHALLENGE FOR CIVIL DEFENSE 

The developments recounted above have generated in-

numerable studies of the effects of nuclear war, each with 

its own estimates of possible casualties and prospects for 

survival. 8 Estimates ?ave been conflicting because of the 

many varying assumptions and the many uncertainties in the 

picture--the length of a nuclear war; the number, size and 

distribution of the bombs dropped; and other unpredictable 

7Ralph E. Lapp, "Radioactive Fallout," BAS, Vol. 11, 
No.2 (Feb. 1955), p. 45; ~'lillard F. Libby, "Radioactive 
Fallout," ~, Vol. 22, No.7 (Sept. 1955), pp. 256-260. 

8Among these have been studies by Associated Universi
ties, Inc., the National Academy of Sciences, the Atomic 
Energy Commission, the Department of Defense, the Joint 
[Congressional] Committee on Atomic Energy, the RAND Cor
poration, the Stanford Research Institute, the Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund, the u.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, and the Office of 
Technology Assessment of the u.S. Congress. A number of these 
studies are cited at appropriate points in this history or 
in the bibliography. 
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factors. For all the variations, possibilities, and un-

certainties, an all-out thermonuclear attack on an un-

protected population in our principal cities could produce 

up to at least 160 million casualties. 

A vas;t l.i terature ha,s emer over the ars on the 

question of survivability from a nuclear exchange. Some 

scientists, members of Congress, and a·small segment of 

the general public have voiced grave doubts that there is 

any real prospect of survival. 9 Herman Kahn, Eugene Wigner, 

Samuel Huntington and many others, on the other hand, have 

felt that while no specific counter-weapons could be ex-

pee ted to preclude nuclear attacks, much could be done to 

attenuate the crippling effects of such attacks. But, as 

Bardyl R. Tirana, Director of the Defense Civil Prepared-

ness Agency (DCPA), stated in 1979, in response to the 

critics, lithe. question that needs to be addressed by the 

people of this nation is: Do we want to do something? If 

so, what do we want to do? We do nothing now." The people 

of this country; Tirana asserted, had made a conscious 

decision, with the enactment of the Federal Civil Defense 

Act of 1950, to do something about civil defense. 

9For a particularly strong position against civil de
fense, see Bernard T. Feld's statement in article, "Can we 
Survive a Nuclear War With the Soviet Union," BAS, Sept. 1979, 
p. 38. 

() 
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... It is the law on the books that there shall 
be a (civil defense) system, and I think the time 
has come to address the issue rationally. Do we 
want it or don't we want it?lO 

Interestingly enough, almost three decades earlier, the 

raised the same question. At a hearing before a Civil Defense 

Task Force of the Senate Armed Services Committee, after 

Congress had severely slashed his first budget request, 

Caldwell said: 

There is only one way to get civil defense 
moving. The solution requires a reassessment by the 
Defense Department and by the Congress of the need 
for an organized public. A token and sporadic en
dorsement, not based upon deep conviction, can 
assure nothing more than lingering ineffectiveness. 
The public will not respond with the sacrifice of 
time, effort, and money unless it believes that the 
civil defense function means the difference between 
winning and'losing the next war. 

If civil defense is a necessity, it should be 
supported; but, on the other hand, if it is less 
than vital, it should be abandoned. 11 

Neither the Administration nor the Congress was dis

posed to abandon civil defense. But, as we shall see, 

10Ibid., p. 41. 

1 1U.S. Congress, Senate Armed Services Committee, Civil 
Defense Program, Hearing before the Civil Defense Task Force 
of the Preparedness Subcommittee, 82nd Cong., 1st Sess., 
Sept. 5, 1951 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 
1951), p. 3. 
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they were also not disposed to support more than a token 

effort in that direction. 

Notwithstanding expressions to the contrary, some 

people held firmly to the relief that the u.s. could live through a 

nuclear attack and recover--provided there had been proper 

pre attack planning and action. The nation had the technical 

know-how and the wherewithal to achieve protection and to 

recover from an attack. The number of survivors, the degree 

of hardship they would suffer, the rapidity of reconstruction 

and recuperation of the economic system, as well as the preser

vation of the nation's social and political institutions, 

would depend on the design and implementation of an adequate 

civil defense program. 

( 

The basic ingredients of such a program were set forth 

clearly and forcefully' as far back as 1946. Scattered through 

the findings of the u.S. Strategic Bombing Survey were "the 

clues" to the measures that could be taken to cut down poten

tial losses of lives and property. Indeed, the Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki survey team pinpointed these clues under the heading 

"WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?" The team recommended five cate

gories of actions: (1) the need for shelters, with adequate 

warning to assure that a maximum number of people could get to 

them; (2) steps toward decentralization of our population and 

industries to deny the enemy attractive targets and "bottlenecks 
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which use of the atomic bomb could choke off to throttle our 

productive capacity"; (3) a national civil defense organization 

to "prepare now the plans for necessary steps in case of crisis," 

with special attention to the two "complementary programs" of 

e:vacua tion and sheLt_e~r_s~; ___ C4c)~"-actiV'e-de.fcenseTIL-wh~.ich-,-a-rong------~-"--~ 
-'"-.-~"~---------~.,---,-------~~------" --,~,--,---- , 

( 

~) 

with "passive defense," would prevent a surprise attack from 

being decisive; and (5) the avoidance of w~r as "the surest 

way" to avoid destruction . 12 

Unfortunately I this a.dvice had Ii t1;:le impact. The 

leg.i.$J.C3,tion enacted in-January 195J. left the national civil 

defense organization virtually powerless in its relations with 

the States and localities; and its acquisition of a partnership 

role in 1958 didn't help much to achieve the civil defense 

"system" expected of it. The fast pace of weapons technology 

overwhelmed the planners t?rough the fifties, and strategies 

for survival through sheltering and evacuation were ever shift-

ing and became entangled in sharp controversy. Funds for civil 

defense were kept at minimal levels, and no funds were made 

available for the construction of public shelters. And practi

cally nothing was accomplished in the way of reduction of our 

urban vulnerability. Mr. Tirana was inclined to be blunt and 

dramatic, but he was not far off the mark when he observed in 

miq-1979: 

At the present time, the Uniteq States nas tor all 
practical purposes: no genuine defense against 
the threat of nuclear attack. 

l2U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey, pp. 38-43. 
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Our best estimate is that in a large-scale 
nuclear exchange, approximately 140 million Americans 
would perish, and the remaining 80 million would 
survive by accident. All of the civil defense 
efforts of the last 30 years might add six to eight 
million survivors, principally through public infor
mation on protection against fallout. 

~ .... 

Wha;.teve·r i~~j:riaLqg:Rqb_il.Lty __ siUr.:.v.iyed--the-ex·-·-·~"~···--·-"'~'-'--"--' 
'-"'--"-"'~----'---cnangewouldbe - coincidental and unplanned. There 

is no planned capability for continuity of State and 
local governments, and virtually none for the Federal 
Government. In the face of catastrophic population 
and industrial losses, national recovery would be at 
best questionable.13 .. 

As we review the historical record, we shall endeavor to 

bring out in some detail the reasons why the U.S., after some 

30 years' effort, has, in the words of one perceptive staffer, 

"only a marginal civil defense system. ,,14 It may be helpful, 

however, in setting the stage for the historical narration, 

to put'the spotlight on what appear to have been; in the 

author's judgment, the most serious impediments to an effec-

tive program. 

THE CONSTRAINTS 

Low Level of Fi~ancial Support 

From its inception the civil defense program suffered from 

inadequate funding. Low budgets hurt the organization's image 

l3Bardyl R. Tirana, Civil Defense: The Unthinkable and 
the Non-doable, June IS, 1979, pp. 7-S. 

14Interview with Dr. William K. Chipman, Director, Popu
lation Protection Division, Government Preparedness Office, 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, April 30, 1980. 

() 
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and effectiveness. They weakened the agency in its relations 

with other Federal departments and agencies and with State 

and local governments which looked to it for direction and 

financial support. The frustrations and dampened spirits 

f-il tered down from 1iY'9,~§!:L.l.r~gtQIL~t_o~the,,-_S_tate--and--loca-l--Qrcgan'i-cz.a---~~--
--.--.,------~---~--------~--~-~-'-~----~~---~--

tions and discouraged all in their efforts to provide for 

effective civil defense programs. 

Table 3 depicts the record of Federal civil defense 

appropriations over the entire 30-year history (FY 1951-FY 198D) 

of the program. Appropriations, it will be noted, reached a 

high point of $207.6 million in fiscal 1962, in response to 

President John F. Kennedy's placement of the problem directly 

before the Nation. He got from Congress full support for at 

least a modest beginning t~ward sheltering the population from 

radiological fallout in th~ event of a nuclear attack. The 

momentum could not be maintained, however, even while Kennedy 

was still President. Legislation to authorize Federal sub-

sidies for the construction of public shelters encountered 

delays, and as a consequence, the appropriation ~n fiscal 1963 

was far below the amount requested. Rebuffed h\O IlDre t.ilres in seeking 

the r~site authorizing legislation, Defense Secretary Robert S. 

McNamara abandoned the struggle. As can be seen, the budget 

for a number of years thereafter ranged somewhat above $100 

million; it was below that level during the fiscal year 1969 

through 1979, and got back up to $100 million in fiscal 1980. 
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Table 3 

RECORD OF U.S. FEDERAL CIVIL DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS, 1951-80 
(Dollar amounts in millions) 

Requested Granted 
Wortl' in 1977 

DoJ.lars _________________________________________________________________________ ---iMil1jons)5 

Former Federal Civil Defense Administration: 

$403.0 $31.8 
535.0 75.3 

$ 99 
227 

r\ 

1951-----------------------------
1952,..---------------------------
1953'----------------------------:- 600.0 43.0 12.9_~. __ , ______ ". _____ ,_~_ 

-l9SiF'---- ----:;;.=:;;- - -- --- -------
1955---------------------------
1956-------------------------
1957-----------------------
1958-- -----------
1959 --------

Former Office of Civil and Defense MobilIzation: 

1960-------------------------------
1961----------~--~--------~~-----~------

1962---------------------------------------

Office of Civil Defense (Later 
Defense Civil Preparedness 
Agency), Dept. of Defense 

1962---------------

1963-----------~------
1963-supp------------~--
1964--------------------~ 

1965---------------------
1966---------------------
1967---------------------
1968---------------------
1969-------------------
1970------------------
1971----------------
1972--------------
1973-------------
,1974------------
1975-----------
1976------------
1977---'-----
1978----------
1979-----------
1980--------

Total 
Requested 

$207.6 

695.0 
61.9 

346.9 
358.0 
193.9 
133.4 
111.0 

77 .3 
76.6 
75.5 
78.3 
88.5 
88.5 
86.3 

108.6 
76.0 
91.6 
98.1 

108.6 

-150--:0-----' 46.5 
85.7 48.0 
75.4 68.7 

123.2 93.6 
130.0 39.3 

74.1 43.0 

101.7 
77 .3 

104.5 

Amount 
Needing 

Authorizing 
Legislation 

(0) 

(495.0) 
(0) 

(195.0) 
(118.9) 

52.9 
61.1 
86.6 

Granted 1 

$207.6 
(49.6)2 
113.0 
15.0 

111. 6 
105.2 
106.8 
102.1 

86.1 
60.5 
70.6 
73.5 
78.3 
83.5 
82.0 
82.0 

105.1 3 

87.5 
91.6 
96.5 

100.04 

lNo funds granted for programs needing authorizing legislation due to 
lack of passage of such legislation. 

2Transferred from OCDM Appropriation to OCD/DOD. 

3Includes transition quarter in changeover from July 1 to October as 
the beginning of the fiscal year. 

4Civil Defense budget submitted by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 

5Walmer E. Strope, "Future Trends and Options for Civil Defense," June 1980. 

Sources: U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 
Civil Defense, Hearing, 95th Cong., 2nd Sess., Jan. 8, 1979 (Washington: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1979), p. 260; B. Wayne Blanchard, "American Civil 
Defense 19,45-1975: The Evolution of Programs and Policies," Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of Virginia, May 1980 (hereinafter cited as Blanchard MS), pp. 494-495. 
Data for the years 1976 through 1980 were provided by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. 

142 
139 
188 
243 
101 
106 

. 121 
'138 

$580 

285 

241 
219 
216 
201 
164 
111 
117 
110 
112 
112 
101 

91 
87 
87 
82 
82 
80 
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The totals requested and voted, it should be noted, are cited 

in then-current dollars. Inflation over the years substantially 

reduced the value of the Federal program dollar. Expressed 

in constant 1977 dollars, for example, the $100 million 

------~--~------~----approp-r-iat:nfif-inflscarr9-aO-wasworth-o-nly-$-8~0-nliliion --:$-i~-~--~ 

( 

million less than the 1977 worth of the initial $31.8 "million 

appropriation for fiscal 1951. 15 In these circumstances there 

was a proqressive deterioration of U.S. civil defense cap

abilities,16 even in the face of Soviet improvements in 

weapons and delivery systems. 

Inadequate Presidential Leadership and Congressional Support 

The poor track-record on civil defense funding must be 

attributed to the failure of both Presidential and Congres-

sional leadership to accept and adequately discharge their 

responsibilities" in this field. The Congress has often been 

accused of having a blind spot for civil defense; but the 

same can be said of several of the Chief Executives. Within 

the Congress there were some staunch supporters and even con-

verts to the cause of civil defense, as well as tough oppo

nents. But even the latter expected the President to provide 

the leadership and demonstrate his readiness to come to grips 

l5Strope, £E. cit., Part I, V28. 

l6william K. Chipman, "United States Civil Defense Pro
grams and Activities--Current Status," DCPA Staff Study, 
Oct. 28, 1976. 
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with critical problems and win public and Congressional support 

for bold decisions. The record provides little evi-

dence of Presidents, other than Kennedy, perhaps,. making a 

serious effort to get the Nation and the Congre·ss to face up 

The Question of Public Interest and S:upport 

All too often official neglect of civil defense has been 

linked with public apathy. James M. Landis, Director of the 

Office of Civilian Defense in World War II, spotlighted public 

apathy as one of the basic difficulties likely to confront the 

postwar organization. 17 There is no question that there has 

. been widespread public apathy in the area of civil ·defen~e. 

Opinion research surveys have come up with a multiplicity of 

causes: feelings of futility; the absence of spurs to action; 

failure really to perceive the threat of nuclear war; a sense 

of "morbid unreality" and reluctance to think about the problem; 

the expectation that the military forces can deter Soviet 

aggression and prevent their atomic missiles from getting 

through to their targets; and many other considerations. From 

these polls it would also appear that the vast majority of the 

American people favor an adequate civil defense program, though 

they overestimate the extent of the national effort. The very 

17James M. Landis, "The Central Problem of Civilian 
Defense: An Appraisal," State Government, Vol. 23, No. 11 
(Nov. 1950), p. 236. 
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small percentage opposed to civil defense, however, are among 

the most influential and vocal Americans. 18 

Some observers contend that the public's failure to demand 

a more effective civil defense stems not from apathy but from 

flicting assertions regarding the nuclear threat and contra-

dictory advice on ways to deal with it. Inadequately informed 

or confused, the public has left it to its elected officials 

to provide for their security. They haven't pressed for a 
~ -~ 

really effective program. And because of this seeming lack 

of public concern, Congress has supported only a limited pro-

gram. 

In the judgment of TIEIly prop:)llents ofci vil defense , it is up to the 

President to provide the leadership needed to cope with the' 

threatening future. Millard Caldwell put the prob1em in proper 

perspective in his letter to the President, April 18, 1952, 

transmitting FCDA's first annual report: "It is idle to com-

plain of public apathy in civil defense so long as official 

apathy is obvious. The public looks to its leadership for the 

l8For comprehensive analyses of this subject, see Survey 
Rese~rch Center, ~ StUda Report: Part !, survey,£! the ~ 
Publ~c's Informat~on an Knowledge Concerning C~v~l Defense. 
Part ~, Some Factors Influencing Public Reactions to Civil 
Defense in the United States: A Survey of Some of the Whats 
and ~hys-of-PUblic Reaction to-Civil De1ense-{Ann Arbor, 
Mich~gan:-Survey Research Center, 1956); Jiri Nehnevajsa, 
The Civil Defense Discourse, Pittsburgh, Pa.: University of 
Pittsburgh Research Office of Sociology, Feb. 1966; Ralph L.; 
Garrett, Civil Defense and the Public: An Overview of Public 
Attitude Studies, Research Report No. 17; Aug. 1979--(W~shing
ton: ~~geral Emergency Hanagement Agency, 1979). 
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cue."19 Students of public opinion are convinced that if this 

leadership should avoid explicit and continuing commitment to 

an adequate civil defense program, the general public will not 

demand such a program. Conversely, if the leade.rs do make such 
--~----------~-~--------~- ~-~~---~-.~~~ 

-------------ac~6l:liii:irtrne~t~--pubiic-- s~pp;~t --~~~ld~e~y probably be forthcoming. 

Excessive Secrecy 

Public confusion, mistaken judgments and doubts about 

civil defense activities stemmed in part from the Government's 

practice of cloaking in secrecy information about the menace 

of nuclear weapons and radioactive fallout. Clearly, a careless 

or irresponsible release of information might endanger the na-

tional security. At the same time, suspicions have been 

voiced that the withholding of in!ormation was more often the 

result of vague thinking than of needs for security.20 

Requirements of secrecy and security unquestionably 

hobbled civil defense planners, particularly at the state and 

local levels and in relations with the public. Assumptions 

and plans became obsolete in the face of denials or delays of 

information on new and potential developments in weapons tech

nology, yield of weapons, attack patterns, warning times, and 

othe~ essentials of realistic civil defense planning. Val 

19FCDA, Annual Report for 1951, H. Doc. 445, 82nd Cong., 
2nd Sess. (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1952), 
pp. vii-viii. 

20Royal D. Sloan, Jr., "The Politics 'of Civil Defense: 
Great Britain and the United States," Ph.D. dissertation, Uni
versity of Chicago, August 1958 (hereinafter cited·'·as Sloan MS) , 
p. 254. 
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Peterson, who served under President Eisenhower as FCDA Ad-

ministrator, pointed to this problem in 1955, when he testified 

before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy: 

We were h.C'!nd tcg_pp_ed~because-in--c.·;i..viJ.-Ge-fense-----~--------·----
·-"·---··--··-·---~·----------·--ourlaw-proVide s tha t pr imary re s pons ibil i ty re s ts 

with the States and localities, and we were not 
able to make known to those responsible authorities 
the extent of the fall-out problem.2l 

With secrecy, Peterson told the Committee, "you create a degree 

of public confusion in the country." For his part, he felt, 

there could be "a serious discussion as to whether in our at-

tempts for various reasons to delay the issuance of information, 

we actually compound our difficulties rather than eliminate 

them. "22 

Until the end of 1952, all the information officially re-

leased concerning thermonuclear weapons consisted of three 

short sentences: the first by President Truman, January 31, 1950, 

announcing his directive to the Atomic Energy Commission "to 

continue to work on all forms of atomic weapons, including the 

so-called super-bomb"i the second, a joint release of the De-

fense Department and the Atomic Energy Commission, May 25, 1951, 

indicating that the Eniwetok weapons tests, carried out between 

May 1 and May 11 of that year, "included experiments contributing 

" 
21u.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Atomic 

Energy Commission--Federal Civil Defense Administration 
Relationship, Hearing, 84th Cong. lIst Sess., March 24, .1955 
(Washington: u.s. Government Printing Office, 1955), p. 36. 

22 Ibid., p. 43. 
.-",-.~ 
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to therrronuclear weap:)ns research" i arrl the third, a release by the Atcmic 

Energy Commission, November 11, 1952, advising that additional tests at 

Eniwetok "included exper:irrents contributing to therrronuclear weap:)ns research." 

An announcerrent by the cha.i.rrPan of the Atomic Energy Corrrnission five days later 

~u_~------wasles-s lacorrlcu 1:ut_U 
add~ed no~gt;--pubii~-~l~g;-al:out this ~~t.-2j-U---U_---

It was May 1953, at a special Governors J conference called by President Eisen-

h:::Jwer, when the governors were given "the sober facts al:out the growing threats 

to our hare front security.,,24 

By the end of the surrrrer of 1953, following announcerrent of the Soviet 

therrronuclear l:x::mb test, the Adnrinistration carne under increasing pressure to 

lift the veil of secrecy and tell the people the facts al:out the threat to 

their security. 25 Federal Civil Defense Administrator Peter~n was fully in 

accord with this view. In an interview with Dr. Lapp, Peterson said: 

. . . as far as I am concerned, I think the American people should be 
told everything possible that we could tell them abJut atomic' tombs and 
al:out enemy capabilities and weapons. And, in general, I J::elieve that 
in a derrocracy, where the affairs of gciverrnrent are the business of the 
people, . . . the people can J::e depended 1.1p:)n to ffi3.k.e the proper 
decision-if they have the facts." I don f t J::elieve that any other 
position is defensible in a dem:::>cracy. 26 

In another interview, tape-recorded on Octobe~ 15, 1954, 

Peterson indicated that his agency was still qroping in the 

dark; it could not plan realistically because of the secrecy 
27 

concerning the facts of radioactive fallout. The dangers of 

2~gene Fabinowi tch, "Tb= J Hydrogen Eanb J story," Bru;, Vol. 8, No. 9 
(Dec. 1952), pp. 297-300." -

24FCDA, Annual Rep:)rt for 1953 (Washington: U.S. Governrrent Printing 
Office, 1953), pp. 3-4. - -- . 

. 25:rhe Bulletin of the Atanic Scientists devoted its entire Septanber 
1953 isS1:le to the subject. 

26"An Interview with Governor Val Peterson," Bru;, Vol. 9, No. 7 
.~Sept. 1953), p. 239. , -

27"An Interview with Governor Val Peterson," Bru;, Vol. 10 (Dec. 1954), 
pp. 375-377; Eugene RabinCMitch, Editorial-"Peop1~t Know," ibid., p. 370. 
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fallout were slow to surface. A news statement by Lewis L. 

Strauss, chairman of the Atomic Energy.Commission, on M:arch 31, 

1954, highlighted the explosive power of the H-bomb, but did 

not explain the wide spread of radioacti v~_~~~JJ,.g~j:.~~~~ ___ T_b~ _____ ---c-~---
- .-~----.-~----~~".~--.--------~~-~-.-'~~--'--.--------~-~~---~----,.---~~.-~-'---.-~~-~-

( 

secret could not be kept long in the face of leaks to the 

press and the worldwide attention given to the Unfortunate 

Japanese fisherman on the Fortunate Dragon. 29 By mid-1954, 

FCDA knew the drastic effects of these developments and began 

to take them into account in its planning. It was not free, 

however, to apprise the public that plans were being changed. 

It was not until February 1955--almost a year after the event--

that information on the pattern and intensity of fallout was 

publicly disclosed. 30 

Thus, civil defense needs had to yield to other require-

ments for secrecy, and civil defense suffered in the meantime. 

Reviewing. the circumstances of this delay, Congressman Chet 

Holifield pointed out that FCDA needed more than "general in

formation' to convince the governors and mayors of the need 

for a civil defense program. 31 Secrecy about the effects 
. . 

.28See "The H-Bomb and World Opinion--Chairman St~auss's 
Statement on Pacific Tests," BAS, Vol. 10, No.5 (May 1954), 
pp. 163-167. -

i9"Radiation Exposures in Recent Weapons Tests--Condensed 
from the AEC Sixteenth Semiannual Report," BAS, Vol. la, No.9 
(Nov. 1954), p. 352. -

30S1oan MS., pp. 255-256. 

31Ibid ., p. 256. 
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of nuclear weapons, the University of Maryland's Bureau of 

Business and Economic Research noted, was a factor that 

hampered efforts to achieve an effective dispersal program. 

. Earlier release of current information on the power 
of anticipated we'apons mi,ght have had the_effegj:~L_~~_~ __ ~_,, __ ,,~_,~ __ 

--,,-~-,-,-,,~~---~~--acnrevTng-~t:lie-Tocation-of-our--growln~cj--indus trial po-
-~ential in safe areas, rather than adding to the exist-
ing concentration around our metropolitan areas. A 
little less secrecy for much more security. In fact, 
the Office of Defense Mobilization, the Department of 
Commerce, and the Federal Civil Defense Administration 
to this day are severely handicapped in their operations 
by the failure of the Atomic Energy commission to release 
the information on potential weapon size needed by these 
agencies in their defense planning. 

As a result of these shortcomings, the accomplish
ments to date of our industrial dispersal program has 
been tragically lacking. 32 

The problem of secrecy and· of an uninformed public and 

Congress did not end in the fifties; it continued in the 

sixties, even though the civil defense mission then rested in the 

Department of Defense. In connection with his ill-fated shelter 

construction efforts, Defense Secretary McNamara attr,ibuted 

Congressional hostility to the public's lack of a better under-

standing of the problem. He opened up a substantial body of 

previously classified information on the entire scope of the 

problem of strategic nuclear war. He did this, McNamara said, 

to inform the public of the advantages and contributions of a 

oivil defense program to the d,amage-limiting capability of this 

nation. 

32Bureau of Business and Economic Research, University of 
Maryland, Industrial Dispersal, Studies in Business and 
Economics, IX, March 1956, p. 7, quoted in Frank B. Cliffe, Jr., 
"Industrial Dispersal and Civil Defense,~ ~h.D. dissertation, 
University of Chicago, Chicago, II., 1957, pp. 198-199 (herein
after cited as Cliffe MS) . 

L) 
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We describe nuclear war. We describe the funda
mental requirements to deter it. We indicate the likely 
results if it should take place and describe the contri
bution that civil defense would make to minimizing the 
fatalities to this country. 

This information, McNamara hoped, would enable Congressmen to 

_~_.~_~~~~~~~----~Gl~s euss~-the·--i-ssue-w±th--th-eir-cons-=CTtuenEs-:c-~--over-aperI-od-C;f---- ---~-~-

l) 

time--"and it will take time"--he said, "the public will tinder-

stand this and can make their desires known on an informed 

basis which they have not been in a position to do previously."33 

Unfortunately, as was mentioned earlier and will be dis-

cussed more fully later, McNamara could not sway the Congress; 

and President Lyndon Johnson, preoccupied with the Vietnam 

troubles, did not lend the weight of his influence to obtain 

the requisite authorizing legislation. To this day Federal 

subsidization of construction of community shelters lacks 

legislative authorization. P-_nd civil defense planners have had to 

seek less costly and less desirable alternatives for the pro-

tection of the population in a nuclear war. 

Limited Federal Power in Civil Defense 

The civil defense program was hampered from the first by 

a poor legislative base. President Truman's staff arm, the 

National Security Resources Board (NSRB), came up with a plan 

entirely' unsuited to the nuclear age. James Landis joined the 

33 u.S. Congress, House Subcommittee of the Committee 'on 
Appr~priations, Department of Defense Appropriation for 1966, 
Hear~ngs, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. (Washington: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1965), pp. 154-155. 
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ranks of many city mayors and others who were highly critical 

of the new Federal plan for civil defense. That plan, Landis 

stated, 

. seems . . . to be more like a plan for World 
War I I than for World __ W~~ ___ rlcI_I ___ a_plan_for--TN~T--bombs---------- .-----------

--~---------rather--than-for--A':Eombs, so far as its administrative 
aspects are concerned .... The possibility of A-bomb 
attacks makes it much more necessary to set up over-all 
command of civil defense resources. . '. . A-bombing 
will require much inter-state action . . . Congress 
should act . . . to establish an operational Civil 
Defense Administration with broader powers than those 
envisaged in the legislation suggested by President 
Truman. 34 

Truman went ahead anyway and encountered little opposition 

from Congress in the enactment of the Federal Civil Defense 

Act of 1950. This Act declared the Congressional policy and 

intent that the responsibility for civil defense "shall be 

vested primarily in the several States and their political sub-

divisions." To the Federal Government fell the task of pro-

viding necessary coordination, guidance and authorized 

assistance. 35 

It soon became evident that the Federal Government would 

have to playa more direct and positive role if the nation was 

to face up to the issues of civil defense. Mayors accused State 

governments of' indifference and neglect, 'and the Federal 

34James ~1. Landis, "The National Civil Defense Plan," ~, 
Vol. 6, no. 11 (Nov. 1950), p. 338. 

~ 35public Law 920--8lst Congress, 2nd Session, approved 
January 12, 1951. Copies of this Act and extracts from the Con
gressional hearings and reports pertinent to it have been com
piled in FCDA, Legislative History--Federal Civil Defense Act 
of 1950, n.d., Vol. I and II. 

L) 
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Government came in for its share of criticism for its seeming 

evasion of responsibility for civil defense. Highlighting a 

White House conference, held December 14-15, 1953, with mayors 

and civil defense officials from mbre than 150 citie!:t,~~j,l~~~ _____ ~ __ _ _ .. _ .... _~~ __ ~ ___ ~~~_ .. ____ .. '. __ ._. ___ .. ___ ._ .. __ .. ~. __ .. ~ __ ~.~ .. ______ ._._ ... " ___ .. ____ ~._._. __ . __ ~_. __ '._v_._·_~_· ___ · __ 

waukee Mayor Frank P. Zeidler voiced the belief of many mayors 

that "it is the basic philosophy of the defend~rs of the na-

tion to consider the people in the cities as indefensible, and 

to write them off." He hoped that the Administration sensed 

from the conference "a fundamental conflict between the delega-

tion of civil defense responsibility to the states and adequate 

national civil defense." 

. The nation itself will be in danger if the federal 
government under the present law continues to avoid its 
direct responsibility to metropolitan centers from which 
it gathers its strength and which centers are the prime 
targets of any attack on the nation. States' pre
eminence with respect to civil defense can well mean na
tional destruction. 36 

Congressional committees soon joined the ranks of those 

who felt that fear of infringement of States' rights and local 

preroqatives was only a smokescreen for evasion of Federal 

responsibility for civil defense. In 1955, the Kesnbaurn Com-

mission on Intergovernmental Relations, known for its tradi-

tional efforts to bolster State and local governments, recom-

mended shifting primary responsibility for civil defense to the 

36Frank P. Zeidler, "White House Conference on Civil 
Defense," BAS, Vol. 10, No.2, (Feb. 1954), p. 57. 
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National Government, with States and localities retaining "an 

important supporting role."37 And the following year the 

Military Operations Subcommittee of the House Government Opera-

tions Committee, under the chairmanship of ChetHolifield, 

similarly recommended vesting in the Federal Government "the 

basit responsibility for civil defense.,,38 

In the face of these pressures, the Eisenhower Administra-

tion moved toward a greater Federal role in civil defense. The 

"exigencies of the present threat," Eisenhower advised Federal 

Civil Defense Administrator Peterson, "require vesting in the 

Federal Government a larger responsibility." There would be no 

preemption of all State, local, and individual responsibilities; 

the emphasis would be on partnership or "joint responsibility." 

Federal responsibility now would be direct; that of the States 

and their subdivisions would be to supplement and complement 

37U.S. Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
Report to the President (Washington: u.S. Government Printing 
Office,-r955), pp. 180-184. A staff report of the Kesnbaum 
Commission had considered various options and recommended 
reallocation of responsibility for civil defense "from a 
primary State and local responsibility to a joint respons
ibility of the National Government on the one hand, and the 
States and their political subdivisions on the other"; see 
u.S. Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, A Staff 
Report ~ Civil Defense and Urban Vulnerability (washing
ton: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1955), pp. 2, 23-35. 

38U.S. Congress, House Committee on Government Operations,_~ 
Civil Defense--"for" "National Survival, 24th Intermediate Report, -
84th Cong., 2nd Sess., House Report No. 2946 (Washington: 
u.S. Government Printing Office, 1956), p. 4. I 

__ I 
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the Federal initiative. 39 The 1950 Act was amended in 1958 

to reflect this concept of joint responsibility. 40 Holifield 

was fearful that a "joint" or "partnership" program might 

weaken acceptance of direct,Federal responsibility~ He and 
--~-~~-~-~ 

~~~--~---------~-~o-thers~wcn.na-na ve ~pref erred-an-unmIstakabI-~~ p i~aC;~rn~~t- of 

L) 

responsibility on the Federal Government, while still encourag-

ing State and local operations. But they went along with the 

Eisenhower legislative proposal because it was an improvement 

over the 1950 Act. 41 

The tasking of the job ona joint or partnership basis 

had the merit of involving the entire nation in the civil 

defense effort, but it also had its problems. It did not 

39FCDA, Annual Report for 1956 (Washington: U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1956)~.~U.S. Congress Committee on 
Government Operations, New Civil Defense Legislation, Hear
ings, 85th Cong., 1st Sess. (Washington: U.s. Government 
Printing Office, 1957), p. 317. 

40publ ic Law 85-606, approved August 8, 1958, 72 Stat. 
532. For pertinent extracts from Congressional hearings;
debates, and reports, see Office of Civil and Defense Hobil
ization, Legislative History--Amendments to the Federal 
Civil Defense Act of 1950, n.d., Vol. IV.-----

4~Sloan MS, p. 176; u.s. Congress, House Committee on 
Government Operations, New Civil Defense Legislation, Hearings 
before Subcommittee, February 5-March· 7, 1957 (Washington: 
u.S. Government Printing Office, 1957); U.S. Congress, House 
Committee on Government Operations, Status of Civil Defense 
Legislation, Report, July 22, 1957 (House Report No. 839), 
85th Cong., 1st Sess. (Washington: u.S. Government P~inting 
Office, 1957). For an excellent case study of the subject, 
see Alfred E. Diamond, "The Establishment of a State Civil 

.Defense Structure: A Problem in Government Responsibilities 
and Intergovernmental Relationships, With Special Reference 
to Ohio, Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State University, 
Columbus, Ohio, 1961 (hereinafter cited as Diamond MS). 
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permit the central direction needed to develop an effective 

civil defense "system," as prescribed in the 1958 Act, and 

to ensure its practical implementation. The participation of 

the States and the more than 5,000 local governments has be=-e=TI==-- __________________________ _ 

purely voluntary, and the Federal civil defense agency has had 

no command or directive authority in its relationship with 

them. State and local disinterest or disagreement, the General 

Accounting Office (GAO) reported in 1976, could frustrate the 

accomplishment of national goals. , State participation, the 

GAO emphasized, should be encouraged, but "the needs and 

interests of the Nation should be addressed whether a particu

lar State or region desires to participate or not.,,42 

_The Federal civil defense agencies sought to elicit 

State and local participation by providing matching funds for 

some programs and by fully funding others. But these financial 

incentives did not always bring the desired results. The GAO 

found the response to national priorities "erratic."Some' 

small communities might have effective civil defense capabili-

ties, while ~arge cities that were likely targets did not. 

On an overall basis it appeared, as late as the fall of 1976, 

that communities with no less than 69 percent of the national 

population had not even attained the "minimum acceptable" 

42Testimony of Fred J. Shafer&.-~O_, in.U.S. Congress, 
Joint Committee on Defense Production, Federal State and 
Local Emergency Preparedness, Hearings, 94th Cong., 2nd 
Sess., June 28-30, 1976 (Washington: u.S. Government Print
ing Office, 1976), pp. 5-6, 11-13. 
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level of readiness for coordinated operations in a nuclear 

war. 43 

Repeatedly, since the mid-fifties particularly, State and 

local government officials demonstrated reluctance to perform 

~_____c_i~ii_defen.se-f-unG:t-i0ns.-44---Even--the--lure--of--Feaerar-flnancl.al~-

assistance ofuen failed to elicit the advance preparations 

needed to cope with the effects of a nuclear attack. Reporting 

in August 1977, the GAO noted: 

. . the civil defense program, as currently contem
plated, will not save the maximum number of lives un
less States and communities carry out certain actions, 
both now and in an emergency. Many States and communi
ties have not taken these actions. We believe that 
those civil defense activities which involve the na
tional interest should not be neglected because of 
disinterest on the part of an individual-State or 
municipality. 45 

The withholding of Federal funds until the State and local 

organizations took the necessary actions, national civil de-

fense officials feared, "would establish conditions most 

civil defense programs could not meet in the near future ll
; 

and it would bring to a halt IImuch of the national program 

. in many key communities. 1146 

43chipman, "United States Civil Defense Programs and 
Activities--Current Status, DCPA Staff Study, Oct. 28, 1976, 
pp. 28-29. 

44 Diamond Ms., p. 201. 

45Civil Defense: Are Federal, State, and Local Govern
ments Prep~~.,;Eor·Mucrear Attack? Report to the Congress by 
the Comptroller General of the United States, Aug. 8, 1977 
(hereinafter cited as GAO Report), p. 42. 

46Ibid., pp. 42-43. 
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Cooperation by State and local governments was more 

readily forthcoming when civil defense programs were. inte-

grated into their own "all-risk" preparedness programs. State 

and local governments tended to plan for a broad spectrum of -_ .. - .. --_ .. 

disasters, natural as well as manmade. As the natural dis-

.asters, like those brought on by tornadoes, hurricanes, and 

floods, occurred frequently, the State and local governments 

were inclined to concentrate on these types of disasters. 

The national civil defense authorities, on the other hand, 

would have liked to see the States and localities give more 

attention to nuclear preparedness and to spend Federal monies 

and their own matching funds for this purpose. 

The civil defense organizations were often asked to sup-

port preparedness for natural disasters. Indeed, early in 1972, 

the Secretary of Defense specifically charged the Defense Civil 

Preparedness Agency (DCPA) with helping the State and local 

governments to prepare for natural disasters and, thus, hope-

fully also fostering preparation for nuclear attack. The 

States and localities welcomed this "dual-use" approach~ and 

legislation enacted in July 1976 established as a matter of 

'national policy that resources acquired and maintained under 

the Federal Civil Defense Act should be utilized to minimize 

the effects of natural disasters when they occurred. 47 

47 publ ic Law 94-36, approved July 13, 1976. 

( 
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Subsequent efforts to narrow the scope of Federal funding 

support to nuclear concerns met stern resistance at the State 

and local levels, and Mr. Tirana decided administratively to 

support "total preparedness" or "dual use" emergency planning 

strong State and local interests in preparedness for peacetime 

emergencies to build a base for an effective civil defense 

capability. Yet, the plain truth was that preparedness for 

civil defense and natural disasters were mutually suppqrtive 

only to a degree. Fallout protection and measures for national 

survival clearly were vital for civil defense, but had no place 

in planning for natural disasters. Thus, as the GAO observed, 

the dedication of civil defense personnel to local disaster 

preparedness could divert their attention from "the more diffi-

cult and demanding preparedness for enemy attack."48 

Problems of intergovernmental relations prompted the GAO 

to put forth for consideration the option of making the entire 

civil defense program a Federal responsibility. With a 

federalized civil defense, the GAO noted, 

. . . national priorities could more easily be accom
plished. Many State and local officials would agree 
that civil defense is properly a Federal responsibility. 
The matching funds previously used to support State and 
local civil preparedness organizations, could be re
directed toward readiness in the high-risk and densely 
populated areas. Emergency operating centers could be 
built and upgraded on a priority basis . • • , and 
shelters could be constructed~wi~hFederal funds in 
those areas which have 'shelter deficits. 

48 GAO Report, Aug. 8, 1977, pp. 19-20. 
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The GAO realized, however, that this option would pose prob-

lems. Without State and local involvement in nuclear prepared

ness, the plans "might not be as quickly and effectively 

carried out." Moreover, the funds contributed by the States 
- ~----~-- - ---~-~- -

--~ ~~-~-- ~----

-----~-a-na-localrETes wQuICl-be-Iost, with resultant increased Federal 

outlays for civil defense. 49 

It seemed highly doubtful that Congress or the President 

would seriously consider shifting the partnership concept to 

a unilateral Federal arrangement. The States and localities 

can be a great element of strength, and their resources would 

have to be harnessed in defense operations. For all the prob-

lems entailed, joint, cooperative planning appeared to be the 

only feasible cour~e. 

Civilian vs. Military Control 

In the history of American civil defense the concept of 

civilian control stands out strongly, but not without evidence 

of considerable confusion regarding civil-military relation-

ships in this field. The emphasis on civilian control of civil 

defense surfaced soon after the close of World War II, as part 

of a general postwar reaction against undue military influence 

over the nonmilitary aspects of national security. Hanson 

Baldwin brought the issue into focus when he said: 

Civilian, not military, control must guide economic 
mobilization in war and peace • . • because economic 

49Ibid., pp. 64-66. 

~) 
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readiness and economic mobilization touch at least 
the periphery of every phase of national life, and 
democracy is built upon the fundamental principle of 
civilian supremacy.50 

In the absence of' a civilian agency at the close of 

World War II, the mili tary U_ll(:tEt~j~·99~._s;tudies-and~.develeped-·a····- ................. . 
--, '--"- ~~ .. ---.---.-~.---.-.... -'-.~-... ~-.. -'~.---... '~ .. - .. -

civil defense program which, they were disturbed to find, met 

with a cold reception. 5l The p1a.n recognized that the carry-

ing out of civil defense measures must be primarily ,a civilian 

responsibility effected through a civilian organization. 

Recognizing the need for a close tie with the military, how-

ever, the planners favored the placement of the organization 

under the Secretary of Defense. Disinclined to move that fast 

toward operations anyway, President Truman implemented the con-

cept of civilian control in March 1949, when he assiqned to 

the NSRB the responsibility for civil defense planninq. 

By the end of 1950, as the pressure of events forced a 

shift from a planninq to an operatinq proqram, the matter of 

civilian vs. military control aqain came up. But by then, as 

we shall see in our discussion of the deliberations on the 

1950 Act, the Defense Department no longer wanted the civil 

defense responsibility. The nation had come to accept the con-

cept that the best defense was a good offense; and, ,unlike the 

immediate postwar years, the Defense Department was having 

50Hanson W. Baldwin, The Price of Power (New York: Harper, 
1948), p. 239. 

SlHoratio Bond, "Military and Civil Confusion About Civil 
Defense," BAS, Vol. 5 (Nov. 1949), p. 314. 
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little trouble with its image and appropriation requests. The 

overwhelming sentiment was that the major responsibility for 

this "homefront defense" against nuclear and other modern 

weapons "must be civilian." When requested, the military 

········-·wouJ:d·~·ass±-st~the-c±v±1.-:tan:·aui:fior rtles-to·1:ne--extent·-tnatsuch··· 

commitment would not interfere with the armed forces' primary 

·mili tary ... mis s ions~5 2 

Over the following decade the Defense Department seemed 

generally quite satisfied that the planning and policy responsi-

bility for civil defense rested with PCDA and later OCDM. 

Nonetheless, the Defense Department recognized that it was still 

one of the major agencies around which the civil defense pro-

gram developed. Under the concept of making maximum use of 

existing Government resources, the civil defense organizations 

leaned heavily on the Defense Department. The latter issued 

policy pronouncements designating the Department of the Army 

as coordinating or executive agent on civil defense matters 

and spelled out procedures to be observed in a civil defense 

emergency. 

OCDM devoted one annex of its national plan to spelling out 

the scope of military support in civil defense operations in an 

emergency, to the extent that essential military requirements 

would permit. Military assistance, the annex made clear, was 

to complement, but not to substitute for, civilian participation 

in civil defense. Upon Presidential direction to assume 

52pCDA , Annual. Report for 1952, p. 3. 
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responsibility for the restoration and maintenance of public 

order, the military were authorized to "do all acts which are 

reasonably necessary for this purpose until such time as it is 

determined by the President thai: appropriate civil authorities 

---ar~e-~a.6TeEO-operate and function adequately." Such military 

assistance was deemed to be "a temporary measure" to be terrni-

rlat:edas soon as possible "in order to conserve military re-

sources and to avoid infringement on the responsibility and 

authority of civil government agencies." S3 

Of continuing concern was the possibility that require-

ments of public order and recovery would create a demand for 

large numbers of military personnel, and might even bring on 

martial law~ In a civil defense exercise (Operation Alert) in 

1955, President Eisenhower, to the surprise of everyone, in-

voked martial law, stirring up sharp controversy.54 The mili-

tary neither desired nor were prepared for this assignment. 

Nonetheless, in view of Eisenhower's action, they felt impelled 

to plan for such a possibility. The civil and defense mobiliza-

tion agencies in turn were spurred to devote more thought.to 

the avoidance of martial law by planning in peacetime for the 

maintenance of effective civil government and the performance 

by civilians of the functions needed to help survivors, sustain 

530CDM, The National Plan for Civil Defense and Defense 
Mobilization, Annex 7--Role of the Military Services in civil 
Defense Operations,' Oct. 195'8:'" 

54Cliffe MS, pp. 89-92. 
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morale, restore the economy, and resume production in essential 

industry. 

When President Kennedy decided in 1961 to put civil defense 

in the Defense Department, he was careful to emphasize the 

retention of civilian control by the head of the Department--

the civilian Secretary of Defense. At the same time the 

civilian Office of Civil Defense (OCD) could draw on the strength 

of the Defense Department for much-needed help. Army and Navy 

engineers did help materially in surveying the nation's exist-

ing structures and assessing their potential use as public 

fallout shelters. Civilians received training in the use of 

radiological monitoring instruments. Army units toured the 

country with exhibits of techniques for protection agaihst 

radioactive fallout. National Guard units helped local civil 

defense agencies in moving supplies from warehouses to fallout 

shelters. And in June 1964, the Secretary of the Army approved 

a plan to establish a military headquarters in each State for 

planning and controlling the use of the State's military re-

sources to support civil defense in emergencies. The plan 

reinforced the DOD policy that military assistance would comple-

ment, but would not be a substitute for, civil participation in 

civil defense. 55 

55William P. Durkee, "Civil Defense--The Military Support 
Role," Army Information Digest, Vol. 19, No. 11 (Nov. 1964), . 
pp. 20-26; Maj. Gen. John C. F. Tilldon, III, "Military Support 
in Time of Civil Disaster," Army Information Digest, Vol. 20, 
No. 12 (Dec. 1965), pp. 21-23 . 
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The Defense support during the first half of the sixties 

helped'OCD make dramatic progress toward achieving a meaning-

ful lifesaving capabil~ty. But.that progress showed signs of 

deterioration over the next. decade as civil defense budgets 

tion in the mid-seventies prompted. a Civil Defense Panel of 

.... the HblIse"A.ii:r1.ea'-servfCe' [i'commIt te'e to observe: 

... Through the years, civil defense concepts and 
programs have been influenced by changes in defense 
strategies, the state of international affairs, and 
budgetary pressures. [The] united States never 
has mounted the level of effort in shelter systems and 
rigorous training disciplines that would maximize 
the life-saving potential of civil defense. Cost con
siderations have been the main obstacle. Whereas 
billions of dollars are spent each year even for 
single weapon systems, civil defense counts its ap
propriations in the tens of millions. Civil defense 
is the orphan in the Department of Defense. 56 

In its 1977 report on civil defense, the GAO came up with 

another option that was not likely to win much support--to 

"make civil defense part of the military defense." By tying 

civil defense more closely to military defense, the GAO 

asserted, the National Guard and Reserves could provide "a 

cost-effective bridge between peacetime and wartime readiness." 

And civil defense consiq,erations could get "closer considera-

tion" in the location of defense installations and in decisions 

on the closure or transfer of military bases and depots. The 

_56 U. S • Congress, House Committee on 'Armed Services, Civil 
Defense Review, Report by the Civil Defense Panel of the Sub
committee on Inve~tigations, 94th Cong., 2nd Sess., April 1, 
1976 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1976), p. 10 • 

• 
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GAO recognized, however, that this option, while probably 

involving the least cost, "might present problems io the 

States and communities which have developed their own emergency 

organizations and could conflict with the contingency military 
--~.--.. ~-.--~,"-,",-'"-"--

·····--deployrnetftsof-Efie-NatIonal -Guard and theRe~~r;~~: ~57 

In December 1977 Defense Secretary Harold Brown decided 

--on-a--fiVe';;;ye-arp:fograrn - to improve the image and life-saving 

capabilities of the civil defense organization. President 

Carter endorsed Brown's program and made a policy pronouncement 

in September 1978, stating in essence that civil defense is an 

element of the strategic balance in conjunction with our of-

fensive and defensive forces and could serve to enhance deter-

rence and stability. DCPA viewed these developments and the 

Administration's request for a modest increase in its budget 

for fiscal 1980 as marking "a turning point in u.S. civil 

defense. "58 Congress was not convinced, however, that a good 

case had been made for the proposed program, and its appropria-

tion of $100 million, after taking inflation into account, set 

"yet another all-time low record" in funding for civil defense. 59 

Even while Secretary Brown was thus striving to strengthen 

the image and role of civil defense, a move was under way to 

pluck the "orphan" out of the Defense Department. Notwithstanding 

'S7GAO Report, Aug 8, 1977, p. 65. 

58 DCPA Information Bulletin No. 306, Apr. 25, 1979, pp. 
13-14. 

59William K. Chipman, "Civil Defense for the 1980's--Curren,.t 
Issues," July13, 1979, pp. 48-49. 
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Brown's strong opposition, President Carter put into effect a 

plan that lifted DCPA from the Defense Department and consoli-

dated its functions along with those of other agencies in a 

sweeping reorganization of the emergency management apparatus 

Administration and Congress generally saw in the establishment 

---o-f--t.lie-Fefde-raT-Emergency Mana-gement Agency a good solution to 

the prevailing fragmentation of authority and responsibility 

for civil defense, emergency preparedness, natural disasters, 

and other functions. There were others, however, who voiced 

concern that in this move to FEI1A, civil defense would suffer 

a lowering in stature and a weakening of its credibility as an 

integral part of the U.S. defense program. 60 

As will be pointed out later, links of coordination were 

established with the National Security Council and the Depart-

ment of Defense to ensure that FEMA's civil defense programs 

were attuned to military needs and over-all national security 

policy. While admittedly civil defense had been de-emphasized 

since the mid-sixties, Congressional hearings, assessments of 

Soviet efforts, and top-level government studies in the late 

seventies demonstrated increased concern for "attack prepared-

ness." With the activation of FEMA at the end of that decade, 

60Leon Goure, "The Administration's Civil Defense Program," 
in U. S. Congress, Senate Committee on Banking, -Housing,' and 
Urban Affairs, Civil Defense, Hearing, 95th Cong., 2nd Sess., 
Jan. 8, 1979, pp. 277-280; David Harvey, ·"Civil Defense Re
appears," Defense! Foreign Affairs Digest, Vol.' 6, No. 12 
(Dec. 1978), p. 41. 
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one couldn't help but wonder how civil defense would fare 

under a single-agency approach to planning for all disasters, 

natural and manmade, in peacetime as well as in emergencies. 

_.,- - -- - .-~-, -~- - ---- -.~-.-. -~--.. -~ ... -.-... ~~'.-'- --- '-"'." -_ ... "~-'-'~'- ".- --

-Ambiguity--astotfies-trateglc-rmpor-i:: of Civil Defense 

Throughout the period under review there have been many' 

-expre-ssiorfs--f!:'-om--P-resTa-ents- on down to the effect that civil 

defense is an integral part of our total defense. The litera-

ture abounds with images of civil defense as one of the means 

by which the nation resolves to stand up to any nuclear threat. 

An inadequate civil defense, we are told, would raise doubts 

as to the nation's ability to hold casualties within tolerable 

limits and achieve the rapid restoration of the economy. 

Such doubts would undermine public confidence in the conduct 

of u.S. foreign policy. Our allies might doubt our willingness 

to come to their aid if attacked, for fear of risking nuclear 

war. Soviet leaders might doubt that the u.S. would really 

stand firm against their aggressive designs, thus encouraging 

them to aggression and nuclear blackmail. 

Yet, in the shaping of national security policies in 

the four decades under review, the Administrations and the 

Congress gave civil defense a low profile and meager funds. 

President Kennedy in 1961 won Congressional support for a 

fallout shelter program not in the context of defense 

strategy, but simply as an "insurance" policy 

( 
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in the event deterrence failed. Viewed as "insurance," 

civil defense was envisioned as a comparatively small effort. 

Later efforts, however" to depict civil defense in a "stra-

tegic" context, with the implic(3.tionof a large-scale pro-

Judging from the resources allocated to it, civil defense 

-ha-s---l:5eefi-Ereate-d-as-~a minor element in our over-all strategy. 

Civil defense has been, and remains what President Kennedy 

called it--an in$urance policy serving as a hedge against 

failure of our policy of deterrence. In a sense, investment 

in all defense efforts, military as well as civil, is "insurance" 

for which the nation hopes it will never have to put in a 

claim. Mutual assured destruction may continue to ward off 

a nuclear exchange, but there is always danger of a failure 

of deterrence by reason of an accident, a miscalculation, or 

an irrational act. With the balance of terror seemingly 

becoming less stable, many feel that it would be foolhardy 

in the extreme not to take out the "insurance" needed to 

protect our totally exposed population in the event deterrence 

fails. 

Problems in Designing a Strategy for Civil Defense 

In March 1953, Mayor Frank Zeidler, who headed a vigorous 

civil defense program in Milwaukee, witnessed an atomic test 

with a burst of 15 kilotons--ai:out the sarre size as the burst at Hiroshirra 

some eight years earlier. zeidler's reflections on the experi- • 
ence well illustrate the problems besetting the planners in 
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For the long run, Zeidler stated, civil defense authorities 

should advocate a replanning and rebuilding of our cities, and 

demand a coordination of Federal and State policies to this 

end. 6l 

more ,than 50 percent of manufacturing employment in the top 

40 metropolitan areas obviously was a hazard the nation could 

not risk in the atomic age. In one of their early discussions 

of the "implications of atomic bombs," scientists on the Man-

hattan project in 1945 jotted down on the blackboard a three-

point program: "World government; if no world government, inter-

national control of atomic energy; if no international control 

'of atomic energy, dispersal of cities." Eugene Rabinowi tch, 

editor of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, reflected on 

this discussion some nine years later. With a seemingly hope-

less prospect for the first two alternatives, he observed, 

metropolitan cities clearly become "death traps, and invita-

tions for attack or blackmail. "62 Since 1945 these scientists 

have been calling for dispersion--"defense through decentraliza-

tion"--as the only real protection against nuclear weapons. 

They saw dispersion as "the core" of the nation's industrial 

. 61 Prank P. Zeidler, "A Mayor Views Bomb Test," ~, Vol. 9, 
No.4 (May 1953), pp. 148-149. 

62Eugene Rabinowitch, Editorial--"Must Millions March?" 
BAS, Vol. 10, No.6 (June 1954), p. 194. 
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and civil defense. "No preparation," in the words of Dr. Leo Szilard, 

"rrBkes any sense without it. ,,63 

This, too, is an area of strongly divergent views. Of necessity 

the reduction of urban vulnerability would be a slow, gradual process; 

. ·····IEwol.ild-:f)-eexpe-nsTve··andTf. 

would encounter serious economic, pol.itical, and sociological 

problems.6~ Urban planners, architects, scientists, and some 

representatives from industry were convinced that over the 

long run, progressive steps could be taken within realistic 

plans to break "the Gordian knot of metropolitan disorder."GS 

But accomplishments were unimpressive. Hanson Baldwin likened 

the progress with industrial disp~rsion to lithe frog trying 

to get out of the well--one jump up and two down. ,,66 All 

reports pointed to problems of getting people, builders, invest-

ment houses and industry to depart from the inertia of their 

accustomed ways. In his final report as director of OCDM, 

covering fiscal 1961, Frank B. Ellis candidly observed: 

63Roland Sawyer, lilt's Up to You, Mr. President," BAS, 
Vol. 9 (Sept. 1953), p. 246. 

64 For a good analysis of the subject, see Ansley J. Coale, The 
. Problem of Reducing Vulnerability to Atonic Banbs (A Peport Prepared for 

the camiIEtee on the Social and Econanic Aspects of Atonic Energy of the 
Social Science Fesearch Council), Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1947. FCDA had virtually no role in this field; the problem fell within 
the mission of NSRB and later OrM. The Cliffe .r.1S provideS a comprehensive 
account of the history of the dispersal program into the late fifties. 
See also Lyon G. Tyler, Jr., "Civil r:efense: The Impact of the Planning 
Years, 1945-1950," Ph.D. dissertation, D.:ike University, Durham, N.C. 
(hereinafter cited as Tyler .r.1S), chapter IV. 

65D:::mald M::mson, "Is Dispersal Obsolete?" BAS, Vol. 10, 
No. 10 (Dec. 1954), p. 383. ---

66"Strategy of Two Atomic Worlds," Foreign Affairs, Apr. 
1950, pp. 387-388. 
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Application of dispersion policy continued to be 
plagued with limitations. Few facilities can be re
located outside vulnerable areas in peacetime without 
excessive costs and reduction in efficiency. Some dis
persion has resulted from the Nation's economic growth, 
but continual gr~wth of major metropolitan ar~as and 
the interdependence of the Nation's complex economy has 
neu tral i.z;E:C1.Itlo§:t"<ii.sP~X$ion_.activity-. Ji]. -

----------- -------

---And-- t::Eesltuatio~~pp~~rs to be no better -today. 68 

The civil defense planners sought to protect the popula-

tion in two interrelated ways: sheltering them in place; and 

evacuating them in advance of an attack. Determination of a 

shelter policy was no simple matter; and implementation of a 

nationwide_shelter program, if done right, would not corne 

cheaply. 69 The cost of construction of shelters to protect 

against th~ blast effects of large nuclear weapons was deemed 

prohibitive. The emphasis, therefore, was on providing fall-

out shelters everywhere and to accept the losses from the 

blast and thermal effects at or near the points of weapon im-

pa~t. With shelters of reasonable strength and durability and 

in readily accessible locations, the people would have some 

place to go when the missiles started raining upon them. Those 

in the area of blast and fire damage most likely would perish, 

but many millions would be saved in the surrounding areas of 

heavy fallout. 

67U. S . Congress, Joint Committee on Defense Production, 
"Eleventh Annual Report, 87th Cong., 2nd Sess., Senate Report 
No. 1124 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1962), 
pp. 110-111. 

68David F. Cavers, "That Carter Evacuation Plan," BAS, 
(Apr. 1979), p. 17. 

69E11ery Husted, "Shelter in the Atomic Age," BAS, Vol". 9":,
No.7 (Sept. 1953), pp. 273-275. 
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Planning for evacuation also was by no means simple. 

To be practicable, evacuation of densely populated areas 

would require adequate advance warning. It would be neces

sarytosei: uphaus:i,ngarrangementsoutsidethe target areas; 

provide for the orderly exodus of the people within the warning 

period; arrange for sustenance during the extended period 

when the economy may be paralyzed and disorganized; and still 

shield the evacuees against the spread of radioactive fallout. 

The evacuation approach has been the subject of sharp con

troversy. Still, if one could count on a strategic alert 

extending for days or weeks, evacuation can outdo shelters 

in numbers of survivors. 

The civil defense leaders repeatedly apppeared to shift 

ground in their quest for a strategy for survival. The first 

FCDA Administrator, Millard Caldwell, sought large appropria

tions to launch a shelter protection program, ~hich Congress 

refused to vote. His successor, Val Peterson, initially 

had no interest in shelters. He gave primary attention to 

evacuation; but as he carne to appreciate the dangers of wide

spread radioactive fallout from H-bombs and the possible 

dwindling of warning time with the impending introduction of 

intercontinental ballistic missiles, Peterson gradually aban

doned "survival plans" based on the evacuation concept. He 

recommended a large shelter program, and several important 

studies lent support to his proposal. But President Eisen

hower turned a deaf ear to these recommendations, and p~esented 

'~no shelter program for Congressional action. 

( 
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In response to a question from Dr. Ralph Lapp, "What is 

the (Eisenhower) Administration doing?" Congressman Holifield 

replied: 

Frankl.y, ........ :r:.~y§ .. _c:l.$ked- .. that.same-question:repeatedly. 
The ·A,gmfiirStration'sanswerhasalways··-· been-,-in-eff-eC't: ... 
"Weare encouraging the states and localities to build 
civil defense organizations and study possible ways in 
which to protect their people. We are financing sur-

________ ---=v~i"-:iv'-':a~l=---rP .... l~a~n~n~~~· n~g-s.t.lldies-._~V'e-aJ'::'.e-s-to.ee~t:li-l-i-ng-med-±caJ.::-s up=----~ 
plie~. We are furnishing advice and guidance to the 

L) 

States and localities." 

Even if these functions were worthwhile, Holifield continued, 

"they are at most peripheral. They do not go to the heart 

of the problem. There is at present no national plan for 

survival and there is nothing I can see that will ensure the 

survival of any major segment of our society in the event of 

an enemy attack."70 Holifield had sought to bring the problem 

to the attention of the American people and the Congress, "in 

the hope that the executive branch might wake up to its re-

sponsibilities before it's too late." He wasn't sure that it 

was not already too late. 

The next move is up to the President. He is the 
Commander-in-Chief and charged by the Constitution with 
the responsibility of protecting our nation against a 
foreign foe. I earnestly hope he acts quickly.71 

70Ralph E. Lapp, "Civil Defense Shelters: An Interview 
with Congressman Chet Holifield," BAS, Vol. 14, No. 4 (April 
1958), pp. 130-13l. 

71 -
Ibid., p. 134. 
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But Eisenhower would not embark on a Federal shelter program. He chose 

instead to promote individual shelter construction, and to merge the 

civil defense and defense mobilization agencies into one organization--

_c"~" ___ ~" ___ ' 

- - -_ .. ""-- ~ -~~'--"-~-.-'-'-"~"--' .. ~---,-.',' -.--.. -~.~--~--~.-.,-~----. . 

President Eisenhow:rr I s successor, Jom F. Kennedy, lost no t:irre in 

launching a nationwide fallout shelter system. A 

newly created Office of Civil Defense directly under the Secre-

tary of Defense embarked in fiscal 1962 on a major effort to 

identify shelters in existing buildings, mark them, and stock 

them with food, water containers, sanitation kits, and other 

survival supplies. The program looked to the identification 

by the early seventies of some 225 million spaces with a pro-

tection factor of 40 or more (that is, the radioactivity level 

would be no more than 1/40 of that outside the shelter) . The 

program further contemplated construction of additional public 

shelter capacity in shelter-deficient areas, for without this 

increment more than half of the u.s. population would lack 

ready access to surveyed shelters. 

As was indicated earlier, Congress would not authorize 

this incremental construction, and the continuous reduction of 
. 

civil defense funding to the lowest possible sustaining rate 

weakened the shelter survey, marking and stocking efforts. By 

the mid-seventies the National Shelter Survey had identified 

231 million spaces, but only about 100 million were readily 

accessible to the population in an II at-home II posture. 72 

74William K. Chipman, "United States Civil Defense Pro
grams and Activities--eurrent Status," Oct. 28, 1976, p. 19. 

~) 
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Testifying before the Proxmire Committee in January 1979, 

DCPA Director Tirana stated: 

It would take at least a year of intensive effort 
and large expenditures, during a period of heightened 
international.t§Tl§iQn, .. 1:.ohring.the.curren.t.in"'place 

.. p.:iQI§Q£IQn.system .. to .. fulLeffectivenessrby·~improving 
or rebuilding Direction and Control, Radiological 
Defense, and other. needed systems and capabilities. 
In that case survival might total some 110 million 

__________ -"""i .... n .......... a'--""1~arg.e-s.cale-at-tack .. -'-7r..;3L------------~------

' .. I ~/ 

DCPA's budget had forced it increasingly to depend on 

"surging" in a period of intense crisis to plug gaps in civil 

defense readiness. As part of this approach, DCPA in mid-1975 

initiated planning for "crisis relocation" to ensure survival 

of a majority of the population. This approach, DCPA esti-

mated, had the potential of saving 100 million people in a 

heavy att~ck--in addition to the 80 million who would survive 

if there were no civil defense preparations. Under the 

sheltering-in-place approach pursued since 1962, the survival 

potential would be only 30 million--in addition to the 80 

million mentioned. 

Of course, as Tirana indicated before the Proxmire Com-

mittee, this substantial increase in lifesaving potential 

would require much more than just paper planning. 

73U.8. Congress, Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, 
and Urban Affairs, Civil Defense, Hearing, 95th Cong., 2nd 
Sess., J~n. 8, 1979, p. 51. 
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. . The plans, as they are developed, must be exer
cised with the State and local officials who would be 
responsible to carry them out. . . . Supporting opera
tional systems must also be developed, such as Direc
tion and Control, Communications, Warning, Radiological 
Defense, and Emergency Public Information. Current 
DCPA analyses suggest that "paper plans only" for 

--re:l.ocation,--without--·sU-ChSlIPP0 J:'-:Eing. ·.·systernf3c3.J:!g~p~;:~pAJ:::~= .. 
·ti-ons~-wouIa-resuTt:--in~-aoout--liaIf·thetotay survival 

potential of a full system--about 40 percent survival 
in a heavy, mid-1980's attack, rather than the 80 
percent survival potential of a full crisis relocation 

----------,sys't:em~-4 

The crisis-relocation approach raised questions about 

its credibility. Senator Proxmire shared with others the 

feeling that a modest program might make sense. What bothered 

Proxmire particularly was that the conflicting testimony 

of the expert witnesses and Government spokesmen "points 

out very clearly that the united States stil"l does not have 

a coherent, understandable civil defense program." To be 

sure, President Carter had issued a policy pronouncement "of 

the most general type," but his Administration had not trans-

lated this policy into "a recognizable budget commitment." 

Bandying about an annual budget figure from $114 million to 

$145 million, Proxmire asserted, "does not lend much confi-

dence to the policy itself." 

What we have here is a lack of leadership. We 
need a clear unambiguous statement of facts from 
this administration. We need someone to stand up 
and say, this is what our civil defense policy is, 
this is how much it is going to cost, and this is 
why we need to do it. 

74 Ibid ., pp. 52-53. 
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. a prudent policy demands a prudent follow
through, and to date that has been lacking.~5 

Instability in Federal Civil Defense Organization 

In ·bhe· ·c iv ilde:fense~f±~e'ld·~~i-~~:-fi1c3:¥_15·e--~.Il'=~:)y~:r;:~:~plIf Ie a:'" 
tion to tie shortfalls in preparedness to organizational and 

administrative problems. Far more pertinent are the over~-~ ________ ~ 

whelming challenges in planning for national survival and 

the lack of adequate presidential, Congressional, and public 

support of this planning. Nonetheless, the lack of organiza-

tional stability was an impediment.· Over the 30 years of its 

existence the civil defense organization was subjected to 

repeated shifts in structure and relationships, making it diffi-

cult for the agency to take root, grow, and establish for 

itself the status and prestige it needed to thrive in the 

'Washington environment. 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1941 reportedly called 

civil defense "one of the most difficult things to put to

gether in administrative form that I have yet had.,,76 The 

long series of reorganizations since then, listed below, 

demonstrate that Roosevelt's successors alsQ found it diffi-

cult: 

From the Department of Defense to the Natiohal 
Security Resources Board (1949); 

From NSRB to the Federal Civil Defense Administra
tion (1950); 

75 b'd 91 _ I ~ ., p. . 

76Quoted in testimony by James T. McIntyre, Jr., Director 
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From FCDA to merger with the Office of Defense 
Mobilization in the Office of Civil and Defense 
Mobilization (1958)~ 

From OCDM to the Office of Civil Defense under the 
~Sec retary of .. Defens e-{J: 9 61·}i·--~--·· 

From OCD under the Secretary of Defense to OCD 
under the Secretary of the Army (1964); 

_______ ~-=-_ ____4;F_rom-QG8-ul'"lcier__the-Secret-a-ry----Of-Ene Army to the 
Defense civil Preparedness Agency back under 
the Secretary of Defense (1972); and 

From DCPA to the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(1979) . 

All past organizational changes, as we shall see, had 

their well-reasoned and forcefully stated rationale, their 

supporters and their critics, their high hopes and frustra-· 

tions. FEMA is new, and so any judgment on FEMA must await 

the passage of time. 

Office of Management and Budget, in u.S. Congress, Senate Sub
committee on Intergovernmental Relations of the Committee on 
Governmental Affairs, Reorganization Plan ~ ~ of 1978 (Dis
aster Preparedness), Hearings, 95th Cong., 2nd Sess. (Wash
ington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1978), p. 3~ 
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CHAPTER II 

THE LEGACY OFJ:!:AR~l;E,:R YEARS,.~ ... 19l.6,:,,-AR~. 

Many of the problems highlighted in Chapter I ~ad their 

roots in experience with civil defense during the two World 

Wars and in the post-World War II years of planning that led 

to the enactment of the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950. 

Civil defense was something new to American experience. As 

a result, there was confusion as to what it should embrace. 

In both World ,Wars, protection of.the population against 

attack was only part of the job; there was also substantial 

concern with projects aimed at boosting morale and getting 

the people behind the mobilization effort. Fortunately, the 

United States was not seriously attacked, and so it never had to cope 

with the reality of civil defense .. But this gave a sense of 

aimlessness and wastefulness even with respect to the pro

tective aspects of the program. 

Toward the end of World War II, with increased knowl

edge of the experience of Britain, ~y, and Japan under 

heavy bombing, there emerged a clearer picture of the true 

ingredients of civil defense. It was evident to some, at 

least, that the nature of the problem would change radically 

with the introduction of the A-bomb. Yet patterns of 

thought and action developed in these earlier years 

55 
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persisted and hampered the design of a civil d~fense 

program appropriate to the atomic age. The post-World War 

II planning first in the Defense establishment and then 

]..ll1,Q. er ... NSRl3leadership,endedup ··witha·planandle9'_i:~~~tTol1 

hardly calculated to provide a meaningful civil defense 

program. As one close student of the subject observed: 

. Instead of being launched with a vote of con
fidence, the civil defense program was burdened with a 
history of skepticism, inter-jurisdictional rivalries 
and animosities, lack of top-level executive support 
and a legislative authorization that could easily be 
considered a natural barrier to an effective program. l 

WORLD WAR I EXPERIENCE 

Civil defense had its origins in World War I, when 

warring nations had developed the capability of using air-

craft for direct attacks upon targets behind the forces in 

the field. Non-combatant civilians manning the industries 

that supported mass armies came to be viewed as the "home 

front," and therefore a proper target for enemy attack. 

Great Britain experienced this phenomenon to some degree: 

German Zeppelins and aircraft subjected Britain to 103 

aerial raids. They dropped 300 tons of bombs, causing 

lThomas J. Kerr, "The Civil Defense Shelter Program: 
A Case Study of the Politics of National Security Policy 
Making," Ph.D. dissertation, Syracuse University, 1969 
(hereinafter cited as Kerr MS), pp. 66-67. 
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4,820 casualties, of which 1,413 were fatal. 2 These losses 

were not formidable, but they foreshadowed the development 

of this new form of attack as a significant factor in 

general war. 

attack; and civil defense could hardly be said to have ex-

taken in that period provided a foundation for activities 

that came to be associated with civil defense. In August 

1916 Congress established a Council of National Defense, 

consisting of the Secretaries, of War, Navy, Interior, Agri-

culture, Commerce and Labor, to direct and coordinate the 

mobilization effort. The Secretary of War, as Council 

Chairman, supervised the council's civil defense functions. 

These involved direction of the activities of State and 

local defense councils which, in turn, directed,volunteer 

activities in such fields as public health, morale, con-· 

servation, economic stability" and Americanization. 3 

It 

2 Terence H. O'Brien, Civil Cefense (IDndon: Her Majesty's Sta
tionery Office a.r:rl IDngmans, Green a.r:rl Co., 1955), p. 11. 'Ibis is one 
of the "Civil Histories" in the series constituting the History of the 
Secorrl World War edited by .Sir Keith Hancock, in which the authors had 
free access to official documents. 

3ru.wyn A. Mauck, "History of Civil Defense in the United States," 
BAS, Vol. 5 (Aug.-Sept. 1950), p. 265; "Rest.:Irte of Civil Defense in the 
United States--hbrld Wars I arxl II," in U.S. Congress, Joint Camlittee 
on Atonic Energy, Civil Defense Against Atonic Attack: Pre~ 
Data (hereinafter cited as JCAtPreliminary Data), Feb. 1950;P:: 
See also Kerr MS, pp. 21-25; Sloan ~1S, pp. 101-103; Nehemiah 
Jordan, U.S. Civil Defense B'efore 1950: The Roots of Public 
Law 920,-Study S-212, Institute for Defense Analysis, May 
1966"(1i'ereinafter cited as Jordan Study), pp. 31-33. 
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A total of 182,000 State and local defense councils thus 

directed "home-front ll activities deemed important to the war 

effort but which had virtually no relation to civilian pro

tection . Thesecouncilswe"re.r:a:p;[C!.lYci;;'§§Qlyed "at. the end 

of the war. But the ideas of massive involvement of volun-

L 

teers at the local level in economic mobilization_pr_oblems~~~-~--

and the three-tier structure of organization from the 

Federal level through the State and down to the local levels 

were not lost. They had a definite bearing on the develop-

ment of civil defense in World War II and on the subsequent 

efforts underlying the enactment of the Federal Civil De

fense Act of 1950. 4 

WORLD WAR II EXPERIENCE 

The early twenties saw the conceptual elaboration by 

the Italian theorist, Guilio Douhet, of the idea of using 

aerial weapons to attack population and production centers 

as a basic instrument of war policy.S Such attacks by the 

Japanese in China, by the Italians in Ethiopia, and by the 

Germans and Italians in Spain gave practical support to 

Douhet's strategic doctrine. In light of these developments 

"-
and the potential threat to its own security, Great Britain 

initiated civil defense preparations in the thirties. And 

4Jordan Study, p. xii. 

SGuilio Douhet, The Command of the Air, trans. Dino 
Ferrari (London: Faber-and Faber,-rtd., 1943; Sloan MS, 
pp. 2-S. 

\.f} 
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as the war in Europe developed, Britain accelerated its 

preparations and came up with a program which enabled it to 

pursue the war effort without undue dislocation and intoler-

able losses. 

These developments, however, had no impact on the Ameri-

can people. American policymakers and planners gave little 

thought to questions of civil defense in the interwar years. 

There seemed to be no point, therefore, in planning for 

such a contingency. There was little knowledge of civil 

defense as it had been developed in Europe. At the time of 

Pearl Harbor, no significant research had been done on 

sheltering, warning devices, blackout and camouflage, control 

centers, and other tactics in defense against enemy weapons. 6 

The Organization of Civilian Defense 

With the coming of war in Europe, the u.s. embarked on 

a rearmament program. As a first step on the administrative 

side, President Roosevelt issued an order, May 25, 1940, 

establishing an Office of Emergency Management in the Execu-

tive Office of the President, which served as the incubator 

for many defense and war organizations. On May 28, the 

President announced the reestablishment·of the Advisory 

Commission to the Council of National Defense. The Council 

6James M. Landis, "Organization and Administration of 
Civil Defense," Lecture at the ~ndustrial College of the 
Armed Forces, June 1, 1948 (L48-151). 
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itself remained dormant, but the Advisory Commission, with 

its subsidiary organizations, contained in embryonic form 

many of the agencies that were to be developed more fully 

later. . ···:Among· these· subsidiary· o rga:fi rzI:i:'Eions was tneD:[v~... . 
sion_of State and Local Cooperation, established late in 

July 1940. 7 

Headed by Frank Bane, Executive Director of the Council 

of State Governments, the Division functioned as a channel 

of communication between the Council of National Defense 

and its Advisory Commission on the one hand, and State and 

local defense councils on the other. The Division directed 

its energies primarily to the amelioration of problems stem-

ming from the rearmament effort, such as the impact of 

rapidly expanding defense industries in congested areas. It 

encouraged the creation of State and local councils and, 

through them surveyed industrial facilities and manpower, 

as well as community needs. Bane interpreted his mission 

to be "simply to clear the tracks ahead for government 

agencies and for private industry."S 

7U. S • Bureau of "the Budget, The United States at War: 
Development and Administration of the War Program ~----~ 
Federal Government (Washington: U.S. Government Pr~nt~ng 
Office, 1946), pp. 22,24. (Hereinafter cited as The U.S. at War) . 

SKerr MS, p. 27; see also Frank Bane, "The Organization 
and Administration of the Office of Civilian Defense," Lec
ture at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, June 9, 
1947 (L4 7-145) • 

~) 
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The Division gradually turned to matters of civilian 

protection, but it was abolished before it could make much 

headway. 9 From the tirst, there was mounting pressure, 

particula.r~¥ ..... ~E.~In .. J..gC:::C'lJ.. .. gQY§J;~nm§l1,tQffici.als ... led .... byNew 

---VorkMayor Fiorello La Guardia, for the establishment of 

protective services. In October 1940 La Guardia sent a com-

mittee of firemen to London to observe the city under the 

"blitz." In his preface to the committee's report, La 

Guardia stated: 

Modern aerial warfare has placed tremendous 
responsibilities on the cities and their civilian 
populations. On the shoulders of local authorities 
has fallen the whole burden of 'passive' or civil 
defense--the protection, medical and hospital ser
vices, restricting of lighting, protection of trans
port, armament producing plants and utilities, evacu
ation and housing, clearance of debris, and cither 
non-combatant tasks. 10 

Responding to this concern for protection, the Division of 

State and Local Cooperation put out guidance on such matters 

as blackouts and shelters. 

The mayors kept up the pressure for expeditious action 

to provide protective services and reorganize the Federal 

9Mauck, £E. cit., p. 266. Mauck's article is a 
summary of his more detailed study, "Civilian Defense in 
the united States, 1940-1945," which served as the basis 
for Dr. Kerr's discussion of the subject. The Jordan 
Study, in its treatment of this subject, drew on a "Nar
rative Account of the Office of Civilian Defense," by 
Robert McElroy, an official of that office, prepared in 
1944. McElroy's manuscript is in the National Archives. 
In his research and writing on the World War II experience, 
the writer benefited from these works. 

10Quoted in Kerr MS, p. 29. 
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civil defense effort. At the conclusion of a Conference of 

Mayors in Ottawa, Canada, early in 1941, La Guardia wrote 

to the President: 

.. .. .. I findt.:hat .t1:1E! .. 'IE!n~rCllag:;-.~~Itl~nJ:~mQll9 .. j;Jl~ .... 
.. ····mCfxt>r.s-·is··,'EIia1:EJl.Ea:f~·:i,§·.oi.I1~§d·forastrong ... Federal 

DeparbrienEtocoordinate activities, and not only to 
coordinate but to initiate and get things going • . . 
Please bear in mind that . . . never in our history 
(up to this war) has the civil_i_an~p_opulation~been,--------~ 
exposed to attack~ The new technique of war has 
created the necessity for developing new techniques 
of civilian defense. It is not just community sing-
ing and basket weaving that is needed .... What is 
needed is to create a home defense among the civilian 
population, to be trained to meet any responsibility 
of an air or naval attack in any of our cities .. 
It is not an easy job to educate, train and prepare 
cities to meet a situation where bombs explode in 
their midst, destroying buildings, with hundreds 
killed and thousands injured. That is the job ahead 
of us. ll 

This growing concern for civilian protection, combined 

with defense-related problems of production and community 

facilities requiring cooperation with State and local 

governments, brought an Executive order, May 20, 1941, 

by which the Office of Civilian Defense (OCD) replaced the 

Division of State and Local cooperation. 12 OCD was to: 

Serve as the center for the coordination of 
Federal civilian defense activities which involve 
relationships between the Federal Government and State 
and local governments. • . • . 

. Keep informed of problems which arise from the 
impact of the industrial and military defense effort 
upon local communities, and take necessary steps to 
secure the cooperation of appropriate Federal depart
ments and agencies in dealing with such problems and 
in meeting the emergency needs of such communities. 

lIIbid., pp. 29-30. 

l2Bureau of the Budget, The U.S at War, p. 59. 
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Assist State and local governments in the estab
lishment of State and local defense councils or other 
agencies designed to coordinate civilian defense ac
tivities. 

With the assistance of the Board of Civilan Pro-
tection (which was established within the OCD by the 

.. ... .. ~ZJ;L<:::J,.lti::v:e .... Qr.der.)., .. ~s.tud¥ .. and··:@l·an···measures· ··des±·gned······ 
to. aEford adequate protection of life and prop"erty 
in the event of emergency .... 

With the assistance of the Volunteer Participa
tion Committee (also established by the EXecutive 

~ __________ -,-"order.)-GGns.j.e.er~:@;'f'et'>es-a·rs~, ~sugge"st~p·l-an-s, ana~p~rC-Coc--------~ 
mote activities designed to sustain the national 
morale and to provide opportunities for construc-
tive civilian participation in the defense program. 
. . . 13 

Mayor La Guardia was appointed director on a volunteer basis. 

He received no salary and operated directly under the Presi-

dent. 

OCD set up two operating branches: a Civilian Protec-

tion Branch·to deal with the protective phases of the mis-

sion; and a Civilian War Service Branch to deal with the 

nonprotective phases. To decentralize supervision, La 

Guardia established nine Regional Civilian Defense Areas 

(later called Civilian Defense Regions), coterminous in 

their boundaries with the Army Corps (later Service Command) 

Areas. Regional offices were set up in each of these 

areas, with Regional Directors appointed by the Director of 

OCD with the President's approval. The regional offices 

served as links in transmitting information to the States. l 4. 

l3Executive Order No. 8757, May 20, 1941, 6 Federal 
Regi~ter 2517. 

14American Bar Association, Committee on Civilian 
Defense, Civilian Defense Manual on Aspects of Civilian 
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State defense councils developed along ~ basic lines. 

In some States, like New York and Massachusetts, the cduncils 

had wide powers, with a direct line of control over the 

------- ~---- -- - - -------- -----

-councIls. In other States the councils acted only in an 

advisory capacity, advising the Governors, local councils 

and community leaders on matters pertaining to the defense 

effort. 

The local defense councils were the primary echelon in 

the organization of civilian defense. These councils in-

eluded appropriate public officials, such as the mayor or 

head of the county government and the heads of the police, 

fire, health and welfare departments, as well as chairmen 

of principal committees and community leaders. They were 

structured, like the Federal OCD, with two basic branches: 

one concerned with the organization and training of forces 

to protect against enemy action; the other promoting sal-

vage, housing, health, nutrition, and other community 

activities. By August 1942, approximately 11,200 local 

defense (war) councils had been organized. lS 

Protection. Prepared for the u.s. Office of Civilian 
Defense, OCD Publication No. 2701, April 1943 (Washington: 
u.s. Government Printing Office, 1943), Chapter 1; Cary 
Brewer, Civil Defense in the United States: Federal, 
State and Local, Library of Congress, Legislative Refer
ence,Service, Public Affairs Bulletin No. 92, Washington, 
D.C., Feb. 19S1, pp. 10-12. 

lSAmerican Ba; Association, £E. cit., p. 24. 
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A number of metropolitan areas, often embracing several 

counties, sometimes in different States, required ~pecial 

administrative arra~gements. To ensure effective imple-

mentation 0 f measures in' t.hI:J;~~""og§;§eJ:t,the~OCD~Direct.orooes-eab-'" 
,'00--= .=. ~-= .O._~=O .. =~_7 •• =_.O __ '.-.O~-7_=_-'~.='-·~-·-· __ · __ ··-·.-.•••.. -.... - -

lisliedMe'EropoB .. tan Civilian Defense Areas .16 In all cases 

bu-e one, the 'OCD Director appoin-eed the Coordina-eor of 

--------------------rD~e~fense, but the Coordinator was usually subject to the 

State director's policies and orders. The Coordinator drew 

advice and assistance from an Advisory Council of Defense, 

consisting of represen-eatives of the State or Sta-ees and the 

local defense councils embraced in the Metropolitan Area. 

Such coordinating activities made it possible to enter into 

mutual agreements for the exchange of personnel, equipment 

and services, the synchronization and uniform observance of 

blackouts and air raid drills, and the adoption of inte

grated evacuation plans covering a wide territory.17 

Problems Encountered 

OCD management and operations were marked by consider-

able conflict and confusion. Whereas Bane had put the focus 

l6Ibid., pp. 6-7. By early 1943, 15 Metropolitan Civil 
Defense Areas had been established: Atlanta, Baltimore, 
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, New Orleans, 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, San Francisco Bay, 
Seattle, Toledo, and Washington. 

l7 Ibid ., p. 7. For a discussion of the work of the 
Metropolitan Defense Council in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
see Samuel C. May and Robert E. Ward, "Coordinating Defense 
Activities in a Metropolitan Region," Public Administration 
Review, Vol. II, No.2 (Spring 1942), pp. 104-112. 
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on the State level, La Guardia made the local level the 

primary unit in the civil defense organization. This resulted 

in a by-passing of State organizations, with attendant con-

fusion and 

Saito:nstall of Massachusetts brought up this problem in the 

course of deliberations on the proposed civil defense legis-

lation in December 1950: 

One of the great problems which developed during 
World War Two was brought about by the Federal Adminis
trator, the late Mayor La Guardia of New York, who, 
when called upon by a municipal, or other local of
ficial, would sometimes say things and make under
standings and agreements which would completely upset 
the ""hole program developed with the State. The result 
was that one community would get one idea, another com
munity would get another idea, and at the same time the 
State would be trying to encourage still another idea 
through municipalities and communities. 19 

Similarly, James Landis, La Guarqia's successor as OCD 

Director, later reflected on the confusion caused by bypass-

ing the States, however necessary it might have been in some 

cases. And he expressed the hope that the NSRB, in its 

planning, would avoid a repetition of that "disorganizing 

feature of civil defense in the last. war. ,,20 

l8Kerr ME, pp. 32-33; Brewer, £E. cit., 

19Quoted in FCDA, Federal Civil Defense 
Legislative History, Vol. I, pp. 13-14. 

p. 12. 

Act of 1950--

20James M. Landis, "The Central Problem of Civil De
fense: An Appraisal," State Government, Vol. 23, No. 11 
(Nov. 1950), p. 236. 
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Further, La Guardia gave primary emphasis to the pro-

tective aspects of the OCD mission. To him the "volunteer 

participation" portion was "sissy stuff."2l A dynamic 

leader, La Guardia made rapid progresswi~th~ the~EfQj::g<:::t,i~9n 
~ ~ ~eee Oe C_e ~e cO e'ee cO ~~ ~ ~_e,~ ~ e ee,_ 

program,buthe'ign.6red urgIngs from the Budget Bureau and 

others to carry out the non-protective aspects 

--~--------------~crf~h~~ assignment. The Budget Bureau threatened to with-

~,/ 

hold funds from OCD until the total program was implemented. 

In the face of these pressures, La Guardia, in Sep-

tember 1941, appointed Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt as Assistant 

Director in Charge of Voluntary Participation. Mrs. 

Roosevelt spent five turbulent months with the agency. She 

did much to promote community needs; but 'some of her appoint-

ments, especially Mayris Chaney, a professional dancer, and 

Melvyn Douglas, a movie actor, evoked criticism and ridicule. 

Referring to the activities under Mrs. Roosevelt's direction, 

Dr. Kerr observed: 

. Terms such as "boondoggling," "fan dancers,1I 
rlstrip-tease artists," "picolo players, " "parasites," 
and "leeches" were liberally used to describe Mrs. 
Roosevelt's personnel and programs. Iri the case of 
Mr. Douglas, some members of Congress hinted that 
his "leftist leanings" were turning the oeD into a 
"pink tea party. "22 

21 Ma UCK,: ~. ~ it., p . 266 • 

. 22Kerr MS, pp. 33-34; see also Tyler MS, p. 11; Jordan 
Study, pp. 46-48. 
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The Chaney-Douglas incidents,· Hr. Mauck believed, "caused 

OCl;) to lose prestige which it never fully regained. ,,23 

With America's entry into the war, the President de

cided to put the civil defense program under full-time 

leadership~InJanuarY1942,thepresIdent:br6ugJ:l.tIn James 

M. Landis, Dean of the Harvard Law. School, as a special 

La Guardia resigned on February 10, and Mrs. Roosevelt's 

resignation soon followed. Upon La Guardia's departure, 

Landis took the reins, although he was not formally vested 

with the directorship until mid-April. 

Dean Landis at the Helm 

Landis took over as Director with a new Executive 

order. The dual mission remained, but the order streamlined 

and strengthened the agency. It omitted the oeD responsi-

bility "to sustain national morale." Also, it provided for 

only one advisory body--a "Civilian Defense Board"--in lieu 

of the two groups (the Board of Civilian Protection and the 

Volunteer Participation Committee) prescribed originally.24 

Further, the President broadened OCD's role with respect to 

plant protection; he charged OCD with the responsibility of 

establishing, in conjunction with and subject to the approval 

23Mauck, £E. cit., p. 266. 

24Executive Order No. 9134, April 15, 1942, 7 Federal 
Register 2887. 

~) 
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of the Secretary of vvar, "a program for the protection of 

essential facilities from sabotage and other destructive 

acts and omissions. 1125 

"C~C co~~Deanoo~LaondJ.os~~oaboJ..~icsohed:oosuperfluous cae tivito±es~O"and"ObrC:::fU~g1:it 0 .~ ••••• o 

in new people for key positions in Washington and in the 

regions. He shed the agency of some of the programs which 

had been subject to severe criticism. Under Landis, the 

Citizens Defense Corps of approximately 10 million volun

teers provided a wide range of protective services. 26 Over 

8.5 million of these volunteers had specific assignments 

under the protective services programs. 

With regard to the facility security program, the 

President's order of May 19, 1942, directed OCD to: 

(a) Serve as the center for the coordination of plans 
in this field sponsored or operated by the several 
Federal departments and agencies; 

(b) Establish standards of security to govern the 
development of security measures for the nation's 
essential facilities; 

(c) Review current and future plans and require the 
adoption of necessary additional measures; and 

(d) Take steps to secure the cooperation of owners and 
operators of essential facilities, and of State 
and local governments, in carrying out adequate 
security meaSures. 

Separate Presidential orders issued earlier gave the military 

'departments and the Federal Pow~r Commission specific 

responsibility for protecting vital war facilities. 

25Executive Order No. 9165, May 19,1942, 7 Federal 
Register 3765. 

26Jordan Study, pp. 44-45; Mauck, ~. cit., pp. 267-268. 
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Under this program, Federal participating agencies 

dealt directly with the facilities or with State or local 

authorities controlling action therein. Coordination was 

was also maintained with the military d~~artments, the 

Federal Power Commission, and the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation.· Within OCD, a Facility Security Division adrninis-

tered the program with the help of oeD·regional, State and 

district facility security 0£ficers. 27 

Finally, it should be noted that Dean Landis early 

expressed the desire to run his own information office instead 

of being part of a centralized information service in the 

Office of Emergency Management. Because information was 

so basic to the OCD mission, Landis believed that the pro-

motion of OCD programs should be handled within his own 

organization. After some negotiation with the Budget 

Bureau, OCD set up its own information ·office. 28 

Liquidation of OCD 

Dean Landis directed the OCD until August 1943. By 

then, the possibility of an air attack on the U.s. had long 

since passed, leaving little prospect of using the civilian 

protection forces. Landis felt, too, that the State and 

local units were then sufficiently developed to enable them 

27American Bar Association, £e. cit., pp. 7-9, 105. 

28Bureau of the Budget, The U.S. at ~, ~p. 213-214 

L) 
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to discharge their responsibilities with minimum guidance 

from Washington. He recommended, therefore, the abolition 

of OCD, and the transfer of the protective services to the 

War Department and the mobilization o§~J::'Y~~d:~>~:Eio~t9o,t>he~ FederaL,> 

Securit:yAgency.29 

This proposal, also made by La Guardia upon his resig-

nation, met with resistance from the War Department, despite 

the fact that it had assisted significantly in organizing 

the protective services. The reasons for this opposition 

are not clear, although the realization that the danger of 

enemy attack had passed and that there was still a war to 

fight entered the picture. 3D The Director of the Budget 

also objected to the Landis proposal, and President Roose-

velt decided to keep the agency going. 

For the next six months, John Martin, Deputy Director 

of OCD, served as acting director. "Again," Mauck noted, 

"morale in the agency suffered because of uncertainties 

regarding its continuance and because of complete silence 

throughout the six months regarding the authority, powers, 

and future status of Mr. Martin.,,31 In the meantime, upon 

advice from the Wa~ Department to OeD, the protective 

29 . 
Mauck, £E. c~t., p. 266; Kerr MS, pp. 35-36. 

30Tyl er MS, p. 12; see also Jordan Study, pp. 50-51. 

31Mauck, £E. cit., pp. 266-267. 
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services in the States and localities were placed on a 

stand-by basis. 32 Martin left in February 1944 for Navy 

service, and the post of director went to Lt. General 

William N. Haskell. 

Over the ensuing sixteen months OCDcut back its opera-

tions in preparation for early termination. Presented with 

Ene question of the timing 'of the termination, the new 

President, Harry Truman, directed the aboli,tion of the OCD 

e,ffecti ve June 30, 1945. OCD' s protective property and 

records were assigned to the Department of Commerce, and 

the Treasury Department was directed to "wind up the affairs 

of the Office.,,33 The state and local organizations dis-

banded soon thereafter. 

Postmortem Examinations 

Virtually all reviews of the OCD experience have drawn 

the same conclusion: that the agency's image and record left 

much to be desired. In the absence of an enemy attack, even 

the protective aspects of the program became the objects of 

criticism and ridicule. 

• • • The civil defense worker was depicted as an air 
raid warden equipped with an arm band, tin helmet, 
bucket of sand, and a flashlight whose foremost duty 
was to get people to pull down their window shades 
during an air raid drill. 34 

32Ibid., p. 267. 33Executive Order tb. 9562, June 4, 1945. 

~) 

34Maxam MS, p. 13. "-' 
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Testifying later before the War Department Civil Defense 

Board, former OCD Director Landis observed: "There's a limit 

to the busines~ of peing an air raid warden, especially when 

no bombs are dropping." 3 ~ ..... ~:gc::i .. ~JL:t~Jl§ .. §.sme~ Jlein, .. DeWit-t-

- SmiEh;·speakIrigforthe American Red Cross, testified that 

his organization had found it "very difficult to keep an 

---------------------a~live, active local disaster relief organization functioning 

L.J 

in communities where there have never been civilian dis-

asters.,,36 

A report by the War Department's Provost Marshal General 

soon after the war, which we will take up in the next sec-

tion, included a discussion of OCD's organization and per-

formance during World War II. The report pointed up three 

major shortcomings: the lack of advance planningi the ab-

sence of unified command ~nd authoritYi and the assignment 

to the agency of responsibilities extraneous to civil 

defense. 37 

35Quoted in Tyler MS, p. 54. 

36Ibid . 

37see "Summary Conclusions of Study 3B-l, Defense 
Against Enemy Action Directed at Civilians, Report by the 
Provost Marshal General, April 30, 1946" (hereinafter cited 
as PMG Study 3B-l), Appendix A to Jordan Study, p. 166. One 
of the 14 exhibits backing up this report was devoted to 
"The Organization and Performance of the OCD During World 
War II"; it is summarized in the Jordan Study, pp. 60-64. 
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A second study by a War Department Civil Defense Board 

also reviewed the World War II experience. It summed up 

the strengths and weaknesses with the following observations: 

a. OCD acc()Il1J?l~~he?: ...... ':: .. ,!()lllIl ~f:!~:J;.~I1lQ1::>Jl:h.:.::~g,.tiQIL.~o_f ......... ~ ... ~ ....... ~ .. - .. 
····~gre'a:t··mi:rg.tfitUae;·but:·r£$··capabi.lities were· un-

tried:5yeven a minor enemy attack. 

b. Operation at local levels by augmenting existing 
means was sound. 

c. Regional control, sound in principle, was weak 
in operation due to lack of authority. 

d. No clear delineation of civil defense responsi
bilities existed. 

e. Activities in conflict with the operation of the 
protective services diverted effort from the 
primary mission of civil defense. 

f. There was no advanced planning. Hasty organiza
tion became necessary .. 

g. There was little experienced leadership. 

h. Adherence to the principle of States' rights. 
and traditional municipal individuality blocked 
standardization of plans in certain instances. 

i. Due to the lack of authority in the Office of 
Civilian Defense, State and local leaders fre
quently looked to the Army for command decisions. 

j. Mutual aid as planned and arranged by agreements, 
had no backing by Federal legislation and seldom 
by State legislation. It is doubtful that mutual 
aid would have functioned under heavy and repeated 
air attack. 

There were no mass enemy raids to put oeD to the test. But 

the Board left no doubt as to its own view: the wartime 

civil defense apparatus would have been inadequate to cope 

with a heavy attack. 38 

38U• S. Department of Defense, ~ Study of civil Defense 
(Washington: U.S. Governrren.t Printing Office, 1948), pp. 8-9 (hereinafter 
cited as Bull Rep?rt) ; Maxam MS, pp. 13-14. 
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On one point there could be no doubt: the dismantling 

of the organization before the close of the war made it 

evident that the Administration did not then consider civil 

ture. No provision was made to continue the function even 

on a planning basis. In its history of .the wartime adminis=---~ 

tration, the Bureau of the Budget cited OCD and the Presi-

dent's Committee on Congested Production Areas as the 

specific examples of agencies "terminated well before the 

end of the war when it was apparent that there was no longer 

any need for their functioning."39 This left a vacuum which, 

as we shall now see, the military sought to fill. 

POSTWAR STUDIES AND PLANNING IN THE 

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT 

It became evident even before the end of World War II 

that civil defense should have a place in planning for 

future conflicts. Even while planning for demobilization, 

the military gave thought to the implications of atomic 

weapons and of the potential range of aircraft and missiles 

for the future defense of this nation. In another war 

with a major power, the U.S. would have to be prepared 

to reduce to a minimum the damage, casualties and disloca-

tion resulting from enemy attack on American cities, 

3 0 
'The U.S. at War, p. 498. 
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factories, and military complexes. Whatever the ultimate 

decision on the locus of responsibility in these matters, 

the military could not tolerate a lapse of the civil defense 

U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey 

The U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey, established by the 

Secretary of War in November 1944, had a ·staff of 1,150 mili-

tary and civilian personnel studying the effects of World 

War II military operations, the extent of civil defense 

preparations in Britain, Germany and Japan, and the success 

of these preparations under conditions of attack. The Survey 

teams produced many studies. with a wealth of information 

relevant to future planning. 

Their report on the effects of the atomic bombs in Japan, 

as we indicated earlier, provided "signposts" for action on 

civil defense measures--action that should be taken swiftly. 

The danger is real--of that, the Survey's findings 
leave no doubt. . . . These measures must be taken or 
initiated now, if their cost is not to be prohibitive. 
But if a policy is laid down, well in advance of any 
crisis, it will enable timely decentralization of 
industrial and medical facilities, construction or 
blueprinting of shelters, and preparation for life
saving evacuation programs •.•• If we recognize in 
advance the possible danger and act to forestall it, 
we shall at worst suffer minimum casualties and disruption. 

. . . In our planning for the future, if we are real
istic, we will prepare to minimize-the destructiveness 
of such attacks, and so organize the economic and ad
ministrative life of the Nation that no single or small 

\.t) 
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group of successful attacks can paralyze the national 
organism. 40 

Provost Marshal General Report 3B-I 
_~ _.".~. _._~_.o~~~,.~> .. ~._~. _~ ..... ~ , 

~~~ .. ~--.~- ... -.. ~-~~-~~..~ .... ~·~··~on· JtflY·T6~-T9:1r5::;::~flie··a·~Y·()f·fKed.etonation . .of ... the .. A-

bomb at the Alamogardo test site, the Army's Office of the 

Chief of Staff approved the initiation of War~D_ep~ar_tmentl-~~~~~ 

planning for postwar civil defense. In response to this 

decision, the Office of the Provost Marshal General (PMG) 

was directed on August 4 (two days before the atomic bombing 

of Hiroshima) to study the problem of civil defense in light 

of recent experience and make recommendations regarding the 

assignment of responsibility for future planning and opera-" 

tions in this field. 41 Lt. Colonel Barnet W. Beers, who was 

to play an important role in this postwar planning period, 

directed the PMG study.42 

40 U. S . Strategic Bombing Survey, p. 38. 

4lThis discussion of the PMG report is based largely 
on Dr. Tyler's fine treatment of the subject and on the 
analysis and documentation in the Jordan Study. Dr. Kerr 
has also treated the subject well. All have eased the writer's 
task. 

42col ." Beers, a former Illinois National Guard officer, 
was with the War Department Plans and Operations Division. 
During Wor:ld War II, Beers had direct contact with the civil 
defense organization in his capacity as G3 at Governors 
Island, New York. He later directed the civil defense team 
of the Strategic Bombing Survey of Germany. After the com
pletion of the 3B-l study, Beers served as Recorder of the 
War Department Civil Defense Board, and subsequently played 
an active role in the planning under the Secretary of Defense 
and the NS RB . 
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Under no pressure to support any preconceived solu-

tion,the PMG planners embarked on a "brainstorming exercise." 

The dropping of the A-bomb on Hiroshima added to the 

From theirreviewofthewaEtime experience, they. came up 

with five principles which, in their judgment, would have 

(1) Civil defense must be planned in advance. 

(2) Civil defense must be recognized as important 
and essential. 

(3) The federal government must be able to command 
the civil defense organization. 

(4) The federal government must provide trained, 
mobile forces for assistance to stricken areas. 

(5) The public must not be involved until plans are 
laid and there is something for each person to do. 

"Few people," Dr. Tyler a.dded, "would disagree with most of 

these premises. Yet each of these premises was all but ig-

nored in the planning and in the operation of the civil

defense program.,,43 

The PMG team chose the British term "civil defense" in 

preference to the American term "civilian defense." The 

wo~d "civilian"," Dr. Kerr noted, "apparently conjured up 

visions of La Guardian chaos and Rooseveltian dance in-

structors," whereas British "civil defense" had been "all 

business--its only purpose to protect people from air attack." 

43 Tyl er MS, p. 342. 

( 
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Furthermore, the term "civil defense" implied concern with 

the entire civil sector including the economy and the govern

ment, not just the people. 44 

The PMG study emphasized the concept of self-help, that 

, . the individualwa.s.basicallyresponsible for protecting 

himself and his property. At the same time, however, it 

needed to make this concept operative. Postwar civil 

defense, the study asserted, would require: a national 

shelter policy; reserve stockpiles of survival items; an 

attack-warning system; plans for industrial dispersal and 

for evacuation of people from likely target areas; indi-

vidual training. in civil-defense techniques; .instruction of 

all military personnel, including the National Guard and 

State militias, in aiding the civil population; and estab-

lishment of a national agency to inventory and evaluate 

f " 'I d f 45 resources or use ~n c~v~ e ense. 

While State and local governments would have important 

roles, the PMG study stressed the importance of a national 

organization with strong central control and direction. 

"Only a unity of command," the study asserted, could produce 

"a unity of people." The national organization would have 

to be under one command "with complete direc·ting and co-

ordinating authority" over all civil defense activity from 

top to bottom. 46 

44 Ibid., pp. 32-33. 45Ibid., p. 35. 46Ibid., pp. 36-37. 
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The PMG team anticipated that the military would have 

to shoulder much of the burden of civil defense, including 

the provision of outside help for stricken communities. It 

~oo":riaturaI~functron,i of the War Department. The team therefore 

recommended that a permanent civil defense agency be estab

~~~~~~-r'ished as a division of the War Department General Staff. 47 

On this point, however, ,regular officers, perhaps more than 

the reservists who prepared the 3B-l study, were cognizant 

of the delicacy of civil-military relations and were also 

perhaps more concerned about possible effects upon the fight-

ing mission. They suggested further study to determine the 

organizational positioning of the proposed civil 'defense 

agency. 

The Bull Report 

In August 1946, Secretary of War Robert A. Patterson 

urged the Budget Bureau to consider the problem; the primary 

responsibility for civil defense, he stated, "very much needs 

to be fixed in some appropriate agency. ,,48 The Director of 

the Budget agreed on the need to move promptly on this matter, 

but he thought that this might appropriately be a responsi

bility of the proposed National Security Resources Board (NSRB). 

As he put it: 

47 Ibid ., pp. 37-38. 

48Bull Report, p. 2. ,-"" 

( 
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My main question is whether this phase of national 
preparedness planning should be considered by itself or 
whether the organization of all phases of the broader 
problem have to be considered together. We are now 
giving some attention to the whole question of how a 
National Security Resources Board, as recently endorsed 
by the president, .. ~~()~~~~eo:~Cin~ zed ........ ~~ ... 11a.Yfat~Il t~:._._~ .... . 

. ~-·~--··~·~~··~····~·······~·t±ve71T··heeno....-loukhrg ~CYfi -C~i·yTI ran· aef~iis~pJ~il,1:i.i:n.g~ as one .. 
aSpect 6fthe general problem with which that Board 

~! 

should be set up to deal. 49 

Budget Bureau officials were favorably disposed l however, __ ~Q ____ __ 

letting the War Department initiate civil defense planning 

pending the establishment of NSRB. 50 

Accordingly, on November 25, 1946, the War Department 

Civil Defense Board was established under the presidency of 

Major General Harold R. Bull, General Eisenhower's wartime 

chief of operations. The Bull Board was charged with 

formulating War Department views upon, 'and policies 
in connection with the following: 

(a) Allocation of responsibilities for civil 
defense in existing or new, agencies of the 
government. 

(b) The responsibilities which should be handled 
by the War Department and the allocation thereof 
to existing or new staff agencies. 

(c) The structural organization, from the national 
level down to the operating groups, and the auth
ority which must be vested therein for the adequate 
discharge of its responsibilities. 

(d) The action in matters of civil defense which 
should be undertaken currently by the War Depart
ment pending the foregoing determinations. 

49Quoted in Jordan Study, p. 79. 

50Tyl er MS, pp. 45-46 
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The Board had two months to do its job; its charter called 

for its dissolution by February 28, 1947, "unless otherwise 

directed.,,5l 

President Truman was not ful 

B6ardrscomposii:ion. He felt that it should. have represen---
tation from the National Guard and the Organized Reserve, 

ana~"an experienced civilian or two" who had helped in the 

wartime industrial mobilization. In expressing these 

thoughts to Secretary Patterson, Truman further added: 

I have some strong ideas on the subject of what 
should be done in the decentralization of industry 
and the protection of our great cities, and the formu
lation of complete plans for immediate action if the 
emergency should occur. 

Some time after the first of the year, the President con~ 

tinued, "I' d like very much to have a conference t,vi th you 

- 52 and the Secretary of the Navy (James V. Forrestal)." 

Truman did not follow up on this suggestion. Just the 

same, Secretary Patterson did broaden the composition of 

the Board to provide for two more general officers as mem-

bers--one representing the National Guard Bureau and the 

other the Executive for Reserve and ROTC Affairs. 53 Also, 

slAS thus established, the Board consisted of five 
general officers and eight officers of lower rank. Of 
the lattert six were to serve in an "advisory capacity," 
one as Recorder, and one as Secretary. See War Department 
Memorandum No. 400-5-5, November 25, 1946, J~~reliminary 
~, pp. 49-50. ---

52Quoted from Letter, Truman to Patterson, Dec. 17, 
1946, in Tyler MS, p. 50. 

53 
Changes No. 1 to War Department Memo 400-:-&--5, -Dec. 30, 

1946, ~ Preliminary Data, p. 50. 

( 
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no doubt sensing the President's thinking, Patterson had 

earlier instructed the Board to shy away from ~problems of 

such great national ,importance as decentralization of industry, 

planning"--matters which obviously were ~far beyond the 

sole responsibility of the War Department.,,54 

The Bull Board interviewed many high-level civilian 

and military witnesses. Many important matters came up 

for consideration: the need for long-term planning, research 

and development; the organization of mobile reserves; mutual 

aid agreements; the extent of Federal direction; the problem 

of sustained public interest, especially in peacetime; 

recruiting qualified staffs and volunteers; the feasibility 

of establishing a civil defense program in peacetime; the 

role of the National Guard; and the vesting of responsibility 

for civil defense. 

On the last point, there was substantial support for 

plac1ng in the military establishment the responsibility 

for peacetime planning. Both La Guardia and Landis favored 

this approach. There were witnesses, however, who felt 

strongly that the civil defense agency should be in the 

civilian part of the Executive Branch. Others favored 

peacetime planning by the military, but turning operations 

over to civilians in wartime. And one witness put it the 

54Quoted in Tyler MS, p. 51. 
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other way--let civilians operate the program in peacetime, 

but have the Army take over in an emergency.55 

The Board completed its work and adjourned as scheduled, 

until a year Tai:.er. Like the PMG study, the Bull report 

stressed "self-help" as the fundamental principle of civil 

------------~d~-fense. TEe municipalities would organize to provide pro-

tective services in situations ~e local groups couldn't 

help themselves. The states would still be the basic 

operating units; they would establish mobile teams for fire-

fighting, rescue and medical services. In cases where urban 

areas crossed State lines and the States refused to act, the 

Federal Government might be forced to assume control. State 

and local units, the Board further noted, might help 9ut in 

natural disasters, thus giving them something to do in 

peacetime and practical experience in meeting emergency-relief 

needs. The Federal Government ~ould provide overall guidance 

and coordination, take the initiative in over-all planning 

and in organizing mutual aid, and ensure desired uniformity 

through decentralized regional offices. 56 

The Bull Board saw the military role in civil defense as 

more limited than that envisioned in the PMG study. The 

Board stated: 

~5Ibid., pp. 56-58. 

56Bull Report, pp. la, 13-14. 

r\ 
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The armed forces' primary mission requires devo
tion of their efforts to active measures, both offensive 
and defensive. They must avoid diversion of efforts 
and means to civil defense, except to meet Federal 
requirements and dire emergencies, beyond the cap-
abilities of the states when the national interest. 

57 

Nonetheless, the Army's role in civil defense would still be 

substantial. It would provide protection for Army installa-

tions and areas under military control. Military personnel 

would be trained in passive air defense. Aid would be ex-

tended to civilian communities "in the event of a disaster 

beyond their capabilities." The Army would conduct studies 

of the use of dispersion, underground sites and other mea-

sures "for the safety of military resources." It would in-

form civil defense agencies about the nature and demands of 

modern warfare and the location of strategic or critical areas 

or activities. It might also help with civil defense train-

ing, and would remain responsible for furnishing technical 

data concerning shelters, camouflage, control of lighting, 

. 58 
and other protective measures. 

Knowing the sentiments of the President and the Budget 

Bureau, the Board sought to tread lightly in the matter of 

over-all responsibility for civil defense. The major civil 

defense problems, the Board asserted, "are not appropriately 

military responsibilities"; such problems "are civilian in 

57Ibid ., p. 10. 

58 Ibid ., pp. 18-19. 
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nature and should be solved by civilian organization. ,,59 

The Board's recommendations for the allocation of civil 

defense responsibilities within the Federal government were 

as follows: (1) A nationa~_pgl:i,~qy~ g±:'QJJR,~~~uch~~as~~~the.~pro."",~-~~ --.~~~~-
"."'_ .. ~_ ~ ... ~~_, .. ~_ .... _~ _ _ ... ~.,._ ..... ~ ... ,.~_.u~~., .. ~ .. ~.~ ... ~··~~~·'·_· __ ·~ ... -~~~~ .. ~~ .. ,~ .. ~.~~ ... ~ 

poseclNSRB, to be responsible for the formulation of over-all 

policy; (2) the Secretary of the "Department of the Armed 

Forces" (later designated Department of Defense) to be 

responsible for "over-all coordination of civil defense"; 

and (3) a Civil Defense Agency to be created separate from 

the Army, Navy, and Air Force, under a civilian director, 

reporting directly to the Secretary of Defense and charged 

. wi th the responsibility for "p.lanning, organizing, operating, 

coordinq.ting, and directing civil defense activities. ,,60 

The Board recognized objections to adding this non-

military job to the Defense S~cretary's already heavy 

responsibilities. The public might think that funds voted 

for civil defense "are for the support of the armed forces." 

Further, placement of civil defense under the Defense Depart-

ment might be viewed as "too great concentration of power in 

one department." The Board saw, however, the offsetting 

advantages of direct access to the Secretary of Defense and 

the assurance of close cooperation with the milit~ry forces 

which was so essential to an effective civil defense 

prograrn. 6l Thus, under the Defense Secretary, the task would 

59 Ibid ., pp. 9, 10, 20. 

6l Ibid ., p. 16. 

60 I bid., p. 22. 
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be kept "civil" in nature, but it would be closely associated 

with the nation's defense activities and forces. 62 

The Hopley Report 

The Bull Board had asked that the Secretary of War 

recommend to, the President an early decision to establish 

the War Department be charged, by Presidential directive, 

with developing civil defense plans. 63 The President took 

no action, however; he was preoccupied with the design of 

the postwar national security structure, including the 

thorny problem of unifying the armed forces--a task finally 

accomplished, legislatively at least, with the enactment 

of the National Security Act of 1947. 64 

By then the Cold War climate had aroused increased 

public interest in national security affairs, including re-

newed preparations for civil defense. Through the efforts 

of Army Secretary Kenneth Royal and Colonel Beers, James 

Forrestal, the newly appointed Secretary of Defense, was 

impressed with the need for civil defense planning under his 

cognizance. Ever on the alert to plug gaps in the national 

security structure, Forrestal placed the matter on the 

agenda of the War Council in November 1947. The Council, 

62s 1oan MS, pp. 131-132; Maxam MS, pp. 19-20. 

63Bull Report, p. 24. 

64 public Law 253, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., approved 
July 26, 1947, 61 stat. 495. 
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with the President's approval, agreed on the establishment 

of a civil defense planning organization~ locating it, 

for the time being, in the Office of the Secretary of 

Defense. 65 

pressed from many sides to move ahead on civil defense, 

Forrestal early in January 1948, ordered the declassification 

-------------r~f~Ene-BurI Report. With the release of this report to the 

public on February 14, 1948, Forrestal announced that he 

would soon establish a "civilian unit to pla,n a comprehensive 

civil defense organization and program ... 66 To head this unit, 

he recruited Russell J. Hopley, a highly capable Bell Tele-

phone executive from Omaha, Nebraska. Impressed witp the 

importance of the job and the challenge, Hopley agreed to 

serve, with the proviso that Beers be assigped to him as 

personal assistant. 67 These, in brief, were the events 

leading up to the establishment of the Office of Civil 

Defense Planning (OCDP) in the Office of the Secretary of 

Defense oh March 27, 1948. 68 

65Tyler ME, pp. 79-82. 

66 b'd 85 I ~ 0' p .. 67Ib~d., P 87 88 ... p. - . 

68Much has been written about OCDP and its report, 
Civil Defense for National Security, Report to the Secretary 
of Defense by the Office of civil Defense Planning, ·Washington: 
u.S. Government Printing Office, 1948 (hereinafter cited as 
Hopley Report). The most informative account of the events 

• surrounding the organization of OCDP, its manning, and the 
deliberations culminating in the Hopley Report is in the 
Tyler MS, Chapter III. The Jordan Study also treats the sub
ject at length and includes, in an appendix (pp. 171-180), 
a summary of the Hopley Report. 

~) 
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The Forrestal memorandum of rlarch 27 spelled out in 

great detail the nature and scope of OCDP's mission. Quoted 

below are the first two paragraphs of this lengthy memoran-

dum, which contain the essence of its 

1. In order (a) to provide for the development of 
detailed plans for, and the establishment of, an 
integrated national program of civil defense; (b) 
to secure pro12er coordina tion anLdir_ec_tion~of~all,~---

-----------------;;c::-::i--:v~~::· l'---::idl:e:-:lf:::e~nse rna t ters affecting the National 

2. 

Military Establishment; and (c) to provide an 
effective means of liaison between the National 
Military Establishment and other governmental and 
private agencies on questions of civil defense, 
an Office of Civil Defense Planning is hereby 
establis~ed in the Office of the Secretary of 
Defense. This Office will be headed by a Director 
who will, at the same time, serve as personal ad
visor and deputy to the Secretary of Defense on 
civil defense matters. 

The Office of Civil Defense Planning will have 
the following functions: 

(a) To prepare, and to submit to the Secretary 
of Defense, a program of civil defense for the 
United States, including a plan for a permanent 
federal civil defense agency which, in conjunction 
with the several States and their subdivisions, 
can undertake those peacetime preparations which 
are necessary to assure an adequate civil defense 
system in the event of a war; 

(b) Within the National Military Establishment, to 
coordinate all current activities in the field 
of civil defense; 

(c) On matters of civil defense, to provide liai
son between the National Military Establishment 
and other governmental and private agencies; 

(d) To the extent which is possible and desirable 
before the actual adoption of the permanent pro
gram of civ-rr de"ferrse referred to in (a) above, 
and consistent with the probable character of any 
such program: 
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(1) To initiate interim measures which may 
seem necessary or appropriate in furtherance 
of an adequate system of civil defense; 

(2) To provide the several states and their 
subdivisions with guidance and assistance in civil 
defense 

(3) To furnish necessary information and 
assistance on civil defense matters to the depart-

('\ 
, ) 

ments and agencies of the National.Military Estab
____________ ~l~l.~· s~hm~=e,::,n~t, to o_ther~agencies~Q-f-t.he~Fee.e~a-l~Gove'rn--·-----

ment, and to private individuals or organizations 
concerned with civil defense matters. 

(e) To draft any legislation required to imple
ment the civil defense program developed under 
(a) above. 69 

Clearly, this was to be no broad-brush treatment of problem-

areas or the pros and cons of alternative courses of action. 

The Forrestal directive called for specifics in sufficient 

detail to serve as a blueprint for action that might have 

to be taken promptly, not in some distant future. 

The Forrestal directive defined civil defense as "the 

organized activities of the civilian population (1) to mini-

mize the effects of any enemy action directed against the 

United States and (2) to maintain or restore those facilities 

and services which are essential to civil life and which are 

affected ?y such enemy action." Problems of internal security 

and active defense measures, such as aircraft warning, were 

considered to be more properly of concern to the armed forces, 

although Fo~~es~l d~d not preclude OCDP attention to these 

69 James Fo~restal, Secretary of Defense, Memorandum 
for the Secretary of the Army et al., March 27, 1948, Subject: 
Office of Civil Defense Planning, in Hopley Report, pp. 291-
293. 
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matters, in conjunction with appropriate agencies. Simi-

larly, the directive excluded concern with "the strategic 

relocation of industries, services, government, and economic 

activities"--matters encompassed in the NSRB charter. 

the same time, Fcrrestal expectedOCDP to advise NSRB "of 

the relation ,of such matters to a civil defense program" 

------~-------.and-,-to-th-e____ext:en'E requestea, to "work closely with such 

Board (1) in the development of policies and the solution of 

problems having to do with strategic relocation, and (2) in 

the implementation, where appropriate and when requested by 

the Board, of any such policies which may be directly re

lated to a civil defense program." 

Hopley assembled a high-caliber staff for OCDP. They 

examined pertinent materials; studied the findings of the 

U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey and the PHG and Bull reports; 

consulted many experts throughout the country; and organized 

advisory panels for medical, radiological, fire and other 

technical aspects of civil defense. Within six months OCDP 

completed its work. Its report, submitted to Forrestal on 

October 1, 1948, was a 301-page document, very much like a 

manual, detailing and recommending the adoption of a plan 

for the organization of a national civil defense program. 

The plan was described as one which would provide "a sound 

-~ "~ and effective peacetime system" which could be readily 
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expanded in an emergency--" a program that will bridge the 

gap by providing the link that is missing in our defense 

structure. 1170 

( 

The proposed program encompasse§~cj.5:i,.J ~Cl~t~en.!~H~_or~gani~~~~~~~~~ 
~ __ ~~~_ ~ ___ ~ ~_~~ ~~~M _~_~_ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ---~~~ ~--~- ~ 

zation~~t~all ecih~lons--Federal (headequarters an~regional), 

State, local, and metropolitan area. Included in the pro-

gram were six major groupings of civil defense operations 

and services: (1) medical and health service and special 

weapons defense; (2) technical services including communica-

tions and radio broadcasting, police, ·fire, warden, engineer-

ing, rescue, transportation, and civil air patrol; (3) plans 

and operations including, among other matters, mutual aid 

and mobile reserves, plant· protection, evacuation, control 

centers, and air raid warning; (4) training; (5) public 

information; and (6) research and development. The report 

spelled out the tasks, the positions of the organizations at 

the State and local levels, and manpower requirements in 

peace and war. 

Unlike the PMG brain-stormers, OCDP sought to design a 

program that would be acceptable to the States. There were 

OCDP staff members who plugged for a strong central organiza-

tion, but the State governors apparently prevailed on Hopley 

to give the command responsibility to the states. 71 The 

70Ibid., p. 1. 

71Ty1er MS, pp. 99-100, 114, 146-147, 150. 

~) 
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dictates of expediency thus prompted OCDP to adopt the out

moded World War II patterns of thought and operation. The 

organization and operation of civil defense, the Hopley 

... ~ ............ ~.~ ..... ~ ....... ~ ... :t',e.P~Qr.t.~s.ta:ted.,~ ... '~.mus.t.~be ... the··30.i.n.:t·~resp0ns·ibil~i·ty···of··the···~·~······ ... .. .. . 

'- ) ,...,./ 

federal government, the states and the communities." It 

would be the job of the Federal Government to "provide 

leadership and guidance, set patterns and lay down prin-

ciples." But the "primary operating responsibility for 

Civil Defense must rest with the State and local governments." 

Control of civil defense organizations and activities within 

a State, the report specified, "shall rest with the Governor 

of the State." Further, communications from. the Federal 

organization to the local governments would have to flow 

through the State governments. 72 

Thus, the entire plan was predicated on the basis of 

placing full responsibility for operations on the States and 

communities. The Federal government would furnish the 

leadership and guidance in organizing and training the 

people for civil defense tasks, coordinate efforts, supply 

training materials, and provide necessary advice and counsel. 

Maximum use would be made.of volunteers, existing agencies 

and organizations, public and private, and all available 

skills and experience., Units would be organized in com

muni ties througho·ut the country, trained and equipped to 

meet the problems of enemy attack. Intensive planning would 

be conducted to meet the particular hazards of atomic and 

72Hopley Report, pp. 14-15, 25. 
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other destructive weapons of modern warfare. Furthermore, 

a small nucleus organization in peacetime could be used in 

natural disasters, such as fires, floods, explosions, tor-

expanded to meet the exigencies of war. 

On the federal level, the Hopley report recommended 

the establishment of an Office of Civil Defense (OCD) either 

within the Executive Office of the President or within the 

Office of the Secretary of Defense. The latter alternative 

was deemed preferable since "a very large part of the civil 

defense program will require continuous coordination with 

all agencies responsible to the Secretary of Defense." OCD 

would be responsible for: 

Establishing and administering, as an integrated 
part of the over-all strategic plan for the defense 
of the United States, the national program for civil 
defense and estimating the total civil defense man
power and material requirements for carrying out the 
program. 

Coordinating and directing all civil defense mat
ters affecting the National Military Establishment and 
other governmental agencies, developing the most effec
tive means of accomplishing t~e mission of civil defense 
and allocating responsibilities, manpower, and equip
ment among the participating agencies and political 
subdivisions. 

Developing a coordinated program of research into 
problems pertaining to the c;vil defense of the Nation. 

Providing effective liaison between other govern
mental and private agencies and the National Milita~~ 
Establishment through serving as a central source of 
authoritative information on questions concerning civil 
defense. 

LI 

"I 
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Developing and supervising a program for training 
the participants in civil defense. 

Guiding and assisting the several states, terri
tories, and possessions in working out operating pro
cedures and arrangements for mutual assistance and 
directing civil defense operations in the event of a 

~,~ .. ~ ............. ~ ... ~ ....... ~ ...... ~~ ... ~na·t,iena'1·emerg·ency·;·7.3.~ ...... ·'-···~-·~·····~·······~··~ 

L) 

The Director of Civil Defense would establish regional of-

fices, paralleling the Army Area Commands, to coordi .... n~a~t ..... e""--~~~~~ 

the civil defense plans with military command and State and 

metropolitan areas, particularly where these areas involved 

two or more States. 

At the State level, responsibility for civil defense 

would rest with the Governor, aided by an advisory council 

of representative citizens of the State, and by a State 

Director of Civil Defense, an official of cabinet rank on the 

Governor1s staff. The role of the State headquarters was 

seen as primarily of a "staff supervisory and technical ad-

visory nature,"· since many of the field operations "will take 

place in the local organization." The 'State headquarters 

would IIdirect and coordinate all civil defense activities 

within the State, promulgate methods and techniques in ac-

cordance with established policies, and evaluate all civil 

defense needs within the State in relation to each other. ,,74 

73 I bid., pp. 18-19. 

74 Ibid., p. 25. 
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Addressing civil defense at the local lev~l, the Hopley 

plan visualized first the individual and the family trained 

to take care of themselves. The community would organize 

itself to handle any emergency.§~g~J:ogo~"cg"~ocgoQ1DID1Ul:i.tY"oocbe~"mler~~~~"~C"CC~"c_~""~ 
~ _ ~ _~ ____ ~~ ~_~ ~~ ___ .,_....=_.~===~ .•.. ,_.~ .. ~,._~." ...... ~.~ .. ,.;oO~.=.'~.~~~ •. -._.~'o_ .. ~,~~,~~"'O'=~··~~M'_.-_~~_.~O~M--.~ .. - .. ~='"~~·~-... ~ ... ~--.-~-. • 

whelmed,t'eserve battalions would be moved in to deal with 

the emergency. If these mobile reserves still did not meet 

------------th~-neea~,~Elie m~ritary would come to the aid of the civil 

• 

authorities. As a last resort, civil defense would continue 

operations under military control. Broadly speaking, the 

administrative structure at the local level would be similar 

to that envisioned for the State level, with the mayor or 

comparable official as the active head of civil defense, 

discharging his functions through a local Director of Civil 

Defense who would be a member of the Mayor's staff. 

With respect to metropolitan areas, such as New York, 

Chicago, and Philadelphia, the Hopley report stressed the 

need, under emergency conditions, to avoid "delays in crossing 

municipal, county, or State lines because of differences of 

governmental entity in an area where municipalities are 

contiguous, boundary lines artificial, and the populace 

united in concert of purpose and need." The report urged 

that such communities be provided a uniform guide, and that 

resources and facilities be pooled and integrated so that 

operations for the ,entire area could be carried out "as in 

one municipality.,,75 

75 Ibid., P • 4 7 • • 

~) 
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Forrestal's assignment to OCDP, as indicated above, 

included the drafting of "any legislation required to imple-

ment the civil defense program." The report included "a 

model State Civil Def ens e~A9:t:~L~~~:h!1~~!1g~e~c:;L~J:tly~~t~Q"~J~~ugg~est~~~~-~-~--~~~~-
~.M •• ~_M~._,", .. ~ __ ~~._.~.~.-____ ' __ ~_"~'_' N._-~-•• w~ •• ~~.-.-•••• _-.~~·"·'~·~""-·'···~~·-·~~-·'--~ • .= •• ~.-~.----.,=~ .. ,~.~--.. -, .. ~~~--~--~~.-,.",-"- ~"--.-.--. 

-I~ijlslatlve provisions and language based upon the Hopley 

plan. OCDP also drew up draft legislation for implementa-

tion of • che Hopley plan on the Federal level. 

SHIFT TO NSRB OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR CIVIL DEFENSE 

Rejection of the Hopley Plan 

Unfortunately, the Hopley team gave little thought to 

involving other agencies of the Executive Branch in their 

work or getting the views of these agencies, the Budget 

Bureau, or the President on their product prior to its 

publication-and dissemination. The public release of the 

Hopley report on November 13, 1948, caused quite a stir 

both within and outside the Government. Reactions from the 

press generally, with some exceptions, were quite favorable. 

The New York Times wrote: 

. . . We commend it to Congress and to all citizens as 
a reasonable and important dqcument. . ." . . . . . . . . . 

Because this country was spared attack in the 
war--except for a little ineffective shelling from 
submarines--some fun was made of the block fire war
dens, air spotters, and other civil defense voluntee~§..~ 
It would have been a different story, as it was in ~ 
England, had the war actually come to our shores. 
Everyone is largely agreed that if there is another war 
neither this country nor any other that is engaged will 
be spared aerial attack. To minimize the danger, or to 
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ridicule the civil defense volunteers, would be as 
stupid as refusing to pay taxes for a professional 
police or fire department. 

To take action now to set up a civil defense 
organization would be only common prudence. It is not 
a pro j ect . that ..... c: all ... ~e '.' C CJn ju!:'~c:1.EJ~.~g~~~:EIl~~gJ).j;.!~~~ .. J'-7Q~~ .. ~~~~~~~··~··~~·.~ ...... - ........ ~-

··can~··t'he···or·qa:nf~,ra:t:iori·~now~·or-ci vildefens.e he called a . 
war measure except by those whowisl;l to make propaganda 
of it. It is only the construction of what the com
mittee calls in its report the "missing link" of 
national security. The British alr.ead;Y_hay.e-a-civ-i-l~-------

---------aefense plan, which is to be put into operation im
mediately, said a report last week from London, with 
the establishment of four training centers for instruc
tors. The sooner a Civil Def ense Ac-t is passed here 
and put into effect the better it will be. This is 
an act of prudence that should not be long delayed. 76 

The Boston Herald similarly observed: "In an atomic age 

some such agency (as recommended in the Hopley report) is, 

regrettably, an imperative necessity, and the new Congress 

should lose no time in studying these proposals and providing 

legislation to put them into effect. ,,77 The Idaho Statesman 

considered the formulation'of a national civil defense 

plan a long-aw~ited step,78 and the Manchester (New Hampshire) 

Union deemed the plan- "a most important adjunct of our na

tional defense system. ,,79 

Along with the bouquets, however, came the brickbats. 

The New York Daily Worker, a Corrmunist paper, vigorously attacked the 
Hopley plan, referring to it as Forrestal' s '" cold war' dream for the 

) 

\"",I 

Arrerican people. "ao No less virulent was Walter 'Ninchell. In his Sunday radio 

76New York Times, Nov. 14, 1948, reprinted in "Full Text 
of Selected Editorial Comments Regarding the Hopley Report," 
JCAE Preliminary Data, Feb. 1950, pp. 58-?9. 

77Boston Herald, Nov. 17, 1948, Ibid., pp. 59-60. 

78 I daho Statesman, Boise, Idaho, Nov. 15, 1948, Ibid., p . 
• 

79Manchester Union, Nov. 17, 1948, Ibid., pp. 60-61. 

8'OEJaily Worker, Nov .. 16, 1948, ibid., p. 61. 

60. --
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broadcast on November 21, Winchell called the Hopley plan 

"the greatest internal threat to our liberty since the British 

~o"o~. -_o~o-._o.~-~_O--~-"·--··b.urm~tl·~t:he~·Wl1i-1:e~·HoT:rse~in·-nrr4~.-lr·"He··caTied···on·'iMr-:~·~r;,d·-M:~:;~.~-~--" .. 

• 

United states" to "wake up" and awaken the Congressmen they 

had just elected, "because this is a far mor_e_dangerous---

attack on your Constitution than either Hitler or Stalin ever 

attempted." The following Sunday he again took off on the 

Hopley report, urging the public to buy a copy from the Govern

ment Printing Office "and have yourselves a nightmare."Sl 

Adding salt to the wounds, Drew Pearson congratulated Winchell 

for his attack on the Hopley group.S2 

Copies of the Hopley report were sent to the NSRB and 

other agencies only a few days before its release to the 

public, with requests for comments by mid-December. The 

Presidential staffs resented the failure to achieve prior 

coordination within the Executive Branch. Staff reviewers 

complained of the short deadline which precluded careful 

study and thoughtful comment on thfs bulky document. Some 

complained that the plan leaned too heavily on World War II 

experience and would not be suitable for the type of war 

anticipated in the future. There was strong feeling that 

the proposed civil Giefense agency should not be in the Def.anse. 

SIExcerpts of Walter Winchell Scripts," Ibid. p. 62 • 

S2 Maxam MS, p. 26. 
'. 
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Department--a feeling also shared by the Navy, Air Force arid 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 83 Most of the replies were to 

the effect that further study was needed and that such study 

should be conducted by the NSRB. 84 

Hopley returned to Omaha; and Forrestal, early in 

December, appointed Aubrey H. Mellinger, also a telephone 

executive, as OCDP director. Sounding out Dr. John R. Steelman 

(who wore two hats, one as The Assistant to the President 

and the other as Acting Chairman of NSRB) , Mellinger and 

Colonel Beers got the word: the civil defense agency should 

be under civil authority.85 Forrestal pressed on for legis

lation, with a draft that did not specify the location of the 

office in the Executive Branch. At the same time, a report 

by a task force of the Hoover Commission on national security 

organization, headed by Ferdinand Eberstadt, recommended 

prompt action to fix responsibility for civil defense and to 

locate the civil defense office in the NSRB. In light of 

the Eberstadt report. Forrestal recommended the statutory 

83 Tyl er MS, pp. 154-156, 168-169. Dr. Tyler cites cor
respond~ from two top-level Budget Bureau staffers to the 
Director, written before the release of the Hopley report, 
which were not as concerned about military control over civil 
defense. Elmer E. Staats thought that the placement of the 
civil defense agency under the Secretary of Defense would 
not be "fatal by any means," because civil defense, stripped 
of "its war services concepts" becomes very largely "a 
military matter." Charles B. Stauffacher believed that, 
to avoid "statutory rigidities," the civil defense function 
should rest with the President, who might then want to dele
gate the responsibility to the Secretary of Defense; ibid., 
p. 169. 

84 . 
Jordan Study, p. 80. • 

85Tyler MS, p. 162. 

) 

\wi 
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. establishment of a civil defense office under the NSRB, but 

separate from the Board staff. 86 

~ ~ ~~ _ ~~ ~~ Th eNS RB As s i g nme I'J. !: ~ ~m~.~.~.~~~~mmmmmmm.m •• ~mmm~~mm~.~.~- ~~m _~m _ m ~m ~ _m~~~m~.~.. ~~~~_~ •••• _.m.~ •• ~~ •• ~ •• m~mm •• ~.~m .. __ .m~~~ •• ~.~~~~~.-~~m~m 

Forrestal's plea met with a negative·response from the 

White House: the civil defense responsibility would go to the 

NSRB, and the establishment of an independent agency would be 

put off until the Secretary of Defense and NSRB submitted 

further recommendations on requisite legislation. 87 On 

March 3, 1949, the President asked Forrestal to submit an 

analysis of the Hopley report with recommendations for future 

action. S8 That same day, however, in a memorandum to the 

NSRB Chairman, Truman made'clear his rejection of the prb-

posal to establish an operational civil defense organization. 

In this memorandum the President indicated: "I have 

recently given considerable attention to the question of the 

appropriate organization of the executive branch for civil 

defense." It was his feeling that under conditions 'prevail-

ing at the time, "the essential need . . . is peacetime 

planning and preparation for civil defense in the event of 

war, rather than operation of a full-scale civil defense pro-

gram." The President saw, however, an immediate need to fix 

86Ibid -, w- 162-164 

87Ibid., pp. 170-171. '!he Budget Bureau's position was ~~ civil 
defense like other rrobilization concems of NSRB, should ranaJ.n m the 
plannin~ stage. '!he view of Jom Ohly, Executive Assistant in ~ 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, was that such a course ~uld result 
in the scuttling of any effective civil defense program"; Ibid., p. 172. 

88rbid., p. 173. 
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in a responsible agency definite leadership for such con-

tinued planning. "Peacetime civil defense planning,tI Truman 

reasoned, "is related to, and part of, overall mobilization 

~ ___ . __ ..... ~._ .. ~ .... _~._~_~_.P~.~~:r:~:r:'lL' .. _._Cl:!l:~~f:?tl1:2.§_~:t;_~EJ:; ... N.s.RE_ .. ' .... ~._jo.b.~ .. t£L._adl7:ise ... him .. con ,..-.-~-.-~ .. -... ~ .. ---~---.. --.-. 

cerning the coordination of such planning, NSRB "is the ap-

propriate agency· which should also exercise leadership in 
--~--------------

civil defense planning." 

Accordingly, the President directed NSRB "to assume 

such leadership in civil defense planning and to develop a 

program which will be adequate for the Nation's needs." He 

expected the Board to call upon other agencies and consult 

with State and local governments in the detailed planning 

of the various aspects of civil defense. On the basis of 

the Board's "considered analysis of how best to undertake 

this responsibility," the President asked for its "recom-

mendations concerning necessary actions, including any 

legislative proposals which may need early attention. ,,89 

A copy of this memorandum went to Forrestal "so that he 

may be informed concerning the conclusions" set forth therein. 

Forrestal was soon to leave his post, but he did send to 

Truman the analysis of the Hopley report and a new legisla

tive proposal which he had asked for. Forrestal again 

recommended the establishment of an independent operating 

agency, to be accomplished by amending the National Security 

89 . , 
Memo~andum, Pres~dent Harry S. Truman to Chairman, 

NS~, Ma~ch 3, 1949, ,subject: Civil Defense Planning, re
pr~nted ~n JCAE Prel~minar~ Data, pp. 55-56. 

,-,I 

• 
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Act of 1947. 90 With the March 3 decision, there was no 

longer any basis for the continued functioning of OCDP. 

Louis Johnson, Forrestal' s successor as Defense Secretary, abolished the 

office on August 1, 1949, and apfOinted. Colonel Beers to the 

created position of Assistant for Civil Defense Liaison. 91 

The episode was an interesting case in post-World War 

the tensions in these relationships. At a time when the 

NSRB was going through the agony of birth and development, the 

military had given the impression of grasping for power. 

This was so not only in respect to civil defense, but also 

in other areas of economic-mobilization planning. 92 

The OCDP experience, it must be emphasized, was by no 

means a wasted effort. The Hopley report had its short-

comings and could benefit from further study, but it was a 

fine product. It stimulated most of the States and many 

localities to enact or initiate legislation ~nd establish 

civil defense organizations. The push for an operating 

90Tyler MS, p. 177. 

9lMemorandum, Johnson to Secretary of the Army et al., 
Aug. 1, 1949, Subject: Establishing an Assistant for Civil 
Defense Liaison in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
reprinted in ~ Preliminary ~, pp. 53-54. 

92For a discussion of NSRB's problems in establishing 
working relations with the Defense Department's Munitions 
Board, see Harry B. Yoshpe, The National Security Resources 
Board: ~ Case Study in PeacetIiil'e Mobilization Planning, 1947-
1953 . (Washington: U. S. Government Printing .Office, 1953) 
(hereinafter cited as NSRB Case Study), pp. 49-55. 
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agency was set back a year and a half or so by the Truman 

. decision; and the continued planning under NSRB, to which we 

will now turn, relied heavily on the work of OCDP. It took 

cri tical turns in the ini;..~n~:t::,JQIlg~l.~~climate~~the~~Sovie·t~-~··· 
~_.~ •• ,_~,~~_, •• ,_._._.' •••• ~ •• _ ~_,"_~~",.,_~~,~~,",, __ • __ ,.~.-_~~ •••• J •• -E~ •• ~.~_. __ N".".,.----.~~ •• ~~.~, •• ~.~~ •• "--,.~,~~-"-.--.~~.~~ •••• -'"~" •• ".,.~"--•• -,~ •• ~.~ 

explosion of an A-bomb in.bugust 1949 and, more particularly, 

the Korean outbreak in June 1950--to provide the sense of 

urgency which moved' the President and Congress to shift gears 

from planning to operations. In this atmosphere, NSRB was 

fortunate, indeed, to have had the Hopley work before it and 

the expertise of Colonel Beers in preparing its "September 

(1950) Plan" and designing the statutory base for theereation 

and operations of the Federal Civil Defense Administration. 
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CHAPTER III 

NSRB--A TROUBLED AGENCY 

Under nor:rral circumstances, placement in the National Security 

Resources Board of re8pQnsibility for civil defense v.buld have been an entirelj: 

logical and appropriate move from the inception of the 

agency in 1947. NSRB was one of the top-level mechanisms 

of coordination conceived by Ferdinand Eberstadt in the 

course of the postwar debate over unification of the armed 

forces. The National Security Act of 1947 had visualized 

over-all economic mobilization planning as a government-

wide effort under Presidential direction, with NSRB carry-

ing out the job asa staff arm of the President. 

In this staff capacity, NSRB was expected to advise 

the President on the coordination of planning for national 

mobilization, on the readiness measures essential to the 

na tional secur i ty, and on the resour~es-rrobilization irrplications of 

major current programs and policy decisions. As a member 

of the National Security Council (another coordinating 

mechanism, chaired by the President, charged with advising 

him with respect to "the integration of domestic, foreign, 

• 
105 
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and military policies relating to the national security"), 

the NSRB Chairman, it was thought, would bring the re-

sources aspects of national security to bear on the Council's 

emerging from the Council's efforts would provide the pat-

tern which could.be realistically translated into government-

wide plannirig for national mobilization under the leader-

ship of NSRB. 

NSRB's expressed mission was "to advise the President 

concerning the coordination of military, industrial, and 

civilian mobilization, including--

(1) 'Policies concerning industrial and civilian mobilization 
in order to assure the most effective mobilization and rraximum 
utilization of the Nation's manpower in the event of war. 

(2) Programs for the effective use in time of war of the 
Na tion I s natural and industrial resources for military and civilian 
needs, for the maintenance and stabilization of the civilian 
economy in time of war, and for the ad justInen.t of such economy to 
war needs and conditions. 

(3) P:>licies for unifying, in time of war, the acti vi ties of 
Federal agencies and departments engaged in or concerned with 
production, procurement, distribution, or transportation of mili
tary or civilian supplies, rraterials, and prcx:iucts. 

(4) 'nle relationship between potential supplies of, and 
potential requirements for, rranpower, resources, and productive 
facilities in t.ine of war. 

(5) Policies for establishing adequate reserves of strategic 
and 9l='itical rraterial, an::i for the conservation of these reserves. 

(6) 'Ihe strategic relocation of industries, services, Govern
ment, and econanic activities, the continuous operation of which is 
essential to the Nation's security. 

In performing th~se functions, NSRB was directed by the act 

to "utilize to the maximum extent the facilities and 
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resources of the departments and agencies of the Govern

ment." l 

By March 1949, 'when President Truman requested NSRB 

to assume leader ~h~ILQi~".6iYiL._d.eEense .. planning, ... :Ehe···ageney~~~· 
~~_ ~~ ~~ __ ~~ =_~~ ~ __ ~._~~ ... _ .. ~~~~.~._, .. ~.~ •. ~-"" __ ~,,,,",.~_~-.~.-.=..o,~._.~.~.-..... ~~'~N~~-~ .. _.~".,.,~ .• ""._ ... -.-... ...... '__ " 

L) 

had already undertaken numerous projects which were rele

vant to its new assignment. Testifying a year later before 

the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, William A. Gill, who 

had been serving temporarily as Coordinator of Civil Defense 

Planning, cited the following as pertinent examples: 

(a) Manpower studies, including rosters of physicians, 
nurses, sanitary engineers, dentists, et cetera; (b) 
studies of strategic relocation, including industrial 
dispersion; (c) resource studies on water, power, 
housing, transportation, and communication facilities; 
(d) inventories of health and medical supplies, facili
ties; and equipment ... ·-all important and basic to 
realistic planning for a civil defense program ade
quate for the Nation's needs. 

In its approach to the broader aspects of ,mobilization plan-

ning, NSRB drew on the capabilities in other departments 

and agencies. It seemed logical, therefore, especially in 

the absence of expertise among the NSRB staff, to undertake 

the execution of the civil-defense planning assignment by 

utilizing the capabilities then existing in other agencies. 2 

Ipublic Law 253, 80th Cong., 1st Sess., approved 
July 26, 1947, 61 Stat. 495 • 

. 2U.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Civil 
Defense Against Atomic Attack, Hearing, March 23, 1950, 81st 
Cong., 2nd Sess. (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Of
fice, 1950), Part 1 (hereinafter cited as JCAE, Hearing, 
Civil Defense Against Atomic Attack), p. 5. For graphic 
portraya,ls in charts of the lines of responsibility, the 
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The problem was, however, that NSRB in the spring of 

1949 was in deep trouble. It had not measured up to its 

expectations. From the first the agency was plagued by con-

fusion and conflict over its mission. Beginning in the 

spring of 1948, in the face of international tensions and 

threatening war clouds, the NSRB Chairman, Arthur M. Hill, 

______ anGi-hi-s--eep-a-ides-sough-t-f<:rr-f.ne Boara an operating role 

in respect to current security programs. Repeatedly, how-

ever, and quite firmly on May 24, 1948, President Truman 

rejected NSRB's bid for operating authority in the current 

scene. The effort to alter NSRB's Presidential staff ad

visory role thus came to naught. 3 

This was a major blow. Hill resigned in mid-December 

1948. Senatorial confirmation of the President's choice of 

a successor, former Senator Mon C. Wallgren, could not be 

obtained; and the Board was without a full-time cha~man 

until the appointment of Air Force Secretary W. Stuart 

Symington in April 1950. In the interim, Dr. Steelman, the 

Assistant to the President, served as Acting Chairman. The 

assignment to NSRB of the civil defense responsibility thus 

carne at a bad time--when the agency was skating on thin ice, 

seeking to redirect its energies and interagency relation-

ships so as to bring it into line with the President's 

scope of planning, and the relationship of civil planning 
to other areas of mobilization planning, see ~, Prelimi
nary ~, pp. 5-8 • 

• 3Yoshpe, ~ Case Study, pp. 19-31. 

( 

-..,) 
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conception of its role. Under Steelman's leadership, the 

Board functioned strictly as a Presidential staff. A broad 

planning program was laid out, with many agencies cooper at-

ing and wi th encouraging~~:J:"~~"§JJ:Jj;§"!"~~~NQJle~theLes.s+~~the"long ... ~" ."" ... _"_." .. ~ 
=."~~.'".~.,_ .... _~ -u_ ~.~._ •• u._~.~~_.~_~~_=.-_r~ .. . _.~,~ __ ~_ .. ~."_o".,.~~.,. __ ~~.~._.~,.~.~_~·,_··=···~·_= .. ~ .. ~_.~_ . .oC.T~~ ..... __ •• =~-·_~ .. ·~'~·"_··~···'~·~~O=~--_. -= .... -~., .. ''" .. -- -

'-'I 

continued vacancy of the chairmanship was the subject of 

much criticism in the press and substantially impaired the 

prestige of the Board. 4 

PRE-KOREAN PLANNING 

This was the atmosphere in which NSRB undertook to im-

plement its newly-vested responsibility for leadership in 

civil defense planning. Steelman asked Gill, on March 29, 1949, 

to take stock of the planning accomplished by OCDP and recom-

mend steps to carry forward the Board's responsibility. A gocXl. 

mana·gement specialist who had been director of NSRB' s 

Mobilization Procedures and Organization Division, Gill pro-

ceeded under the impression that the President was in no 

hurry to move toward operations. This was to be a study and 

planning effort. NSRB would draw up a planning program. 

Other agencies would be invited to participate, and a small 

unit in NSRB would monitor the planning and keep in touch 

with the States and localities. S 

4 Ibid., P . 34. 

STyler MS, pp. 181-183. 
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In little more than a month, NSRB prepared the report 

which Steelman had requested. The report presented the 

current status of work and thinking in the civil-defense 

area; the scope, content, and relationship q["n~S::~E!ssC!~y~~~~~"_._._~~~~~"~~-~"~-. 
~~ ._."~.~,."~ .. ~~.c.~.-... _~.~_"-~.-_~ .. -.,,.=.=-"~,.-.~."'"'M_~~'-""""-'~~'='='~~-''"'~~"--'-~''-=-'~''"'--_~~~.="._.=~~~ __ ~.~_,~=.=~.r_~=~~,"=.~.~~-.~~·,~_·~_r=-.~-~.?, .... ~."~.-,---=,.~-~ •... -.,.~.~.".~~,,,=,-=--'"-•. r~_ •• ~~~-.M".~ 

future work programs; and the organizational and staffing 

requirements for launching these programs. 6 Steelman ap-

------------provea-~ne report in principle and proceeded to make two 

broad planning assignments as recommended in the report. 

The General Services Administration (successor to the federal 

Works Agency) was asked to assume primary responsibility for 

"wartime civil disaster relief." This program area embraced 

planning with respect to "fire fighting . . , medical 

services and supplies, rescue, evacuation, demolition, regu-

lation of transportation and communications, .restoration of 

<?rder, and other related subjects.,,7 

The second delegation was to the Department'of Defense. 

Steelman assigned to the Defense Department primary responsi-

bility for those phases of civil defense "which involve the 

participation of civilians in military defense." Included 

in this program area were "such items as detection, observa

tion and identification· of aircraft, air raid warning systems, 

6NSRB, Report on Civil Defense Planning, NSRB Doc. 112, 
June 6, 1949. 

7Quotation from Address of William A. Gill before 76th 
Annual Conference of the International Association of Fire 
Chiefs," Sept. 28, 1949, in JCAE Preliminary ~, p. 15. 

~! 
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border patrol,antiaircraft defenses, civil air patrol, 

camouflage and protective construction. liS 

These assignmen~s involved extensive coordination of 

activities of other agencies. In response to Steelman's 

request, GSA submitted to his office, on .August:. 23, a 

prospectus setting forth in detail its plans for collabora-

--------~t:i-o-n-wi-th-oE.n.er agencies in carrying out the "Planning for 

Wartime Civil Disaster Relief. 119 In terms of planning, 

L/ 

the approach seemed sound enough; but it was clear that in 

this process of delegation and redelegation, much time would 

elapse before a national civil defense plan could emerge. IO 

Along with these broad delegations of planning responsi-

bility, NSRB carried forward OCDP's efforts to stimulate 

civil defense activities at the State and local levels. 

The Board developed a IO-point statement of policies for 

relationships with State and local governments in civil de

fense planning. ll In brief, the polic¥ pronouncement was 

that the Federal Government would deal directly with the 

States and with the various political subdivisions of the 

States only through State authorities. The States were 

8Ibid. 9JCAE Preliminary Data, pp. 15-16. 

I°Mr. Stauffacher of the Budget Bureau voiced concern 
that in this elaborate planning process, civil defense might 
be "buried"; Tyler MS, p. 183. 

llThese policies were set forth in NSRB Doc. 121,Oc
tober 5, 1949, which Steelman transmitted to the State 
governors. See Appendix to JCAE Hearing, Civil Defense 
Against Atomic Attack, Part 1, pp. 9-10. 
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encouraged to establish civil defense planning organizations, 

and were requested to initiate plans for the transmission 

of appropriate information to their political subdivisions. 

NSRB followed up on this policy pronounceme:::-~.n~~~t~ ... ~~.~ .. ~~~.':,:,,~~ .. ~~.~ .. ~~ ... ~ ............ ~ .. ~._ 

Doc. 121) with a series of bulletins which if transmitted 

to State governments for information and guidance in civil 

------,de£ense-p~l-anning. Tfirougn these media, NSRB advised the 

States of Federal objectives in civil defense planning; 

outlined activities undertaken and made recommendations for 

State and local civil defense planning groups; requested 

specific information from the States; made available basic 

reports; and directed attention to other useful sources of 

information. 12 contacts were also established with non-

governmental groups, and agreement was reached with Canada 

on the need for coordinating the planning of the two coun-

tries, particularly with respect to air raid warning systems, 

12The first of this series, NSRB Doc. 121/1, dated 
December 1, 1949, is reprinted in JCAE Hearing, Civil 
Defense Against Atomic Attack, Part 1, pp. 11-14. The 
second, transmitting a report, "Medical Aspects of Atomic 
Weapons," prepared for NSRB by the Department of Defense and 
the Atomic Energy commission, is reprinted on.pp, 14-15 of 
the aforecited hearing. NSRB Doc. 121/3, dated February 3, 
1950, announced arrangements with the Atomic Energy Com
mission for the conduct of training courses in radiological 
monitoring and the medical aspects of civil defense, and 
requested the States governors to appoint qualified persons 
to take this training (Ibid., pp. 15-17). Two additional 
bulletins came in May 1950: one suggesting to State gover
nors a course of action and an approach to civil defense; 
the other defining the role of the national American Red 
Cross in the planning and operation of civil defense pro-
grams. ' I 
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equipment standards, and similar matters. A Board repre-

sentative, Eric Biddle, visited Great Britain to study its 

civil defense activities, and plans were laid to send u.s. 

personnel to civil defense staff schools that 

started up in England. 

------------------~--------------~PRESSURES FOR ACTION 

'. i ~/ 

Gill was chalking up a good record, in conformance with 

the President's directive and NSRB policies, in defining 

the scope and substance of a civil defense planning program. 

The Defense Department, GSA, the Public Health Service, 

the Atomic Energy Commission, and the NSRB itself were at 

work on a number of projects. Policy decisions had been 

reached on Federal-State-local relationships. In his 

"Report on Civil Defense Planning," Gill had called the 

Hopley group's work "an invaluable aid" and "a desirable 

base" for State and local efforts. 14 By the Spring of 1950, 

he could report substantial progress in the States: civil 

defense or disaster preparedness laws in effect in 17 

States and the territories of Hawaii and the Virgin Islands; 

"Civilian" civil defense directors appointed in 16 States; 

and State Adjutant Generals directing civil defense in 25 

States. 15 

14NSRB Doc. 112, pp. 20-21. 

15JCAE Hearing, Civil Defense Against Atomic Attack, 
Part 1, p. 7. 
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until the summer of 1949, the world situation seemed 

relatively calm. The war clouds of the year earlier had 

dissipated. The Berlin blockade had been lifted, the NATO 

treaty signed, and "econo'my" was the watchword handed down 

by President Truman and Defense Secretary Johnson. NSRB 

was still under Steelman's part-time leadership, and was 

--------'"E-.t'-y-i-ng-to-ci-arrfy-t-t-s-role ana-inter-agency relationships 

to conform with Truman's conception of its job as a Presi

dential staff instrument. 16 The assignment of civil-

defense planning to NSRB, it has been suggested, .was de-

signed to slow down the impetus provided by the Hopley 

group, perhaps even to "bury" civil defense as a signifi

cant element of national security policy.17 In any case, 

Gill is reported to have had the feeling that he was not to 

make "a big splash" with civil defense planning. 18 

Events starting in the summer of 1949, however, forced 

a reversal of attitude on civil defense. On September 23rd,' 

President Truman shook the American people with the news 

that the Soviets had produced an A-bomb--several years 

earlier than had been anticipated. This announcement brought 

considerably increased pressure for action on civil defense--

concrete action, not more planning. This pressure came 

l6Tyler MS, p. 195. 

l7Kerr MS, pp. 48-50; Tyler MS, pp. 180-181; Jordan 
Study, pp. 87-94. 

18Tyler MS, p. 195. 
• 
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from all sides. State and local authorities and private 

ci tizens sought guidance from th'e Federal Government over 

and beyond the handouts of advisory bulletins; they wanted 

more def ini te advic~ a~q~9~QJ,:LIH:t~:t.~~~~~_"~e_s:tif~ing"~before"~"the"~""~~~""~ 
=" __ ~"" .• ,_,_"_~~,,,,"",,-, ._.,~~._".~ .. _._~,.~<~ .. ,~" .. <~_._~'_~ _~~.r_.~~_ . ..-=-==~~~~~.~~="='"-=~."'==-=~"""-'.-".'."'=-.~._,=._.~._~=_r.="."._=~,,,=-.=,-o~o~.-,,,,_,.-.".~ 

• 

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, early in 1950, San Fran-

cisco Mayor Elmer E. Robinson referred to the NSRB materials 

and said: 

. this literature is all very nice.. . But 
it doesn't tell the mayor of large cities ... what 
to do and how to proceed. . I challenge any man to 
take the literature. . and show us where there is 
any direct instruction for planning for civilian de
fense, except to lick your wounds, nurse your injuries, 
and die. . . . 

Our civil defense, he complained, "seems to be nothing more 

than a buck-passing operation of the first magnitude between 

top Federal agencies." In the five years since the bombing 

of Hiroshima, Mayor Robinson complained, the Federal govern-

ment had been doing little more than "fumbling the ball of 

civilian defense.,,19 

The Administration came under criticism, even from 

Democrats, for delays in planning and for lack of results 

from the NSRB assignment. On October 8, 1949, Congressman 

John F. Kennedy wrote to President Truman, expressing amaze-

ment that GSA had only one person, on detail only the past 

week from NSRB,for full-time work on its wartime disaster-

relief assignment. The United States, Senator Kennedy 

19JCAE, Hearings, Civil Defense Against Atomic Attack, 
Part 5, pp. 141-152, quoted in Blanchard MS, pp. 38-39 . 
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warned, was inviting an "atomic Pearl Harbor" by its con

tinued neglect of civil defens~.20 Bernard Baruch,the 

Elder Statesman and adviser to Presidents, urged immediate 

.. ~ ....... ~ .... __ ...... ~:~~_C: .. !:~~E_-t: .. ~~.~~~~:t:~~E:SQY.~I!!QJ2AJj,~9,j:j,~n~.pJaJl, ... i.nc.l.ud.ing .. ~'a.~~~ .. - ... ~ .............. - ... ~~ .. . 

thoroughgoing civil defen~e.,,21 And David Lillienthal, 

in a letter to Steelman, November 17, 1949, pointed to the 

nation's "lack of a civilian defense policy at ~ time of 

mounting fears over the possibility of atomic warfare. ,,22 

Further, Truman's, announcement of the Soviet atomic 

explosion evoked demands for Congressional hearings. On 

October 10, 1949, Senator Brian McMahon, chairman of the 

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, announced plans for public 

hearings on civil defense, and such hearings, as we shall 

soon see, were initiated in March 1950. Later, in the 

course of hearings on the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, 

McMahon observed that the purport of the Soviets' A-bomb 

explosion "was not lost" among the members of·Congress. He 

doubted that Congress would then be considering the legisla

tion were it not for the fact that the Russians had broken 

the u. S. rronopoly of this weapon. 23 

20Kerr MS, pp. 50-51, quoting from ~ York Times, 
Oct. 10, 1949. 

21R• K. McNickle, "Civil Defense," Editorial Research 
Reports, Washington, D.C., Jan. 18, 1950, Vol. 1, p. 43. 

22New York Times, Nov. 18, 1949, quoted in Jordan 
Study, p. 96. 

23U• S . Congress, Senate Committee on Armed Services, 
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, Hearings before 
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NEW LEADERS AND NEW HOPES FOR CIVIL DEFENSE 

It seemed clear, that the public and Congressional 

response to the Soviets' 'atomic explosion would have to 

met by accelerating the pace of planning a~d perhaps even 

moving to operations. In January 1950, Dr. Steelman an-

Special Weapons Base Laboratory at Albuquerque, New Mexico, 

would assume the directorship of an expanded Civilian 

Mobilization Office in NSRB. Larsen's appointment brought 

hopes of a new vigor and greater realism in civil defense 

planning. 24 Larsen reported for duty on March 1st; Gill 

stayed on as his deputy. 

Larsen's immediate task was to prepare for appearances 

before the Joint Committee on 'Atomic Energy and the Senate 

Armed Services Committee. His testimony, presented on 

March 23, reflected full acceptance of the philosophy and 

approach which NSRB was pursuing. What was then needed, he 

asserted, was "intelligent basic planning" to provide the 

foundation for operating programs that may be required at 

some future time. "Premature action, based on ill-considered 

plans," Larsen cautioned, "could prejudice the effectiveness 

of our civil defense in time of enemy attack." He offered 

Subcommittee, Dec. 6-12, 1950, 8lst Cong., 2nd Sess. (Wash
ington: u.s. Government Printing Office, 1950), p. 11. 

24Tyler MS, pp. 217-218 . . , 
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little encouragement to those who were concerned with the 

question of the nation's readiness "if bombs should fall 

tomorrow." To Larsen, readiness was "necessarily a rela-

tive matter." Absolute security, he said, W9-§; .. Y~~lstt..t.ainable;. ~~ ...... ~~ .. 
~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ _ ~~~ ~ _ ~ ~ c ••• ".~~.--•• __ .".~.~_. __ ~~~ •• -h.,,~_~~".,-""~--'~'~'''~. __ ~~~_.".~~._,=.,.-.. ~.-==" .. ~ .. ~.=,.~.= •.. ~-.. ~ ... ~,"-.-....... _~~~~ .. ,,~~~._.7~._., .. _._.=.~ .... =.NW=c.-~-==.~.-.. ~'o~.~ .... ~_~··,_-,·· .. ~·~···· .. ··~_ 

and any attempt to achieve it could lead to a "garrison 

state." Larsen defended the existing assignments of re-

the continued stimulation of State and local planning. And 

he saw the development of effective programs of cooperation 

in dealing with peacetime disasters as "an important step 

toward achieving adequate civil defense.,,25 

Local officials, representatives of the American Legion, 

and other witnesses, on the other hand, generally criticized 

the Federal Government for its failure to exert more leader-

ship in civil defense. They pointed to the absence of a 

sense of urgency, the need for further guidance on the na-

ture of the dangers and the protective measures needed, the 

lack of forward movement at all levels, and the need for the 

Federal Government to assume much of the cost of protective 

measures. Yet, despite the expressed dissatisfaction with 

the existing state of readiness, these hearings brought forth 

no strong pressures for action. The Administration wasn't 

ready to propose an operating program, and no Congressional 

recommendations to that end were forthcoming. In the current. 

25JCAE Hearing, Civil Defense Against Atomic Attack, 
Part 1, pp. 2-5. 
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state of the international situation, it appeared, NSRB 

would continue to focus on stud'y and planning. 

While these hearings were in progress, word carne that 

Air Force, would soon assume the chairmanship of NSRB. 

Senate confirmation carne on April 10, and Symington reported 

----------~----~for duty on April 26. The following month, in an effort to 

-.,/ 

make NSRB a more effective instrument, President Truman 

transmitted to Congress Reorganization Plan No. 25 of 1950, 

transferring the functions of the Board to the Chairman and 

making the Board advisory to the chairman instead of to the 

President, as had previously been the case. 26 By this 

reorganization, Truman stressed, the difficulties of Board 

action would be overcome. The knowledge and judgment of 

other members of the Board would still be available to the 

Chairman, and the departments and agencies would continue to 

participate at working levels in the preparation of the 

Chairman's recommendations to the President. Actually, in 

his dealings with the Board, Symington solicited the com-

ments of members on matters of major policy, such as a civil 

defense plan and emergency mobilization legislation. 27 

26The Board had previously served as a multi-headed 
operation. The Board members included, in addition to the 
Chairman, the Secretaries of State, Treasury, Defense, 
Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor. Under Re
organization Plan No. 25 of 1950, provision was made for a 
Vice Chairman who would also serve as a member of the Board. 

27Yoshpe, NSRB Case Study, pp. 17-18. 
• 
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For some time prior to his appointment, Symington had 

become convinced of the need for adequate defense prepara-

tions. In a talk in Texas early in 1950, he presented six 

plications for U.S. defense. Containing "the best thinking 

of our own intelligence agencies and those of our allies," 

Symington later noted, these points were: 

1. Russia now has a ground army greater in 
numbers than the combined armies of the United States 
and its allies. 

2. Russia now has an air force whose strength 
in nearly all categories is the largest in the world 
and growing relatively larger month by month. 

3. Russia now has the world's l.argest submarine 
fleet and an intensive submarine development and 
construction program. 

4. Behind the Iron Curtain there has been an 
atomic explosion. 

5. Behind that Curtain is the air equipment 
capable of delivering a surprise atomic attack against 
any part of the United States. 

6. We have no adequate defense against such an 
attack. 28 

In an address several months later in his capacity as 

NSRB Chairman, Symington paid tribute ~ the late Russell 

Hopley and "his famous report" in which he said that civil 

defense was the "missing link" of our military armor. As 

presented by Mr. Hbpl~, Symington observed: 

28W. Stuart. Symington, "The Importance of Civil Defense 
Planning," BAS, VoL 6, Nos. 8-9 (August-September 1950), 
p. 231. -

( 
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. there is no question of the primary importance 
,of civil defense planning, for at least four reasons: 

1. The fire power of modern weapons equipped 
with atomic bomPs changes all previous concepts of 
offensive and defensive warfare; 

"~"""'~"""""'''~''~''~'''''''''''~'''''''~'''''~2:"""'nrS"E~c:ra"(5"f"yeafEr't:6~"mo15ITr£e"~for"vIctory~;"'~"'"'''''''' 

as in the past, there may not be hours; 

, 3. ' For the first time in the history of the 
United States, there is now an enemy ca2able o~f~ __________ __ 

-----------------------a~ttacKing our homeland at any time; and 

• 

4. As his strength grows, the chances also grow 
that the original attack might be fatal. 29 

Efficient civil defense planning, the new NSRB Chairman em-

phasized, "could well make the difference between a serious 

and a fatal disaster " ; it might be "the deciding factor in 

our ability to get up 'off the floor'and fight back." In 

t'his address before the annual convention of the American 

Red Cross in Detroit, June 26, 1950, Symington said: "This 

whole complex question 'of civilian defense is being worked 

on, and it is our hope to present an over-all plan this 

fall. .. 30 The previous day had marked the outbreak of the 

Korean War. 

A NATIONAL CIVIL DEFENSE PLAN UNDER PRESSURE 

The World in Crisis 

Even before the Korean outbreak, observers of the 

world sc'ene urged a step-up of U.S. military and civil 

29 Ibid. 30 b'd I ~ ., p. 232 • 
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defense preparations. Hanson Baldwin, military analyst 

of the New York Times, saw the end of the American mo-

nopoly of A-bombs and Truman's go-ahead instructions on the 

H-bomb as advancing "the timetable of the world crisis." 

He complained of the lag in preparing for the day when there 

would be "two atomic worlds." Much of our former sense of 

------'urgency-, -B-a-l-dwil1 nof.ea-, -II seems to be gone." There had been 

little progress, except on paper, toward the development of 

an adequate civil defense program. The States were snarled 

in their efforts by bureaucratic red-tape, procrastination, 

and the absence of central direction or coordination. The 

President had.emasculated the Hopley plan and, on advice 

from Steelman, had spread various civil defense functions 

among a number of different agencies. Little could be ex-

pected from NSRB which had been largely "shelved because of 

the jealousy of established government agencies." The mili-

tary and civilian mobilization systems alike, Baldwin as-

serted, were still based on pre-atomic concepts--"mobiliza

tion potential" rather than "readiness potential.,,31 

About the same time, in response to a request from 

President Truman in August 1949, a State-Defense study team 

came up with a report that sought to provide a consensus for 

a complete reversal of the Administration's postwar policy 

of accommodation with the Soviet union and corresponding 

31Hanson W. Baldwin, "Strategy for Two Atomic Worlds," 
Foreign Affairs, Vol. 28, April 1950, pp. 386-397. 

( 
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economies in defense spending. The study, which came to be 

known as NSC-68, reflected the broad perspective that was 

to govern the major policy decisions of the Korean War 

that was initiated at that time. NSC-68 recognized the 

need for close and continuing coordination between civil and 

military defense programs, and the contribution which civil 

defense could make to "a reasonable assurance that, in the 

event of war, the United States would survive the initial 

blow and go on to the eventual attainment of its objectives. "32 

The Korean War was seen as an overture to a large-scale 

conflict. In these circumstances, civil defense became a 

matter of the utmost seriousness. The outbreak of the 

fighting in June 1950 generated great interest in civil de-

fense, but there was no program in effect which could be 

useful in the event of a Soviet attack. Looking at the pic-

ture in mid-1950, Eugene Rabinowitch, eloquent editor of the 

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, noted despairingly that 

"we have wasted five precious years." People in authority 

32"NSC-68--A Report to the National Security Council 
by the Executive Secretary on United States Objectives and 
Programs for National Security," April 14, 1950. The 
general argument and broad conclusions of the study were 
soon leaked to the press and were referred to in public 
statements of officials concerned. NSC-68 was declassi
fied in February 1975; it is reprinted in Naval War Col
lege Review, May-June 1975, pp. 51-108; see also Paul Y. 
Hammond, "NSC-68: Prologue to Rearmament," in Warner R. 
Schilling and others, Strategy, Politics, and Defense 
Budgets (New York: Columbia University Press, 1962), pp. 
267-378. 
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were speaking of civil defense "in vague terms, and in 

future tense." 

An immense gap remains between the well-understood 
. extent of the national catastrophe which an 

atomic attack on the, ?S .TI1ayproduc~fiv~X~~£~~~h~gg~~~L~~~.~~~._._ ... ~~.~~~~ 
-~.,~-~·~-··~-~·~·~··~·~~···-w:hen~·the~····Sovi·et~~ Un·i~on~·w1·Irlra:ve~;···rn·aTI~I Ik-elihood , 

acquired an atomic arsenal of significant dimensions, 
and the parochial organization which is being planned 
to deal with it. It seems as if the planning starts 
with what can be done without too much eXBend~±ur~_and-----

----------------~tuu_much--dl_Slocation of peacetime big city life, rather 
than with a realistic estimate of the dimensions of the 
problem. 33 

In the same vein, Ralph Lapp summed up accomplishments 

between 1945 and 1950 by saying: "we have toyed with the 

problem by writing a few reports on civil defense adminis-

tration. Nothi~g of any substance has been accomplished in 

the past five years."34 Nor was Dr. Lapp paiticularly hope-

ful about the NSRB plan that was due in September. 

. It is highly probable that this plan will be a 
new edition of the Hopley report, revised and enlarged 
and with something for· everyone in it. I suspect 
that it will be a very detailed treatise listing what 
the police, firemen, mailmen, and doctors should do. 
By its very bulk it will show that official Washington 
is hard at work on civil defense. It will satisfy the 
politicians and the non-critical civic leaders, for 
there,will be a wealth of fairly inexpensive and not 
too annoying projects which the cities can undertake. 35 

A National Plan Hammered Out 

In these circumstances Symington put the pressure on 

Larsen to come up with the national plan as promised--in 

33Eugene Rabinowitch, "Civil Defense: The Long-Range 
View," BAS, Vol. 6, Nos. 8-9 (Aug.-Sept. 1950), p. 227. 

34Ralph E. Lapp, "The Strategy of Civil Defense," BAS 
Vol. 6, Nos. 8-9 (Aug.-Sept. 1950), p. 241. 

35Ibid. 

~) 
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September. Larsen's staff was augmented, and his office 

was redesignated "Civil Defense Office" in July 1950. 36 

The office encountered problems in getting information on 

the form of the proposed plan. GSA was floundering and 

had to give up its assignment. It loo~ed as if the Septem

---------l:5er aeaaTine could not be met. 37 

l 

At Symington's request, Colonel Beers and his staff in 

the Department of Defense were brought in to participate in 

the work. Beers set up an executive board of this working 

group which decided on a format along the lines of the 

Hopley report. Indeed, the body of the report as well re-

flected much of the thinking in the Hopley report. Larsen 

and Beers did not see eye-to-eye on all things. While 

Larsen favored a strong Federal role and Federal funding, 

Beers pressed for the Hopley concept of self-help and local 

action. Symington preferred the Beers approach because he 

thought it would be more acceptable to the States and 

36 The office had grown from 10 in March to 84 in Sep
tember when work on the plan was completed. Symington's 
brother-in-law, James J. Wadsworth, had been brought in early 
in·June to work will Gill and others in expediting the task. 
Upon completion of the plan, both Larsen and Gill resigned, 
and Wadsworth assumed the acting directorship of the Civil 
Defense Office, which came to be conceived as the nucleus 
of the proposed Federal Civil Defense Administration; 
Tyler MS, .pp. 247-248, 176. 

37Ibid ., pp. 237-239. 
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localities and to the congress. 38 The deadline, the pres-

sure, the soaring demands for action after the Korean 

outbreak--all ruled out any hopes for a carefully con-

noted, "settled on the one approach which seemed the most 

doable and acceptable"--the Hopley report, but with features 

------of-othe-r approaches "grafted on to it. ,,39 

On September 8, Symington submitted the plan to the , 

President. In his letter of transmittal, Symington said 

that the document outlined the organization and techniques 

"which should be developed by the States and local communi-

ties.on whom rest the primary responsibility for civil de-

fense." Until effective international control of modern 

weapons could be established, it would be both wise and 

prudent to "put into action those precautionary measures 

which past experience and new tests have shown would save 

thousands of lives in case of ~ttack." Such a program, 

Symington asserted, "is needed" and "will be expensive." He 

expressed the hope that the steps recommended--a basic civil 

defense law, the establishment of a Civil Defense Adminis-

tration, and the appointment of an Administrator--would be 

taken promptly, "in order that the Federal Government may 

exercise strong and effective leadership in acquainting the 

38Ibid., pp. 253, 255-256, 261-262, 281. 

39 I bid., p. 283. 
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people of the united States with the great and growing irn-

portance of this branch of the national security prograrn--

Civil Defense"--a program which, to be successful, "will 

require the cooperation of every man, woman and child in 

this Na.tioh~,,40 

H1g-nriglrerof--Ene-NSRB-P-Ian 

The plan, embodied in the report entitled "United 

States Civil Defense"--often referred to as the "Blue Book" 

or "September Plan"--was offered in three parts: (1) pre-

sentation of overall policy, basic concepts and basic 

responsibility; (2) outline of the individual services 

necessary to the operdtion of civil defense; and (3) trans-

lation of policy and concepts into operation, including the 

establishment of an independent agency of the Government. 

The plan is presented as "the cUlmination of extensive think-

ing and planning for civil defense that haS been going on in 

the world for the past 10 years." It distilled the lessons 

learned from study of the experience in the countries that 

were "the practical laboratories of civil defense during 

World War II," and from "the postwar planning of scores of 

other nations." And as for sources within the U.S., the 

authors asserted in true scholarly fashion: 

40NSRB , United States Civil Defense, NSRB Doc. 128 
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1950), pp. iii
iv (hereinafter cited as NSRB Doc. 128). 
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Full use has been made of the experiences of the 
Office of Civilian Defense and' State defense organiza
tions during the past war, and of the work of the Of
fice of Civil Defense Planning in the Department of 
Defense. Much valuable material has been drawn from 
the War Department Civil Defense Board report, and 
the later . and more. compr~hens~ve :rE:PO:rj:.~'~~JSj.l. .. Decfens.e.~ .... -. . ....... - .. 

~. ~ ·~······-~···~·····:for~·Na::t'i~O"trar·S·ec"tlrTE:~r~(rr6pTElY·' Repo-rtI issued in 194 8 --
by the Office of Civil Defense Planning. 4l 

The Blue Book starts out with a word of caution: plans 

-----~fbr civi"l-defense "must be made with full recognition of 

the importance of maximum economy in the use of the available 

supply of men, money, and materials." It predicated civil 

defense on the principle of "self-protection on the part of 

groups and communities." Civil defense services would be 

manned "~argely by unpaid part-time voll,lnteer workers"--all 

belonging to "a national team--The United States Civil De-

fense Corps." The authors invoked a quotation from Hopley's 

letter to Forrestal, forwarding "his excellent report," to 

back up this concept. 42 A figure, set as a frontispiece 

for the Blue Book, depicts graphically "the national civil 

defense pattern." As will be noted (p. 26), it shows four 

concentric circles: the first encompassing the individual 

("calm and well trained"), the family ("the base of organized 

self-protection"), the neighborhood, and the community 

(which "puts civil defense into action immediately") i the 

second, the nearby cities, which "move in mutual aid as 

41 NSRB Doc. 128, p. 6 .. 

42 Ibid ., pp. 3-4. 
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needed"; the third, the State, which "will furnish aid in the 

form of mobile support and supplies as needed"; and the 

fourth, the Federal Government, which "furnishes aid and 

supplies as needed." 

Thus, in keeping with this pattern, operating responsi

bility was placed upon the individual and his local govern

ment. The States would coordinate and direct civil de

fense operations within their own boundaries, and the 

Federal Government would deal directly with the State or 

territorial governors or their own civil defense directors. 

For its part, the Federal Government would be responsible 

for establishing '~a national civil defense plan with ac

companying policy," and for issuing "information and educa

tional material about both." It would "provide courses and 

facilities for schooling and training, provide coordination 

of interstate operations, furnish some of the essential 

equipment, and advise the States concerning the establish

ment of, stockpiles of medical and other supplies needed at 

the time of disaster. ,,43 

The plan emphasized civilian control. The military's 

primary mission in war, the plan recognized, is 'to prosecute 

the war. Nevertheless, th~ military ~ould have some responsi

bilities in civil defense. Among these would be guidance to 

43 I bid., pp. 4-6. 
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the Federal agency as to potential enemy activity; decisions 

on such passive defense measures as blackout, dimout, and 

camouflage; disposal of unexploded enemy weapons; and 

the Armed Forces might assist State and local authorities in 

planning and developing their ~ivil defense programs "in 

accordance with the Federal pattern." Application of 

martial law would be "a last-resort measure in any civil 

defense plan," and even under martial law, "the machinery 

and personnel of the existing civil government and civil-

defense organization should be maintained and utilized to 

the fullest practicable extent. ,,44 

Included in the Blue Book was a discussion of "initial 

steps" in civil defense planning, which emphasized the need 

to plan practical methods for using existing public and 

private resources to best advantage. The plan suggested 

that the civil defense director of each State arrange for 

one designated critical target area or one of its large cities 

with surrounding communities, to undertake a plan as a step 

toward the development of State and other municipal programs. 

After coordinating such a plan, it should be presented to 

conferences of State and local officials, with Federal repre

sentatives in attendance, if desired, and making appropriate 

44 Ibid ., pp. 15-16. 
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comments. The greater part of the Blue Book was taken up 

with a detailing of the services that would be needed in 

an attack. 45 Organization charts provided guidance for the 

establishment of State and local 

and model bills were included to guide the preparation of 

requisite legislation. Included also were legislative pro-

-----------,posars-to De submitted to Congress for the establishment of 

a Federal Civil Defense Administration. 

Reaction to the NSRB Plan 

Local civil defense planners allover the u.s. studied 

the plan closely. It figured in discussions at civil de-

fense exercises in Chicago, September 25-29, and at a meet-

ing of the u.S. Conference of Mayors in Washington, D.C., 

October 5 and 6. The first impression gained was that 

the plan was "simply a scissors-and-paste job on the Hopley 

report,,,46 andthat the situation was "little advanced beyond 

that existing before the NSRB began its consideration of the 

45Included are chapters on: air raid warning service; 
shelter protection; evacuation; warden service--organized 
self-protection; mutual aid and mobile support; fire ser
vices; emergency welfare service; engineering service; 
rescue service; communications; transportation; plant pro
tection; supply service; civilian auxiliaries to military 
activities; and personnel service; NSRB Doc. 128, pp. 33-
103. 

46Frank P. Zeidler, "Civil Defense: Community Problems 
and the NSRB Plan," BAS, Vol. 6, No. 11 (Nov. 1950), p. 337. 
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problem. ,,47 Local leaders had looked for answers to such 

questions as the magnitude of preparations needed, timing 

of plans, cost and methods of financing, and urgency of the 

plans for defense against various types of weapons; but 

these questions remained unanswered. Apparently the na-

tiona 1 planning was "still in the paper stage"; indeed, 

beyond the point where the NSRB report will be useful." 

At the mayors' October meeting, San Francisco Mayor Robinson 

voiced their general opinion when he said: "We feel that 

civil defense is the step-child of the government." He 

wanted to know why the Governme~t hadn't decided how much 

it would spend on civil defense; the States and municipali-

ties needed this in£ormation to plan their budgets. Vague 

wording in the plan, such as the statement that the Govern-

ment would supply "some equipment," Robinson complained, 

raised questions as to meaning, and left much doubt in the 

minds of local planners as to procedural details. Symington 

retorted that legislation then in process of enactment would 

provide necessary Federal powers and that sound cost figures 

would be ready in time. He told the mayors: 

Planning is the most important thing. Nobody 
could start spending heavy money in these next two 
months because a report couldn't be gotten together 
and. there couldn't be a plan in that~me. 

47"The National Civil Defense Plan," BAS, Vol. 6, No. 
11 (Nov. 1950), p. 338; Zeidler, £E. cit., pp. 337, 341. 
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The local governments, however, appeared to have progressed 

beyond the stage envisaged by Symington; and they were mov-

ing ahead regardless of what Federal aid might be forth-

48 

Still more criticism came from the American Municipal 

Association. Its Civil Defense Committee raised particular 

objection to the statements in the Blue Book that primary 

responsibility for the program rested with State and local 

governments. The need for civil defense, the committee de-

clared, is "created by the state of our international reI a-

tions, and the probabilities and possibilities which require 

civil defense organization can be known only to the federal 

officials." NSRB actions since the issuance of the plan, the 

committee complained, were not consistent with the urgency 

of the situation; and the Board had failed to set up a time-

table for the actions needed then and those that could ,be 

developed over a period of months or years. The committee 

stated: 

The greatest single failure of national civil 
defense leadership arises out of their unwillingness 
to state these hard facts in unequivocal fashion to 
the American people. The~e is no valid justification 
for the reluctance of the federal authorities to be' as 
realistic and as plain-spoken about the magnitude 
and complexity of the task of organizing an adequate 
national civil defense as they have been and are about 
the problem of national military defense and security.49 

48"Mayors Criticize Vagueness of Federal Plan," ~, 
Vol. 6, No. 11 (Nov. 1950), p. 338. 

49"More Criti~ism of u.s. Civil Defense Plan," BAS, Vol. 
6, No. 12_ ( pec • 1950), p. 382. 
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Three-Year cost Estimates 

By December 1950, when Congress set out in earnest to 

provide the enabling legislation, NSRB was ready with esti-

mates of the cost of financing the program, including the 

proportionate share of that cost that should be borne the 

Federal Government. In a statement before the Joint 

Committee on Atomic Energy on December 4, James Wadsworth, 

then-seE-v-i-R<:J--as-Acting--n-epu-fy-Aaministra tor of the Federal 

Civil Defense Administration,50 spelled out both the under

lying concepts and the specifics of the contemplated fi-

nancing. 

"Our approach to financing," he said, "has been 

the same as our approach to planning, namely, that ad~quate 

preparation against the loss of life and property is of 

primary concern to the affected community. Our plan, 

therefore, requires substantial financial outlays by State 

and local governments." At the same time, it was recognized 

that the program "is Nation-wide in scope." In an attack, 

certain strategic areas would be hard-hit, while other areas 

might escape entirely. "It would be economically unsound," 

Wadsworth asserted, "to take all possible precautionary 

measures in all possible target areas at once." In some 

aspects of the program, however, "a uniformity of approach 

throughout the country is not only desirable but necessary, 

if we are to avoid corrftiSibn atl.d delay.'" 

Therefore, Wadsworth indicated, 

50As is indicated below, President Truman set up the 
Federal Civil Defense Administration by Executive order on 
December 1, 1950. 
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. the Federal Government should assume the responsi
bility for providing regional stockpiles of. some types 
of supplies. It should also share the financial burden 
imposed by the need for special equipment. 

In defining this responsibility we have attempted 
to avoid, on the one hand, Federal aid which would .. ~ ......... ~.~.~ .. 

.. , ........ ~ ..... ~ .. ~ .. , .. ~ ... ~ ........... ··Ele,st:-Eey····a··s·en·s·e··of···lo·c·al~·r~sp(5IH;·r15Tl:tty:-···~(Jii··Yfie··o·ther 
hand, we have tried not tornake our financial aid so 
~mall and restricted in scope as to stunt the growth 
of the program. 

the following plan for financing: 

(a) That the cost of local personnel and admini~
tration be the financial responsibility of the States 
and local communities, together with the cost of sup~ 
plies and equipment of a personal character needed by 
volunteer workers. Our preliminary estimate is that 
such expense over the next 3 years would amount to 
approximately $200,000,ono. 

(b) That the Federal Government share wIth the 
States and local communities the cost of procuring 
such heavy equipment as may be necessary for augmented 
fire services, engineering services, transportation 
services, communications services and rescue services. 
It is estimated that over a 3-year period the cost of 
such equipment to the Federal Government would be 
about $100,000,000, and to the State and local govern
ments an equal amount. 

(c) That the Federal Government match equally the 
expenditures of the States and cities for the construc
tion of communal-type shelters. To do less, in our 
opinion, might well result in no shelters, or in shel
ters completely inadequate to cope with the atom bomb. 
It is estimated that the Federal share of this program, 
over the 3-year period, will be $1,125,000,000, with 
an equal expenditure by the State and local governments. 

(d) That the Federal Government provid,e regional 
stockpiles of critically needed materials, particularly 
of those types which would not otherwise be available 
in the event of an emergency_ This program, embracing 
engineering supplies, blood plasma, medical supplies 
and evacuee supplies, would cost an estimated $400,000,000 
over the 3-year period. 
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(e) That the communications and communication 
control centers necessary to distribute timely and 
adequate warning of an enemy attack be provided by the 
Federal Government. It is estimated that such a sys
tem would cost ~bout $32,000,000. 

Thus, NSRB estimated the total cost over the 3-year period 

to be about $3.1 billion. The Federal Government's share 

would be app~oximately $1,670,000,000, or 54 percent. The 

---'outl-ays-by--th-e-SYa-fe-s-wourd--15e approx-im-a: tely-$-r ,430 , 0 Oo,O~

or 46 percent of the total cost. 5l It should be noted that 

of the $3.1 billion total, the great bulk--$2,250,OOO,000--

was to be spent on the construction of "communal-type shel-

ters," with the Federal Government matching the expenditures 

by the State and local governments. 

FOLLOV:j'-ON ACTIONS 

In his December 4 statement, Wadsworth called attention 

to a variety of steps taken by the Civil Defense Office, 

following completion of the National Plan, to guide and 

help the States and cities in their planning of integrated 

programs. Among these were the following: 

1. Participation in Civil Defense Conferences.--To 

provide leadership for States and local efforts, the Civil 

5lU.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Atom~Energ¥, 
Hearings, Civil Defense Against Atomic Attack,-Part 6, 
pp. 194-195; also included as part of the record of Special 
Subcommittee on Civil Defense, House Armed Services Com
mittee, Hearings on H.R. 9798, to Authorize a Federal 
Civil Defense Program, De~, 1950, pp. 7699-7703. 
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Defense Office participated in "a rapidly increasing number 

of meetings and conferences with State and local civil

defense directors, as well as with governors, State legis-

lators, mayors, and other officials who have 

interest in civil-defense activities~" Six field repre-

• 

sentatives of the Civil Defense Office engaged in field 

----ccon-f-erenc-eHr-wrt:nState civil-defense directors, "helping to 

work out local legislative policy and planning problems." 

Backing this type of assistance was "a constant flow of 

bulletins and other communications" between the Civil Defense 

Office and the State directors who were handling day-to-day 

problems of organization, financing, and operation. 

2. Additional Publications.--A number of additional 

manuals and other compilations were developed, with the 

assistance of other agencies, to inform the public and guide 

State and local planning. A booklet entitled Survival Under 

Atomic Attack, telling in simple language what the individual 

should do for self-protection , received wide distr,ibution. 

Each State governor and civil defense director received a 

restricted map detailing critical target areas within the 

State and suggesting mutual aid and mobile support patterns 

for these areas. The publication, The Effects of Atomic 

Weapons, prepared by the Atonic Energy Corrmission with the help of the 

Defense Department and released earlier (in August 1950) , 

still assumed effects of the "nominal" 20-kiloton bomb, but 

it did provide "scaling laws" that could be used in calculating 

I 
~i 
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effects of more potent bombs. An additional manual, scheduled 

for release in December, was entitled "The 'Fire Effects of 

Bombing Attacks." Prepared for NSRB by the Office of Civil 

this manual outlin~.fi the fire effects of various types of 

modern weapons, cited the "fire history" of Germany and 

Japan, and outlined a method by which American fire experts 

might evaluate the potential fire hazard in their cities. 

This manual and another in process, a comprehensive "civil 

Defense Health Services Manual," Wadsworth stated, were 

"only the forerunners of many others to come," designed to 

"answer in detail many of the questions being asked by State 

and local civil-defense officials." 

3. Guide to Citizen Partipation.--For the individual 

ci tizens asking "What' can I Do?~' Wadsworth reported, the Red 

Cross, in cooperation with the Civil Defense Office, had 

undertaken three major activities "in which everyone can 

take part": a first-aid prosram "in"which some 20,000,000 

people should be trained as rapidly as possible"; a national 

blood program, in which the Red Cross would coordinate the 

efforts of all interested agencies "in developing a real-

istic program of mass blood procurement"; and nurses' aide 

and home nursing training, "which will be carried out on a 

large ,scale." 

4. Liaison with Britain and Canada.--Cooperative rela-

tions were established with the British and Canadian 
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Governments in planning for civil defense. Wadsworth con-

sidered their hetp "most valuable" in the development of 

the U.S. program and in the quest for solutions to complex 

NSRB and Canadian civil-defense staffs met with State 

Department representatives in November, to establish a 

worK~ng group to seek solutions to joint problems, including 

mutual aid with respect to border areas. 

5. Surveys and Tests of Potential Shelters.--Plans 

were under way for field testing of "potential shelter 

types" with a view to providing specifications for indi-

vidual and community use. "Surveys of potential existing 

shelters," Wadsworth indicated, "are now being made." 

6. Model Interstate Compact.--The civil Defense Office 

released a suggested model for an interstate civil defense 

and disaster relief compact, prepared jointly with the Council 

of State Governments. It provided "the legal answers to 

many questions which have been troubling the State civil-

defense authorities who are now in process of making such 

agreements." 

7. Training Courses.--NSRB expanded its program, initi

ated early in 1950, of training in techniques for dealing 

with the effects of atomic attack. These courses were de-

vel oped with the cooperation of the Atomic Energy Commission, 

the Department of Defense, the Public Health Service, and 

other agencies. They were designed to lay the groundwork 
• • 

( 
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for the development and operation of State training pro-

grams. Such courses covered radiological monitoring and the 

medical and nursing aspects of atomic warfare. The Civil 

_"~~~~"~~"",""~,_",~~_""",,"",,~""R_~"~~!l,~~~~2E"~!~"t?~""~~~E~~~h~S!"J:h~~"~!=:~:t:o~§~~~S!~§~q,:;-j:E,i;,~~I}~~_,Qf"""~h~§'~~M~M"'"~'~"'~"" 
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courses, as well as criteria for the selection of State 

participants. 

8. Air Raid Warning Service.--The Civil Defense Office 

recognized the crucial importance of advance warning, to

gether with a well-organized and well-trained civil-defense 

organization, in saving lives in an atomic attack. An air

raid warning program was then operated on an interim basis 

by the Defense Department through the Continental Air Com-

mand. Efforts were directed toward "the continuous expansion 

and improvement of the air raid warning service." 

9. Planning Exercises.--Of special significance was 

the NSRB sponsorship, in cooperation with State and local 

authorities, of tests or "planning exercises" in Washington, 

D.C., Seattle, and Chicago, which afforded realistic, on-

the-ground illustrations of problems of preparing for atomic 

attack. The Chicago test in September assumed an attack 

with three atomic bombs, killing or injuring 250,000 persons 

and damaging an area of 28.7 square miles. Some 800 civil 

defense leaders from 20 States, Alaska, Hawaii, and the 

United Kingdom met in Chicago to discuss the results of this 

• 
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h · d . 52 t lr exerClse. 

The Chicago test, Mayor Zeidler noted, demonstrated 

that "there is no easy answer" to the question of how to 

difficulties were encountered. 

It is natural that some defects in judgment should 
have appeared ,_~uch ~JL~rL±he~opera±ion-of-a-warning----------

----------------------sys-tem;-rIi- the estimate of the psychological ability of 
people to respond to the disasters, in the composition, 
disposition, and operation of certain forces, such as 
medical teams and rescue squads. 

Zeidler emphasized, however, the principal value of the 

exercise in illustrating "the immense amount of detailed 

work" required to prepare an effective plan and put it into 

effect quickly. 

There is no escape from detailed study, from dis
cussing and coordinating the many items involved, and 
from making pioneer judgments on civil defense in each 
local communi ty. Every community presents- a problem 
different from every other community. Generalized 
solutions to specific civil defense problems set down 
in the Hopley report and in United States Civil De
fense must be adapted to fit local capacities. 

As a result of this exercise and of the mayors' meeting in 

Washington, Zeidler noted, most local officials "went away 

with the realization that they must solve their own prob

lems."S3 

52 "The Chicago Test," BAS" Vol. 6, No. 10 (Oct. 1950), 
p. 316; "Chicago Holds Conference on Results of Test," 
BAS, Vol. 6, No. 11 (Nov. 1950), p. 340. 

S3Frank P. Zeidler, "Civil Defense: Community Problems 
and the NSRB Plan," BAS, Vol. 6, No. 11 (Nov. 1950), p. 337 . 

• 
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Wadsworth's observations were along similar lines. 

These exercises did not solve all civil-defense 
problems for the cities involved nor answer all the 
questions of those who participated as observers. 
By going at it the hard way through these test exer-
cis E: s, ..... hOVie.ver, .... th.e ... cit. i es arE!.noww.e l1.~~1.g.!l:g~~.:bILj::h.~.~.~~ .. -~ ... _.~ .. ~.. 

........... ~~- .......... ~ .......... ~~ ······~··grin'C··j·o15·~bI··prannTn~g~···fc)r···an···attack-,··ancf the observers 
who sat in are better informed as to the actual condi
tions that might be expected in the event of a bombing 
of their own communities. 

···-·-·--~·-··---·----Tlie~NS-RB-p-ran, it will be recalled, had strongly recommended 

~) 

that every State director select at least one city for a 

test exercise. NSRB repeatedly urged the conduct of such 

exercises as "an absolute must for any metropolitan center." 

As of early December, Wadsworth observed, "only a few cities 

have tackled this job of' getting first-hand information re

garding their civil-defense needs.,,54 

10. Progress at the State and Local Levels.--By early 

December, Wadsworth could report .significant progress in 

civil-defense organization at the State and local levels. 

By then all States except one, t.:he District of Columbia, and 

the Territories had appointed civil-defense directors. The 

larger metropolitan centers also had full-time director$, 

with active programs in various stag.es of organization. 

Eight States in recent months had appropriated funds for 

civil defense, the amounts ranging from $10,000 in North 

Dakota to $600,000 in New York. Most States were planning 

54U.S. congre~s, House Armed Services Committee, 
Special Subcommittee on Civil Defense, Hearings on H.R. 
9798, to Authorize ~ Federal Civil Defense Program, 
8lst Cong., 2nd Sess., Dec. 5~ 1950, p. 7700. 
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programs for mutual aid agreements between their political 

subdivisions, with extension to communities in other States, 

as well as between States. On an even wider basis, a 

plans. 55 At the local level, progress was uneven; but re-

sponses from 139 cities to a survey by the American Munici-

-- -------------par-Association, Wadsworth observed, reflected stages of 

organization which, for the most part, "were in sharp and 

gratifying contrast to the situation only six months ago."56 

THE STATUTORY BASE FOR OPERATIONS 

On September 18--ten days after Symington had submitted 

the NSRB plan to him--President Truman transmitted it to 

Congress for consideration. In his letter to Congress, the 

President said: 

I believe this report presents a sound and workable 
outline of the civil defense problems we face, and what 
the Federal, state and local governments should do to 
meet them. I urge the members of the Congress to con
sider this report carefully over the next few weeks as 

55Ibid., pp. 7701-7702; "Civil Defense in the ~tates," 
State Government, Vol. 23, No. 11 (Nov. 1950), pp. 237-,245, 
257; Leonard Dreyfuss, "Interstate Civil Defense Coopera
tion," State Government, Vol. 23, No. 11 (Oct. 1950), 
pp. 246-247, 257; "Three West Coast Governors Collaborate" 
and "Northeast Regional Conference" BAS, Vol. 6, No. 10 
(Oct. 1950), p. 316. -

56House Armed Services Committee, Special Subcommittee, 
Hearings on H.R. 9797, to Authorize a Federal Civil Defense 
Program, Dec~ 1950, pp. 770l-7702~ 
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a basis for the enactment of legislation in the 
near future. 

He urged the State governors and the mayors of the larger 

cities to give the report their early attention "so that 

states and local communities will be prepared to move 

ahead rapidly with their own plans." In the meantime, 

Truman indicated hisintenttoesta.blish-"aTemporaryCi viI 

Defense Administration" to carry forward the work pending 

enactment of authorizing legislation, and to provide "a 

central point of leadership for the state and local efforts."S7 

That same day the Federal legislation suggested in the 

NSRB plan was introduced in the House of Representatives 

(H.R. 9689), and the following day in the Senate (S. 4162). 

The proposed legislation had not been fully coordinated be-

fore its introduction in Congress. Over the ensuing two 

months, suggestions were received from various State and 

Federal agencies, the Council of State Governments, and . 

others. The bill was rewritten late in November, and the 

revised legislation was introduced in the House on Novem-

ber 30 (H.R. 9798) and in the Senate the following day 

(S.42l9).58 

57public Papers of the Presidents of the united States-
Truman, 1945-52 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Of
fice, 1964-1966), 1950, item 251, p. 641. 

58U. S . Congress, House Committee on Armed Services, 
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, Report to accompany H.R. 
9798, House Report 320g--;-Dec.l'9";" 1950 (Washington: u.s. . 
Government Printing Office, 1950), p. 13. 

• 
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Congress was quick to consider and enact the enabling 

lesislation. International tension had mounted with the 

Chinese intervention in the Korean conflict in late November. 

The President, on December 16, proclaimed the existence of 

a national emergency, and createdt.he Office of Defense 

Mobilization (ODM) , under the directorship of Charles W. 

Wilson,i-nwhomwas vestedthefulTresponsibffItY·for 

carrying forward the objectives of the rearmament program-

Congressional hearings on the proposed Federal civil-defense 

legislation began December 4. The entire legislative process 

was completed in little more than one month, with the Presi-

dent signing Public Law 920, the Federal Civil Defense Act 

of 1950--on January 12, 1951. The tensions of the Korean 

situation in late November and during the month of December 

accounted in large measure for this accelerated legislative 

action. 59 

Issues Encountered in the Congressional Deliberations 

Although Congressional deliberations on Public Law 920 

were surprisingly smooth and rapid, a number of significant 

issues did arise for consideration. The decisions on these 

issues were of fundamental importance to the future course 

and effectiveness of the civil defense program. 

59Maxam MS, p. 43. 
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1. Placement of Primary Responsibility for Civil 

Defense.--One basic policy issue had to do with the scope 

of authority and modus operandi of FCDA vis-a-vis the States 

and their po 1 i tic al s:ubd ~'I{J ~:tgn~I:l_!~~"_~heJ:;:(;L~~~as_a_"_s_trDng~"-m~-""""m""m"""~""-~-" 
_=~.,,~,v_ .. _~~.~,~.~.'~~'~ .,,~.~_~ .. ~.~., .. ~.~~~,"~ •. o=.,.=.-<~_,/~c_~·~-.-.~~"~·~~ .. ~/_~~rJ~~~~.J~r~ ••••• ",._~-~_~~.~_-~"···.·_~~_~_'· .-~. • ~ •• -

feeling in Congress that the authority of FCDA should be 

very much restricted in peacetime to guiding the .State and 

To caT governments and coordinating their efforts. Major 

reliance, it was felt, should be placed on State and com-

munity responsibility. Drawing on their recollections of 

World War II experience, they wanted to strengthen the 

organization and operations of civil defense at the State 

and local levels and avoid the. buildup of a large and costly 

Federal bureaucracy. Senator Leverett Saltonstall, who had 

been Governor of Massachusetts and worked closely with civil 

defense during World War II, voiced this prevailing sentiment 

at the December 1950 hearings. 

Primarily the thought that I would like to leave 
. is this: Emphasize the importance of keeping the 

responsibility at the local level~ of having the work 
done primarily by volunteers, of giving the feeling to 
people in the various municipalities and States that 
they are primarily responsible for the safety of their 
own civilians. 60 

Senator Kefauver, chairman of the Senate Armed Services Com-

mittee's Subcommittee on Civil Defense, was entirely in 

60u.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Armed Services, 
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, Hearings before Subcom
mittee on S. 4217 and S. 4219, Dec. 1950, Washington: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1950-51 (hereinafter cited as 
Senate Armed Services Subcommittee Hearings on S. 4217 and 
S.' 4219), Par t 2, p . 1 7 7 . 
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accord with Saltonstall's view of this matter. "Of course," 

he said, "the desire of the Federal Government is to co-

ordinate and direct and to leave the chief responsibility of 

actually carrying out the program with the State and with 
"~-~~,~"~-~~,-~~"~""-""~~""~"""~" 

its political subdivisions without us getting into every

body's hair and in everybody's way.,,61 

The Senate Armed Services Committee's report.Orit.he 

Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 came out firmly for this 

concept and allayed any fears of extensive Federal authority 

or financing. 

. It is not intended that this program will be 
operated and controlled by the Federal Government, but 
rather that the Gpvernment furnish the necessary guidance 
and cOordination along with certain assistance in fi
nancing this program. While some have argued for con
siderable Federal financing, the committee believes 
that no amount of money could insure our civilian popu
lation being prepared to meet the problems of civil de
fense. That insurance can only corne through a careTIlily 
coordinated, well-organized program implemented by 
properly trained, equipped, and organized workers at 
the local level. Almost without exception these workers 
will be volunteers. 62 

In light of this prevailing sentiment, Congress would not 

allow language in the draft "Declaration of Policy" that 

would have specified a sharing of responsibility by the 

Federal Government with the States and their political sub-

divisions. As we shall see later in this history, Congress 

61 I bid., p. 197. 

62U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Armed Services, 
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, Report No. 2683, 81st 
Cong., 2d Sess., Dec. 1950--(Washington: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1950), p. 1. 

L) 
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would have reason to regret this decision and change it in 

1958, after it had become evident that the program was 

not making the progress expected. But the language as en-

acted into law in January 1951 declared the policy and 

intent of Congress that the responsibility for ~ivil defense 

"shall be vested primarily in the several States and their 

political·· subdivisions:;" 

While there were few to challenge the principle of 

State and local responsibility, a number of municipal of-

ficials had some qualms about the proposed policy of having 

the Federal government deal directly only with the States. 

They were fearful of delays and of being cut off from 

Federal aid by reason of State ~ction or inaction. 63 On 

this issue, Senator Saltonstall, whose experience and views 

carried much weight with Senator Kefauver and his subcom-

mittee, recalled the World War II problems attendant upon 

the bypassing of the States: 

One of the greatest difficulties ... that Mayor 
La Guardia was in . . . was that as civilian director 
at times he tried to deal directly with the cities. 
The mayor's organization and the Governor's organiza
tion, of course, differed essentially on that. But 
our experience was that when they went over the head 
of the director of civilian defense in Massachusetts 

63Kerr MS, pp. 57-58; Tyler MS, p. 309; u.S. Congress, 
House Committee on Armed Services, Special Subcommittee on 
Civil Defense, Hearings ~ H.R. 9798, to Authorize a 
Federal Civil Defense Program, 81st Cong., 2d Sess., Dec. 
19 5 0 ( No . 224), P . 7 818 • 
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and went directly into the municipalities, it caused 
jealousy, 'it caused difficulty and misunderstanding. 64 

Other governors similarly supported the established chain 

of command, and the Administration accepted this position. 
,,_ ",.,.~,.~~.=,""w~.,.,~~,.,,~~".~M' .. ~-_~_~ ~~._'''.= .. ~~d_.~,.~~,~~ .. ,"~,~~,~.,~v~.-",~.m.~~._w~_~M~ 

•. M •• 'M'M~"'~ ··~······-·Irr···tlre·~wo·rtl·s···of··A(5tin(f··Deputy~AdrnlnI.stra.~Eor···Wadsworth : 

It is of paramount importance to remember that 
the chain of command starts at the state level. The 
FeCiel:"alG(JvernrneI1tin;it.s.capacitywilland.should 
dear 6rily with the State Governors and State civil 
defense directors. It cannot (bypass) and has not 
bypassed them to deal individually with cities and 
voluntary groups. 65 

At the same time, Wadsworth made clear the intent to deal 

with the localities, when necessary, through their respec-

tive State governments. "There is no prohibition against 

direct contact of the Federal authorities with individual 

cities," he said, the only condition being "that the States 

be kept advised of such contacts. ,,66 

2. Location of the Civil Defense Agency in the Execu-

tive Branch.--A second basic question posed at the Congres-

sional hearings had to do with the proper location for the 

new agency: Should it be under the Secretary of Defense, 

with the Administrator on the same level with the Secre-

taries of tpe Army, Navy and Air Force, or should the 

64S enate Armed Services Subcommittee Hearing on S. 
4217 and ~. 4219, Part 2, pp. 177-178. 

65 u.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Armed Services, 
Federal Civil Defense Act of 19'50, Hearings before Subcom
mittee on S. 4217 and S:-4219;-aIst Cong., 2d Sess., Dec. 
1950, p. 57. 

66 Ibid., p. 205. 

~! 
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Administrator head an independent agency reporting directly 

to the President? Actually, the question was academic; 

the President had already activated FCDA as a separate 

agency in the Executive Office of the President, and the 

proposed legislation would establish FCDA as an independent 

agency in the Executive Branch. But the debate on the 

issue was spirited,and the ideas set forth weresTgriificari't 

in terms of their implications for the future. 

The major opposition to the establishment of an inde-

pendent Federal civil defense agency carne from the American 

Municipal Association (AMA). In a policy statement adopted 

by. its Twenty-Seventh ~nual Congress on December 6, co-

incident with the Congressional hearings, the Association 

recommended the establishment of the agency "within the 

Department of Defense with a civilian Secretary of Civil 

Defense." The Association reasoned: 

. It is imperative that at the Federal level 
there be complete coordination of the military and 
civilian defense and security effort. This can best 
be accomplished by vesting the Federal responsibility 
in the civilian Secretary of Defense and a civilian 
Department of Civil Defense in the Defense Department. 
In these circumstances, civil defense is no less im
portant than military defense. This is the best avail
able method of accomplishing the necessary result. 67 

Such an arrangement, the AMA believed, would hold out better 

prospects of success than having an independent civilian 

67Senate Armed Services Subcommittee Hearings on S. 
4217 and S. 4219, Part I, p. 36; FCDA, Legislative HIstory-
Federar-CIvir-Defense Act of 1950, Vol. I, p: 42. 
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agency rattling around in the Government, even though it 

might be directly responsible to the President. Military 

and civilian security, the AMA believed, are inseparable 

"~._~" ... ~and.".require.~}·!~an~·a·bs0:l·U te~··coord·±n"a:t:tbn'l~wh:rcn···can~·oest~5fi~····~·· 

a~hieved by placing the responsibility on the Defense 

Department. 68 

The Defense Department, however, was then inclined to 

let FCDA go its separate way. Colonel Barnet Beers, Assis-

tant to the Secretary of Defense for Civil Defense Liaison, 

advised the Kefauver Subcommittee: 

... The feeling in military circles ... is that 
they have got enough to do as it is ... . 

It is based on a strong feeling that their primary 
mission should be as nearly as possible their sole 
mission and that is the military defense--the idea of 
going out and devoting their entire energy and facili
ties for the successful termination of a war. 

It is considered entirely appropriate that being 
strictly a civil responsibility, its leadership and 
supervision should be. It is quite true that there is 
a great deal of coordination necessary with the mili~ 
tary, but we think it can be achieved. 69 

68FCDA, Legislative History--Federal Civil Defense Act 
of 1950, Vol. I, p. 44. 

69Beers did recognize "a definite responsibility" of 
the military to be prepared to support civil-defense activi
ties, "within the means available and without jeopardy to 
that primary mission," in cases of great and widespread dis
aster; see Senate Armed Services S'ubcommittee Hearings on 
s. 4217 and ~. 4219, Part 1, pp. 80-81. 

(I 
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Sounding out the Governors, Senator Kefauver received 

expressions of concurrence in the military view of the 

matter. Governor Val Peterson of Nebraska, who was later 

to serve as Federal Civil Defense Administrator 

that, from conversations h~ had with governors at a meeting 

in Chicago, "we prefer to have civil defense under a ci~ilian 

a:rtddiv6rced eritirelYfromfhe Military Establishment:. "70 

Governor Frank Lausche of Ohio took the view that "this is 

a home-defense problem," with each person taking care of his 

home and helping his neighbors, and it ought to be kept 

separate from the military forces. "They have a job big 

enough for them to do with, the assignment that is theirs now," 

Lausche stated, "without taking care of civil defense.,,71 

Senator Kefauver thought that most members of the Senate 

were inclined to agree with the military position that they 

had enough to do already and that a separate independent 

agency should be established without military control. 72 

Although it was clear that Congress would establish an inde-

pendent agency outside the military line of command, the Ad-

ministration felt impelled to submit for the record a state-

ment from Wadsworth, rebutting the AMA position. 

70 I bid., p. 164. 

71Ibid., pp. 164-165. 

72FCDA , Legislative History--Federal Civil Defense Act 
of 1950, Vol. If p. 48. 

• 
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In respect to the recommendation that there be 
established within the Department of Defense a civilian 
department for civilian defense, we believe that 
Colonel Beers has answered thoroughly and well. One 
thought occurs to us from the civilian standpoint: If 
you make Civil Defense a part of the Department ~f~ ~~~~»~~~ 

W~ ~~<"~ < "~~~o_ ~_ <~~~ ~_ ~~ ~_~~~~~Defense~, ~t:aat> means ~that~"it~~~±s~~merE::1:y>~~one~~6<f~~~four seg
ments of that Department and, as such, will be competing 
directly with the regular armed services. Mayor 
Robinson of San Francisco who signed the policy state
ment has repeatedly stated hisbeliefthatC:i.y:LJ.. J)e ... 
fense has been and is the stepchild of the Federal 
Government. If Civil Defense should be placed within 
the Department of Defense, it would be a stepchild 
indeed. On the other hand, set up as an independent 
agency with the Administrator reporting direct to the 
President, Civil Defense will have far more stature 
and prestige than if it were submerged in the Depart
ment of Defense. 73 

Basic Provisions of Public Law 920 

Despite the above-described issues and other expressions 

of concern, the civil defense bills moved rapidly through 

Congress. House approval of its bill came on December 20, 

1950, with only one opposing vote, that of Congressman Clare 

Hoffman of Michigan. The Senate approved its bill by a voice 

vote. Differences in the House and Senate bills were largely 

technical in nature and were quickly resolved. Agreement 

was reached in both Houses on January 2, ·1951, and on 

January 12, President Truman signed H.R. 9798 as amended 

into Public Law 920--the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950. 74 

73Senate Armed Services Subcommittee Hearings on S. 
4217 and ~. 4219, Part II, p. 205. 

74public Law 920, 81st Cong., 2nd Sess., approved 
Jan. 12, 1951, 64 Stat. 1245. 
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Because this act with some amendments has provided to this 

day the statutory base for Federal civil defense operations, 

we will highlight some of its basic provisions. 

1. Declaration of Policy.--Public Law 920 set forth 

---------~a~n--important-statemerrt~o-f-Congressionar poricy and intent: 

It is the policy and intent of Congress to pro
vide a plan of civil defense for the protection of 
life and property in the United States from attack. 
It is further declared to be the policy and intent 
of Congress that this responsibility for civil de-
fense shall be vested primarily in the seveI_al_S_ta±es ___ _ 

------------a~n~d their political subdivisions. The Federal Govern
ment shall provide necessary coordination and guidance; 
shall be responsible for the operations of the Federal 
Civil Defense Administration as set forth in this Act; 
and shall provide necessary assistance as hereinafter 
authorized. 75 

Thus did Congress subscribe to the 'concept of self-help, 

with State and local initiative in civil defense. Each 

State was expected to plan, organize and operate its own 

program, with FCDA providing coordination and guidance and 

certain financial assistance. The legislative history of 

this "Declaration of Policy," as well as of provisions for 

the maximum use of the facilities of Government and private 

organizations, made it quite evident that Congress expected 

FCDA to be and to remain a relatively small Federal agency. 

2. Definition of Civil Defense.--The Act gave civil 

defense a strictly protective character. The term "civil 

defense" was defined to mean lIall those activities and mea-

sures designed or undertaken (1) to minimize the effects 

75public Law 920,·Sec. 2. 
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upon the civilian population caused or which would be 

caused by an attack.upon the United States, (2) to deal with 

the immediate emergency conditions which would be created 

by any such attack, and (3) to effectuate emergency repairs 

to, or the emergency restoration of, vital utilities and 

facilities destroyed or damaged by any such attack." 

The term was deemed to include, but not to be limited 

to, the following activities: 

(A) measures to be taken in pre?aration for 

anticipated attack (including the establishment of appropri-

ate organizations, operational plans, and supporting agree-

ments; the recruitment and training of personnel; ·the conduct 

of research; the procurement and stockpiling of necessary 

materials and supplies; the provision of suitable warning 

systems; the construction or preparation of shelters, shelter 

areas, and control centers; and, when appropriate, the non-

military evacuation of civil population); 

(B) measure to be taken during attack (including 

the enforcement of passive defense regulations prescribed 

by duly established military or civil authorities; the 

evacuation of personnel to shelter areas; the control of 

traffic and panic; and the control and use of lighting and 

civil communications); and 

(C) measures to be taken following attack (in-

cluding activities for fire fighting; rescue, emergency 

medical, health and sanitation services; mon~toring for 
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specific hazards of special weapons; unexploded bomb recon-

naissance; essential debris clearance; emergency welfare 

measures; and immediately essential emergency repair or 

'f d' 1 f '1' , ) 76 restoratJ.on 0 damage vJ.ta acJ. J.tJ.es . 

3-.--0rgani~ion: FCDA and Civil Defense Advisory 

Council.--The Act established a Federal Civil Defense Ad-

ministration (FCDA) in the Executive Branch of the Govern-

ment, headed by an Administrator appointed from civilian 

life by the President and confirmed by the Senate. The 

post of Deputy Administrator was.also established. 77 

A Civil Defense Advisory Council was also created to 

"advise and consult with the- Administrator with respect to 

general or basic policy matters relating to civil defense." 

The Council would consist of the Administrator, as chair-

man, and 12 others chosen by the President--three repre-

senting State governments, three representing political 

subdivisions of the States, and the remaining six to be 

selected from "among the citizens of the United States of 

broad and varied experience in matters affecting the public 

interest. ,,78, 

76Ibid., Sec. 3. 77Ibid. , Title I, sec. 101. 

78panels of names for the representatives of States 
and their political subdivisions were to be submitted by the 
Council of State Governments, the Governors' Conference, 
the American Municipal Association, and the United States 
Conference of Mayors. The President would select individu
als from these lists to serve for three-year terms. The 
Council would meet at least once each year; i,bid., Title I, 
Section 102. I 
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4. The Administrator's Powers and Duties.--The Act 

spelled out in considerable detail the Adm~nistrator's 

responsibilities for coordination, guidance and assistance. 

Briefly, the Administrator was authorized to: 

(1) prepare, sponsor, and direct national plans 

and programs for civil defense, and request reports on State 

activities; 

(2) delegate appropriate responsibilities to 

other Federal agencies, and review and coordinate the ac

tivities under these delegations with each other and with 

the activities of the States and neighboring countries; 

(3) provide for necessary civil defense communi

cations and for the dissemination of warning of enemy 

attack; 

the public; 

(4) study and develop civil defense measures; 

(5) operate training programs; 

(6) disseminate civil-defense information to 

(7) assist and encourage the States to enter into 

interstate compacts, and "aid and assist in encouraging 

reciprocal civil defense legislation by the States which will 

permit the fUrnishing of mutual aid for civil defense pur

poses in the event of an attack which cannot be met or con

trolled adequately by a State or a political subdivision 

thereof threatened with or undergoing attack"; 
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~.j 

(8) procure, construct and lease materials and 

facilities for civil defense; 

(9) arrange for the sale or disposal of surplus 

civil defense materials; 'and 

(10) make financial contributions to the States 

on the basis 'of approved programs or projects. 

Except as otherwise specified for pericds of emergency', 

there were to be no contributions "for State or local per-

sonnel and administrative expenses." Contributions to the 

States for organizational equipment were to be on an equally 

rratching basis. 'l'he Act authorized t.b:= AClministrator to develop 

shelter designs and protective equipment and facilities. 

He could make financial contributions to shelter projects. 

Federal funds could not be spent, however, for the acquisition 

of land for shelters or for projects designed for use for 

purposes other than civil defense or for projects which would 

be self-liquidating. Federal funds for shelter projects 

were to be on a matching basis with the State or local govern-

ments. Such funds would be apportioned among the States 

"in the ratio which the urban population of the critical target 

areas . • . in each state . • . bears to the total urban 

population of the critical target areas of all of the States."79 

79Ibid., Title II, Sec. 201. 
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5. The Administrator's Emergency Powers.--The legis-

lative history depicts some concern in Congress over the 

proposed exercise by the Administrator of sweeping powers in 

an emergency. The drafters of the Act allayed Congressional 

fears by breaking these powers out into a separateti tl:::e~, ___ ~ _____ ~ 

(Title III) and by strictly delineating the circumstances 

under which these emergency powers. could be invoked. Congress 

also set a teriminal date for the provisions of this ti tle--June 30, 1954 

"or on such earlier date as may be prescribed ill' concurrsmt~esolution.~----

of the Congress." The Title III authorities V-lE'!re extended in 1966 and in 

1970, but were not renewed in 1974. 

The Act specified that the emergency authority would be operative only 

during the existence of a state of civil defense emergency proclairred by the 

President or by concurrent resolution of the Congress. This lM:)uld be done 

in situations where the President or Congress found that an attack upon the 

united States had occurred or was anticipated and that the national safety 

required invocation of the provisions of this title. 

We will not be particularly concerned with this part of the Federal 

civil defense mission in this history. It may be of interest, however, to 

note the nature curl scope of the pov.:ers which the .Administrator was 

authorized to exercise during such an arergency: 

(a) exercise the authorities contained in section 
201 (h) [procure by condemnation or otherwise, con
struct, lease, transport, store, maintain, renovate, or 
distribute materials and facilities for civil defense, 
with the right to take immediate possession thereof] 
without regard to the limitation of any existing law • . . , 

(b) sell, lease, lend, transfer, or deliver ma
terials or perform services for civil defense purposes 
on such terms and conditions as the Administrator shall 
prescribe and without regard to the limitations of 
existing law • . • ; 
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(c) coordinate and direct, for civil defense 
purposes, the relief activities of the various de
partments and agencies of the united States as provided 
in section 302 hereof; 

(d) reimburse any State, including any political 
subdivisions thereof, for the compensation paid to and 
the trans120rta fiqn I su.l.L~:t:Ls_tence_,_and_main-tenanGe-e*-~--

--------·--~p~e~n~ses of any employees while engaged in rendering 
civil defense aid outside the 'State and to pay fair and 
reasonable compensation for the materials of the State 
government or any political subdivision utilized or 
consumed outside of the State, including any trans
portation costs, in accordance with rules and regula-
tions prescribed by the Administrator . I 

(e) provide financial assistance for the temporary 
relief or aid of any civilian injured or in want as the 
result of any attack; and 

(f) employ temporarily additional personnel with
out regard to the civil service laws and to incur' such 
obligat.ions on behalf of the United States as may be 
required to meet the civil defense requirements of an 
attack or of an anticipated attack. 

During the period of any such emergency, the 
Administrator shall transmit quarterly to the Congress 
a detailed report concerning all action taken pursuant 
to this section. 80 

FCDA IN PLACE 

By the time of the enactment of Public Law 920, FCDA 

had been in operation for some six weeks. By Executive 

Order 10186, December 1, 1950, Truman had established FCDA 

temporarily in the Executive Office of the President, in 

anticipation of early Congressional agreement on the. Ad

ministration's proposed legislation. For the post of Ad

ministrator, the President brought in Millard F. Caldwell, Jr., 

80Ibid ., Title III, Sec. 301, Sec. 307. 
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former Governor of Florida and former Congressman from 

that State. Senator Kefauver applauded this "very outstand-

ing appointment." 

Mr. Caldwell was one of the ablest Members of the 
~~~~~ __ ~_---,HOU~_e_Q_f_Represen-ta-ti¥es~.-He-ser-ved-eapa-bl-y-a-s-chi-ef'--~--~ 

executive of the State of Florida. He is a man of 
great intelligence and calm judgment and a great deal 
of perseverance and understanding, which are gre~!ly 
needed in this position which he has undertaken. 

Wadsworth was named Deputy Administrator. Under the 

was transferred to FCDA; it served as the nucleus for its 

.82 operatJ.ons. 

From a review of the legislative history, it is clear 

that Congress was not fired up by Public Law 920. Congre~s 

accepted the Act with little enthusiasm and surprisingly 

little debate. For many members of Congress, civil defense 

seemed like a necessary evil--perhaps a temporary phenomenon. 

Even Caldwell construed his assignment as one of short dura-

tion. Clearly, Congress would look askance at any efforts 

toward bureaucratic aggrandizement. Nor would it tolerate 

"roondoggling" proposals for Federal funding of pet local 

projects, such as the construction of highways, subways, 

and underground garages, on the pretext that they would help 

meet the need for shelters in an emergency that may never 

occur. Representative Dewey Short sensed the dilemmas and 

uncertainties ahead when he said: 

81Senate Armed Services Subcommittee Hearings on S. 
4219 and ~. 4219, Part I, p. 9. 

82 I bid., pp. 7-8. 

• 
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The thing that makes this legislation extremely 
difficult is that. we are taking more or less a leap 
in the dark, but there is no way to avoid it. We have 
no yardstick; we have no standard; we have had very 
little experience ourselves to go by. We are entering 
a vast unknown and unexplored field. 83 

As he embarked on his task, Caldwell faced a :::oclr..y roan 
----------~~~-

ahead. 

83U.S., Congressional Record, 81st Cong., 2d Sess., 
1950, XCVI, Part 12, p. 16830. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL CIVIL DEFENSE ADMINISTRATION 

1951--1958 

A GLANCE AT FCDA FUNDING AND OPERATIONS 

The ready acceptance by Congress of Public Law 920 in a 

moment of national crisis was in marked contrast to its 

subsequent actions on funding for civil defense. President 

Truman requested over $1.5 billion for fiscal 1951-53, with 

more than half of the total earmarked for a shelter program. 

He had to settle for $150.1 million, with "not one thin dime 

for she1ters.1I President Eisenhower's budget requests for 

the ensuing five years (fiscal 1954-58), without any pro

vision for shelters, totaled only $564.3 million; and yet 

Congress chopped that do~~ to $296.1 million. 

The financially austere treatment accorded FCDA is a 

real puzzler. To some extent it may have been a reflection 

of certain reservations by Congress regarding the agency's 

effectiveness. Certainly there was ample justification for 

this view, espec:ially in the absence of well-defined and 

fully substantiated programs that had strong support from 

the Chief Executives. A truly workable- program would re

quire the reduction of target vulnerability by industrial 

164 
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dispersion or the construction of mass shelters. Such a 

program would be costly and was inconceivable under condi-

tions where the brunt of responsibility for civil defense 

had to be borne by the States and localities. And there was 

no disposition on the part of the Chief Executives or 

Congress to have the Federal Government underwrite these 

outlays. One finds in the record many descriptions of civil 

meager Congressional appropriations and the Chief Executives' 

acquiescence in them would seem to suggest that civil defense 

was, in fact, considered marginal--something to be tolerated 

as long as it did not entail large expenditures. 

Thus, for the full eight fiscal years of its life, 

while more potent weapons and radioactive fallout were 

constantly extending the range of danger and aggravating the 

problems of civil defense, FCDA operated on appropriations 

totaling only $446.2 million--about 20 percent of the level 

of funding ($2.1 billion) recommended by the Chief 

Executives. Of this sum, $212.5 million, or 48 percent, was· 

spent on stockpiling medical and other emergency supplies 

and equipment for use immediately after an enemy attack. 

Through fund-matching contributions, totaling $116.6 

million, FCDA helped the States and their political sub-

divisions to acquire civil defense materials and equipment 

and to carryon educational and training programs. Of the 

remainder, $84.5 million were authorized for the administra-. 
tion and operation of Federal civil defense programs. 
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With this $84.5 million, FCDA paid its staff; guided 

civil defense planning; administered and supervised research 

projects; designed ~ nationwide attack warning system; de-

veloped operational plans for· postattack management of 

resources; conducted educational, training,and promotional 

activities; maintained its field operations; and bore the 

administrative costs of its emergency stockpile operations. 

In mid-1958, FCDA had 1,460 employees on its rolls, with a 

yearly average of 884 for the eight-year period. l 

One function that was not reflected in FCDA funding 

had to do with natural disasters. By Executive Order 10427, 

dated January 13, 1953, President Truman conferred upon FCDA 

the authority to direct and coordinate Federal assistance 

in major natural disasters. Reimbursement for assistance 

directed by FCDA would be made from a Federal disaster fund 

after a declaration by the President that a "major disaster" 

existed and upon determination by the President that such 

reimbursement was warranted. 2 

IFor an analysis of the disposition of FCDA expenditures 
under six program categories during the fiscal years, 1951 
through 1958, see u.s. Congress, Joint Committee. on Defense 
Production, . Eighth Annual Report, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., 
Senate Report No.1 (Washington: u.s. Government Printing 
Office, 1959), pp. 35-56. 

2This program had its legislative base in Public Law 
875--81st Congress, enacted September 30, 1950 (64 Stat. 
1109). For copies of this act and Executive Order No. 10427, 
see Appendixes D and E toFCDA, Annual Report for 1953 
(Washington: u.s. Government Printing Office,1954);-pp. 168-
174. ,~ 
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In its annual reports to the President and Congress, 

FCDA highlighted its accomplishments, and it made special 

note of "milestones" in its development. 3 To be sure, FCDA 

could point to many encouraging signs of progress. There 

was no denying, however, that civil defense preparedness was 

far from adequate. In the absence of a genuine shelter 

program, much of what FCDA was doing could rightfully be 

categorized as being merely on the outer fringes of prepared-

ness for national survival. In its assessment of the situa-

tion in mid-1958, the Joint Committee on Defense Production 

reiterated an observation made a year earlier: that there 

were many problems relating to- the national security still un-

solved and requiring intensive study. What was true for 

mobilization preparedness and military planning was even 

more true for civil defense--that in 1958 the big prepared-

ness job for the nuclear age still lay ahead. Indeed, the 

committee was not too sanguine about the prospects of find-

ing early solutions to the problems ahead. 

. . . While this country has the benefit of increased 
productive capacity and a large stockpile of materials 
to assure a more rapid mobilization fo+ limited scale 
war, mobilization to achieve preparedness for a nuclear 
attack on this country remains largely in the organizing 

3D. Dean Pohlenz, Problems of Civil Defense Prepared
~--~ Policy for Today, Feb. 29; 1957 (Washington: In
dustrial College of the Armed Forces, Resident Course 1956-
1957), M57-83, pp. 12-13. 
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planning, and development stage. At the current 
rate of progress it would be difficult to predict the 
time which would be required to achieve preparedness 
to meet the effects of a nuclear attack on this 
country. 4 

In a prepared statement to the Committee, the Depart-

~~~~--~~en~ of-Commerce alluded to the problems of planning for 

"the type of war.which has never been fought," and candidly 

noted: 

. . There remains a serious question as to whether 
human be ing_s_ha3Le-the-Gapae-i-~y-to-th±nk--t-hrough-1:ne 

-----------
awesome consequences of a nuclear attack and develop 
the most effective means of dealing with them. S 

This feeling of hopelessness was not at all uncommon. At 

the same time, as we shall endeavor to bring out in this 

chapter, a number of landmark hearings and reports by Con-

gressional committees, and studies by private research in-

stitutes, agencies under contract with the Government, founda-

tions and universities rejected this despairing view of the 

problem. All were highly critical of the ongoing efforts 

and attainments. But all were sympathetic to the need for 

civil defense, and all pointed to constructive solutions to 

the problems besetting the program. 

MILLARD CALDWELL AT THE HELM 

In the first two years of its existence, FCDA, under 

the leadership of Millard Caldwell, embraced the concept of 
---~ .. ". ., 

4Joint Committee on Defense Production, Eighth Annual 
Report, p. 4 • 

SIbid., pp. 18-19 
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shelters as the cornerstone of its program. NSRB, its 

antecedent agency, had emphasized shelter protection for 

the population in cr~tical target areas and the maximum 

possible use of existing structures. It did not contem

plate or plan for the extensive use of evacuation before 

attack.Q In anticipation of early adoption of its plan, 

NSRB transferred funds to the Army Corps of Engineers for 

a contract with the Lehigh University Institute of Research 

to conduct studies upon which to base a shelter program. 

This research was still in its early stages in the spring 

of 1951, when Caldwell was called upon to justify ~resident 

Truman's first budget request for FCDA. It turned-out to be 

a harrowing experience. 

Confrontations with Congress 

During the Congressional hearings on the 1950 legisla

tion, it will be recalled, the Administration contemplated 

a shelter program, with a Federal contribution of $1.125 

billion over a three-year period. On March 1, 1951, Truman 

asked for $403 million for FCDA. Of this sum, $250 million 

was for protective shelters. In his appearance before the 

House Appropriations Committee on March 16, Caldwell indi

cated that the agency had no plans for large, deep community 

shelters. The emphasis, he said, would be on the use of 

existing structures. Caldwell cited three reasons why the 

6 NSRB Doc. 128, pp. 35, 37. 
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Federal Government, the State Governors, and many respons-

ible people, after much thought, "have concluded that any 

large, deep community-shelter program is not feasible. II 

.•. Inthefirs·t place, we wil1probably~n..."o,-,t~·-,b~e~~~ ___ ~-~ 
ab±e-to-g±ve-ad~qua~~ warning to all the people who 
could get in such shelters. In the second place, 
it will take too long to construct them. In the third 
place, they will use too much in the way of labor and 
critical materials, steel, and concrete. 

The emphasis, therefore, would be on "making the most out of 

----wha-t-ever we nave whenever we find it, identifying those 

places that are relatively safe such as the basements of 

reinforced concrete buildings, and then identifying those 

places which can be made fairly safe by shoring up."7 

Caldwell's approach to the shelter problem and his 

proposed outlay of $1.25 billion over a three-year period, 

though substantial, were by no means unreasonable. But 

the presentations and responses to queries from the com-

mittee members left much to be desired in clarity, conviction, 

and specific backup. The House first cut the budget to 

$186.8 million, leaving in $75 million for shelter purposes. 

In his appearance before the Senate Appropriations Committee, 

April 23, Caldwell argued that the House action had left 

FCDA severely crippled. But he fared even worse at the hands 

7U.S. Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, 
Hearings, Third Supplemental Appropriation Bill for,l95l, 
82nd Cong., 1st Sess., 1951, p. 589. This subject ~s 
treated in depth by Dr. Thomas J. Kerr in his dissertation 
"The Civil Defense Shelter Program: A Case Study of the 
Politics of National Security Policy Making," pp. 72-122; 
see also "Development of Shelter and Evacuation Policies," 
Annex to Holifield report, Civil Defemse for National Sur
vival, pp. 82-93. 
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of the Senate committee; it further cut his request to $84 

million, completely striking off funds.fqr the shelter pro-

gram. After the budget process had run its full cycle, 

FCDA found itself with an appropriation of only $31,750,000--

a cut of 92 percent from the $403 million requested. 8 

For fiscal 1952, Truman recommended $535 million, of 

which $250 million would again be used for protective facili-

ties. In his letter to the Speaker of the House of Repre-

sentatives, June 21, 1951, the President alluded to the 

Soviet Union's capability of delivering atomic bombs· on our 

cities, no matter how good our defense might be. He made a 

strong pitch for civil defense readiness to meet such an 

attack: 

. As long as there is a chance of any kind that 
atomic bombs may fallon our cities, we cannot gamble. 
We cannot be caught unprepared. 

Truman pointed to the imbalance in the development of the 

Nation's preparedness when the strengthening of our Armed 

Forces was not also accompanied by provision of "the means 

to minimize civilian casualties, to deal with emergency 

conditions, and to restore vital facilities in th~ period 

immediately following attack." The civil defense program, 

the President emphasized, "will not only protect the civilian 

population, but will also help to maintain the industrial 

productivity necessary to support our military forces." The 

SPor an account of the FY 1951 appropriation history, 
see Blanchard MS, pp. 50-66. 
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proposed $250 million appropriation to match State contribu-

tions for protective shelters, he indicated, "is a substan-

tial start on a program to protect the public in congested 

areas." And the planning for the program, he added, was 

. . . The standards and criteria for evaluating exist
ihg structures have been developed and surveys are 
being carried out in cities to determine (1) the exist
ing buildings usable as shelters, (2) the existing 
buildings which can be modified for use as shelters, 
and C3J_the-amount-G-f-Flew-eenst-r-tlct-±on-requ-iretl-. -Work---------- -
on the modification of existing structures will be given 
first priority and can be started as soon as funds 
are made available. 9 

But Congress again slashed the FCDA appropriation and 

again voted no funds for a shelter program. Appearing be-

fore the Hous.e Appropriations Committee, Caldwell and his 

deputy, James Wadsworth, again met with a negative reaction, 

directed not only to the shelter program but to the entire 

civil defense effort. lO Apparently still unconvinced that 

FCDA had the requisite supporting information, the House 

Appropriations Committee denied the request for shelter funds. 

Appealing to the Senate Appropriations Committee on Septem-

ber 12, 1951, Caldwell tried to explain the shelter program 

which, he said, "has been the subject of a great deal of 

misunderstanding and misinterpretation." 

9U• S. Bureau of the Budget ,Budget· ;forthe Federal 
Civil Defense Administration, House Doc. No. I7S", 82nd Cong., 
1st Sess., June 21, 1951 (Washington: u.s. Government Print
ing Office, 1951). 

10For the events surrounding the FY 1952 appropriation, 
see Blanchard MS, pp. 69-78. 

~) 
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. . . It has not been, and will not be, the intent 
of this Administration to invest shelter funds in a 
program of deep holes in the ground. 

The shelter program presented by this Administra
tion is economical because it is devoted to making use 
of existing facilities. 

Caldwell set out a three-phase approach for the program: 

(1) surveys in target cities to identify buildings which 

vJere sui table for shelter; (2) making some of the unsuitable 

buildings suitable "with minor alterations"; and (3) pro-

viding technical assistance for building "a limited number 

of group shelters in those areas where skilled industrial 

personnel have absolutely no shelter in case of attack." 

With respect to the House committee action, apparently based 

on the belief that further study was needed, Caldwell said: 

. . It is true that the Administration does not 
have every answer to every possible question that may 
be raised regarding shelters. However, there is suf
ficient information available to establish certain 
minimal requirements, and when followed, would produce 
some shelter for the masses of people found in the popu
lation density centers within critical target areas. 
This is an area where we can all learn by doing, and no 
amount of drawing-board technique is going to provide 
better answers than those gained in experience through 
application of present knowledge. ll 

llU.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Appropriations, 
Hearings, Supplemental Appropriations for 19'52 , 82nd Cong., 
1st Sess., 1951, pp. 662, 664. Subsequent discussion indi
cated the cost of the total program over a three,-year period 
would be $1.73 billion, with the Federal portion amounting to 
$865 million. A breakdown of the program in three categories 
showed: (1) Minor modification to existing structures to pro
vide shelter for 6 million people, $60 million; (2) Major 
modification to existing structures to shelter 8 million 
people,.$320 million; and (3) New construction required to 
shelter 15 million people in critical target areas, $1.35 
billion; ibid., pp. 671, 678; Blanchard MS, p. 77. It should 
be noted that at this point, radioactive fallout had not yet 
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Caldwell's appeal was in vain. The Senate sided with 

the House in knocking out funds for shelters. The FCDA 

appropriation for fiscal 1952 was not much better than 

it had been the year before-~$75 milliort--~s 

against a r~3uest for $535 million--a cut of 86 percent. 

These funds, President Truman observed, were "tragically 

insufficient." Upon signing this appropriation bill, he 

pretense of economy, the national responsibility for initi

ating a balanced Federal-State civil defense program. ,,12 

A Reassessment of the Need for Civil Defense 

In part at least, FCDA budgets were being slashed be-

cause of a feeling in Congress, generated by testimony and 

press reports, that the military could repel any attack upon 

the united States, thus obviating the need for civil defense. 

On July 24~ 1951, Caldwell wrote to Defense Secretary 

George C. Marshall, requesting his opinion of the importance 

of civil defense to the national defense effort. In his 

typical style, General Marshall was brief but he was clear 

and direct in endorsing the civil defense program. 

loomed large, and the emphasis was on shielding the popula
tion in critical target cities where the atomic bombs would 
most likely be dropped. 

l2Public Papers of the Presidents of the United 
States: Harry S. Truman--195l (Washington: Office of the 
Federal Register, National Archives and Records Service, 
1965), p. 614. 

( 
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I am glad to reiterate the position of this 
Department which has consistently advocated a strong 
civil defense for this Nation as an urgent and con
tinuing necessity. My personal convictions are strong 
that we must have a competent civil defense system 
in being. 

He consiaered the buildup of civilian capabilities in this 

field "essential, not only from a humanitarian standpoint, 

but as a military necessity."l3 

This letter from General Marshall, Caldwell told the 

Kefauver task force some six weeks later, was a "solicited 

testimonial"; it was requested "for.use with the House com-

mittee." It stated the case in general language, Ca;tdwell 

observed, but "it did not convey a sense of urgency and 

vitality." He knew of no way to dispel the "great skepti-

cism" then prevailing "except by forthright, plain, concise 

statements, not made once, not made twice, but made over and 

over again. ,,14 

Senato·r Kefauver, who had much to do with the estab-

lishment of the program, was also deeply concerned about 

the "cold damper" that was being put on civil defense. He 

staged a hearing of his task force, September 5, 1951, and 

invited Defense and FCDA officials to present their views 

on "the predicament." Quite candidly, Kefauver was seeking 

answers to two questions: first, was there a need for the 

program? and second, if the program was not justified, 

l3Kefauver Task Force Hearing, Civil Defense Program, 
Sept. 5, 1951, p. 5. 

• 
14 b'd I ~ ., p. 12. 
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wouldn't it be wise to abandon it and not provide window 

dressing for something that was not needed? His own feeling 

was: "we should either support civil defense or we should 

quit it. ,,15 

Mr. Caldwell agreed with Kefauver's statement of the 

problem. Civil defense, he contended, was not moving satis-

factorily "because the States, the cities, and the public 

are "not convinced ()_!_j._t:~!1_E::cessi ty_~_' ___ TheJailure--G-f--G0n-~---------------------------

gress to provide the necessary funds and its reversal of the 

principles of the 1950 Act, Caldwell said, were the "irnmedi-

ate and tangible cause of the prevailing attitude." Congress 

acted as it did because there appeared to be a conviction 

among the members "that a strong military organization is 

all that is needed to assure victory in a major conflict." 

And this conviction, Caldwell further asserted, was attribut-

able to the fact that the Defense Department had not em-

phasized that civil defense was "an integral and essential 

part of over-all defense if such be the case.,,16 

Robert A. Lovett, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, 

,emphatically asserted that the Defense Department "has con

sistently felt that the Civil Defense was a partner and a 

coequal partner in national defense." He reminded Kefauver 

of the work of the military in this field before the estab-

lishrnent of FCDA, and of the continuing feeling that civil 

. lSIbid., pp. 1-3. 16Ibid., p. 3 . 
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defense "is a necessary and vital part of national defense." 

He differed with Caldwell about the forcefulness of General 

Marshall's endorseme'nt, but he put into the record a more 

detailed statement dated September4 , giving_the_p~o_sition,----

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in strong support of the civil 

defense mission . 

. . . If war should come, the entire military effort 
will be concentrated upon the primary mission of de-
ff':a ting the __ hQ,~Ltile~_armed-for-ces~.---I-n~t.he-even~t~-of-~an--------~ 

--attack upon the United States by enemy aircraft, our 
military forces will do everything in their power to 
shoot down enemy planes. However, it is the opinion 
of the Air Force that should such an attack come, a 
large percentage of enemy aircraft would probably be 
able to penetrate our defenses. In that event a com
petent Federal Civil Defense Agency must be prepared 
to function in order to return our workers and our fac
tories to maximum production and restore communications 
in the shortest possible time. The military will be 
unable in suchoa contingency to direct this effort. 

There exists, then, a requirement for an organiza
tion, planned and staffed beforehand, to take over in 
the event of an emergency of this nature. We under
stand that the Federal Civil Defense Agency is preparing 
the plans, setting up the organization, and acquiring 
the necessary resources to do this essential job. If 
civil defense does not function effectively, our defense 
efforts will be very adversely affected. 17 

Lovett also took exception to the notion that the Defense 

Department construed the military buildup as adequate insur-

ance of security~or as a substitute for civil defense. The 

military, he said, had consistently pointed up the dangers 

of atomic war. On the matter of air defense, Lovett had 

informed the Senate Appropriations Committee only a week or 

17 Ibid., p. 6. 
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so earlier, in response to a direct question, that "if 

we got a third of the invading planes, we would be shooting 

par for the course." Indeed, it was General Vandenberg's 

judgment that" if we got 25 percent or thereabouts l~i"-,t~w!!:o,,,,-u~l~d,--____ ~ 

be more than we had a right to expect."lB 

It was Air Force Secretary Thomas K. Finletter's 

testimony before the Senate Appropriations Committee on 

A ugus ",=-__ ?}_, _!~_ 5 ~L_~ hi.ch CiRR~J:'J':;]l t_ly __ had_been_taken-out--of-

context and had contributed to the damaging blow at FCDA. 

Finletter used the Kefauver forum to set the record straight. 

He had mistakenly used the word "attack" when he really 

meant "invasion." His intent was to say that while the 

United States was reasonably safe from "direct invasion," an 

enemy had the capability of a direct attack by air. Fin-

letter then proceeded to express exactly his thought as to 

"the desirability of preparing now against atomic attack 

on this country." 

.. Possible enemies of this country, according to 
our best information, now have a substantial number of 
atomic weapons and also have the planes to carry these 
weapons in an attack on this country. The potential 
violence of such an attack will increase as time goes 
on. 

Whether or not such an attack will in fact be made 
can only be guessed at, but for the purposes of our 
planning, we must assume that it may and must make our 
plans accordingly. This is the policy which Congress 
has approved for the Department of Defense by its ap
propriations of large sums of money to establish radar 

l8 I bid., p. 7 . .--
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installations and to provide interceptor planes and 
antiaircraft artillery. 

This radar and these interceptors and antiair
craft are indispensable now. They cannot, however, 
as has been said so often, assure us that an atomic 
attack upon us will be turned back. Ade±.ermined _____ _ 

·------------------------bomber assault, experience has shown, will get most 
of its planes through, even as against an alerted 

-..,1 

and efficient defense. An attack without warning would 
be even more successful . 

. we should ready our civil defense as we are 
__ __________________ re~:Ldy-ing--our--r-adar-,--interceptQ.r-,---aIlGl.-a-i-Ee-r-acf-~-de~enses-~---

- Our policy as to civil defense, I believe, should follow 
the same policy, and this should be based on the sound 
assumption, namely, that an attack may come and that 
whatever the proper measures are to provide for the 
civil defense of the Nation in the event of such an 
attack should be put into effect as soon as possible. 19 

Continuing Pressure and Continuing Frustration 

It was clear from his testimony before the Kefauver 

task force that Caldwell's sense of frustration was begin-

ning to show. He now had unequivocal endorsements from the 

top echelons of the Defense Department. But even these en-

dorsements and repeated expressions of support from Pres i-

dent Truman proved unavailing. Another round with Congress 

and still another disappointment were before him. 

In his "State of the Union" message to Congress, Janu-· 

ary 9, 1952, Truman made a point of the inadequate progress 

in civil defense during 1951--"a major weakness in our plans 

for peace ... an open invitation to a surprise attack. ,,20 

19 I bid., p. 9. 

20Quoted in FCDA, Annual Report for 1951, House Doc. 
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Three days later, on the anniversary date of the signing of 

the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, Truman made reference 

to the recognition by t~e Nation's top military leaders of 

the importance of civil defense in planning for national 

survival; they had rated civil defense "a coequal partner 

with the military in our security program." He could point 

to "substantial progress in civil defense throughout the 

("'\ 
) 

Nation"; but he recognized that it was :La_~_fri:l_m __ enough.-"----------------
-------------------~-

Those responsible for civil defense preparedness 
throughout the Nation have worked hard against con
siderable odds. They have sometimes fought apathy in 
their own official circles, particularly in our own 
Congress. They have worked diligently to interest 
the public in self-protection and the necessity for 
volunteering for service in civil defense. But as 
effective as their efforts have been, they must be 
redoubled in the coming months. 

Truman again warned: "there is no such thing as bargain 

basement preparedness or escape from the hard realities of 

the time." There were "no short cuts to civil defense 

preparedness," he added; it was "a tough, unpleasant but 

grimly necessary job.,,21 

Caldwell echoed these thoughts in a letter to the 

President, April 18, 1952, transmitting FCDAls first annual 

report. Its cold facts, he stated, confirmed the President's 

No. 445, 82nd Cong., 2nd Sess. (Washington: u.s. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1952), p. 5; see also BAS, Vol. 8, 
No.2 (Feb. 1952), p. 52. 

21"Staternent by President Truman on the First Anniversary 
of Civil Defense," Jan. 12, 1952, Appendix 6 to FCDA Annual 
Report for 1951, pp. 106-108. 
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repea i:ed warnings to the Congres s and the Nation. "We 

have made some progress," Caldwell noted, "but far from 

enough." He pointed'to both public and official apathy in 

civil defense. While recognizing "notable exceptions" at 

both the national and local levels, he saw "little real 

understanding of the need for a balanced defense, composed 

of the civil and military serving in a co-equal partnership. ,,22 

President Truman criticized Congress for starving the civil 

defense program. He was asking for $600 million as the 

Federal share "in speeding our civil defense work for the 

coming fiscal year." He urged Congress to provide "the full 

amount this' time"; it was essential, he added, "if we are to 

get the job done right." Truman left no doubt that he con-

sidered it important to move forward on this program: 

I want to be as clear about this as I can. We 
simply cannot afford a penny-wise and pound-foolish 
attitude abou~ the cost of adequate civil defense. 
Everyone in this country--all of us--must face the 
fact that civil defense is, and will continue to be, 
just as vital to American security as our Armed Forces, 
our defense production, and our aid to allies and 
friends abroad. Civil defense is another indispensable 
part of our total security program. I really believe 
that anyone \vho reflects upon this matter will under
stand why that is so. Every vleakness in civil defense 
increases an aggressor's temptation to attack us. 
Every weakness in our civil defense adds to the strength 
of a potential enemyis stockpile of atomic bornbs. 23 

22Letter, CaJ:tlWell- to· The President, Apr. 18, 1952, in 
FCDA Annual Report for 1951, pp. vii-viii. 

23Letter, Harry S. Tr~an to the Congress of the United 
States, Apr. 24, 1952, in FCDA Annual Report for 19'51, pp. 
iii...;.iv. 
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none of this pressure, however, impressed the Congress. 

Of the $600 million requested for fiscal 1953, only $43 

million was provided, and none of that for shelters. On 

the matter of shelters, Cal¢1well reported to the House Ap-

propriations Committee, on June 12, 1952, on his plans to 

complete shelter surveys in major cities a~d match funds 

with the States for "the minor modification of existing 

structures to provide shelter for more than 15 million 

people." He restated his proposal for a three-phase pro-

gram, with the recommended $250 million of Federal matching 

funds covering the first two phases--the engineering surveys 

and the modifications indicated by them. The third phase 

would involve construction of ·simple group shelters--not 

mass shelters--to meet the deficiency. Again the justifica-

tions and responses lacked the precision one might have ex-

pected in a third go-round on the problem, and Congress 

would not budge from its previous decisions. 24 

For Caldwell the $43 million appropriation for 1953 was 

the last straw. Congress, he said, "has again ignored . . 

repeated warnings" by voting what he called a "pittance." 

By voting $46 billion for military defense and only $43 mil-

lion for civil defense, Caldwell maintained, Congress had 

taken· a "strange approach to the common defense program 

24For an analysis of the House and Senate hearings on 
the Administration's request for 1953, see Blanchard MS, 
pp. 81-87. 
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needed for this atomic air age.,,25 Truman felt impelled to 

chastise Congress for repeating "the gross error of the 

last two years" by postponing again the construction of 

shelters in the target areas and the stockpiling of adequate 

medical and other supplies "to save and sustain life in 

case of attack. ,,26 One might have expected a much sharper 

attack from a scrapper like Truman; he could only hope 

that FCDA wouldg~i:C3.1C3..l:"ge.rappropriation-thefollowing-

year. 

Caldwell resigned in mid-November 1952, and Deputy 

Administrator James Wadsworth was designated Acting Adminis-

trator. On January 10, 1953, Truman asked for only $153 

million for FCDA in fiscal 1954, but this was a matter for 

consideration by the new President, Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

and his FCDA Administrator, Val Peterson, former Governor 

of Nebraska, who was sworn in on March 4, 1953. Before 

the takeover by Peterson, Acting Administrator Wadsworth 

had an opportunity to transmit FCDA's second annual report. 

The report pointed to "real progress" despite the agency's 

"newness, lack of funds, and other handicaps." Milestones 

noted for 1952 included: advances in operational readiness 

of FCDA and of the States and cities; a doubling of capability 

25"CD Appropriations for 1953 Fiscal Year," BAS, Vol. 
8, No • 9 ( Dec. 1952), p • 313. 

26public Papers of the Presidents of the United States; 
Harry ~. Truman--1952-1953 (Washington: Office of the 
Federal Register, National Archives and Records Service), 
p. 478. 
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for giving public alert of warning; completion of the 

CONELRAD system for continuity of public emergency radio 

broadcasting; increased public knowledge of the need for 

survival measures; attendance of more than 1.1 million 

people at traveling exhibits ("Alert America" Convoys); a 

two-fold increase (to some 4 million) in the number of 

people serving in the local and State Civil Defense Corps 

(collectively known as the United si:.ai:e:~C::~yiJ.I)E:i:E:I'l~EL 

Corps) i more than 110 national organizations cooperating in 

45 States and territories in a "Pledge for Horne Defense" 

campaign; some 200,000 specialists and instructors graduated 

from 650 schools in courses sponsored by States and cities; 

3,218 instructors and 581 officials graduated fro~ FCDA 

schools; and a Federal contribution to the States, on a 50-

50 matching basis, of some $45 million for essential 

supplies and equipment. 27 

"Yet," Wads'VlOrth noted, "those who live w'ith Civil De-

fense are acutely aware of how much more remains to be done 

before America has the kind of civil defense that will be a 

formidable force either to keep the peace or to help win a 

war." He pointed to the lack of "adequate tools to do the 

job" as the area in which the national civil defense program 

"falls far short of its 'minimum readiness goals," and where 

27"A Few Civil Defense Highlights of 1952," in FCDA 
AnnUal Report for 19'52 (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
Office, 1953), pp. 1-2. 
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the greatest imbalance existed in relation to other national 

security goals . 

. The Nation's civil defense forces cannot cope 
with atomic warfare without adequate supplies any more 
than_o_ur_mili±ary_fDr_ces-can .• -To-deny-the-publ-ie-adequate~
shelters in case of attack, and adequate warning 
systems to get the air-raid alert is as illogical as to 
deny the Armed Forces radar and interceptor planes. 28 

Wadsworth concluded the report with a rousing statement 

titled "Civil Defense in Our Future National Security." 

Clearly with an eye on the incoming Administration, he set 

out "the grim realities which demand far greater progress in 

homefront preparedness." He cited the following reasons why 

civil defense was not developing fast enough to meet the 

threat then facing the Nation: 

1. The enemy's ability to launch devastating 
attacks on America with weapons of mass destruction is 
growing. 

2. The destructive effects of the enemy's weapons 
are being increased much faster than our means of de
fense against them. 

3. The current capabilities of our sea and air 
defenses simply cannot prevent, by any stretch of'the 
imagination, a mass penetration of those defenses by 
enemy bombers, submarines or guided missiles. 

4. Today 100 bombers can carry as much destruc
tion in their bomb bays in one flight as was carried by 
the entire bombing effort of the British and United 
States Air Forces throughout all of li'1orld War II. 

5. The United States Air Force has reported that 
the Soviet Union has produced five times as many planes 
as the United States during the last 5 years. . 

28'FCDA Annual Report for 1952, p. 7. 
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6. Russian attack capabilities in terms of long
range submarines and guided missiles are known to be 
on the increase. Atomic attacks can be launched against 
American cities by these means a"s well as by enemy air
craft. 

( 

\ 

7. Congressional and military sUPE9rt LQr __ the __________ __ 
bui~1ngro-f our civil defense program has been far 
less than was originally required to meet the enemy 
threat that existed 2 years ago, let alone the in-
creased threat today. 

Reflecting the findings of "Project East River," a 

lQ-part studYofnoIlIIl:i.litary defense (to be taken up later 

in this chapter), Wadsworth set forth "some of the basic 

requirements" for an effective civil defense: 

1. Leadership in civil defense at all levels of 
government must be made more real and more effective. 

2. Civil defense must be given more aggressive, 
intelligent, wholehearted official support in day-to
day cooperation and partic~pation. Civil defense also 
must receive adequate national investment. The token 
support to date gives false hope and false promise of 
adequate protection to the American public. 

3. The civil defense job must be made more manage
able by continued improvements in the sea and air de
fenses of the North American Continent, in order to 
ensure the advantages of earlier warning and to reduce 
the weight of successful attacks. 

4. The vulnerability of our target cities mus-t 
be reduced through a practical step-by-step, dispersal 
program for industry and a realistic protective shelter 
program for the people in our highly congested industrial 
areas. 

5. There must be fuller recognition that the 
spiritual unity of civil defense is an important factor 
in the survival of our American way of life .. 

6. The release of information essential to public 
safety and real national security must take precedence 
over other considerations. Civilian self-reliance 
can be aroused only by full knowledge of the facts and 



the dangers we face. National and public prepared
ness cannot be achieved under the faint-hearted concept 
that the people should be told as little as possible 
because the truth might disturb them, or because prompt 
release of the full facts might aid the enemy in some 
vague manner .... 29 

There was much in these observations and in the Project 

East River report for Governor Peterson to ponder as he 

took up his duties as FCDA Administrator. 

VAL PETERSON AT THE HELM 

In many ways Peterson's lot was worse than Caldwell's. 

In a period of war and mobilization buildup, Caldwell could 

at least get President Truman's approval of sizable budget 

requests, though he couldn't get Congress to accept them. 

Caldwell's task seemed fairly manageable: he concentrated on 

sheltering the target-area population against the blast and 

thermal effects of A-bombs of the size used at Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki and. dropped from high altitudes. The radius of 

destruction from such bombing would not be too large, and 

the dangers of radioactive fallout would be minimal. It was 

not until November 1952 that the u.S. first tested an H-bomb 

in the Eniwetok Atoll. 

In the four years of Peterson's incumbency, the facts 

of the thermonuclear age came to roost. Atomic weapons were 

coming into the Soviets' inventory with destructive power 

29Ibid., _pp. 115-116. 
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believed to be 25 times that of the original A-bombs. The 

Soviets soon broke our monopoly of the H-bomb; and more 

tests of that bomb brought out the full dimensions of the 

threat of radioactive fallout. That, together with the 

prospect and reality of Soviet success in the development 

of intercontinental ballistic missiles, wrecked whatever 

hopes Peterson had for his strategy of survival through 

dispersal rather than by sheltering. 

Moreover, Peterson considered himself a nStates-righter"; 

he shared with President Eisenhower the original concept of 

civil defense as primarily a State and local responsibility. 

Only reluctantly and under heavy pressure did they move 

toward a broadened Federal role in civil defense. While 

Eisenhower was more disposed than Truman to inform the public 

of the growing menace of atomic and thermonuclear weapons, 

he was committed to nsecurity with solvency.n Under Eisen-

hower, budgetary considerations were reasserted as the con-

trolling element in defense planning. 

This did not augur well for civil defense programs, 

like sheltering, which might entail significant Federal 

outlays. In these circumstances, Peterson found himself in 

the unhappy position of having to come in with low budget re

quests which Congress still cut deeply, and being criticized 

on all sides for failing to develop an adequate civil defense 

posture for the Nation. He gave up the struggle in rnid-

1957 for the less hectic life of Ambassador to Denmark • 
• 
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A Legacy From Caldwell: Report of Project East River 

Perhaps the most significant legacy of the Caldwell 

Administration was its sponsorship, together with NSRB and 

the Defense Department, of a study to determine the best 

of nonmilitary measures needed to defend the 

continental United States against attack by atomic, chemi-

cal, and other weapons. Initiated in June 1951, the study 

was conducted by the Associated Universities, Inc., a 

research organization of nine eastern universities. The 

sponsoring agencies established a policy committee, chaired 

by General Otto L. Nelson, Vice President of the New York 

Life Insurance Company, to direct the project. 

After 18-months' study by working panels of scientists, 

educators, businessmen, and government experts, the project, 

titled "Project East River," came up with a 1,OOO-page re-

port in ten parts. The report made three overall, 15 general 

and 286 specific recommendations, together with detailed 

analyses of a number of civil defense problems including 

concepts, principles and organization; health and welfare; 

information and training; enemy capabilities for atomic 

attack; warning and communications; measures to make civil 

defense manageable; the destructive threat of atomic weapons; 

civil defense aspects of biological, chemical and radiological 

warfare; reduction of urban vulnerability; and disaster ser

vices and operations. 30 Project East River's overall 

30Associated Universities, In~., Report of the Project 
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recommendations called for the vigorous execution of a 

three-pronged program: 

1. Development of a national program to reduce urban 

vulnerability through decentralization and replanning of 

cities and industrial areas, with new standards of construc-

tion, shelters, and wide spacin"g. 

2. Continuing improvement in the effectiveness of 

continental air defense to the point where at least an hour's 

advance warning was provided, where a "saturation" attack 

would be impossible and a "crippling" attack highly unlikely. 

3. Construction of a permanent civil defense system 

capable of minimizing the Ipss of life and destruction of 

property, with civilian volunteer groups organized around a 

permanent core of policemen, firemen, and other regular city 

employees. 

Along with general principles and concepts,31 Project 

East River set forth many specific recommendations for build-

ing an adequate civil defense system. The existing organiza-

tion at all levels of government, Project East River ob-

served, was loosely knit and not equal to the job that had 

to be done. While rUling out a major overhaul that would 

violate the deep-rooted American Federal syste~, the report 

did recommend mobilizing the resources of the Federal 

East River, 10 vols., New York: Associated Universities, 
Inc., 1952. 

31see FCDA, Annual Report for 1953, pp. 60-63. 
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Government and developing its operational potential to the 

fullest. It called for clear-cut and agreed-upon division 

of work at all levels of government, and a command and staff 

relationship that would effectively coordinate Federal 

state and local resources in an emergency.32 

Among the organizational and management adjustments 

recommended were the following: 

(1) That emphasis be placed on the programming 
function and that·agency-wide planning assumptions be 
carefully developed and clearly delineated; 

(2) That the agency be oriented to Federal 
responsibilities; 

(3) That the agency avoid organization on the 
principle of occupational specialties; 

(4) That added organizational emphasis be given 
to permit greater use of existing agencies and person
nel under effective supervision and coordination by 
Federal Civil Defense Administration; 

(5) That maximum operational responsibilities be 
delegated to the regional offices; and 

(6) That the Federal Civil Defense Administration 
improve the organizational means of coordinating the 
use of Federal resources and of facilitating the de
velopment and use of mobile support forces across 
regional boundaries. 33 

Project East River provided FCDA invaluable guidance in de

veloping its plans and operational programs. It didn't make 

the impact expected, .but it did give some impetus to later 

proposals to strengthen the civil defense program. 
~" ... 

3~Associated Universities, Inc., Report of the Project 
East R~ver, Part I, General Report, Oct. 1952, p. 21. 

33 Ibid., p. 40. 
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Peterson's View of the Problem 

In an interview with Dr. Ralph Lappin early July 

1953--some four months after taking office, Peterson ex-

pressed enthusiasm for the Project East River report. He 

considered it "an excellent job"; he found in it no areas 

of substantial disagreement. He agreed fully with Project 

East River in its emphasis on the urgency of reducing urban 

vulnerability and of beefing up the Nation's air defense and 

other countermeasures in order to make the civil defense job 

more manageable. Peterson deplored the fact that "nothing 

effective" was being done to reduce urban vulnerability. He 

recognized that it was "an extremely tough job.'~ Nonetheless, 

he told Dr. Lapp: 

. because it is tough does not mean that we 
mustn't be getting at it, even though it is going to 
take some time . 

. we should be getting busy at that job. And 
there are many things that the federal government 
can do through its lending agencies, through tax 
preferences, through the letting of contracts. 
Where we let great defense contracts involving the 
construction of new facilities, the provision could 
be made as a part of the contract that the new plant 
must be located outside the urban area. Otherwise, 
we are just setting up fatter targets for attack. 34 

Peterson similarly welcomed Project East River's great 

emphasis on increasing military defense and early warning. 

In mid-1953, the Air Force could not guarantee any specific 

warning time, he told Dr. Lapp; it might be "up to fifteen 

34"An Interview with Governor Val Peterson," BAS, Vol. 
9, No. 7 (Sept. 1953), p. 239.' 
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minutes" or "no warning at all." He hoped, however, that 

in time the buildup of "an arctic radar fence . . . would 

give us, in view of ·the present speeds of airplanes, from 

two to three hours of waining,and a little more for 

airplanes that were attacking deep inland or the extreme 

southern part of the United States." Peterson deemed it 

of tremendous importance to have early warning because it 

was· so crucial to his strategy for the survival of the urban 

population . 

. early warning would permit us, where feasible, 
to carryon an orderly dispersal of the population in 
the vulnerable areas of our cities. If we do not have 
early warning, then the only alternative is to go 
underground. With the increasing destructiveness of 
the bombs--and we must assume the Russians will soon 
have such bombs--shelter becomes a very difficult mat
ter. And, in civil defense, we should like to see a 
chance of taking advantage of the opportunity to dis
perse portions of 6ur population, and to provide a 
reasonable degree of shelter for those who must remain. 
In other words, we would like to make a balanced ap
proach to the problem. 35 

Budgetary Constraints 

On the matter of funding, Peterson felt the constraints 

implicit in the Eisenhower Administration's "New Look" at 

defense planning. The new administration rejected its 

predecessor's "period of greatest danger" ("Mobilization 

day--M-day") approach to readiness planning as to static, 

expensive, and conducive to the pileup of obsolete equipment. 

35 Ibid ., p. 237; see also FCDA, Annual Report for 1953, 
pp. 4-5. 
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In place of a predetermined "H-day" target for the accom-

plishment of a level of preparedness appropriate to total 

mobilization, there was substituted a "floating D-day" 

concept whereby the buildup was to be evenly paced for an 

indefinite period. In essence, what this meant was that 

defense expenditures and the Armed Forces were to be re-

duced. 

Thus, in response to Dr. Lapp's query, "how much money 

do you think we ought to be appropriating this year for our 

civil defense?" Peterson said: 

. that is an extremely hard question to answer, 
because if we were to assume that the attack might corne 
next week, then- we should have spent one amount of 
money. If we were to assume it were to corne next year, 
we would spend a large amount of money. 

But he did think that the amount the Eisenhower Administra-

tion requested for fiscal 1954--$125 million ($25 million 

less than the Truman request for that year)--"would have 

permitted us to make reasonable progress toward the prepara-

tion of the United States, assuming that none of us are 

smart enough to know the time when the attack may come." In 

other words, civil defense planners were faced with an 

unknown attack and an unknown time; and Peterson asserted in 

all candor: 

..• I don't know whether it is a sound concept ever 
-to attempt to be completely prepared for an attack. As 

---- -a;matter df fact, I don't know that you can be com-
pletely prepared for attack. 36 

36Ibid., p. 240. 

( 
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But the moneys voted for fiscal 1954--$46.5 million--

were far below the amount requested. Asked how Congress 

could be induced to increase appropriations for civil 

four-dollar question." He did feel, however, that once 

Congress got "the story .'. . the complete facts on the 

situation which America faces," it would provide the funds 

needed for civil defense. Civil defense, in his judgment, 

"has fallen down in respect to selling itself to the Con

gress.,,37 Over the ensuing years, Congress and the public 

got to know more about the destructive power of A-bombs and 

H-bombs, and yet Congress continued to deny Peterson the 

funds he deemed necessary. The Administration's budget re-

quests, as was indicated earlier, exceeded one-half billion 

dollars over the five fiscal years 1954-58, but appropria-

tions for those years totaled only $296.1 million. From the 

size of the cuts in requests that were modest in comparison 

with those of Truman for fiscal 1951-53, it could only be 

surmised that the Eisenhower Administration was no more 

successful than the Truman Administration in getting across 

to Congress the"need for a proper balance of civil and mili

tary defense in the total defense of the Nation. 

Growing Threats to Home-Front Security 

The deep cuts in the Eisenhower budgets are all the 

more surprising in light of the increased menace of the vastly 

3 7 Ibid., p. 242 
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accelerating weapons technology. The year 1953 found 

President Eisenhower speaking in the "new language of atomic 

warfare." In a speech before the united Nations General 

Assembly, December 8, 1953 ,he PSlinted out that_a:tomic---------
------------

bombs then in existence were "more than 25 times as powerful 

as the weapons with which the atomic age dawned. ,,38 

Table 3 shows the extent of blast damage by zones for 

various types of atomic bombs. Using the l(X) bomb as the 

standard for comparison--the size of bomb dropped on Hiro-

shima and Nagasaki, we can see the greater areas of damage 

that would be encompassed by these more powerful bombs. The 

25(X) bomb mentioned by President Eisenhower would cause a 

three-fold increase in the radius of destruction and a nine-, 

fold increase in the area of destruction. A 25(X) bomb 

would be felt nearly six miles away from ground zero, and 

would cause varying degrees of damage over more than 100 

square miles. 39 

Table 4 

DAMAGE ZONES FOR VARIOUS SIZES OF ATOMIC WEAPONS 
---" 

Zone A-\1rtUauy Zone B-lMIvora ?Ame O-moderato 
ccmplete deatruo- damap dU111818 TNT tloa 

Bomb 1IIIe- 81u1Vllo 
lilt , 

(tone) Area Area RAdII AI'tIIo 
RAdU Rlldll IOqUBre 
mllel aqulU'll mtIeI AQUIII'tI mJIeI 

m1.\eI mils mUs 

lIX) •••••••••••••• 20,000 O,(HU 0,8 O,lI-l,O 2.3 1,0-1.4 3.9 

2!1(X) •••••••• , ••• 60. 000 0.0-0,7 I. ~ 0.7-1. 4 4.2 1.4-2. 0 7.1 

4(X) •••••••••••••• 100,000 0,0-0,9 2.3 0,9-1,7 (1.9 1. 7-2. ft 11. ~ 
loon. __ ... _____ -- 200,000 0,0-1.1 a:-a--Rer.I--2.'I- , JO.t\oo 2.1-3,2 17.8 
2t(X) :. __ ••• _____ • 000,000 0,0-1 .. ' 11.7 1.5-2,9 20.4 2. 9-4, 4 34.0 
4O(X) •• ____ •• ___ •• 1,000.000 0,0-1.8 11.0 1.8-3.7 32. 0 3. 7-6. 4 ~.O . 
-.~ .... --

38FCDA, Annual Report for 1953, pp. 4-5. 

39Ibid., pp. 8-9. 

---" 
Zene D-pBl'tI4l 

damlll8 

RadII Area 
IIqUII/'II mU", rtUllli -

1.5-2. 0 boA 
2. 0-2. 7 10,1 
2,th'.4 111.1 
3.2-4. 3 25.0 
4.4--4,9 47.7 
6,11-7.4 • 74.0 

'--') 
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The year 1953 further saw the first official dis

closure of the existence of the H-bomb with its multi

megaton range, which mad~ the civil defense job all the 

more difficult. Previous assumptions of the destruc-

tion of rela~ively small areas by low-yield atomic weapons 

-were no longer particularly relevant. The darna.ge from one l:::omb with 

only one million tons of TNT equivalent 'MJuld now extend over 170 

square miles. And, on August 8, 1953, the Russians left no 

doubt that they had broken the u.s. monopoly of the H-bomb. 

The following year, somewhat belatedly, carne revelations 

not only of the immensely destructive power of the H-bomb 

by blast ~nd fire, but also· of its by-product--radioactive 

fallout. In the absence of preventive steps, radioactive 

fallout was capable of settling in lethal concentrations 

over thousands of miles beyond detonation sites. 

Initial Emphasis on Evacuation Planning 

The accelerating weapons technology inevitably brough~ 

confusion and delays in planning an effective civil defense 

program. The adjustment of concepts and the remedies sought 

against the nuclear threat lagged seriously behind the need. 

Like his boss, Peterson took a "new look" at civil defense 

and made a shift in emphasis in basic policy--from the 

earlier "duck and cover" concept to evacuation. Though 

fraught with difficulties, the evacuation concept, Peterson 
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believed, offered the most practical way to save the maximum 

number of lives. 

The assumption that most American cities could not 

out 1953. But approval of the construction of distant radar 

networks prompted the agency to encourage States and cities 

in the latter half of that year to begin planning for evacua

tion of their densely populated areas. 40 In his "Review 

of 1954 Civil Defense Accomplishments," Peterson discussed 

his advocacy of evacuation planning: 

A year ago, one of the first things we needed in 
civil defense was a detection system that would permit 
us to get up to 4 to 6 hours of warning time. Today, 
plans for such early detection have been made and the 
detection systems are being constructed. 

Some people ask why civil defense talks about 
evacuation today when we do not yet have warning time. 
It is true we don't have the warning time today. We 
might have, depending on where you are located, an 
hour or an hour and a half today--maybe less in some 
places in the United States. We talk about evacuation 
now because it will take the best brains in our cities 
to work out plans between now and the time we get the 
warning time. . 

Admittedly, evacuation was· "a tough thing." Peterson doubted 

that anyone knew of "anything tougher than to evacuate 

millions of men, women, and children from 100 or more 

40It should be noted that the "duck and cover"concept 
was not completely abandoned in 1953 because the longer 
warning time to be afforded by thf; radar networks--was·theh. 
a probability rather than a certainty. FCDA releases in 
1954, however, placed strong emphasis on evacuation; see 
FCDA Advisory Bulletin No. 158, January 18, 1954, and Supple
ment No.1, Sept. 23, 1954. 

~) 
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American cities in the face of a bombing raid--get the 

people out, get them out safely, get them out on time, and 

feed them, clothe them, shelter them, give them whatever 

they need in the way of medication, reunite families, and 

take care of them following an attack." But a number of 

tests conducted over the first year of his stewardship, 

however preliminary, Peterson asserted, bolstered his con

viction that "it can be done.,,4l 

As early as June 1953, Peterson made known to the House 

Appropriations Committee his hearty endorsement of its rejec-

tion of his predecessor1s repeated requests for funds for a 

Federal shelter program. He cited what he thought was "a 

very sound reason" why there was not such request in 'the 

new Administration's budget proposal for 1954: 

. The vast improvement in the destructive power 
of nuclear weapons could turn such, public shelters 
into death traps in our large cities. Our research 
in this whole public-shelter area is inadequate and 
too incomplete at this time for me to ask you to in
vest that kind of money in large public shelters. 

At the same time, he noted that the individual and family 

shelters had been "solidly proven" in recent tests. He 

didn1t want to close the door to a public-shelter program, 

because "time may indicate • the necessity for some 

activity in this field ll
; but as of the time of his testimony, 

Peterson believed, the action of the House Appropriations 

41F;.,CDA, Annual Report for 1954, pp. 8-9. 
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Committee, °in cutting out the shelter program "has been well 

substantiated. ,,42 

~n April 1954, Peterson again told the House Appropria-

tions Committee that his budget for1955wa.s based on the ____ _ 

evacuation concept, while recognizing the need for 2 to 6 

hours warning time. 43 Construction of underground shelters 

along the lines of Sweden and Switzerland, he told the Senate 

Appropriations Committee, though "a perfectly feasible ap-

proach," would involve enormous cost--"untold billions" if 

comparable shelters were to be built for the entire popu-

lation. His evacuation strategy, "now. . approved by the 

highest authorities in the executive branch," was still predi-

cated on having adequate warning time. "We hope," he said, 

"that within 24 to 30 months, the Air Force will have com-

°pleted the detection system that it is now working on, to 

the point that it can give us warning of 2 or 30r 4 hours, 

of approaching enemy airplanes. ,,44 

Shift to a Balanced Program of Evacuation and Shelter 

In subsequent appearances before Congressional com-

mittees, Peterson continued to emphasize evacuation as the 

42U.S. Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, 
Hearings on the Supplemental Appropriation Bill for 1954, 
83d Cong., 1st Sess., Part 1, pp. 221, 224, 228. 

43u.8. Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, 
Hearings ~ the Supplemental Appropriation Bill for 1955, 
83d Cong., 2d Sess., Part 2, pp. 152-153. 

44 U. S . COngress, Senate Committee on Appropriations, 

~) 
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only alternative in coping with the jump in the destruc

tive power of the H-bombs. 45 . Recognizing the need to con-

tend with radioactive fallout, however, he proceeded to 

advocate evacuation in combination with shelters--evacua-

ast, heat, and initial radiation in the 

immediate target areas; and shelters to enable evacuees to 

escape fallout. beyond the immediate target areas and to 

protect those people who would have to remain in the target 

areas. 46 For fiscal 1966, Peterson requested $10 million 

to test the feasibility of "survival plans" featuring evacua-

tion from critical target areas and to determine the need 

for shelter incident to such plans. 47 He recognized that 

development of the intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) 

would present a wholly different problem. But this, he 

thought, was in the uncertain future. 

. if we could work out plans which would stand firm 
for a period of years, until the time that an inter
continental ballistic missile possibly comes into being, 
we would have made a gain. 

Hearings ~ Supplemental Appropriation Bill for 1955, 83rd 
Cong., 2d Sess., p. 472. 

45see , e.g., U.S. Congress, House Committee on Appro
priations, Hearings ~ Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 
1956, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., pp. 336, 375, 771-778. 

46FCDA, Annual Report for 1955, p. 2; FCDA, The Na
tional Plan for civil Defense-AgaInst Enemy Attac~washing
ton: U.s:-GOvernment Printing Office, 1956), pp. 3-6; Martin 
Packman, "Civil Defense, 1956, ", Editorial Research Reports, 
Vol. 2 (1956), pp. 437-439. 

47U. S . Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, 
Hearings ~ Supplemental Appropriation B'ill ,19'56, 84th 
Cong., Is~ Sess., p. 756; Pa~kman, £E. cit., pp. 441-442. 
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He would not ask Congress to vote any money for a shelter 

program, Peterson said, until FCDA had made these survival 

plan studies and was in a position to justify a logical re

quest. 48 

Congress in July 1955 approved a supplemental appropria

tion of $10 million, of which $8.3 million was to finance 

survival plan studies. FCDA entered into contracts for 

such studies, starting with surveys to obtain basic informa-

tion and then proceeding to the development of operational 

survival plans. Planning was conducted in some cases on a 

single-city basis, and in others on State-wide and. target-

complex bases. The aim, Peterson indicated to the Holifield 

Subcommittee on Military Operations, was to design "custom-

made" plans for specific communities which would provide for 

the "optimum combination of evacuation and shelter. ,,49 

The end-product of this Survival Plan Program would be 

a complete operational plan that used the personnel and re-

sources of a State and its political subdivisions for evacua-

tion, shelter, reception and care of survivors, and any other 

feasible protective measures. The role of support areas 

under this program would no longer be limited to aiding target 

48 U.S. Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, 
Hearings on Supplemental Appropriation Bill, 1956, pp. 771-
773. 

49U. S . Congress, House, Government Operations Com
mittee, Subcommittee on Military Operations, Civil Defense 
for National Survival, Hearings, 84th Cong., 2d Sess., 1956 
(hereinaf.ter cited as Holifield Hearings), p. 166. 

(l 
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areas and receiving and caring for evacuees. Support areas 

would have to consider shelter against fallout, not only 

for their own people' but also for evacuees. Target and 

support areas, therefore, could not p-l..an_or_operate-inde"".-----
--------------~---~ 

L) 

, 

V 

pendently of each other; operational survival plans would 

have to be coordinated or worked out jointly on an overall 

area basis. 

The first contract was drawn Oc~ober 1, 1955, with 

Louisiana, for the New Orleans metropolitan area. By mid-

1956, FCDA had approved 31 agreements, mostly for interim 

or preliminary plans; 26 of these covered critical target 

and support areas representing over 70 percent of the U.S. 

population. In its fiscal 1958 report--its eighth and 

last--FCDA indicated that, under the Survival Projects 

Program, 45 States, three Territories, and 173 metropolitan 

areas we~e conducting studies leading to the development of 

detailed operational plans. The basic operational plans of 

26 States.and one Territory had been approved. FCDA ex-

pected most of the plans to be ca:npletej in the following 

year, though operational planning at the State and local 

levels "will continue long after the basic plans are de-

velopt'?d." One important offshoot of the program, FCDA re-

ported, was "the development of small but competent staffs 

for State and local civil defense operational planning. "50 

50Throughout the Nation, FCDA indicated, more than 
1,000 persons were working on these State and local opera
tional plans; see Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization, 
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Renewed Focus on Shelters 

While the Survival Plans Program was thus being carried 

forward, FCDA was under heavy pressure, notably from the 

Holifield Subcommittee, to come forward with a Federally 

------------£inanced program of shelter construction throughout the Na-

tion. Moreover, in light of reports of the impending de-

velopment of ICBMs which would reduce the warning time to a 

few minutes, Administrator Peterson conceded by the spring 

of 1956 that there would be no choice other than to rely 

on shelter for protection. In testimony before the Holifield 

Subcommittee, May 19, 1956, Peterson indicated a complete 

reversal regarding his predecessor's shelter proposals. 

Mr. Caldwell, he said, had presented "sensible plans" to 

Congress which were rejected, and if he had to judge who 

was more right, Peterson indicated that he "would be inclined 

to go along with Governor Caldwell rather than the Appropria

tions Commi tt.ee~ ,,51 

On December 21, 1956, Peterson presented to President 

Eisenhower and the National Security Council a proposal for 

a nationwide shelter program with an estimated price tag of 

$32 billion. The great bulk of this money, $22 billion or 

Annual Report of the Federal Civil Defense Administration 
for Fiscal Year-1958 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing 
Office, 195~pp:--23. ~~... • 

5l"Development of Shelter·and Evacuation Policies," 
Annex to Holifield Report, Civil Defense for National 
Survival, p. 88. 

• 
u 
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$23 billion, would shelter 100 million people against blast 

and fire, and some $6.8 billion would provide fallout shel

ters for 68 million people in rural areas. Assuming that 

it would. take 10 years to build these shelters, the 

would require an outlay of $3.2 billion a year--a burden 

which the Nation could probably carry but which the Adminis

tration could hardly be expected to take on lightly.52 

While this shelter proposal was under consideration, 

the Administration carne in with a budget request for $150 

million for fiscal 1958. In his supporting statement, 

Peterson indicated that preliminary planning for a national 

shelter program, already under way, would be intensified in 

fiscal 1958. Congress, however, chopped the budget down to 

$39.3 million. The debate on the budget indicated di~satis

faction with the FCDA program and with its Administrator. 53 

Peterson resigned June 14, 1957, and was succeeded five days 

later by Leo A. Hoegh, former Governor of Iowa. 

FCDA Milestones, 1953-57 

While recognizing that much needed to be done to achieve 

an adequate. level of read~ness, Peterson did feel that FCDA 

had laid a solid foundation. Charges that the country had 

52Val Peterson, "Civil Defense Today," Lecture at the 
Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Feb. 25, 1957 
(L57-1l8); see also Kerr 1-1S, pp. 225-227. 

53Bl anchard MS, pp. 199-204 
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no civil defense, he told the Holifield subcommittee in 

April 1956, should be summarily rejected. 

. . . the plain fact is that national civil defense 
exists. It did not exist five years ago. There 
is scarcely ~.city, county, or hamlet which does not 
have __ a_civil-de-:fense-d-i-reetor-. -A-l-l-s-t-a-te SIlOW h-c-acc-v-ce---

---------------~c~~~·v~il defense laws and organizations .... 

Together ... [Federal, State and local civil de
fense workers] . . . have acquired an operational 
capability; they have established an emergency com
munications system that reaches every part of America; 
they have installed the main elements of an attack 
warning system, working in close cooperation with 
the Air Force; they have stockpiled appreciable 
amounts of emergency supplies; and they have alerted 
a large part of the American public to the nature 
of the dangers we face and to the need for taking 
steps to survive these dangers. 54 

Actually, Peterson could look back over his years as 

Administrator and check off many more solid accomplishments. 

He could, for example, point to: 

--A reorganization of FCDA in 1953 along more 

functional lines, with an attendant 10 percent reduc

tion in personnel. 55 

54Quoted in Hartin Packman, "Civil Defense, 1956," 
Editorial Research Reports, Vol. 2 (1956), p. 435. 

550ne unfortunate step taken in mid-1954 was the move 
of the National Headquarters to Battle Creek; Michigan, fea
tured as part of a dispersal program for key Federal 
agencies. The Administrator, the Deputy Administrator, and 
certain staff assistants remained in Washington to facili
tate contact with other Federal agencies at the seat of 
government. Nonetheless, FCDA lost many qualified people 
with high security clearances in the move. These had to be 
replaced, and the staff in Battle Creek had to plan and 
administer by phone, letter, or by constant commuting. The 
staff, numbering about 800 at the beginning of 1958, was 
brought back to Washington in mid-1958, with the merger of 
FCDA and the Office of Defense Mobilization into the Office 
of Defense and Civil Mobilization (later redesignated Office 
of Civil and Defense Mobilization) . 

.) 
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--Rearrangement of the nine Federal Civil De-

fense Regions to make seven Regions, conforming more 

closely with the field organizational pattern of the 

Armed Forces. 
----------------------------

-. 

--Establishment in 1955 of a Civil Defense 

Scientific Advisory Committee, under the chairmanship 

of Dr. Merle Tuve, Carnegie Institution physicist, to 

assist FCDA with technical and scientific problems and 

recommend lines of investigation. 

--Delegation of some two-score civil defense pro

grams to seven Federal agencies, and the establishment 

by Executive Order 10611, May 11, 1955, of a·Civil 

Defense Coordinating Board to facilitate integration 

of civil defense into the Federal establishment and to 

assure maximum coordination of the Federal civil defense 

effort. A year later FCDA established Regional Civil 

Defense Operations Boards as comparable mechanisms for 

coordination in the field. 

--Work with other agencies and research institutes 

in developing a damage assessment system whereby an 

electronic computer could rapidly estimate the effects 

of nuclear detonations on people and resources. 

--Designation of "target areas" and "critical tar

get areas" on the basis of population and industry cri

teria, and the design in 1957 of a new "Aiming Area 

Concept" as a more realistic basis for planning in light 
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of the growth of the destructive power of single nu

clear weapons. 56 

--Annual civil defense exercises (Operation 

Alert) beginning in June 1954, which tested o:Qerational 

capabilities, pointed up deficiencies, and gave valu-

able training to hundreds of thousands of civil defense 

workers. 

--Publication in 1956 of a National Plan for 

Civil Defense Against Enemy Attack, and its subsequent 

expansion to emphasize the use of Federal resources 

and incorporate the principles of a "Basic Responsibili

ties Paper"57 as the basis for a Federal operations 

plan. 

--Development, as a corollary to the above-

mentioned Federal plan, of an operations plan for a 

hypothetical metropolitan target area. Entitled 

Battleground, USA, the plan showed how the principles 

and concepts of national civil defense planning could 

be applied at the local level. 

56For definitions of the concept and guidelines for its 
use, see FCDA Bulletins 214 and 215, both dated August 15, 1957. 

57This document outlined the roles of the Department of 
Defense, the Office of Defense Mobilization, and FCDA after 
an attack on the United States. The paper was first rati
fied by the three agencies for planning purposes, in January 
1956, as a classified document. It was revised and given . 
unclassified status a year later. The paper and an ac
companying Memorandum of Understanding on the regional roles 
of ODM and FCDA in an emergency were distributed as FCDA 
Advisory Bulletin 210, March 1, 1957 . 
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--Increasingly closer working relationships with 

Canada and NATO countries in civil defense matters. 

--Participation of local civil defense Drganiza-

tions in rescue and relief operations in natural dis-

asters. In highlighting the progress of civil defense 

in 1953, Peterson considered such support as "one of 

the most practicable and forward-looking acts of the 

new administration. ,,58 

--Work with the Atomic Energy Commission in test-

ing shelters and radiological defense measures at the 

Atomic Proving Grounds in Nevada, with particular 

emphasis on blast and overpressures. 

--The December 1956 proposal for a national shel-

ter program, discussed earlier, and continued emphasis 

on shelter research pending a decision by the Adminis-

tration. 

Proposals to Strengthen Civil Defense 

Yet, for all the attainments of FCDA, Administrator 

Peterson was frank to admit in 1956 that civil defense was 

still far from adequate. He had striven hard to achieve 

greater public awareness of the nuclear threat, of the need 

for civil defense, and of the actions the individual could 
----=-. .. "" 

take for self-protection. "Operation Doorstep" in March 

l..-/ 58FCDA , Annual Report for 1953, p. 6. 
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1953, "Operation Ivy" in April 1954, "Operation Cue" in 

May 1955,59 and numerous national, State and local exercises--

all had dramatic impact on the public. This was not readily 

translated into bigger budgets and vastly more improved 

programs for civil defense. The quickening public interest, 

however, did stimulate serious study of the civil defense 

problem. Various Congressional committees, "operations 

research" groups, foundations, and universities subjected 

the civil defense program to intensive review and criticism. 

They served a real purpose in stimulating the actions needed 

to strengthen the civil defense program. 

Val Peterson's Self-Appraisal and Recornrnendations.--

By 1955, when these reviews and studies were first launched, 

Peterson himself had corne to recognize some of the obstacles 

which impeded the efforts to prepare the Nation for the shock 

of atomic war. At a Conference of Governors in Washington, 

59 In "Operation Doorstep," the entire Nation could 
witness on television and newsreel films the actual detona
tion of an atomic bomb; its effects on homes, cars, and 
house furnishings; and the shelter precautions which could 
increase·one's chances for survival. "Operation Ivy," the 
public showing of which began in April 1954, was the of
ficial film of the thermonuclear explosion at Eniwetok in 
November 1952. "Operation Cue," which took place at the 
Atomic Energy Commission's Nevada test site, also afforded 
millions of Americans a chance to view on live television a 
nuclear explosion and its effects on test homes, commercial 
buildings, communications, shelters, vehicles, food, cloth
ing, and other items. FCDA issued early in 1956, full 
details on "Operation Cue" in a publication titled Cue For 
Survival. -- --
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May 23, 1955, he pointed to the shortcomings of the Federal 

Civil Defense Act of 1950. Looking at that Act in 1955, he 

said, there "is no denying . that it was written in 

terms of World War II conceI2ts . 

the blockbuster." As one of the spokesmen for the Council 

of State Governments, he had a part in the Congressional 

deliberations on the 1950 bill. He and other proponents of 

the legislation, Peterson said, "should have realized more 

clearly the implications of the World War II atomic bomb-

ings. " 

The Act as it stood in 1955, he now conceded, "sets up 

an ideal buckpassing situation" between the Federal Govern-

ment and the States, and with some city mayors contending 

that neither had done their job. He recognized that the 

Federal Government would have to assume more of the fi-

nancial burden. At the same time, he didn1t believe that 

the Federal Government, and specifically the military, 

should take over the whole responsibility for civil defense. 

In the long run, he asserted, civil defense IImust be in a 

large measure a responsibility of the cities, counties, and 

States. II Peterson invited the Governors Conference to form 

a committee to meet with him and determine what changes in 

the 1950 Act appeared desirable. 60 

60See Exhibit 16 in U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on 
Armed Services, Subcommittee on Civil Defense, Civil Defense 
Program, Hearings ~ Operations and Policies of the Civil 
Defense Program, 84th Cong., 1st Sess., March-May 1955, Part 
II (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1955), pp. 
913-915 (hereinafter cited as Kefauver Subcommittee Hearings--
1955) . 
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In a report to the Kefauver Subcommittee some two 

months later, Peterson indicated general acceptance of 

the need for greater Federal authority in civil defense. 

FCDA is wi thoutauthori ty comm§11pura,j::._e_wi_th_i_ts 
---r-efs-ponsi15:rrrcies. Authori ty only to advise, guide, 

and assist the States is not enough to support posi
tive leadership in a field where direction and control 
are essential. 

The development of megaton weapons requires the 
creation of a governmental device that will permit a 
civil-defense organization in keeping with the regional 
problems created. 

He cited as an example the blast and fire effects of the 

explosion of a megaton weapon over Metropolitan Philadelphia, 

which would involve three States, 11 counties in those 

States, and 39 municipalities of over 10,000 people. If any 

one State or county or several of the municipalities refused 

to cooperate, Peterson stated, "the lives of all the people 

in the metropolitan area can be placed in jeopardy." 

Furthermore, problems resulting from evacuation would re-

quire arrangements for support "up to distances of 100 

miles surrounding Philadelphia. "61 

Recognizing the merit of Peterson's position and of 

similp.r conclusions of various study groups, President 

Eisenhower moved toward a "strengthening and modernizing" 

of the civil defense effort. In a letter to Peterson, 

July 17, 1956, the President stated: "It is evident that 

the exigencies of the present threat require vesting in the 

Federal Government a larger responsibility in our national 

6lEXhl.·b ;t'-17, 'b'd 920'-.... ~ ~ ., p. ." 
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plan of civil defense." Making specific proposals to that 

end, Eisenhower declared: 

... Plans to meet postattack situations are, of 
course, essential, but the Federal Civil Defense 
Adminis tra.tibn needs C!.uthor i ty_tQ_carry-out-necessa;r:y----

---------------~preattack preparations as well. It must be enabled 
to assure adequate participation in the civil defense 
program. It must be empowered to work out logical 
plans for possible target areas which overlap State 
and municipal boundaries. It must have an organiza
tion capable of discharging these increased responsi
bilities. Moreover, the prestige and effectiveness 
of the Federal Civil Defense Administration w~st be 
equal to the heavy responsibility it holds." 

Besides considering a modernizat~Gl. of the 1950 Act, 

FCDA carne up with a "Study of Future Organization," which 

recommended combining all elements of nonmilitary defense, 

l.) including civil defense, in a new department with 

t ;' 
. ~ 

Cabinet status--a proposal which also figured prominently 

in the reports of the study groups. This recommendation 

was considered by the Cabinet and the President's Committee 

on Government Organization in 1955 and 1956,63 and, as we 

shall see in the next chapter, figured in continued delibera-

tions leading to the merger of ODM and FCDA. 

In the meantime, Peterson went ahead on the legisla-

tion, transmitting to Congress, on February 8, 1957, a 

number of proposed amendments to the 1950 Act. Among the 

changes recommended were: (I) To restate the policy and 

62Quoted in "Administrator's Report," FCDA, Annual 
Report for Fiscal Year 1956 (Washington: u.s. Government 
Printing Office, 1957), p. 2 . 

63Executive Office of the President, Office of Civil 
Defense Mobilization, Legislative History--Reorganization 
Plan No. l of 1958, n.d. ("Advance Copy"), p. XII. 
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intent of Congress so that the responsibility for civil 

defense would be vested jointly in the Federal Government 

and the several States and their political subdivisions; (2) 

To remove the prohibition against making financial con-

tributions to the States and cities for civil defense 

personnel and administrative expenses. The authority to 

make such payments was deemed necessary "in order that the 

States and cities be enabled to adequately develop their 

civil defense capabilities" i (3) To authorize Federal pro-

curement, maintenance and distribution to the States, by 

grant or loan,of radiological instruments and detection 

devices, protective masks, and gas detection kits for civil' 

defense purposes. This was deemed necessary "to permit the 

effective implementation of a nationwide program of defense 

against the hazards of radioactive fallout.,,64 

These changes were incorporated in Public Law '85-606, 

signed by the President on August 8, 1958. 65 Supporters saw 

these 1958 Amendments as "a major factor in promGting uni

fied civil defense planning and action.,,66 

.64For Peterson's letter and draft legislation,-see 
enclosure to FCDA General Counsel Release #432, Feb. 15, 
1957. 

6572 Stat. 533. 

660ffIce'o'f- Civil and Defense Mobilization, Annual 
Report of the Federal Civil Defense Administration for 
Fiscal Year 1958 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1959r;,:p. 2. 
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1955 Review of Project East River.--Peterson's legis

lative proposals and other improvements in the FCDA program 

had their impetus and support from the studies to which we 

referred. One of these was a revie~'l and re-evaluation in 

1955 of the' earlier report of Project East River in light 

of subsequent developments. The task was undertaken by a 

14-mernber committee, again chaired by General Nelson. The 

Committee's report, submitted in October 1955, was essen

tially an updating of the earlier report and are-emphasis 

of original recommendations which had not been followed. 

The Committee called attention to the striking advances that 

had been made in weapons and delivery systems and the lag in 

the Nation's nonmilitary defenses, including civil defense. 

Its recommendations, in brief were: 

1. Organization and operation of nonmilitary 

defense on the basis of metropolitan target zones. 

"Anything less than this," the Committee said, "is 

inadequate and obsolete" in light of the deva~tation 

to be expected from high-yield nuclear weapons. 

2. Continuous revision of Federal civil defense 

plans, policies and operating procedures to take into 

account the rapid improvements in weapons and delivery 

systems. 

3.. A material increase in Federal leadership, 

authority, and operational control of nonmilitary 
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defense, "while retaining the essential elements of 

State and local participation and responsibility." 

4. Incorporation and integration of existing 

military disaster plans in the overall nonmilitary 

defense plan for each metropolitan target zone. 

5. Use of military personnel and units to 

strengthen mobile support units of the local, State 

and regional civil defense organizations. 

6. Re-emphasis of industrial dispersion and 9f 

reduction of urban vulnerability, and use of additional 

implementing techniques on both the Federal and metro-

politan target zone levels. 

7. Improvement of the organizations and increase 

in tl1e status I prestige and funds of FCDA and OD1>1. 

8. Pursuit by FCDA of more effective public in-

formation and education programs. 

Like the 1952 report, the 1955 report offered many construc-

tive criticisms and suggestions for improvement in the manage-

ment and operations of the civil defense program. Also, 

in putting the spotlight on overlapping roles and functions 

of FCDA and ODM and the need for the improved status of these 

agencies, the review report contributed to continued in-

vestigations that led to a merger of the two agencies in 

1958. 67 

67A copy of the "1955 Review of the PROJECT EAST RIVER 
REPORT," submitted October 17, 1955,' with covering letters 
and a list of the Review Committee members, was attached to 
FCDA Education Services (Pttblic Affairs) Release #245, Nov. 
10, 1955. 
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Report of Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.--

The Commission .on Intergovernmental Relations, more widely 

known as the Kestnbaum Commission after its chairman, the late 

Meyer Kestnbaum,included in its wide-ranging studies the 

intergovernmental aspects of civil defens~ Though the 

Commission leaned generally toward a strengthening of State 

and local governments, its report on civil defense stressed 

the need for an enlarged Federal role. The Kestnbaum Com-

mission's basic conclusion was that the responsibility for 

civil defense had been inappropriately defined and assigned 

by the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950. The Commission 

deemed it not at all surprising that the States and 10-

calities were not enthusiastic about the assignment to them 

of the primary responsibility for civil defense. This, the 

Commission noted, was evidenced in a deterioration in the 

civil defense efforts at the State and local levels. 

To impro'le the situation, the Commission made the fol-

lowing recommendations: 

1. That Congress amend the 1950 Act "(a) to 

reallocate responsibility for civil defense from a 

primary State and local responsibility to a responsi

bility of the National Government, with States and 

localities retaining an important supporting role; (b) 

to provide that the National. Government will be re-

sponsible for overall planning and direction of the 

civil defense effort, development of civil defense 
• 
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policies and technical doctrine, and stimulation of 

inte~state cooperation~ and (c) that States and 10-

calities will be responsible for day-to-day planning 

and doctrines to local situations. II 

2. That the 1950 Act be further amended lito 

liberalize the financial participation of the National 

Government in State and critical target area civil 

defense administrative, planning, and training costs. II 

3. That the current practice of conducting civil 

defense relationships mainly through the States be 

amended to permit direct relations between the Federal 

Government and critical target cities and their support 

areas. 

4. That the appropriate Federal agencies take ac-

tion to obtain the direct participation of State and 

local governments in national planning "aimed at re

ducing the vulnerability of our cities. 1168 

The recommendations of this prestigious commission were 

especially helpful to FCDA in obtaining the enactment" of 

68 U. S ., Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 
Final Report, June 1955 (Washington: u.s. Government Print
ing Office, 1955), pp. 180-184. It is interesting to note 
that the Commission went beyond the recommendation of its 
staff on the matter of responsibility for civil defense. 
The staff report had recommended that the responsibility be 
held jointly by the Federal Government and the States and 
their political subdivisions; see u.s. Commission on Inter
governmental Relations, A S"taff Report on Civil Defense 
and Urban Vulnerability (washington: U.s:- Government Print
ing Office, 1955), p. 2. 

I Vi 
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Public La'\v 85-606, "I:Jhich, as indicated earlier, won for the 

Federal Government a partnership role in civil defense and 

extended the scope of Federal financial support of State and 

local efforts. 

The Kefauver Subcommittee Report.--On January 18, 1955, 

the Senate Armed Services Committee appointed a Subcommittee 

on civil Defense, under the chairmanship of Senator Estes 

Kefauver, to examine the policies and operations of the 

civil defense program. In a series of public hearings, the 

Kefauver Subcommittee obtained the views of officials at all 

levels of government and of private organizations on the 

current state of the civil defense effort. It focused on 

problems which demanded immediate attention to ensure neces

sary progress in the Nation's civil defense plans. Only a 

greatly intensified effort on all levels of government and 

on the part of the general public, the Subcommittee be

lieved, would enable the Nation to cope with the problems of 

a thermonuclear attack. 

The Kefauver Subcommittee pointed to FCDAls "relatively 

insignificant place in the Federal Government; its lack of 

sufficient staff to do its job; its insufficient use of the 

Civil Defense Advisory Council; the need for Presidential 

leadership; and the lack of adequate plans for the evacua

tion of target areas, for the feeding and medical care of 

evacuees, and for sheltering the.population from radioactive 

fallout. 
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Among the Subcommitte~'s recommencations was a 

call for the assumption by the Federal Government of "a 

drastically increased responsibility for the Federal civil 

defense program," including primary responsibility for 

areas where interagency or interstate coord ina-

tion was required. At the same time, the Subcommittee 

recommended leaving with the States and cities much of the 

operational responsibility after an attack. Other recom-

mendations included the broadening and extension of delega-

tions of civil defense responsibilities; increased activity 

on the part of the States; clarification of the role of the 

military in the civil defense program; and the resolution 

of problems in respect to fiscal responsibility in case of 

attack, the sharing and allocation of resources, the dispersal 

question, and other policy areas. 69 

National Planning Association's Statement on National 

Policy.--Among the critics from outside the Government, per

haps the most significant was the National Planning Associa-

tion, a nonprofit, nonpolitical organization in existence 

since 1934. On May 9, 1955, it released "A Program for the 

Nonmilitary Defense of the United States," setting forth 

69U. S • Congress, Senate, Committee on Armed Services, 
Civil Defense Program, Hearings before the Subcommittee on 
Civil Defense, 84th Cong., 1st Sess .. , Feb.-May 1955, Parts I 
and II (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1955), 
and Interim Report ~ civil Defense (Nashington: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1955). 

~) 
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"A Statement on National Policy" by its Special Policy Com-

mittee on Nonmilitary Defense Planning. The policy statement 

was supported by a comprehensive report, prepared by William 

H. Stead, which discussed the role of nonmilitary defense, 

the dimensions of the problem, the actions required to 

protect the population and industrial resources, and the 

postattack problems of managing a damaged economy.70 

The committee pointed to the threat of war hanging 

over the world "like an ominous cloud" and the far too 

little concern with the nonmilitary measures "that hold out 

possibilities for increasing our ability to survive atomic 

attack, to rebuild our production capacity rapidly, and to 

support our drive to victory." The failure to consider and 

adopt an integrated and adequate program of nonmilitary 

defense, the committee emphasized, "is a dangerous weakness 

in the Nation's security effort." Among the problems noted 

was the fragmentation of nonmilitary defense activities ~nder 

various pieces of legislation which caused confusion and pre-

eluded effective coordination and direction of the program. 

To deal with the critical issues in nonmilitary defense, 

the committee recommended: 

70See "A Program for the Nonmilitary Defense of the 
united States: A Statement of National Policv bv the 80ecial 
policy Committee on Nonmilitary Defense Plan;ing of t.:l~ 
National Planning Association, May 9, 195~, and accompanying 
report by ~qil1iam H. Stead, n The Tasks of Nonmilitary De
fense and the Present Status of Planning" with "Appendix," 
Exhibits 11-13 to Kefauver Subcommittee Hearings--1955, ?? 
805-900. --

• 
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1. Provision for progr3ffi coordination and direc-

tion under centralized responsibility within th~ 

Federal Government, with appropriate modification of 

underlying legislation. 

2. Creation of a temporary "Nonmilitary Defense 

Commission" to formulate the basic requirements of a 

comprehensive program; define a basis for integrating 

such a program with the military program both before 

and after attack; recommend an appropriate organiza-

tional structure in the Federal Government for the co-

ordination and direction of the program; and specify 

the changes in legislation, appropriations, and 

Federal-State relations that would be needed to carry 

out the program. 

3. Creation of a Nonmilitary Defense Council, 

under the sponsorship and financial support of one or 

more endowed foundations, to promote public under-

standing of the nature and requirements of nonmilitary 

defense; encourage and coordinate private research in 

this field and the assumption of appropriate roles by 

all segments of society without Government assistance; 

help Federal agencies in working out cooperative arrange~ 

ments with private and community groups "to test and 

appraise particular features of the program before 

final adoption"; draft model legislation to facilitate 

nonmilitary defense activities at the local level; and, 
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perhaps of greatest importance, "serve as a center of 

constructive thought and planning by nongovernment 

groups, to look ahead and anticipate the changing 

nature of the nonmilitary defense program as the nature 

and extent of the threat changes. ,,71 
\ 

The National Planning Association's reports bore down on 

problems not only of FCDA but also of ODM and other agencies 

engaged.in "nonmilitary defense" work. These problems were, 

nonetheless, so intertwined that new organizational ma-

chinery was clearly needed to deal with them effectively. 

The Holifield Hearings--1956--0f the many studies and 

proposals to bolster civil defense during Val Peterson1s in-

cumbency, the most significant were the hearings and report 

of the I1ilitary Operations Subcommittee of the House Com-

mittee on Government Operations, under the chairmanship of 

Congressman Chet Holifield. In mid-1955, this California 

Democrat took up the cause of civil defense. He chided the 

Administration for placing economy ahead of protection of 

the population in critical target areas, and proposed 

legislation to upgrade FCDA into a Cabinet department. To 

consider the merits of this and other proposals for organi-

zational change, the Holifield Subcommittee of the House 

Committee on Government Operations broadened its 

71The "Recommendations of the Committee" are set forth 
in Exhibit 11, ibid., pp. 815-816. 
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inquiry to encompass a comprehensive review of the civil 

defense program. Its staff spent the last six months of 1955 

studying the problem. The public hearings ran through the 

first half of 1956 and produced over 3,000 pages of testi-

mony witnesses, together with an overall summary 

with recommendations. 73 

The Holifield inquiry covered a broad range of civil 

defense problems. Witnesses from virtually all walks of 

life testified on the magnitude of the threat from blast, 

heat, prompt radiation, and radioactive fallout; Soviet 

capabilities; America's vulnerability to nuclear attack; 

shortcomings of the civil defense efforts; problems of achiev-

ing industrial dispersal; the role of the military in civil 

defense; and many other matters. Along with charges of 

Congressional indifference, there were criticisms of FCDA 

failure to present a realistic program; the lack of national 

leadership by the Administration; fragmentation and over-

lapping of responsibilities; the atomic Energy Commission's 

long display of easy optimism about the effects of nuclear 

explosions; and public complacency or sense of futility. 

72U.S. Congress, House Committee on Government Opera
tions, Civil Defense for National Survival, Hearings be
fore Subcommittee, 84th Cong.; 2d Sess.; 7 Parts, vvashing
ton: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1956 (hereinafter 
cited as Holifield Hearings--1956). ........-. . 

73 U. 8 • Congress, House, Committee on Government Opera
tions, Civil Defense for National Survival, 24th Inter-
mediate Report, 84th Cong., 2d Sess., House Report No. 2946 ~ 
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1956). 
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Peterson himself was not too sanguine about getting the 

people to accept on a day-to-day basis, in peacetime, the 

prospect of a miserable life under conditions of a nuclear 

attack. 74 

The Holifield Subcommittee, on the other hand, took a 

hopeful view of the problem. Advice from many experts con-

vinced Holifield and most members of his Subcommittee that 

constructive measures could be taken. A program of properly 

constructed shelters, the Subcommittee believed, would be 

well within the Nation's economic capacity, and could bring 

a drastic reduction of the blast, burn and radiation effects 

of high-yield weapons. The Subcommittee charged FCDA with 

neglecting shelter and putting all its eggs into the evacua

tion basket. 75 Holifield was persistent in his criticism of 

the evacuation concept. The Subcommittee got the impression 

that Peterson was hedging on the commitment to shelters, and. 

that the Survival Plan studies, which FCDA was stressing 

74see Holifield Subcommittee Hearings-~1956, Part 4, 
p. 1313. For good accounts of the Holifield hearings and 
findings, see Mary M. Simpson, "A Long Hard Look at Civil 
Defense: A Review of 'the Holifield Committee Hearings," BAS, 
Vol. 23, No. 9 (Nov. 1956), pp. 343-348; Blanchard MS, 147-
162; Maxam MS, pp. 79-87; and Kerr MS (particularly on the 
shelter-evacuation issues), pp. 178-199. 

75Actually, this was not a fair assessment. Peterson, 
it will be recalled, had moved from evacuatiori to a balanced 
application of evacuation and shelter. Holifield' never saw' 
the FCDA study prepared for the President and the National 
Security Council, and its existence was hardly more than a 
rumor throughout the per~od of the Holifield hearings and 
follow-up studies on the civil defense program; Letter, Carey 
Brewer, Presiden,.t, Lynchburg Coll.ege, Lynchburg, Va., to 
George F. Divine, Program Manager, FEMA, Jan. 12, 1981. 
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since 1955, were in essence little more than evacuation 

fasibility studies. 

In his own testimony, Peterson recognized FCDA short-

comings, but he also emphasized its accomplishments and its 

He was convinced that there were no "magic 

solutions" to the grave problems of civil defense. FCDA, 

he contended, was doing the best it could in the face of 

the restrictions under which it operated, notably its lack 

of authority over State and local civil defense efforts and 

the lack of sufficient Congressional support. On September 24, 

19~6, Peterson sent to the Regional Administrators analyses 

of the thirteen recommendations in the Holifield report. 76 

These are presented below; "they indicate agreement on many 

principles, while differing with some of the conclusions 

and methods of treatment. 77 

FCDA ANALYSIS 

OF 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE HOLIFIELD SUBCO~~ITTEE 

Since most of the recommendations derive, at least in part, 

from testimony given by the Administrator before the sub-

committee and from the Administrator's public statements, 

76These are set forth in the Holifield Report, Civil 
Defense for National Survival, pp. 4-5. 

770ffice Memorandum, Peterson to Regional Administra
tors, Sept. 26, 1956, Subject: Intermediate Report of the 

~) 

Committee on Government Operations, with attachments, Appen- ~ 
dix II to Pohl,enz monograph cited in n. 3 above, pp. 65-74. .... 
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there is little reason to disagree in principle with most 

of the recommendations. However, a detailed analysis of 

the specific wording of the recommendations suggests that 

our total point of view should be made clear. Fundamentally, 

---H:--i-s----cne specl-flc--implementation of the principles which 

is troublesome. 

Recommendation 

1. Federal civil-defense 
legislation should be redrafted 
to vest the basic responsibility 
for civil defense in the Federal 
Government, with States and local 
units of government having an im
portant supporting role. 

2. The new legislation 
should create a permanent De
partment of Civil Defense, com
bining the civil-defense func
tions (broadly defined) of the 

--"""=- - - -Of:f?ice of Defense Mobilization 
and those of the Federal Civil 
Defense Administration. 

Analysis 

There is almost universal 
agreement that more Federal 
responsibility is needed. 
Many of the claimants for 
basic Federal responsibility 
appear to mean that the 
financial responsibility 
should be Federal but de
sire to retain operational 
responsibility with the 
States and cities. -"Joint" 
is perhaps a more suitable 
term than "basic." \vhat
ever change is made it is 
of paramount importance 
that adequate financing be 
assured. An increase in 
Federal responsibility ac
companied by the same mag
nitude of appropriations 
as FCDA now has might be 
worse than sticking with 
the present law. ForFCDA 
direct testimony on this, 
see Hearings, Part 4, Page 
1189. 

The President's invitation 
to the Administrator to 
attend Cabinet meetings is 
a large and progressive 
step toward the solution of 
this problem. As we under-
stand, the specific matter 
is still under study by 
the Rockefeller Commit
tee. The point of view of-
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3. The Department of Civil 
Defense should consult with the 
Department of Defense and be re
quired to formulate a master plan 
for nationwide civil defense. 
Plans for each target area should 
be made and protective measures 
initiated after careful determina
tion of their respective priority 
importance to national defense 
and survival. 

4. The master plan for civil 
defense should be pointed toward 
the establishment of an inte
grated nationwide civil-defense 
system based on the key civil
defense measures of shelter pro
tection against the blast, heat 
and radiation effects of nuclear 
explosions. 

the minority report de
serves consideration in 
this regard. This sug
gests that the preferable 
procedure would be to im
prove the legislation of 
the Federal Civil Defense 

• 

Act 0 f_J:2 50 _}Iii -t;hQY:t:_ throJ'{-__ _ 
ing away its recognition 
of the important role that 
State and local units of 
government must play. . 
Item 6 on Page 1191 of Hear
ings, Part 4, indicates-ollr 
agreement in principle. 

Sounds simple and plausible. 
However, the unitary im
plications are disturbing 
as is the assumption that 
there is a magic formula 
which might be called a 
hmaster"plan. Our National 
Plan goes a long way toward 
meeting this ·objective. It 
will be improved as rapidly 
as possible as we learn more 
through survival studies and 
other on-going research. It 
will be modified to account 
for any legislative changes. 

FCDA has said repeatedly 
that there are only two 
means of protection--move
ment and shielding--and that 
the objective is the optimum 
combination of the two. No 
one disagrees with the con
cepts of shielding. The 
disagreement arises from the 
application--and the fact 
that, without the most in
tensive practical study, bil
lions upon billions could be 
wasted on shelter without 
measurably adding to na
tional survival. It must 
be the right kind. It must 
be in the right location. 
It must be accessible. In 
rejecting movement as a 

L) 
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5. Studies under the surVival . 
--------..p-lanning-c6ntracts·-snould· be sus

pended, pending a reformulation of 
the criteria for the expenditure 
of the funds Congress authorized 
and appropriated for this purpose. 
A local or regional survival plan 
study should be concerned only 
with the adaptation and applica
tion of the national plan and of 
basic studies, to a local situa
tion. 

f ~/ 

6. The Department of Civil 
Defense should be authorized to 
finance the construction of shel
ters in all target areas, with the 
cooperation of State and local 
authorities. 

defense, the subcommittee 
overlooks the fact that 
there are several kinds of 
evacuation--strategic, tac
tical, remedial, and what 
Ralph Lapp called "evacua
tion to shelter." 

W§.....totally_di.~Ht9];'_e:e...J'l.i.:th __ -.--. 
this recommendation. When 
we are being criticized 
for lack of action, it seems 
odd to see a recommendation 
that the most dynamic and 
promising action program 
that FCDA has yet undertaken 
be suspended. The problem 
is unprecedented; there
fore, it is reasonable to 
expect that the course of 
these studies will not run 
smoothly. If it did, we 
would have been guilty of 
pre-judgment and over
simplification. 

The thought that th~ local 
survival plans should be 
derived from a national 
magic formula also appears 
fallacious. It suggests 
that the skill and brains 
existing in our States and 
cities should be written 
off and ignored. The FCDA 
has no monopoly on civil 
defense know-how. Many 
States and cities have much 
to contribute from their 
background of operational 
experience. 

It does not seem desirable 
that the Federal Governrnen·t 
assume the responsibility for 
all shelter costs. All ele
ments of society should par
ticipate in suchan invest
ment. In limiting the idea 
to target areas, the sub
committee appearS ~ dis
miss the radiological hazard. 
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Means should be found to 
assure appropriate shelter 
(or cover) for all of our 
population. Certainly, the 
citizen, the community, the 
State, and the private. en
terprisemust share in this 

-p-rovrs-ion forshel ter . 

7 . The Department o-f Civil 
Defense should be authorized to 
institute all other measures 
necessary to establish an inte
grated nationwide civil-defense 
system, and to utilize toward 
this end such available resources 
and facilities of the Federal 
departments and agencies as are 
necessary. 

8. The Department of Civil 
Defense should be authorized to 
strengthen State and local civil
defense organi2ations by con
tributing equipment, supplies 
and funds for administration, 
training, stockpiles and other 
necessary civil-defense uses, 
subject to the supervision, in
spection and approval, by the 
Secretary of Civil Defense, of 
the civil-defense progr~ms of 
State and local authorities. 

9. The Secretary of Defense, 
in consultation with the Secre
tary of Civil Defense, should 
establish and implement an ef
fective program of training 
active and reserve military per
sonnel in civil-defense duties 
as a defined part of regular 
military training. 

10. The Secretary of Civil 
Defense, in behalf of the presi
dent, should have defined statu
tory powers to act in an emergency 
and to mobilize all civilian re
sources for minimizing the ef
fects of enemy-caused disaster 

FCDA is already doing a 
great deal in this area. 
The words "institute all 
other measures" should be 
far more explicit. The 
PCDAls responsibilities in 
this area have beeri gradu
ally broadened by Executive 
decision. 

The FCDA agrees fully. It 
is Item 1 on Page 1190, 
Hearings, Part 4. However, 
this is another case where 
a paper change in law un
accompanied by truly ade
quate appropriations could 
be a boomerang. 

The FCDA has been active in 
pushing for such programs 
on the part of the Depart
ment of Defense. In the 
past year a great deal of 
progress has been made and 
we expect considerably more. 
This is generally covered 
by Item 5 on Page 1191 of 
Hearings, Part 4. 

The FCDA concurs. As has 
been pointed out in testi
mony, much of this authority 
already exists under Title 3 
of Public Law 920 and 
another portion has been 
assigned through the 

( 

~) 

J 
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upon the national economy 
and the people of the united 
States. 
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the assignment of basic 
responsibilities as dis
cussed by Director [of 
Defense Mobilization] 
Flemming. 

11. The Secretary ot Civil The principle here is 
___ ._ .... _~ __ ... ___ Defense.,.-in-beha·l-f-·o.f-"t-he--Pres.i-----strongly-favoreu:;-a-s-t:he~··---··-·· 

L) 

f ..,/' 

dent, should have statutory au- Administrator testified 
thority to carry out plans and before the sUbcommittee. 
operations in peacetime, under A proper civil defense 
preattack situations, particu- involves au~,orization to 
larly before declarations of do certain things in ad-
emergency have been made, in vance of attack. The emer-
order to minimize the effects of gency powers of Title 3 are 
enemy-caused disaster upon the na- not fully useful if many of 
tional economy and the people of those actions cannot have 
the United States. been practiced in advance. 

12. The role of the mili
tary forces in civil defense 
should be clearly defined. State 
and local officials should be 
fully informed as to the terms 
and conditions under which mili
tary assistance to civil-defense 
authorities will be rendered in 
the event of widespread disaster 
and the breakdown of civil govern
ment. 

13. The studies of martial. law 
conducted by the ~ttorney General, 
the Department of the Army, and 
other Federal agencies should be 
made public promptly upon comple
tion, to assist the Congress and 
the public in understanding the 
contemplated role of the military 
forces in civil defense. 

The language here is broad 
and general. It is not 
clear whether it involves 
the power to draft or the 
power to r~quisition or the 
power to enforce decisions 
in other ways. 

Through the various Opera
tions Alert and ot~er ne
gotiations, we are gradually 
achieving definition appro
priate to the threat of nu
clear war. As with many as
pects of the problem, the 
solution is an evolutionary 
one. Only in retrospect does 
it appear simple. 

The FCDA agrees in principle 
and is encouraged by the new 
approach made public in 
Operation Alert 1956. At 
the same time the point 
should be obvious that pre
mature publication of tenta
tive findings would serve to 
confuse rather than illuminate. 
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Though its criticisms of Peterson and FCDA were sharp and 

not always justifi~d, the Holifield Subcommittee contribu-

ted significantly, as we shall see, to the Eisenhower Ad-

ministration I s acceptance of a greater Federal responsibility~ ____ _ 
-----,~---------------

---~-~~--~-- --- -"~,,~------''''--,-~~--'-~----

for civil defense, what-p!,omised to be an improved organiza-

tional structure, and at least a step toward a national 

shelter pOlicy. 

LEO A. HOEGH AT THE HELM 

Despite the views expressed by the Holifield Subcom-

mittee, l"lr. Peterson felt that his testimony and prepared 

statements made "a reasonable record--one that recognizes 

that present civil defense is far from adequate, but one 

which also recognizes the specific accomplishments of civil 

defense at all levels which have already strengthened America's 

b 'l' ",78 a ~ ~ty to surv~ve. As he turned over the reins to 

Governor Hoegh, several vital matters remained for resolu-

tion, notably a decision by the President on his shelter 

proposal, draft legislation to strengthen the hand of' the 

Federal Government in civil defense, and a proposal to bring 

the various elements of nonmilitary defense into one Cabi-

net-level department. Fiscal 1958--FCDA's final year--saw 

continuing progress on all fronts. 

J 

780ffice Memorandum of Sept. 24, 1956, cited above. 
~: 
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A "New Look" for Civil Defense 

Hoegh was not long in office when the Soviet Union 

confronted the world w'i th a number of remarkable technological 

achievements--the first successful firing of an ICBM on 

--Angn-s-t-2-o,-r9S7-,--foTI owea-on-Oc Fooer-I;l--by the-~ ir-s-t suc c e s s--=----------

ful launching of an earth-orbiting satellite (Sputnik-I). 

The United States seemed to lag behind in these fields, and 

there was much concern over the implications of the Soviets' 

technological breakthroughs for American security. From the 

point of view of civil defense, the emergence of IC3r1s meant 

that FCDA could no longer pin its hopes on sufficient warning 

time to implement evacuation plans; shelters seemed to be 

the only remaining alternative. 

In testimony before a subcomrni ttee of the :-Iouse Appropria

tions Committee in February 1958, Hoegh indicated his approach 

to the civil defense job. He would give more emphasis to the 

formulation and management of a national plan for civil de

fense, to programs to ensure continuity of government, and to 

radiological defense. He would de-emphasize stockpiling 

pending improvement in the warehousing and rotation of stocks. 

With ICBMs coming into the picture, greater emphasis might 

have to be placed on shelters. His 1958 budget--the $39.3 

million voted earlier--precluded work on shelters, and Hoegh 

didn't ask for shelter funds for fiscal 1959. Nonetheless, 

FCDA planning in 1958 did focus on a consideration of shelters 
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and other steps to protect the population from radioactive 

fallout. 79 

To implement its plan to build an operational cap-

ability at all levels of government, FCDA effected a re-

zation in November 1957. An important feature of this 

reorganization was a strengthening of staff and responsi-

bilities in the agency's seven regional offices. At the 

Federal level, delegations of civil defense responsibilities 

continued as part of the plan to make full use of government 

personnel and facilities. A Federal Coordination Office was 

established in November 1957 to continue and facilitate par-

ticipation of Federal departments and agencies in civil defense 

planning and in meeting emergency situations. The same idea 

of using government personnel, facilities and equipment was 

recommended to the States and localities, including the use 

of volunteers as auxiliaries to existing government depart-

ments. 

FCDA gave high-priority attention to a program looking 

toward the preservation and strengthening of civil leadership 

in the event of a nuclear attack. Entitled "Continuity of 

Government," the program sought to reach out to more thap 

100,000 governmental units in the United States--units which 

79 U. S . Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, 
Subcommittee on Independent Offices, Hearings, Independent 
Offices Appropriations for 1959, 85th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1958, 
Part 2, pp. 408-498. 

( 
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FCDA considered "the keystone of civil defense."aO An-

nounced at a meeting of the United States Civil Defense 

Council, September 5, 1957, the program encompassed the 

designation of emergency lines of succession for key people, 

___________ ~ __ ~ ____ the_pr-eservation--o-f-essen-t-i-al-I'eeerds-,-the-est-abl-rshrnent-o-f------

emergency locations for government operations, and, as indi-

cated above, full use of government personnel, facilities, 

and equipment for emergency operations. 81 

Plans for dealing with the threat of radioactivity also 

received special emphasis. The problem of radioactive fall-

out, a matter of concern to FCDA since mid-1955, was singled 

out for intensified effort in fiscal 1958. It touched virtu-

ally every FCDA program--operational planning; shelter; 

instrumentation; monitoring; training; public education; and 

research and development, including improvement of radio-

logical warning and reporting. Program efforts focused on 

two major goals: (1) the immediate development of at least 

some protective measures through use of existing resources; 

and (2) a major increase in capability for radiological de-

fense during the next few years. Although FCDA fell short of 

its goai of a national capability for radiological defense, 

it could take credit for progress on several fronts in deal-

ing with this most serious problem. 

800CDM , Annual Report of the Federal Civil Defense 
Administration for Fiscal Year 1958, p. 4. 

81The program was outlined in FCDA Advisory Bulletin 
No. 216, Continuity of State and Local Government, Sept. 19, 
1957. --
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More Support for a Shelter Program 

The Gaither Report.--To assist him in evaluating Peter-

son's shelter proposal, President Eisenhower in April 1957, 

set up a Security Resources Panel under the leadershi_p~ __ _ 
~---~---,------~~'---~-'-----'---"~'~'~-'-~'-~'-~------,-,~"~-~---,-.~-"--'-.'-.-

H. Rowan Gaither, Jr., chairman of the boards of the Ford 

Foundation and the RAND Corporation. The Panel broadened 

the scope of its study to a review of both active and passive 

defense measures in terms of their contribution to deter-

rence and their protection of the civil population if·a 

nuclear attack should come by accident or design. The Nation's 

deterrent military power, the Panel observed, was not suf-

ficient to protect the civil population "unless it is coupled 

with measures to reduce the extreme vulnerability of our 

people and our cities." Among the measures recommended to 

reduce this vulnerability was a nationwide fallout shelter 

program. 

. This seems the only feasible protection for 
millions of people who will be increasingly exposed to 
the hazards of radiation. The Panel has been unable 
to identify any other type of defense likely to save 
more lives for the same money in the event of a nuclear 
attack. 

The construction and use of such shelters must 
be tied into a broad pattern of organization for the 
emergency and its aftermath. We are convinced that 
with proper planning the post-attack environment can 
permit people to come out of the shelters and survive. 
It is important to remember that those who survive the 
effects of the blast will have adequate time (one to 
five hours) to get into fallout shelters. This is not 
true of blast shelters which, to be effective, must 
be entered prior to the attack. 

~) 
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We do not recommend major construction of blast 
shelters at this time. If, as appears quite likely, 
an effective air defense system can be obtained, 
this will probably be a better investment than blast 
shelters. However, because of present uncertainties, 
on both active and passive fronts, it appears prudent 
to carry out promptly a research and development pro-
gram for such blast sheltersJ~in.g_~_~e must_~e in. __ fi __________ _ 

-----·~-·~-·-·-~---------posrtTon -to mov-e raprcrly into construction should the 
need for them become evident. 82 ' 

Measures to protect the civil po~ulation, including 

"a strengthening of active defenses, a fallout shelter pro-

gram, and the development of a defense system to protect 

cities from missile attack," the Panel indicated, would re-

quire an expenditure of some $25 billion over the next five 

years. Measures to strengthen the Nation's deterrent and 

offensive capabilities, which the Panel considered "of 

highest value," would entail an estimated cost of $19 billion 

over the same period (1959-1963). Thus, the total of five-

year costs of the added measures of both "highest" and 

"somewhat lower than highest" value (the second category ap-

plied to the protection of the civil population) would be 

approximately $44 billion. As for the economic consequences 

82security Resources Panel, Science Advisory Committee, 
Office of Defense Mobilization, Deterrence and Survival in 
the Nuclear Age, Nov. 7, 1957, p. 8. A moreaetailed state
ment of the Panel's findings on "passive defense" will be 
found in Appendix B (pp. 18-22). The Gaither report was 
long withheld from the -public. It was declassified in 
January 1973, and was published three years later for the 
use of the Joint Committee on Dafense Production; see Joint 
Committe~ Print, Deterrence and~Survival in the Nuclear Age 
(The "GaJ.ther Report" of 1957), 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (Wash-
ington: U.S. Governmen~Printing Office, 1976). All page 
references are keyed to the 1957 report, not the 1976 Joint 
Committee Print. 
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of undertaking the whole program, involving "outlays of 

$4.8 to $11.9 billion per annum over the next five years, 

and further unestimated expenditures thereafter," the Panel 

observed: 

Large additional expenditures of this sort are 
still within the economic capabilities of the united 
States. They would necessitate, however, an increase 
in taxes, a somewhat larger Federal debt, substantial 
economies in other government expenditures, and other 
curbs on inflation. Additional private investments 
would be required, especially to carry out the shelter 
program which would impose heavy requirements for 
steel, cement and labor. In all probability, this 
program would necessitate some slow-down of highway 
construction and other postponable public works. B3 

The National Security council considered the Panelrs 

findings in a meeting held November 7, 1957. FCDA Adminis-

trator Hoegh argued that the proposed outlays for a fallout 

shelter program would be a good investment; it might save 

50 million lives. Other Council members, especially Secre~ 

tary of State John Foster Dulles, however, raised a number 

of arguments against the proposal. A massive shelter pro-

gram, Dulles cautioned, might frighten the NATO countries 

into thinking that the u.s. was preparing for war. Other 

arguments presented were that it would be hard to sustain 

simultaneously an oIfensive and defensive mood in the popu-

lation; we should stick to our policy of retaliation; and 

we should not "over-devote" resources to defense "only to 

lose the world economic competition." In this period of 

83+bid., p. 12. More detailed cost estimates are 
shown in Appendix C, pp. 23-24. 

\.....,;) 
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concern for economy, the military could scarcely view with 

enthusiasm so large an investment in shelters, especially 

if this might cut into, spending for the armed forces. And 

there were clear indications that Congress would not be dis

-----~-------~----po s-ea---to 8uppor'E-a--J arg-e--she 1 ter-program.---Wha tever the--~~-------

LJ)' 

reasons, Eisenhower's rejection of the fallout shelter pro-

poscH, as one student of the subject observed, "was clearly 

a major setback for the FCDA.,,84 

The Rockefeller Panel Report.--While the Gaither report 

vlas under consideration, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund had 

under way a study which was also highly supportive of a shel-

ter program. A panel, chaired by Nelson Rockefeller, assessed 

,the military aspect of international security and the most 

appropriate strategies for the ensuing decade. The panel 

report, released in January 1958, stressed the i~portance 

of "a combination of power and will" in an attempt to deter 

Soviet aggression. 

. . The factor of power requires a retaliatory 
capability sufficient to overcome an enemy defense, 
and as unvulnerable as possible to suprise attack. 
The factor of will may hinge importantly on a reason
able combination of active and passive defense mea
sures. An enemy who felt confident that he could 
disrupt and disorganize our society while preserving 
the substance of his own might be tempted to launch 
an all-out blow. Conversely, the ability to afford 
reasonable protection to our population may enable us 

.84Blanchard MS, pp. 206-213; see also Kerr MS, pp. 231-
234; Dwight D. Eisenhower, Waging Peace, 1~56-1~61 (New 
York: Doubleday, 1965), pp. 220-223; Charles C. Alexander, 
Holding the Line: The Eisenhowe~ Era, 195Z~19€1 (Bloomington, 
Indiana: Indiana University Press-;-I975), pp. 227-229. 
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to act with firmness and resolution in times of 
crisis. In the age of the ballistic missile the 
known capability of a society to withstand attack 
will become an increasingly important deterrent. 85 

In the absence of reasonable protection of our people and 

(\ 

resources, the enemy would inevi tably discounLg]J,~_tJJ.re_a± ___ ~-- ~--
----.-,-~----~----~--~-~~-.-~------~'-~--~--~~-'-~------~~~--'-'--'-~-'--

of nuclear retaliation. Our strategy of deterrence thus 

might fail, and if nuclear bombs were to be dropped on our 

unprotected people, the Nation would be destroyed, regard-

less of the damage we might inflict on the enemy. 

Thus, like the Gaither Panel, the Rockefeller Panel 

called for a "passive defense system" to afford some measure 

of protection for "this Nationts riches--its people and its 

resources." Among other ingredients o,f an "effective civil 

defense system," the panel recommended a system of fallout 

shelters. Like the Gaither panel, also, it showed ____ ..J en-

thusiasm for blast shelters because of the complexity of the 

subject and the costs, but it did "commend such a program 

for careful study.,,86 

The RAND Report.--FCDA also got heartening support from 

a group of RAND Corporation researchers, led by Herman Kahn, 

who began about 1957 to probe into the possibilities of de

fense against nuclear weapons. By mi,d-1958, they carne up 

85Rockefeller Brothers Fund, International Security: 
The Military Aspect, Panel II of the Special Studies Project 
(New York: Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Inc., 1958, p. 46. 

86Ibid., pp. 69-70. 

~) 
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with a study, supported entirely by RAND Corporation funds, 

an advance copy of which got into the Holifield Subcom-

mittee's 1958 hearings record. Like the other studies, the 

Rfu~D report stressed the importance of civil defense first 

in, efforts at recovery, and second, with the population no 

longer in open hostage, serving as a more credible deterrent 

to aggression and permitting pursuit of a flexible foreign 

policy.87 

Assuming a massive ISO-city attack against the United 

States, the study pointed up the lifesaving potential of 

various shelter programs running the gamut of simplicity and 

high complexity. Its major conclusion was that there were 

more promising possibilities for alleviating the disaster of 

a nuclear war than had been generally recognized . 

. There appear to be possibilities of providing 
inexpensive fallout protection for people outside blast 
areas, of constructing blast shelters capable of stand
ing up to thousands of p.s.i., of carrying out stra
tegic or tactical evacuation if sufficient warning is 
available, of limiting the long-term biological damage 
to the population resulting from total radiation, of 
adopting countermeasures to contain the strontium 90 
problem even after very large attacks,oi assuring a 
minimum supply of food immediately aft.~ the attack, 
of reconstructing destroyed industrial capital within 
much less than a generation, and of integrating non
military defense measures with other aspects of na
tional defense. Moreover, some hypothetical nonmilitary 
defense systems which have been examined appear to be 
capable of saving tens of millions of lives in the face 

87 RAND Corporation, Report ~ ~ Study of Non-military 
Defense, July 1958, RAND Report No. R-322-RC (Santa Monica, 
CA: The RAND Corporation, 1958), pp. 1-2. 
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of conceivable enemy attacks, and of preserving a 
foundation for meeting long-run radiation hazards 
and for postattack economic recuperation. 88 

The tenor of the report was upbeat: survival and recovery were 

feasible, but much careful planning was needed to deter-

mine the proper program and make it effective. 

In view of the uncertainties surrounding the above-

cited possibilities, both as to performance and cost, the 

report recommended evaluation of alternative nonmilitary de-

fense systems "in con junction with other elements in the 

United States national-defense posture." It recommended 

that "a serious research, development, and planning program" 

in nonmilitary defense be undertaken, and that such a pro-

gram be sufficiently detailed ~nd concrete so that a com-

prehensive system, if later decided upon, could be initiated 

quickly. 89 An out.lay of about $500 million over a year or 

two, the RAND group believed, could do mue:J t.o strengthen 

and change the focus of current civil defense programs, per-

mitting consideration of the use of existing structures for 

fallout protection, building large and family-type prototype 

shelters, and additional research on a spectrum of shelter 

programs and other aspects of nonmilitary defense. 

88Ibid., p. 43. 

89 I bid., pp. 44-46. 

\ 
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National Academy of Sciences Report.--Still another 

significant critique came from the Advisory Committee on 

Civil Defense of the,National Acade~y of Sciences--National 

Research Council. The Committee, chaired by Dr. Lauriston S. 
~-- --------, 

'----·----~------·~----T-ay 1 or <?~-theNa-ti o naT- B ~r e a~ 0 f -Sta;-d~~d~'~--h~d been ask ed 

t / J 

to make "a rapid evaluation" of government research pro-

grams relevant to non-military defense. The principal con-

siderations were: "the adequacy of present research informa-

tion as a basis for shelter construction; gaps and defici-

encies in current programs; coordination and exchange of 

information between agencies; and security and administra-

tion problems." 

Time limitations precluded in-depth study and evalua-

tion of many details, but the Committee had "full confi-

dence" in the validitv of its findings on the adequacy of 

current knowledge as a basis for action. The Committee 

drew the following conclusions: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4 . 

Adequate shielding is the only effective means 
of preventing radiation casualties. 

Postponement of basic shelter construction is not 
warranted . by any lack of essential technical 
knowledge. 

There is need to investigate many details in order 
to provide a more effective and coordinated shelter 
system. 

Although a shelter system is the essential core 
of an effective nonmilitary defense system, it 
cannot of itself be regarded as sufficient to 
assure our survival as a nation. 
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On this point, the Committee stressed the need for investi-

gations into the problems of post-attack recovery. 

5. Much existing information and some resources 
are not now effectively utilized. . . . 

~---~------'-'FeDA-;~,the",eommi-ttee-ohs-ervj;rd-, -"-racKs'1:'ffe--aTIEnor-:rty , -pre sti ge~--~~-'-'~' 

and manpower resources to coordinate and integrate properly 

all the programs' of other agencies that have application to 

non-military defense." 

6. The special security status of FCDA results in 
withholding some information that is necessary 
for the full productivity of physical science and 
engineering studies, and for realistic operational 
planning. 

In addition to L'1e usual "need-to-know" limitation, there 

were five categories of classified information which "must 

not be transmitted to FCDA." The Committee considered this 

"a severe handicap"; it introduced "serious delays in the 

transmi ssion of documents and in obt.aining securi ty clearances 

for meetings and personal discussions between scientists." 

7. An effective nationwide non-military defense awaits 
one principal ingredient: the assignment of proper 
status in relation to military defense. 

The Committee came down hard on this point . 

. We consider that the current low priority 
of civil defense, the lack of positive federal leader
ship, and public apathy, make it extremely difficult 
to enlist the services of scientists with the stature 
and capabilities required to conduct productive research 
programs. Most needed is a strong structure of federal 
policy, including adequate federal leadership and sup
port.We believe that the over-all cost of non-military 
defense, though it seems great, is small in relation 
to the potential saving in human life. We recognize ~ 
that a decision must weigh the saving of lives against '-
the danger of budgetary deficit and inflation and, in 

• 
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the last analysis, must be based on a judgment of the 
seriousness of the threat and the available lead-time. 
The decision will be based only to a minor degree on 
technical considerations, but the technical accomplish
ment cannot be achieved until the policy decision is 
made. 90 

A Step Toward a National Shelter Program 

Despite the criticisms from the Holifield Subcommittee 

and others, FCDA, with help from various agencies and or-

ganizations, had been developing the scientific and tech-

nological base for a shelter program. Indeed, from the out-

set in 1951 and through 1958, FCDA joined the Atomic Energy 

Commission in tests to gather information on shelters and 

other protective equipment and measures. 91 When Administra-

tor Peterson presented his shelter proposal to the President 

in December 1956, it reflected extensive research support. 

Eisenhower rejected that proposal and that of the Gaither 

Panel, but, as indicated in the studies highlighted above~ 

90The seven conclusions are set forth in a "Summary" of 
the report; see National Academy of Sciences--National Re
search Council, Advisory Committee on Civil Defense; The 
Adequacy of Government Research Programs in 'Non-Military 
Defense (Washington: National Academy of Sciences--National 
Research Council, 1958), pp. 1-3. 

91FCDA had observers and other participation in the 
following series of atomic tests: Greenhouse and Buster
Jangle (1951), Tumbler-Snapper and Ivy (1952), Upshot-Knothole 
(1953), Castle (1954), Teapot (1955), Redwing (1956) ~ P1ub
bob (1957), and Hardtack (1958); see U.S. Congress, House, 

. Committee on Government Operations, Military Operations Sub
committee, Civil Defense, Hearings, 85th Cong., 2d Sess~, 
1958, and Report, Atomic Shelter Programs, 1958. 
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there was general agreement by 1958 that the key to survival 

lay in shelters rather than in evacuation. The only problem 

to be resolved was getting the President and Congress to 

agree on a national shel ter program--i"t:~~§~Qfl~, __ th~Ll-e~eL~of--~-------.---.-
-.-----~-~.,.~--~-~-~,-.-~---.------'-~~----~-'-~---~~-----~-,~,--~----

0', • 

funding to be applied to it, and by whom. The closing 

months of FCDA's history saw a very modest step in this 

direction. 

On May 7, 1958, Administrator Hoegh announced before 

the Holifield Subcommit.tee the President's approval of a 

"National Shelter Policy." The policy statement recognized 

that in a nuclear attack, fallout shelters "offer the best 

single nonmilitary defense measure for the protection of the 

greatest number of our people." But it marked little de-

parture from existing practice. The Administration's policy, 

Hoegh indicated, would now be to include shelters for pro-

tection from radioactive fallout, in addition to planning 

for evacuation if time permitted. And he further asserted: 

"There will be no massive federally-financed shelter con-

struction program." 

In essence, what Hoegh announced was a series of steps 

involving a minimal role by the Federal Government and 

seeking to encourage through stepped-up information and 

education programs, self-help by individuals and comrnuni-

ties. To carry out the policy, Hoegh stated, the Adminis

tration would undertake the following measures: 

1. More fully acquaint the people with the possible 

effects of nuclear attack and the measures which 
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they and their State and local governments could 

take to minimize such effects. 

2. Initiate a survey of existing structures on a 

sampling basis to determine their capabilities for 

protection against fallout, particularly in larger 

cities. 

3. Accelerate research and perfect designs for in-

corporating protection against fallout in existing 

and new buildings. 

4. construct a limited number of protype shelters in 

underground garages, subways, school buildings, 

and other structures and institutions for testing 

and demonstration, and with "practical peacetime 

uses." 

5. Provide leadership and example by incorporating 

fallout shelters in new Federal buildings designed 

for civilian use. 

The statement also ruled out blast shelters. With 

respect to these,Hoegh said: 

.•. There are still difficult questions, having to do 
with the amount of time that would be available to 
enter the shelters, the uncertainty of missile accuracy 
and the effectiveness of our active defense. . There is 
no assurance that even the deepest shelter would give 
protection to a sufficient number of people to justify 
the cost. In addition, there may not be sufficient warn
ing time in view of the development of missile cap
abilities to permit the effective use of blast shelters. 

Highest priority, Hoegh further indicated, would continue to' 

be placed on the Nation's "active military defense," which 
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"may eventually have the capability of effectively prevent-

ing an enemy from striking intended targets." The national· 

shelter policy, Hoegh asserted, was founded on the principle 

American to prepare himself--as he would through insurance--

against any disaster to meet a possible--although unwanted-..;.. 

eventuality. ,,92 

The Holifield Subcommittee and other champions of an 

effective program voiced bitter disappointment with this 

policy pronouncement. This was not the program which Hoegh's 

predecessor, Val Peterson, and the various study groups had 

recommended; the Eisenhower policy, the Holifield Subcom-

mittee observed, was a "demonstration program, not a shelter 

construction program." Putting the burden on the indi-

vidual, Holifield asserted, was not the answer; only Federal 

leadership and Federal funding could meet the need. He 

faulted the President on his failure to offer a meaningful 

program to Congress. If Congress rejected such a program, 

Holifield said with strong feeling, 

. . . then I say the blood will be on the head of the 
Congress. But until it is offered,'until that leaqer
ship is offered, the blood is on the hands of those 
responsible under the Constitution for the protection 
of the lives of the people in case of war. 93 . 

92House Committee on Government Operations, Civil 
Defense, Hearings, 1958, pp. 393-395; FCDA Public Affairs 
Information Bulletin No. 517, 1.1ay 7, 1958; OCDM, Annual 
Report of FCDA, FY 1958, pp. 7-9. 

93U.8. Congress, House Committee on Government Opera
tions, Civil Defense, Hearings, 195~,- p. 403. 

Vi 
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In its August 1958 report on atomic shelter programs, the 

Subcommittee stated emphatically that it "will not lend its 

endorsement to any pretense that this policy promises nation-

wide protection against nuclear weapons effects in the fore-
-----~--~-~-----~~-.---.---~--~-~ .. - -~-------.-~-.~~~--~~ ------~-------- -------_._--"_._._-

l_J 

seeable future." In its customary forthrightness and concern 

about "the grim, brutal reality of the nuclear threat," the 

Subcommittee observed: 

. An ostrichlike policy will not save American 
lives and property. Self-help cannot provide nationwide 
protection against the deadly effects of exploding 
nuclear bombs any more than self-help can build the 
bombs. Unless the Federal Government accepts the major 
responsibility for planning, financing and building 
atomic shelters, we will have no effective civil
defense program. 94 

The Eisenhower policy, it should be noted, did have its 

supporters. The Governors' Conference, at its annual meet-

ings in May 1958 and August 1959, heaped praise on their 

former colleague, Governor Hoegh, for his efforts. 95 And 

there were members of Congress, like Albert Thomas and Joe L. 

Evans of the House Appropriations Subcommittee, who thought 

Eisenhower had gone too far or that this was but a first 

step toward a larger program. And, as we shall see,Congress 

gave Hoegh much less money than he reques.ted to carry out 

even this minimal program. But this problem and other con-

cerns beyond mid-1958 are part of the history of FCDAIs suc-

cessor agency, the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization, 

which we will review in the next chapter. 

94House Report No. 2554, Atomic Shelter Programs, 1958, 
pp. 18-19. 

95Kerr 1-18, pp. 242-243. 



CHAPTER V 

CIVIL DEFENSE IN THE OFFICE OF CIVIL AND 

DEFENSE MOBILIZATION 

1958--1961 

Although it was set back by President Eisenhower's re-

jection of proposals for a large-scale public shelter pro-

gram, civil defense got a good boost from two events in the 

summer of 1958: (1) the merger of FCDA and OD!1 into the 

Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization (OCDM) as a Presi-

dential staff arm, with Governor Hoegh moving up to head 

the new agency an6 qiven a seat on the National Security 

Council; and (2) amendment of the Federal Civil Defense Act 

of 1950, on August 8, 1958, which, as was indicated in the 

preceding chapter, enlarged the Federal role by having the 

Federal Government share with the States and localities 

"joint responsibility" and by authorizing increased Federal 

assistance to State and local governments in order to in-

crease their civil defense capabilities. 

In his new post as Director of OCDM, Hoegh moved ener

getically wi~ "the constraints of Administration policy 

and Congressional appropriations. He quickly formulated a 

national plan encompassing the basic elements of civil and 

252 
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defense mobilization. He carried forward a number of pro

grams,looking toward, the protection of life and property, 

with at least some progress in the design of prototype 

fallout shelters. And there were continuing preparations 

for the mobilization and management of resources in emer

gencies, with particular focus on nuclear attack. 

Yet the marriage of civil defense and defense mobiliza-

tion was short-lived. The main problem seemed to be OCDM's 

inability to obtain the funds needed to move ahead on a 

total program. A contributing factor was the lack of full 

Presidential support to obtain the public and Congressional 

backing which was so vital for a program of nonmilitary 

pre'paredness. The election of President John F. Kennedy 

brought a "New Look" for civil defense, with an increased 

commitment of funds and a reorganization, effective August 1, 

1961, which brought the three-year marriage to an end. 

In place of OCDI'1, the Office of Emergency Planning 

(OEP) came into being as a small Presidential staff element 

concerned with the broad and long-range policy and planning 

aspects of the total nonmilitary defense program. And the 

operational and "hardware" aspects of civil defense devolved 

on the Secretary of Defense who would preserve the "civilian 

character" of the program and, at the same time, harness the 

prestige and resources of the Defense Department to make 
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possible greater progress in the implementation of an in

vigorated program. l 

The 1958 merger, the efforts of OCDM, and the 1961 

MERGER OF CIVIL DEFENSE AND DEFENSE MOBILIZATION 

Background of the 1958 Reorganization 

The merger of FCDA and ODM, July 1, 1958, sought to put 

an end to organizational difficulties caused by overlapping 

responsibilities of the two agencies, and thus bring about 

an organizational base on which a unified nonmilitary de

fense program could be built. 2 A variety of duplications 

set in almost from the inception of FCDA in December 1950. 

At that time, NSRB began to undergo disintegration with the 

activation of the Office of Defense Mobilization and its 

supporting agencies to meet the requirements of the Korean 

War. NSRB was in no position to give strong and meaningful 

leadership or guidance to continued planning for war mobiliza-

tion. With a much reduced staff and budget, NSRB directed 

its efforts to problems of strategic location, early warning, 

port capacity protection, postattack rehabilitation of 

lEdward A. McDermott, Director, OEP, "The Office 0;1: 
Emergency Planning in National Security Planning," Lecture 
at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces (L63-35), 
Sept. 28, 1962. 

20CDM Annual Report - 1958, in Joint Committee on 
Defense Production, Eighth Annual Report, p. 123. 

~} 
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industry, control of electromagnetic radiation-emitting 

devices in the interest of national security (CONELRAD), 

and other matters closely related to the work of FCDA. 3 

With the changeover to the Eisenhower Administration, 

-----~---------~~-the---d eel sion--wasmade -~to.-conso-fIdate-~the ~ ceIlfra1 --mana ge-=~----~--------

l / 
) 

ment aspects of the current defense effort (the job of 
.j 

ODM) and the planning for the future (the job of NSRB) . 

This was accomplished under Reorganization Plan No. 3 

-of 1953. In a statement accompanying this plan, April 2, 

1953, President Eisenhower affirmed the concept, strongly 

espoused by some but officially rejected early in NSRB's 

history, of combining within the same institutional frame-

work the planning and direction of both current security 

programs and of readiness for any future national emergency. 

"The progress of the current mobilization effort," the Presi-

dent observed, "has made plain how artificial is the present 

separation of these functions." NSRB was absorbed by a "new" 

ODM which emerged, effective June 12, 1953, as a single staff 

arm responsible for assisting the President in carrying out 

the central leadership,. direction, and coordination of the 

readiness and mobilization programs of the Executive Branch. 4 

Determined to remain a small staff agency, the new ODM 

made broad delegations of defense mobilization responsibil-

ities to various other agencies, and concerned itself with 

3 Yoshpe, NSRB Case Study, pp. 125-131. 

4Ibid ., p. 71. 
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policy guidance to the delegate agencies and with a general 

review, control, and coordination of their efforts. These 

efforts were directed along two interrelated lines--the 

maintenance, expansion, and protection of the "mobilization 

base" built up during the years of the Korean War and plan-

ning for full mobilization. From the outset the new ODM was 

well equipped with broad experience both in limited mobiliza-

tion such as that "tri ggered off by the Korean War and in 

general mobilization within a secure homeland as was the case 

in World War II. Accordingly, it saw the importance of giv-

ing expanded emphasis to the "defensive measures" and many 

other totally new problems which the Nation would face in the 

event of a thermonuclear attack. Ongoing mobilization-base 

programs came increasingly to be viewed in light of such a 
" . 5 contlngency. 

ODM efforts in this latter field, however, inevitably 

overlapped and duplicated those of FCDA. Many ODM activities, 

especially those related to the protection of the Nation's 

production capability and continuity of government, were 

closely related to the civil defense functions prescribed for 

FCDA. Increasingly, ODM brought nuclear attack considera

tions into its programs. It devoted considerable effort to 

SHerbert H. Rosenberg, ODM: A Study of Civil-Military 
Relations During the Korean Mobilization, Dec. 19S3; see also 
Harry B. Yoshpe and Stanley L. Falk, Organization forNa
tional Security, Industrial College of the Armed Forces 
textbook in series titled "The Economics of National Security" 
(Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), 
pp. 142-146. 
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planning for the physical security of the most vital facil-

ities, for the reduction of vulnerability of the population 

and industrial centers, and for post-attack rehabilitation. 

ODM desi9"Iled and tested methods for rapidly assessing the-
-.~~---"----------------'.--------~-'-'--'-."------'---.--.. -,--.----.----.--~-".-.~-, .. ~-~---,--~-~~ ... ---,-----.'_.-.. '----. 

l ( 
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probable damage to the economy that would result from enemy 

attack. In mid-1956, ODM instituted a program for regional 

coordination of mobilization activities. 

"The need for a clear delineation of functions between 

ODM and PCDA," the legislative history of the 1958 reorganiza-

tion indicated, 
- --- 6 

"became daily more evident." Efforts were 

made to clarify the appropriate roles of the two agencies, 

and in January 1956, they reached agreement, together with 

the Defense Department, embodied in a paper entitled "Basic 

Responsibilities After Attack On the United States." Uncer-

tainties remained, however, and brought still another memo-

randum of understanding the following year. But before the 

60CDM , Legislative History--Reorganization Plan No.1 
of 1958, p. x. This compilation contains a good discussion 
of "The Background and Significance of the Reorganization Plan," 
and extracts of pertinent portions of the Congressional hear
ings and reports on the plan. The following are particularly 
important: u.S. Congress , House, Commi.ttee on Govermnent 
Operations, Civil Defense, Hearings before Subcommittee, 
April 30-May 8, 1958 (Washington: u.s. Government Printing 
Office, 1958); U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Government 
Operations, Analysis of Civil Defense Reorganization (Reor
ganization Plan No. 1 of 1958), 26th Report, House Report 
No. 1874, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., June 12, 1958 (Washington: 
u.s. Government Printing Office, 1958); u.S. Congress, 
Senate, Comrnittee on Government Operations; Disapproving 
Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1958, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., 
June 9, 1.958 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 
1958); and u.s. Congress, Senate, Committee on Govermnent 
Operations, Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1958, Report to 
accompany S. Res. 297, Senate Report No. 1717, 85th Congo , 
2d Sess., June 17, 1958 (Washington: u.s. Government Printing 
Office, 1958). 
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year's end, it had become apparent that "all of these efforts 

to delineate the appropriate areas of activity of ODM and FCDA 

7 had been something less than completely successful." 

Proposed Solutions 

The several reports and Congressional hearings, which 

we discussed in the previous chapter, pointed to the overlap-

ping responsibilities and functions of FCDA and ODM and to 

the need for corrective action. FCDA, it will be recalled, 

had itse1f recommended that the functions of the two agencies 

be combined and administered by a Cabinet department. The 

President's Cabinet and Committee on Government Organization 

considered this proposal in 1955 and 1956, but no action was 

taken. 8 

The Holified Subcommittee also took note of the divided 

and conflicting functions of ODM and FCDA , and recommended 

their merger into a permanent new department of Cabinet rank,. 

In its 1956 report, Civil Defense for National Survival, the 

Holifield Subcommittee recognized that "Cabinet departments 

are hard to establish in our scheme of government; that usually 

the creation of a Cabinet department • . • represents a grad-

ual development of Government functions which by public ac-

ceptance acquire the degree of importance that warrants an 

established place in the traditional structure of Government." 

7~egislative History--Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1958, 
pp. x-xi, 39-45. 

albid., p. xii. 

r 
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Nonetheless, the 8ubcorrunittee believed, "the emphasis in 

civil defense must be placed on future need rather than on 

past experience." 

Civil defense .'. . is here to stay . ," It 
requires the,solUtion of complex, new Eroblems by 

-"----'-'-'--------~-------f.fie-b-e sf--sclenti f:rc"-;-e-ngTneer-ing~--and-admlni strat"i ve----------"-"-----" 

t / 
(' 
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talent that the Nation can provide. 

A regular Cabinet department may serve to give 
the civil-defense effort the status and prestige and 
recognition that it deserves. The Nation should not 
be caught in the vicious cycle that until a function 
of Government has historic experience and acceptance, 
it will not be made into a department, and conversely 
that creation of a Cabinet department is necessary to 
confer such status and acceptance. 

The subcommittee hopes that this vicious cycle will 
be broken by a positive expression of executive leader
ship and by appropriate action in t§e Congress to estab
,lish a Department of Civil Defense. 

It d f - 1 '1' h' d 10 ra ted egls atlon to t lS en . 

In hearings on the proposed legislation (H.R. 2125) 

early in 1957, the Bureau of the Budget signified opposition 

to vesting the civil defense agency with departmental status. 

Assistant Director Robert E. Merriam passed on the determina-

tion "from the executive standpoint" that this step was not 

then necessary. 

. • • The problems and inadequacies of civil defense 
appear to stem largely from those factors such as 
dramatic development of weapons capability • • • rather 
than from organizational difficulties. As a result 
the President does not propose at this time that the 
Federal Civil Defense Administration be made an executive 
department. 

9 House Report No. 2946, p. 59. 

10U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Government Operations, 
Status of Civil Defense Legislation, House Report No. 839, 
85th Cong., 1st 8ess., July 22, 1957, pp. 12-14. 
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Civil defense, Merriam emphasized, "is a program under con-

stant and rapid change in an effort to keep abreast of the 

changes in modern warfare." The Administration, he said, 

structure if circumstances appear to make such changes de

sirable."ll 

The Bureau of the Budget soon recognized that a change 

was needed to overcome problems of confusion and overlap in 

nonmilitary defense preparations. Later that same year, the 

Bureau contracted with McKinsey & Company, Inc., a manage-

ment consultant firm, to study alternatives in reorganiza-

tion in this area. McKinsey & Company presented its findings 

in two parts. Part I, "A Framework for Improving Nonmilitary 

Defense Preparedness," was submitted by the year's end; Part 

II, "Organization for Nonmilitary Defense Preparedness," was 

submitted in March 1958. 12 

The McKinsey group considered the strengths and weaknesses 

of three main organizational alternatives: the existing "dual 

command" concepti the "executive department" concept recom-

mended by the Holifield SuPcommittee; and the "Executive Of-

fice" concept. It came out in favor of the last. The study 

llU.S. Congress, House Committee on Government Operations, 
New Civil Defense Legislation, Hearings before Subcommittee, 
85th Cong., 1st Sess., Feb.-March 1957, p. 187; Legislative 
History--Reorganization Plan' No.1 of 1958, p. 49. 

l2The McKinsey Report may be found as Exhibit A of the 
Appendix to the Holifield Subcommittee's 1958 hearings on 
civil defense. For a summary and analysis of the McKinsey 
Report, see Legislative History--Reorganization Plan No. 1 
of 1958, pp. 17-22. 

\. / 
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emphasized the need for continuous Presidential attention to 

the vital problems of nonmilitary defense readiness and 

emergency action. From an organizational standpoint, Federal 

responsibility-for nonmilitary defense could not be divided 

--------------------e-i-fee"t-i-vely'-on-t-he---basis---of---t--ime~p-has-es-,-geo-graph.i-caj:'~crre-a-s_;_--'-------

subject or items, or types of wartime assumptions. A sudden 

attack would not afford time to develop new wartime agencies. 

L) 

\/ 

Reliance would, therefore, have to be placed on organiza

tions in being, and plans for continuing operations after an 

-attack would have t.O be made in advance. 

In light of these considerations, the McKinsey report 

recommended that the basic responsibility for Federal civil 

defense and related nonmilitary defense programs rest in the 

President himself, and that these programs be conducted 

through Presidential delegation of authority to existing 

Government departments and agencies. Plans would be built 

upon the existing Federal, State,. -_and local governmental 

structure and relationships. At the same time, the McKinsey 

report stressed the need for flexibility in organizational 

arrangements, to permit prompt adjustment to changes in con

cepts of war, enemy capabilities and intentions, and in the 

technology of defense. 

The President would, of course, need assistance in the 

discharge of his nonmilitary defense functions. This would 

be- the job ofa staff in the Executive Office of the Presi

dent. In this staff role, it would help the President for.mu

late policy, provide leadership, evaluate the adequacy of 
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planning and readiness programs, and guide and coordinate 

the total nonmilitary defense efforts of the Federal Govern-

mente Relieved of the burden of supervising operating func-

delegations, the Director of this staff in the Executive Of-

fice would be able to perform his proper role as principal 

adviser to the President on the readiness of the Nation's non

military defenses. 13 

Part I of the McKinsey report, submitted in December 

1957, included a recommendation that the President, in an 

early message to Congress, recognize the overlap and duplica-

tion in existing organizational arrangements, the vital im-

portance of nonmilitary defense functions, and the need to 

develop new concepts and to have complete authority vested 

in himself. President Eisenhower gave expression to these 

thoughts in his fiscal 1959 budget message which he trans

mitted to Congress in January 1958: 

The structure of Federal organization for the 
planning, coordination, and conduct of our nonmilitary 
defense programs has been reviewed, and I have con
cluded that the existing statutes assigning respon
sibilities for the central coordination and direction 

13There was some ambiguity as to the extent to which 
this Presidential staff agency would shed operational func
tions. As we shall see, the President appeared to view the 
Executive Office agency as becoming a truly II s taffll arm, and 
others, including OCDM Director Frank B. Ellis i~-early 
months of the Kennedy Administration, shared that view; see 
Ellis's report to President John F. Kennedy_entitled IIBasic 
Report of Civil Defense and Defense Mobilization: Roles, 
Organization and Programs, II Feb. 1961 (hereinafter cited as 
Ellis Report), Section._~~. 

(\1 
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of these programs are out of date. The rapid technical 
advances of military science have led to a serious 
overlap among agencies carrying on these leadership and 
planning functions. Because the situation will continue 
to change and because these functions transcend the 
responsibility of any single department or agency, I have 
concl uded .. t.hattheyshouldbe vested in no one s'hort of 

..... -... -.. ---... ----·.------~·-t-he-P.r.esident-.--±·-wi-l-l-mafSI·-reconunendation·s--to-t-he·--~·····-·--·····-... 
Congress on this subject. 

Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958 

Following completion of Part II of the McKinsey report, 

the President, on April 24, 1958, transmitted Reorganization 

Plan No~ l-of 1958 to the Congress. His transmittal message 

incorporated the substance of the McKinsey report in setting 

forth the purpose and anticipated effects of the Reorganiza-

tion Plan. First, he said, the plan would transfer to the 

President the functions then vested in FCDA and ODM, "for 

appropriate delegation as the rapidly changing character of 

the nonrnili tary preparedness program warrants." Second, ODM 

and FCDA would be consolidated to form a new "Office of De-

fense and Civilian Mobilization" (ODCM) in the Executive Of-

fice of the President. In support of this move, the Presi-

dent stated: 

••• I have concluded that, in many instances the 
interests and activities of the Office of Defense 
Mobilization and the Federal Civil Defense Administra
tion overlap to such a degree that it is not possible 

14U. S ., Executive Office of the President, Bureau of 
the Budget, The Budget of the United States Government for 
the Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1959, Budget Message of the 
President and Surmnary Budget Statements (Washington: Govern
ment Printing Office, 1958}, p. M45; Legislative History-
Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1958, pp. xii-xiii, 22. 
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to work out a satisfactory d~vision of those activities 
and interests between the two agencies. I have also con
cluded that a single civilian mobilization agency of ap
propriate stature and C3.utho:r::ityif3ne~deCiand that such 
an agency wi 11"" eh5Ueo f:tom t~ C().!LS_9]._iA~t~J2_il ___ en<;l_f~_QnLthe __ . ___ "_. ____ . __ ""."". 

-----------o--.--"granfing--of~s uitaolea utho£.i ty to that· agency for 
directing and coordinating the preparedness activities 
of the Federal departments and agencies and for provid
ing unified guidance and assistance to the State and 
local governments •. 

Third, the membership of the Director of Defense Mobilization 

on the National Security Council would be transferred to the 

Director of ODCM; and FCDAls CiviJ. Defense Advisory Council 

would also be transferred to ODCM. 

Further, the President indicated his intent to broaden 

the participation of the Federal departments and agencies in 

nonmilitary defense planning, with ODCM ultimately left with 

the principal responsibility of directing and coordinating 

"the civil defense and defense mobilization activities as-

. d h d d· "15 s~gne to t e epartments an agenc~es. This last state-

ment evoked a good bit"of discussion in the Congressional 

deliberations on the Reorganization Plan. It left in many 

minds the question as to whether it was intended that aDCM 

would in time give up the operating functions to which it 

fell heir by this reorganization. 16 

15Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958--Message from the 
President of the United States, April 24, 1958, House Doc. 
No. 375, 85th Cong., 2d Sess.; Legislative History--Reorganiza
tion Plan No. 1 of 1958, pp. 7-8, 208-209, 213; Maxam MS, 
pp. 103-105; Appendix 1 to OCDM Annual Report for Fiscal Year l J 
1959 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1960) ,/J 
pp. 57-63. 

.-,: .. ~ 

16 Maxam MS, pp. 102-103. No such divestiture occurred 
during the three-year life of the new agency but, as we shall 
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Congressional Deliberations on the Plan 

The Budget Bureau, ODM, and FCDA endorsed the basic 

findings and reconunendations of the McKinsey study, and 

vigorously supported the President's plan. Testifying be-

fore the Holifield Subcommittee in May 1958, William F. 

Finan, Assistant Director, Management and Organization, Bureau 

of the Budget, Gordon Gray, Director of Defense Mobilization, 

and Leo A. Hoegh, Federal Ci viI Defense Administrator '. all 

stressed the urgent need for adoption of the plan. The vital 

powers relating to survival in the event of a nuclear attack, 

they contended, should be lodged in no officer of the Govern-

ment short of the President himself. The greatest flexibil-

ity of delegation was deemed imperative for adequate adjust-

ment to the rapid changes in weapons technology. Further, 

these witnesses contended, placement directly with the Presi-

dent of authority for nonmilitary defense would greatly im-

, t t' 17 prove ~n eragency coopera ~on. 

Points of controversy relating to the plan that wer·e 

raised at the Holifield hearings revolved around the following 

premises: 

see later, it did occur in the 1961 reorganization. It should 
be noted that the staff of the Subcommittee on Reorganization 
of the Senate Committee on Government Operations took the 
view that the main concept of the McKinsey report was that 

_=-~~st !edera1 civil defense programs should be conducted through 
Presidential delegation of authority to existing Government 
agencies, and that the functions envisioned for the new agency 
in the Executive Office of the President would be limited to 
overall planning, administration and coordination, and public 
information, education, and training programs; see Staff Memo
randum No.- 85-2-17 SR, May 12, 1958, in Appendix to Legisla
tive History--Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1958,.p. 209. 

17see Civil Defense, Hearings cited in n. 6 above. 
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(1) That the vesting of authority for nonmilitary 

defense directly in the President might clothe the-

Nation's civil-defense program in an area of "executive 

(2) That the plan in reality was.. a blank check to 

the President, giving him unlimited authority to re-

organize nonmilitary defense functions of the executive 

branch, through the delegation of the authorities vested 

in him, without further congressional approval. 

(3) That Administration witnesses before the sub-

committee could give no indication as to what nonmilitary 

defense functions would be delegated by the President 

or to what executive agencies of the Government the func~ 

tions would be delegated. 

(4) That if appropriations for civil defense were 

rnadeen bloc to the President, he could allocate them 

to the operating agencies of the execut;i.ve branch as he 

desired without additional congressional authority or 

control. 

(5) That the plan would not materially augment the 

Nation's civil-defense program, except by elevating its 

prestige in the Government structure by lodging it in 

the Executive Office of the President. lS 

The responses of the witnesses to these points were to 

the effect that: 

lSLegislative History--Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 
1958, p. 210. 

~) 
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(1) The director of the new agency in the Exec-

utive Office, as well as other officials to whom delega-

tions of authority might be made, would be directly 

-------------- -------accountable~to~the--Congre ss-.~-------~---------,---------~----- -----------

(2) It was essential the President be given the 

widest latitude to organize or reorganize the Govern-

mentIs nonmilitary defense functions as he deemed most 

appropriate to meet the constantly shifting requirements 

of the nuclear-miss~les age. 

(3) Future Presidential delegations of authority 

could not be determined at that time. 

(4) No decision had been made as to whether civil-

defense appropriations would be made to the President 

or directly to the various agencies which would operate 

the programs. Funds were then appropriated directly to 

FCDA for allocation to the various operating agencies. 

(5) The act, of raising the prestige of the 

Federal Civil Defense Administration by placing it in 

the Executive Office of the President alone would 

materially strengthen the Nation's civil-defense pro

gram. 19 

Although it preferred its own legislative proposal 

(H.R. 2125), the Holified Subcommittee recognized that there 

was little likelihood of its enactment in the face of the 

19Ibid • 
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President's opposition. "The plain facts of life," the Sub-

conunittee noted, "also suggest that civil defense is in so 

low a state that nothing could make it worse and something 

continued, it "dares hope, despite its doubts and reserva-

tions, that some improvement might be effected by this re-

organization plan." The Subcommittee expressed its full en-

dorsement of one feature of the plan: 

. It promises to put an end to the bickering and 
confusion caused by two competing Federal agencies, 
the FCDA and the ODM. These two agencies would be 
merged. The subconunit~oe made a reconunendation along 
this line 2 years ago. 

. While thus supporting the plan and hoping for some im-

provement, the Holifield Subcommittee pointed to a number of 

"things to watch for": 

(1) Will this plan be used as a precedent for 
similar transfers of authority to the Pres.ident? 

(2) Will the transfer of authority under the plan 
be real or nominal, as far as the President's personal 
supervision is concerned? 

(3) Will this plan cause a breakdown of the or
ganizational base for civil defense and dispersal of 
these functions by delegation even more widely than 
they are now dispersed? . . . . 

The subconunittee's experience to date is that 
delegations are means of avoiding responsibilities 
or burdening departments and agencies with unmanage
able tasks. 

• e _ • • • • • • 

• • . The subcommittee is satisfied that there 
are enough important tasks in civil defense and 

2°Analysis of Civil Defense Reorganization (Reorganiza
tion Plan No. 1 of 1958), House Report No. 1874 (cited in 
n. 6 above), pp. 22-23. 

~) 

.";"':' 
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mobilization to justify a strong organizational base 
for these activities, even while other governmental 
resources are utili zed. Certain of these .tasks, such 
as radiological defense and shelter planning and con
struction, are 'so unprecedented and difficult that 
they justify a speci.al entity of governme'nt planning 
and working-on it~ own as well as i:nco02era.t4.oa~ wi,j::b. __ 

··-~-otfiergo-vernm-ent --agenc.1es--:-·----··----,·-------- - . 

(4) Will the new Office of Defense and Civilian 
Mobilization, acting for the President, be able to ride 
herd on government agencies performing delegated func
tions and to bring about concerted effort and systematic 
progress? 

(5) will the Executive Office of the President be 
able to accommodate "operating" and field functions? 

If the new agency in the President's Executive Of
fice fails, as ODM and FCDA have failed, to effectively 
harness government agencies for the tasks of civil de
fense and mobilization, then it will be obligated to as
sume many such functions itself. Thereby the Presi
dent's Executive Office would spawn a great "operating 
agency" perfonning tasks that appear unsuited to that 
Office and more suited for a separate agency or depart
ment. 

Clearly, these were highly significant and provocative ques-

tions. The Holifield Subcommittee indicated its intent "to 

follow closely the developments resulting from this plan and 

to report to the Congress at a later date.,,21 

No resolution of disapproval of the reorganization plan 

was filed in the House of Representatives. In the other 

Chamber, however, Senator Charles E. Potter, Michigan 

2IIbid ., pp. 23-25. Three members of the Subcommitte-
Congressmen R. Walter Riehlman, Glenard P. Liscomb, and 
William E. Marshall--filed a "Minority Report." They did 
not oppose the Reorganization Plan, but they took exception 
to' some of the statements made by the majority of the members, 
and objected to "the general tone of its analysis of the plan"; 
ibid., pp. 26-30. 

• 
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Republican, fi led a resolution (S. Res. 297'), on April 25, 

1958, to establish Senate disapproval. His purpose, he said, 

was to obtain a careful review by Congress which might prove 

-------- ~----I'tha.t~±t--is-unwise-'Co--p-race--an--oper-aEIng--agenEy--UriCler--,Fhe---arm----

of a Chief Executive, particularly when the Presidential Of-

fice is already burdened with such tr'emendous responsibil-

't' ,,22 l les. The matter was placed with the Subcommittee on 

Reorganization of the Senate Committee on Government Opera~ 

tions. 

The Subcommittee, under the chairmanship of Senator 

Hubert H. Humphrey, held public hearings on June 9, 1958. At 

these hearings, Messrs. Finan, Gray and Hoegh reiterated much 

of their earlier testimony before the Holifield Subcommittee. 

The Humphrey Subcommittee had a chance to review and analyze 

various objections to the plan--that it (1) subordinated civil 

defense; (2) gave blank-check authority to the President to 

reorganize nonmilitary defense without further Congressional 

review; (3) inappropriately assigned operating functions to 

the President; (4) overburdened the President or the Director 

of the new agency; (5) would create a possible claim of 

"executive privilege"; and (6) failed to produce savings. 23 

22Legislative History--Reorganization Plan No~l of 
1958, pp. 203, 211. Many civil defense officials reportedly 
believed that Senator Potter's purpose was to prevent the 
reduction or transfer to Washington of the FCDA headquarters 
staff in Battle Creek; Maxim M5, p. 109. 

23senate Comrni ttee on Government operations', Reorganiza
tion Plan No.1 of 1958, Senate Report No. 1717, cited in 
n. 6 above, pp. 8-13. 
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The first point--the possible subordination of the civil 

defense program--was a matter of some concern to the Humphrey 

Subcommittee. A letter from Finan, June 11, 1958, provided 

---------------furt-hex-el-ari-fi-eati-on-and-assur-ances--t-hat--ci-vi-:i-defense-would----

not be relegated to an insignificant place in the new agency. 

A major objective of the plan,Finan wrote, was to integrate 

civil defense and defense mobilization activities. The des-

ignation of a subordinate official or unit as a "home" for 

- civil defense, he asserted, "would have the effect of down-

grading the entire civil defense program." Retention of an 

internal distinction between civil defense and defense mobi-

lization in the proposed ODCM would result in the continuance 

of the many existing defects of divided responsibilities and 

conflicting leadership and guidance. 

We strongly believe that the desirable organiza
tional objective is not to retain separate and identifi
able civil defense and defense mobilization activities, 
but rather to recognize that they are inseparable. To 
this end, we believe that the best organization is one 
that would fully integrate the Office of Defense Mobi
lization and the Federal Civil Defense Administration 
activities with the objective that civil defense will 
be elevated to the level of and incorporated with other 
aspects of nonmilitary defense. . . • . . . . . . . . -. . . 

No person short of the Director of the Office of 
Defense and Civilian Mobilization should be considered
by the President, the Congress, and the public at 
large as the official responsible for civil-defense. 
•• .24 

24 -
Letter, Finan to Humphrey, June"ll, 1958, in Legisla-

tive History--Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958, pp. 173..;176. 
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On the strength of the advice of the Humphrey Subcom-

mittee, the Senate Committee on Government Operations recom-

mended against passage of the resolution of disapproval. In 

nificant points. First, it requested that the new agency re-

port during the first session of the next Congress· on the dr-

ganization established for nonmilitary defense functions, on 

improvements in the COndlJct of these functions, and whether 

additional statutory authority was needed to strengthen the 

overall program. 

Second, the Committee pointed to dissatisfaction ex-

pressed during the hearings over the name selected for the ~) 

new agency--Office of Defense and Civilian Mobilization. The 

first part of that name, "Office of Defense," might be con-

fused with Defense Department operations, and the words 

"Civil Defense" did not appea.r in the title. It was too late 

to amenc. the name without rej ecting the plan. The Corruni ttee , 

therefore, recommended that the agency be given a more ap-

propriate name by legislation after the effective date of the 

Reorganization Plan. The Committee also objected to the re-

location to Washington of some 800 FCDA employees in Battle 

Creek, unless complete justification was presented to 

25 Congress. 
~.- ''II 

25 S t C . . R . ena e omm~ttee on Government Operat~ons, eorgan~-

zation Plan No.1 of 1958, Senate Report No. 1717, pp. 14-
15. 

• 
u 
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The Senate took no further action on S.Res. 297; and, 

so, the Reorganization Plan became effective July 1, 1958. 

The same day, Pres·ident Eisenhower issued Executive Order 10773, 

delegating to the DirectorofODCM all functions transferred 

to the President by the Reorganization Plan, and vesting the 

Director "with power of redelegation.,,26 And legislation was 

quickly enacted, August 26, 1958, changing the name of the 

new agency from "Office of Defense and Civilian Mobilization" 

to "Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization. ,,27 

Thus, in the summer of 1958, the Director of OCDM was 

in the position of exercising single direction· of nonmilitary 

defense on behalf of the President. In effect, he was the 

President's "Chief of Staff" for all nonmilitary defense 

activities. Because of the nature and importance of his 

duties, he was tc be a statutory member of the National Se-

curity Council, and he also served as a regular member of 

the President's Cabinet. All this, together with a broadened 

legislative mandate, held out high hopes for strong leader-

ship of Federal, State and local nonmilitary defense activ-

ities. 

26The Executive order is reproduced in the Appendix to 
Legislative History--Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958, 
pp. 215-219, and as Appendix 2 to OCDM, Annual Report for 
FY 1959, pp. 61-63. 

27public Law 85-763, approved Aug. 26, 1958; see Legis
lative History--Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958, pp. 198-
202. Executive Order 10782, issued September 6, 1958, 
amended Executive Order 10773 to reflect this change; ibid., 
p. 221; Appendix 3 to OCDM Annual Report for FY 1959, p. 65. 
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In expressly authorizing the establishment of Regional 

Offices, the 1958 Reorganization plan provided a device for 

central direction and leadership of the field establishments 

..._ ..... ___ ~c?_!=.-~-gJi~ __ .E~(:I~~:f~i!::r._-iig§'ii:gj,-.§:§_~hr6h=W'o.uid=_be __ ca.lled .. _upon~tocper ... -- ... 

form emergency functions throughout the country. Operating 

under delegations from the Director of OCDM, these Regional 

Offices could be expected to plan effectively for, coordinate 

and direct Federal assistance (including such military sup-

port as could be rendered) to stricken areas in an attack. 

The States and localities could now look to one organization 

for guidance and assistance in planning for the effective use 

of their skills and resources, along with those of the entire 

Federal Government, in meeting emergency needs. Pointing to 

these and other benefits, OCDM concluded its analysis of the 

1958 reorganization on a hopeful note: 

Thus, organizational arrangements were provided which 
could assure that the problems of overlapping jurisdic
tion, duplication of effort and conflicting direction 
and guidance which had plagued both the civil defense 
and defense mobilization activities would, in one 
s~eep, be wiped away.28 

CIVIL DEFENSE IN OCDM 

In the 1958 reorganization, FCDA Administrator Hoegh 

was narned Director of OCDM, and ODM Director Gordon Gray was 

narned Special Assistant to tne Presictent for National Security 

Affairs. OCDM saw fiscal 1959 as marking "a new era" for 

28L . 1 t" . . 1 1 f eg~s a ~ve H~story--Reorgan~zat~on P an No. 0 
1958, p. xvi. 

u 
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civil defense and defense mobilization. Their merger into 

OCDM and the establishment of the new agency in the Executive 

Office of the President, OCDM stated in its report for that 

defense effort." The Nation, OCDM asserted, now had "a solid 

organizational base for building a unified national nonmili

tary defense program. ,,29 Hoegh expressed the same thoughts 

in the fall of the following year. Although the Nation had 

only begun to realize "the truemagnitude of the change," he 

said, the reorganization could be expected to "continue to 

pay multiple dividends in improved operations in the 

30 future." 

Organization and Management 

With a staff originally totaling some 1,400 people, OCDM 

proceeded to coordinate and direct nonmilitary defense activ-

ities throughout the Nation. In response to the concept of 

an integrated program, Hoegh set up OCDM's internal organiza-

tion along functional lines (see fig. 4, p. 276). The agency's 

national headquarters was in Washington; Battle Creek con-

tinued as the "operational headquarters." An eighth regional 

office was established in March 1959 (see fig. 5, p. 277). OCDM. 

undertook to strengthen the regional capability in fulfillment 
~" .... 

290CDM , Annual Report for FY 1959, p. 1; Joint Conunittee 
on Defense Production, Eighth Annual Report, p. 123. 

30U. 8 . Congress, Joint Conunittee on Defense Production, 
Ninth Annual Report of the Activities of the Joint Conunittee 
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of the broadened responsibilities resulting from the merger. 

plans were approved to establish protected operating sites 

at the eight regional offices, to enable them to carry out 

Federal responsibilities if the central Gcyverl'ifu.eIit" 

lost. One, "at Denton, Texas, was under construction early 

in 1961. 31 

A central feature of OCDM "operations was the delegation 

of emergency preparedness responsibilities to existing Federal 

departments and agencies. By the end of fiscal 1961, 14 

Ernergency Preparedness Orders had been issued J 16 were pend-

ing approval, and three were in preparation (see Table 5, 

p. 279). Under these assi gnments, 10 Executive departments and 

23 independent agencies had primary or support"responsibil-

ities. OCDM retained primary responsibility for communica-

tions J transport.ation I stabilization, damage assessment, 

and for monitoring radiological defense. State and local 

governments had primary responsibility for maintaining law 

and order, with support from the Justice Department. 

The Director chaired two advisory boards: the' Civil and 

Defense Mobilization Board established by Executive Order 

10773 of July 1, 1958 {amended by Executive Order 10782 of 

September 6, 1958, and the Civil Defense Advisory Council 

established under the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950. 

on Defense Production, With Material on Mobilization from 
Departments and Agencies, 86th Cong., 2d sess., House Report 
No. 1193 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1960), 
p. 9l. 

31Ellis Report cited in n. 13 above. 
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TABLE 5,-Emeroc/I'.:IJ (I,"';I/,,,"cII18 of Fe(iel'al dep(lrtmentw (JI1I1 aoencies 1 

9 
Department or Aialty I S:l 

!i~ 

d 
-< 

~l~ ... I~tf't" .. Dep~rtm'!nt!: 
AulculllUe__________________________________ _\ 
Commerce___________ _ _ __ ___ _ _ _ _____ __ _ _ ____ _ _\ 
Defense_ _____________________________________ C 

Healtb, Education, and Welfare______________ .\ 
In terlor ___________________________ _________ _ _ .\ 
Justlce_ _ _ _ __________________________ _ ________ B 
Labor _ _ _____________________________________ A 

Post OWce___________________________________ .4-8m I.e _ _ ________ ____ ___ ___________________ ____ _ C 
Treasury _____________________________________ B 

Independent Agencies: 
Atomic Energy COmmlsslon__________________ B 
Ch·n .A~ronantiC3 Board______________________ B 
Export-Import Bank 01 Washlngton__________ B 
Farm CredJt Adminlstratlon_________________ B 
Federal j,vlatlon _\zency_____________________ A 
Federal Communl<:atioru Commlsslon________ C 
Federa) Deposit Insurance Corporatlon_______ B 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board_____________ B 
Foderal Po .... er Commlssion__________________ B 
Ferleral Resen-e System______________________ B 
GrnHal aervlces .!dmltililTatlon_____________ B 
nouslog and Home Floance A'eocy__________ .\ 
Interstate Commerce Commisslon____________ A 
Nallonal A.eronaut1<s and apac-e Adminlstra-tion_______ _ _________ _________________ _______ .\ 

National Science FounJaUoD..________________ B 
Railroa/J Retirement BoorrJ_ _________________ .\ 
Securities and EIchange Commlsslon_________ B 
Selective Service System _ .___________________ B 
Small Business .!dmlolstmllon_______________ B 
Tennessee V dUey j,uthority __________________ A 
U.S. ClrU Senice Commisslon_______________ A 
u.a. rnformatJon Agency_____________________ B 
Veterans' Admlnistratlon_____________________ _\ 
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Legend: P-Prlmary responsibility. a-support responsihllity. _\-Emergcncy 
prelklredness order Issued. B-Emergency. prepure4ness order pendlll~ approval. 
O-Emerg~ncy preparedness order In preparation. 

I OCDl1.bas priJDary responsibility for commonlclltlon., transportnLion, sbbiliza-

t DIIEW bas primary rt';ponsiblllty to d.,..lopand direct naUJnwide programs for 
the pre,.eotion, detection, ancll<lcnWlcation ofbuDlllD expOsure to B'V:and CWagenU, 
Incllldinl that from foool and d",g~. USD.~ bas.sllll1l:or rcsponslbUlty In the ar(!:l oC 

lion, damar ___ t, and n.JlologIcaJ defeo~ (r"del) IlVJniwring. 
aolm:w, crops, or products tlliroof, I '. 

t State "11.1 local JonrnmenU have prlmnry ruponslblllty lor QJalnIalnInJ !alii' and 
order. ' 

I 
Source: Elcecut1ve Office of the PJ,'(;:.11dent, OCDf.f, Annnel Rc;port of the \ Office 

of Civil and Defense Mobiliz&llnu fer ~iscal Ye!lr 1961, p. 9. - -1 - - - ----
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. The American National Red Cross extended its liaison repre-

sentation to the OCDM regional offices. As in earlier years, 

numerous other groups and committees provided advice and 

..... __c.ounseLin_._the --developmentr-:pl.anni-ng-and--exeeut-ion-o£ ···specific--

nonmilitary defense programs. 

Forward Thrusts of Civil Defense 

OCDM got off to a good start. Hoegh and Peterson before 

him had been pressed by t.he Congressional cornmi ttees to de-

velop an overa1l preparedness plan- to -ensure that all -efforts 

were directed toward established objectives. Expanding on 

Peterson's 1956 plan, Hoegh and his staff proceeded to de-

velop a comprehensive program to ensure the protection of the 

population and the survival of the Nation in the event of an 

enemy attack. In his testimony on the 1958 Reorganization 

Plan, Hoegh told the Holifield Subcommittee that this plan 

(then still a working draft), in conjunction with the FCDA-

ODM merger and the broadened Federal responsibility and 

authority to support State and local efforts, would do much 

in providing the leadership, direction and coordination needed 

f ff t ' "1 d f 32 or an e ec ~ve c~v~ e ense. 

In October 1958, President Eisenhower promulgated this 

plan, entitled "National Plan for Civil Defense and Defense 

Mobilization"--a comprehensive bl.ueprint with some 40 annexes 

32Legislative History--Reorganization Plan No. I" of 1958, 
pp. 183-189. 
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setting forth nonmilitary courses of action by governments 

and citizens at all levels and guiding further program de-

velopment to enable the Nation "to survive, recover, and 

.win." .. In. esse-B-ce,theplanwas. a statement of principles , 

responsibiTities, requirements, and broad courses of action. 

The suporting annexes covered the entire range of civil de-

fense and mobilization functions under three principal con-

tingencies: international tension; limited war situations 

in which the armed forces were engaged over seas with no "im-

mediate expectation" of a nuclear attack on the United 

States; and general war, including a massive nuclear at-

33 tack. OCDM considered the completion and issuance of 

this plan as "foremost" among its accomplishments in its 

first year of life. 34 

By the end of its second year, OCDM pointed with op-

tirnism to the "firm foundation" which it had built for non-

military defense. "Some major basic elements of this 

foundation," OCDM reported, were: 

1. The increasing stature and unity of the effort 

resulting from the creation of OCDM in the Executive 

Office of the President. 

2. The National Plan, with supporting plans in 

each State, 240 metropolitan areas, and some 50 percent 

of the counties. 

33Executive Office of the President, OCDM, The National 
Plan for Civil and Defense Mobilization, Oct.' 1958. ,_r;';'" 

340CDM , Annual Report for FY 1959,pp. 1-3. 
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3. Broadened Federal responsibility and greater 

latitude in supporting the States in their implementa-

tion of the Plan. 

C") and in the event of a devastating attack upon the 

united States ("plan D-minus ll
). 

5. Prosecution of major OCDM programs throughout 

the Nation "with increasing vi gor and support. II 

OCDM recognized that "foundations II and II pI ans" were of value 

"only to the extent that they are instrumental in producing 

action." Accordingly, much of the fiscal 1960 report re-

lated how plans "have been and are being converted into 

action on all fronts of civil defense and defense mobiliza-

tion programs. II OCDM highlighted principal results of these 

actions in 10 categories, as follows: 

1. An excellent warning system.--Warning can be sent 
to 377 points in 15 seconds and 5,000 local points 
in an average time of 7 minutes. 

2. An excellent communications network.--Wire communica
tions connecting OCDM's relocation site, Opera
tional Headquarters, regional office, and State 
civil defense offices are being backed up by a 
radio network. 

3. Successful preparations for the continuity of gov
ernments.--The executive branch of the Federal Gov
ernment has active programs in all phases of these 
preparations. Most States and many local govern
ments are following this example. 

4. An expanding radiological defense monitoring sYs
tem.--An estimated 1,500 Federal and 10,000 State 
and local monitoring stations a:re in existence. 

5. Strong field organizatio~--The ~ight Regional Of
fices of OCDM have been strengthened with the help 

, 
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'of other Federal departments. Protected sites have 
been plannp.d for all Regional Offices and construc
tion on one site is to begin in December of 1960. 

6. The National Shelter Policy.--Through the Federal 
role of education, example, and leadership, the 

.. N§. tiqJl.:l.l.Sh~lt.~:r:J?Ql,;L<:y .... ha.$" .... geIle:r)~,llyb.e ell . . Cl.G ... 
.... .... ............ cepted.~~.A ... recentGallup.P.olL.reported .. that~71.per~ .. 

cent of the population favor fallout shelters. 
Thousands of persons are building shelters, and 
many industries are providing shelters. 

7. Civil defense stockpile.--The stockpile of survival 
items contains medical supplies and engineering 
equipmen~, including approximately 1,400 preposi~ 
tioned emergency hospitals. 

8. Stockpiles of strategic and critica:l materials and 
food.--Governrnent inventories of specification
grade strategic and critical materials stored for 
emergency use totaled more than $7 billion at 
June 30, 1960, market prices. In addition, the Com
modity Credit Corporation stockpile contained suf
ficient food supplies for postattack recovery. 

9. National Defense E;{ecuti ve Reserve. --Approximately 
2,250 leaders from industry, labor, business, edu
cation, and various organizations are prepared to 
helF carry out the emergency mobilization functions 
of the Federal Government. 

10. Industry readiness.--Many industries are prepared 
for emergency operations and are leading the.Nation 
by example and accomplishments in their prepared
ness programs. 

The above-cited actions and accomplishments, OCDM believed, 

demonstrated the soundness of "the foundation and the plans 

for the Nation's nonrnilitary defense." The building and 

strengthening of these action programs on the. basis of this 

foundation and these plans, OCDM emphasized, "must continue, 

with unceasing vigor, to correct deficiencies as they arise 

and provide dynamic leadership for the future. ,,35 

35Executive Office 'of the President, OCDM, Annual Re
port .of the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization for 

---_ ........... _--_...... ..---.. . 
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Deficiencies in OCDM Efforts 

Commendable as Hoegh's efforts were, OCDM was not 

Dwight D. Eisenhower to John F. Kennedy in 1961. The agen-

cy's track record with Congress on funding was no better 

than that of its antecedent agencies. Even from the vantage 

point of the Executive Office, OCDM could not elicit the 

vigorous Presidential leadership needed to wrest from Con-

gress adeguate appropriat.ions or to proposE a meaningful 

shelter program. It was only after two turndowns and a 

strong message from the President 36 that Congress voted money 

in January 1961--$6 million--for Federal contributions to thE 

States for civil defense personnel and administrative expenses. 

In the meantime, in the absence of financial assistance, 

State and local governments continued to las in their civil 

defense preparations. 

Alluding to this problem, among others, besetting OCDM, 

Frank B. Ellis, the new OCDM Director in the Kennedy 

Fiscal Year 1960 (Washington: u.s. Government Printing Of
fice, 1961), pp. 1-3 and passim; see also u.s. Congress, 
Joint Committee on Defense Production, Tenth Annual Report 
of the Activities of the Joint Committee on Defense Produc
tion, 78th Cong., 1st Sess., Senate Report No. 1 (Washing
ton: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1961), pp. 71-109. 

36 In this message to Congress on August 25, 1959, 
President Eisenhower asked for $12 million to match funds 
spent by State and local governments for personnel and ad
ministrative costs under authority of the 1958 Amendments 
to the Federal Civil Defense Act. Such matching funds, he 
said, were needed to strengthen civil defense at the Stdte 
and local levels--"the very heart of civil defense"--and to 
"give tangible evidence of Federal leadership in encouraging 

( 
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Administration, made a special ,point, in his advice to 

Kennedy in February 1961, of the need for Presidential 

leadership in getting across to the public the importance 

that the Federal Government, especially the military, plac_~d 

~uponcivildef'ense.~ .~ 

There must bea clear and unequivocal explana
tion by the President of the essential role that 
actually is assigned ~o civiland~efense mobilization 
in the total defense program and the national strategy. 
The conclusion that this program is not important to the 
President must be dispelled first, so that Congressional 
support can be obtained. 

- --Tb-er-ase publicapa'tfiy ana ga.Tn pUblic support, Ellis said, 

there was need for a judicious message from the President, 

putting over three principles: 

(a) Civil Defense and Defense Mobilization are vital 
to National Defense; without them, deterrence is 
endangered. 

(b) Survival of the immediate effects of the attack is 
possible under a sensible civil defense program; 
the program is technically and financially feasi
ble. 

(c) A fruitful and productive life is possible in the 
years after the war; emphasize that the better the 
civil defense measures taken, the qU~9ker we can re
turn to our high standard of living. , 

There were other shortcomings in the OCDM program. The 

National Plan was criticized for not being more definite. 

While OCDM made substantial impro~ements in integrating its 

own planning, much more remained to be done to extend this 

State and 'local governments to prepare the defense for the 
people "; see Congre ssiona 1 Record--House, Aug. 27, 1959, 
p. 17237; Congressional Record--Senate, August 31, 1959, 
p. 17367. 

37 ' 
Ellis Report, pp. 120-123. 

. --,...--,:--. .... '--~-. 
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integration to all other Federal agencies, the states, and 

the local governments. There were gaps in state and local 

survival plans and in Federal plans for providing resources 

..... for.na.tionalsecur~ty/·······especially±nrespect·tothe manage;;';;. 
__ ~ _ _ __~ ____ ._~ _ __ ~ __ ._~_r· ________ ·_· ___ ·_· __ ~···_~"' __ ""77_-C-· ____ • ____ • ------'.- ~ 

ment of resources and the re-establishment of the economy 

after an attack. Blast and fallout protection of most of 

the operating sites of the OCDM regional offices was still 

in the planning stage, and few emergency seats of the States 

and larger cities had protected facilities. 

Perhaps more than any other factors explaining the early 

demise of OCDM was the lack of sufficient progress in imple-

menting the President's National Shelter Policy with its L) 
emphasis on the self-help principle. Studies by OCDM, the 

RAND Corporation, the Stanford Research Institute and others 

had shown that fallout shelters could reduce casualties by 

50 percent or more. OCDM tried to implement the National 

Shelter Policy with information programs; guides on tech-

niques for conducting shelter surveys, modifying structures 

to provide better shelter, and equipping shelters; initia-

tion of a $4.3 million, two-year prototype. shelter construc-
. 

tion program expected to produce 935 shelters (78 community-

type, 257 family-type, and 600 demonstration units); a direc-

tive requiring Federal departments and agencies to include 

shelter in new Federal buildings beginning in fiscal 1960; 

and encouragement of shelter planning in considering Federal 
• 

loan and grant programs. All these activities helped to 
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stimulate public interest, but they did not lead to the 

38 construction of many shelters. Clearly, the "do-it-

yourself" program could not be counted upon to produce the 

fallout shelteJ:"sn~~c:3.ed. t9protect.the . .populationin··a 

nuclear war . 

. CQntinuingPressuresuforProtectionuirom Radioactive Fallout 

The Holifield Special Subcommittee on Radiation.--In the 

summer of 1959, a Special Subcommittee on Radiation of the 

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, under the chairmanship of 

Congressman Holifield, completed a series of public hearings 

on the biological and environmental effects of nuclear war. 

This was in the nature of a step-by-step examination of the 

all-important question--What lies beyond the brink of a nu-

clear war? The Subcommittee assumed that 224 targets were 

hit with nuclear weapons having the destructive power of 

1,446 million tons of TNT. It also assumed that an additional 

2~ billion tons were dropped on targets in the attacking 

country and in Western Europe. Thus, the scenario assumed 

the detonation of approximately 4,000 megatons for purposes 

of calculating worldwide fallout. 

This was seen as a "moderate" attack against the United 

States, and the Nation's foremost experts were called in to 

. "ana·lyze the consequences of such an attack. While the Sub-

committee's main focus was on the biological and environmental 

38Ibid., pp. 70-77. 
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effects, the hearings brought out important testimony on the 

technical possibility of reducing those effects through "non-

military protective measures" or what Holifield considered 

.. ---more-appropr:iate··-"survival-measures.-II ···-0nAugust--27,-l-959, --

Holifi~ld gave his House colleagues a preview of the Sub-

committee' sfindingswhichweretheninpress. Witnesses 

stressed that man and nature would ultimat.ely recover, but 

they did not minimize the effects of such an attack. These 

experts, Holifield reported, found that while the blast and 

thermal effects causeo the greatest physical damage and the 

largest number of human casualties, "the most important hazard 

faced by survivors of the attack was that posed by radio-

active fallout, which gradually enveloped a large part of the 

1 . 1 39 tota natlona area." 

In the absencE of adequate protection, Holifield indi-

cated, the impact of this assumed attack would have been 

catastrophic. 

Under conditions existing today, more than one
fourth of the dwellings in the United States would 
have been destroyed and damaged beyond repair. An
other one-fourth would require major repairs. 

Outside the areas of blast and thermal damage, 
another one-fourth of our dwellings would have been 

39Chet Holifield, "The Effects of Nuclear War," Congres
sional Record--House, Aug. 27, 1959, p. 17233. For the pub
lished record o£..",;tbe .. hea.rings and report, see U. S. Congress, 
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Special Subcommittee on 
Radiation,. Hearings, Biological and Environmental Effects of 
Nuclear War, 86th Cong., 1st Sess., 1959, and Summary Anal
ysis of Hearings, June 22-26,1959, 86th Cong ...• 1st Sess., 
1959." 
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so severely contaminated by radioactive fallout that 
they would require major decontamination. Of these, 
some 2~ million dwellings would have to be abandoned 
for periods of extending up to several months. 

Of far greater importance, this attack would have 
.. "~ ... Sg§± .. ~:tJ1§J .. :i,YE:§i .... Q~L.S3,ppt'Q.x;imgtely .... 49 ..... million .. Americ ans 

_._ ............... ··-.and.woul d .have.caused.serious--in'jur-y-.to -anQther20 
million. 

In addition, certain genetic hazards, about which 
a great deal remains to be learned,andvariousprob
lems resulting from the environmental contamination 
would have been produced by this attack. 

And yet, the expert testimony presented to the Subcommittee 

indicated that moderate shelter protection against fallout 

under conditions of the assumed attack "could reduce the num-

ber of fatalities from approximately 25 percent 9f the U.S. 

population to about 3 percent." The cost of providing this 

moderate protection for 200 million people was estimated at 

between $5 billion and $20 billion, depending on the use made 

of existing facilities--a one-time expenditure approximating, 

at the most, one-half the yearly expenditures for military 

defense. 40 

Continuing his remarks as a member of Congress, and not 

as chairman of this Special Subcommittee, Holifield presented 

his personal view of the requirements for survival. On the 

basis of his 10-years' observation of lithe grim and brutal 

facts of weapon technology," he said: 

• I have nee-n: shocked and appalled by our failure-
or I should say, our refusal--to do anything to protect 

40"The Effects of Nuclear War," Congressional Record-
House, Aug. 27, 1959, p. 17234. 
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our people from the devastating effects of nuclear 
weapons in the event this Nation is attacked. The 
executive branch has refused to develop an effective 
national program for the protection of our people, 
and the Congress has not been willing to .appropriate 

. ..................;tCl,J::g§ ... t1ID.g.~.:[Qr .. civ.il ... d.efense .... in .. t he .. absence .. o f .. a . 
...... realistic.Executive .. p 

As a consequence, the people of America now stand 
unshielded from4Ihe horrifying effects of a possible 
nuclear attack ... ...... . ... . 

The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, he went on to say, "was 

outmoded upon enactment." The 1958 change to "joint" respon-

sibility was meaningless because the term was undefined, and 

no one in the Executive Branch could tell him exactly what 

that meant. And as for the 1958 reorganization, elevating 

FCDA "to a privileged place in the President's office," the 

program and policy of Federal civil defense had not changed. 

The need for shelter, Holifield conceded, was getting 

increasing recognition as the necessary starting point of an 

effective civil defense. OCDM was no longer advocating 

"mass evacuation to the open countryside." Instead, OCDM 

was advising people to build their own shelters. Holifield 

noted, however, that despite OCDM's "do-it-yourself" exhorta

tions, "few if any horne shelters are being constructed." 

Once again, he pointed to the failure of national leadership. 

The largest single obstacle to effective civil 
defense in this country has been a pointblank refusal 
by the national leadership to recognize the civil 
defense problem as one that can be solved. Lip
service has been given within the executive branch 
and in Congress, but no positive action has been 
taken. 

4lIb;d., -17234 ... p. • 

( 
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Every year OCDM conducts an Operation Alert exer
cise which demonstrates our complete inability to cope 
with the effects of a possible nuclear attack without 
the provision of shelters. But an executive branch 
recommendation for a national shelter construction 
program has not been forthcoming. 

..... .~ __ ~The_NationaLSecuri ty __ CounciLand.the .. Jo int-~Chief s··· 
of Staff have been briefed time and time ~gain on this 
problem, and I think it is one of the great tragedies 
of our time that these two important bodies have not 
properly.advised the President of our civil defense 
requirements. 

One fundamental fact that has not been faced is that 
the protection of our people from the devastating ef
fects of a possible enemy attack is a constitutional 
responsibility of the Federal Government. Whether the 
enemy strikes at our military forces or at Keokuk, Iowa, 
or at any other point in the United States, the defense 
problem is national in scope and ~~st be dealt with by 
action of the Federal Government. 

Governors' Conference Report and Resolution on Civil 

Defense. --A call for immediate action on a nationwide. fallout 

shelter program also came at the 51st Annual Governors Con-

ference at San Juan, Puerto Rico, August 5, 1959. Its Special 

Committee on Civil Defense, chaired by Nelson A. Rockefeller, 

Governor of New York, took note of the National Plan for 

Civil Defense and Defense Mobilization, developed under the 

leadership of their former colleague, Governor Hoegh, 

42 Ibid ., p. 17235. Holifield took note of the Presi
dent's special message of August 25, mentioned above, to 
demonstrate the diffic·ulty of obtaining even modest .appropria
tions for civil defense, and to point up some of the language 
which clearly acknowledged--for the first- time '-in Holifi,eld' s 
recollection--the vital relationship between military defense 
and retaliatory forces and nonmilitary preparedness in the 
Nation's total defense. Holifield was encouraged by these 
words, but felt that "the programs the President is supporting 
fail to meet the civil defense requir,ement which his words 
acknowledge"; ibid., p. 17236. 
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indicating the responsibility of every individual to be 

prepared to exist in a fallout shelter area, without outside 

help, for at least two weeks following a nuclear attack. Few 
... ~.-.--.~--'-.-'-'-'---"-' ---~--.-.-------------.--. -'-.-.---, -------

----c-famil-iesccincany-S-tCife-,--Ene-commIfEee--notecr;--we;ie;-- so prepared. 

Unless prompt steps were taken to protect the peopie against 

fallout ,the entire natibhaTdeferiseeffOrt could. be rendered 

meaningless. The committee saw "reason for optimism" in the 

studies which indicated that protection from fallout could 

b h ' d h "d b h'b' , ,,43 e ac leve at a cost t at nee not e pro l ltlve. 

On the basis of this report, the Governors' Conference 

unanimously adopted a resolution calling, among.other things, 

for responsible government officials at all levels--Federal, 

state, and loca l--to "take immediate steps to assi st and 

encourage the people of this country to prepare themselves 

successfully to survive radi.oactive fallout and other aspects 

of an enemy nuclear attack " They called for an early 

meeting of their Committee on Civil Defense with the Presi-

dent, the Nation's military leaders, and 9ther representa-

tives of the Executive and legislative branches "for an in-

tensive review- of the nature of the nuclear hazard and the 

cooperative steps which are available to governrnent--Federal, 

State, and local--for the nuclear protection of our peop1e.,,44 

43 "Report 
the Governors' 
Aug. 31,1959, 

of the Special Committee on Civil Defense of 
Conference," in Congressional Record--Senate, 
p. 17366. 

44 b'd I ~ ., pp. 17366-17367. 

o 
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The Governors' program was based on a plan developed for 

New York State by Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller. That plan 

proposed mandatory construction of shelters by citizens, 

mofification of existingstr'Uc;i:.llre;S1::C:LJ?,J::PYiO'E;,fa_lolo,utopro .... o 
~ ~ ~~ ~~_~~~~ ~ ~~_ o~_o, o_~ ~~oo_o_o ~ ~ __ ~~~_~~ .. ~_~o_oo.oJ~'_' 00 .~_~~o._ .. _ ~ ~~.o_._"~~~~' _0 O~O.'J~ ~ ___ 0 ~ 00-o~.'- ._.,.'~~~'- o.~~~ ~ ~_~~ ~. ~o~ooo .. ~~~o~·oo_.o~ooo ~ -- .. 0' o~oo~~~ .... ,~ -~ ~ ~-~- ~ ~ -~ -~~ ~ ~~- ~ " 

- _ .. -------- ... ---

·feEf.Ion~--an-d--stockplilng~-of--~~rgency supplies by individual 

citizens to enable them to exist during an attack. In ef

fect., t.he New York State plan would have made mandatory the 

Eisenhower Administration's voluntary shelter program. 

The Rockefeller committee met at the White House with 

Eisenhower, Hoegh, and other Administration officials, 

January 25, 1960, II to review the nature of the nuclear hazard 

and the steps which should be taken for protection from fall

out. ,,45 Participants generally agreed on the need for an im-

proved civil defense, including a program of fallout protec-

tion for the Nation's population. Upon completion of the 

conference, the Rockefeller committee issued a statement 

stressing various reasons why "fallout protection for our 

citizens is imperative"--the credibility of our foreign policy; 

success of our efforts to assure peace; the effectiveness of 

our military deterrence; our capability to resist nuclear 

blackmail; and our national survival "in the event some ag-

gressor should do the unthinkable and unleash a nuclear at-

tack upon us." Based on the presentation it heard at the 

'conference, the committee expressed the belief 

45 0CDM , White House Conference on Fallout Protection, 
January 25, 1960 (Washington: OCDM, 1960), p. iii. 
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'lout protection for our people is'essen
:: Ie there will be many problems, a very 
protection from fallout can be achieved, 

,_ i::vable now and achievable at a cost wi thin 
~r people and nation. We also believe that 
j~rnment should participate more actively 

.. _~eoleadershiprthe"·.fi·naneial··supportoand"·· .. 
..... sJwhic h-m ust~beforthcoming'-if--ane-ffec~' 
~ fallout protection fO~6all our people 
,-,'ed in the near future. 

'. ,however ,continued to oppose large 

a fallout shelter system, and he rejected 

~sal. And soon thereafter, the New York 

:ned down the Rockefeller shelter plan 

H. Humphrey's Critique.--Senator Hubert 

.th the basic concept that civil defense 

;~ility of the Federal Government and the 

~ and that the full potential of all three 

had to be mobilized to withstand the wid~~ 

~ nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, Humphrey 

~=eral Government "must bear the primary 

.'.~ '~;r nonmilitary defense, and demonstrate 

~:o discharge it." Addressing the Senate 

. 8 
Humphrey called attention to the find-

Special Subcommittee on Radiation. The 

" ~ cussion of these and ensuing developments 
::(: categorized as liThe Politicization of 

r:lan,chard MS, pp. 237-242, and supporting 

'0alysis of'divil Defense," Congressional 
. 31, 1959, pp. 17364-17366. 
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s "harrowing projection" of some 50 n 

••••• m ••••••••••• imi ted to medium range attack, II HumpL 

rr'(f"'U"!!!II!'I '1IIIIIWHlIU_IUIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII __ UIlUluuuw __ rrwlW!mllllWC S the a pp a 11 ing n ake dne s s 0 f AIDer icc. 

, critical appraisal of the Federal G 

program. II 

If, after almost 10. years of civl_ 
1111111 I 1I1II1I"'"~IIII"""'III_I"m"'m"IllI''''IIII"III--e Government's capability to protect 

the United States is as ineffective 
..................................................................................................................................................................................... 1.. testified at the Special Subcommi-

_"IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!'II1IIIIIIIIIIIMIllllIUIUIIIIUIII.II!'IlIIlIlIlIlIIlImmdicate, it is high time we face the 
the thermonuclear age squarely--anc:: 

1IIII __ I1111111111 ____ UUUIllIUUUIllIllUUUIlIlUUUIIIII.'IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII_-out it. 49 

!!!i""lIIhii!!!!!i!i!!!!!!ii!!IIililliiliiiiilili!iii!!!!l!!iI!!!iiiiill!li!i!ii!iI!iiilliliiiliiiiiiili!!liiillil!!ihjjjiiiliijjiijjiijjjjjjjii!!!1!!!!iiiiiliiiil!!iii!li!iIi!uphrey was aware of the advances the, 

defense--in communications, shelte 

monitoring, maintenance of governrnE 

________ . ________ --Ling, and many other areas. He kne\A. 

nationwide exercises, the command 

============================::£F or emer ge n cy oper at ions, the det ai If: 

=============····~··:i:Lhat had been developed, the assignmc. 
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they should take before, during, anc 

Despite all this, Humphrey asserted. 

defenses" against a massive nuclear ~ 
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The Governors' program was based on a plan developed for 

New York state by Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller. That plan 

proposed mandatory construction of shelters by citizens, 

'tection, and stockpiling of emergency supplies by individual 

citizens to enable them to exist during an attack. In .ef-

fect, the New York State plan would have made mandatory the 

Eisenhower Administration's voluntary shelter program. 

The Rockefeller committee met at the White House with 

Eisenhower, Hoegh, and other Administration officials, 

January 25, 1960, "to review the nature of the nuclear hazard 

and the steps which should be taken for protection from fall

out. ,,45 Participants generally agreed on the need for an im-

proved civil defense, including a program of fallout protec-

tion for the Nation's population. Upon completion of the 

conference, the Rockefeller committee issued a statement 

stressing various reasons why "fallout protection for our 

citizens is imperative"--the credibility of our foreign policy; 

success of our efforts to assure peace; the effectiveness of 

our military deterrence; our capability to resist nuclear 

blackmail; and our national survival "in the event some ag-

gressor should do the unthinkable and unleash a nuclear at-

tack upon us." Based on the presentation it heard at the 

"Conference, the committee expressed the belief 

45 0CDM , White House Conference on Fallout Protection, 
January 25, 1960 (Washington: OCDM, 1960), p. iii. 
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... that fallout protection for our people is'essen
tial, that, whjle there will be many problems, a very 
high degree of protection from fallout can be achieved, 
that it is achievable now and achievable at a cost within 
the reach of our people and nation. We also believe that 
the Federal Government should participate more actively 

.~~.~.~in .. pxov.id-i.ng····t.he···j, .. e·adersh±PT· .. t·he·~··fi·nan'C'±·al"·~·supp·ort··ana.···· 
.... ·theinducem ent·swhichmust····b·efor·tnc·omifigi£··ane£fec:..;;. 

tive program of fallout protection fO~6all our people 
is to be achieved in the near future. 

President Eisenhower, however,cbntinlledtooppose large 

Federal outlays for a fallout shelter system, and he rejected 

the Rockefeller proposal. And soon thereafter, the New York 

State Legislature turned down the Rockefellershelter plan 

for that State. 47 

Senator Hubert H. Humphrey's Critique.--Senator Hubert 

H. Humphrey agreed with the basic concept that civil defense 

was a joint responsibility of the Federal Government and the 

States and localities and that the full potential of all three 

levels of government had to be mobilized to withstand the wide ..... 

spread destruction of nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, Humphrey 

believed that the Federal Government "must bear the primary 

responsibility for our nonmilitary d€fense, and demonstrate 

that it is prepared to discharge it." Addressing the Senate 

on August 31, 1959,48 Humphrey called attention to the find

ings of the Holifield Special Subcommittee on Radiation.' The 

46 Ibid., p. 3. 

47For a good discussion of these and ensuing developments 
in what Dr. Blanchard categorized as "The Politicization of 
Civil Defense," see Blanchard MS, pp. 237-242, and supporting 
documentation. ' , 

48"A Crit.:tcalAnalysis of 'Civil Defense," Congressional 
Record--Senate, Aug.' 31,1959, pp. 17364-17366. 
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latter's "harrowing projection" of some 50. million deaths 

in " a limited to medium range attack," Humphrey said," il-

lustrates the appalling nakedness of America's defenses 

~ocaga~in s tnuclear' 'cw eapons'''~anc1°~··''111.:r:kesclea.l:"~!h~c~c'ltl:"'<I~!i:t=-CI1:.~~~Clfor 
............................. 

a fresh, critical appraisal of the Federal Government's civil 

defense program." 

If, after almost 10 years of civil defense planning, 
the Government's capability to protect the population 
of the United States is as ineffective as these officials 
[who testified at the Special Subcommittee hearings] 
indicate, it is high time we face the problem of survival 
in the thermonuclear age squarely--and do something 
about it.49 

Humphrey was aware of the advances that had been made 

in civil defense--in communications, shelter research, radio-

logical monitoring, maintenance of government in emergency, 

stockpiling, and many other areas. He knew of the national 

plan, the nationwide exercises; the command centers estab-

lished for emergency operations, the detailed "survival pro-

jec:ts" that had been developed, the assignment of. responsi-

bilities for the conduct of the Nation's civil defense, and 

the extensive efforts to inform the American citizens of 

actions they should take before, during, and after a nuclear 

attack. Despite all this, Humphrey asserted, the Nation's 

"actual defenses" against a massive nuclear attack were largely 

in the "blueprint" stage • 

. Incredible as it is, after 10 y,ears of planning 
and study, there are still not even the beginnings of 

49Ibid ., p. 17364. • 
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a shelter program which could protect millions of 
Americans beyond the blast area from a nuclear explosion, 
and which could assure that the Nation would be able to 
pick itself off its feet and restore at 50ast vital 
services within a reasonably short time. 

for civil defense, "without the resources, operational capa-

bility, and facilities to implement them on a moment's notice," 

Humphrey emphasized, provided no more than Ita paper defense" 

against the dangers of nuclear warfare . 

. realistic protection from radiation, rehabilita
--tion of communities, restoration of tfleeconomy--these 

are the indispen5rble fundamentals of defense against 
nuclear weapons. 

These observations, Humphrey indicated, were not made in 

criticism of OCDM, nor of civil defense officials or workers 

at any level. "The default in civil defense f" he said, lay 

"in the Congress, at the White House, and in the Government I s 

highest strategy councils." As he saw it, the appropriation 

of $45 million to $50 million for civil defense--"less than 

a tenth of I percent of our total military budget"--wasJ 52 
Humphrey asserted, "nothing more than a gesture." There 

was sufficient evidence that with adequate.protective mea-

sures taken in advance, "the :Nation could sustain itself, the 

Government could continue to function, and the great majority 

of the population could be saved" even under massive nuclear 

attack. What was urgently needed, Senator Humphrey concluded, 

~) 

50 Ibid • '-"/! 
51Ibid ., p. 17365. 

52Ibid . 
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.. is a complete recasting of Federal policy, a 
cold, calculating reassessment of the inadequaci.es 
of our present defenses against nuclear weapons 
and establishment of a Federal program which will 
provide realistic defense against them. 

____ ,~ .-_ o=-~ •. -~~- _~.~~~ •• _O~~-~="~ __ ~~.-.~~~_-.-.----- -~ .• -== .. -~-.-... - __ "~.=._ ~ .. ~~.-._o ~.= ... ~.~~_.~-o ~-_ -.=_ -=~~o ~~_ =~-.~ =~._=o.~=~~ 

. The cos t~may _be __ .... gr.eat_compared-to~presentex-· 
penditures, but the cost of continued default by 
the Federal Government in this vital area of 
national security, could, by comparison, be of incal
culable consequence should a nuclear strike against 
t his co untry ever be made. 53. 

Holifield Hearings in 1960.--Back again in 1960, this 

time wearing hiE hat as chairman of the House Subcommittee 

on Military Operations, Holifield investigated OCDM's shelter 

policy, post-attack planning, and the relation of civil de

fense to the missile program. 54 Responses to a Subcommittee 

questionnaire sent out to the State Governors and mayors of 

the largest cities gave no cause for optimism about the 

President's National Shelter Policy. Hoegh struck a more 

hopeful note, but the Subcommittee voiced the conviction, 

held even before the hearings began, that civil defense 

55 throughout the Nation was "in a deplorable state." Nor 

was the Subcommittee satisfied with what was being accorn-

plished in post-attack planning, especially under the philos

ophy that the individual would have to provide for his own 

53Ibid., p. 17366. 

54u. S • Congress, House, Committee on Government Opera
tions, Hearings, Civil Defense--1960, 86th Cong., 2d Sess. 
Parts I-III, 1960. These hearings are highlighted in 
Blanchard MS, pp. 242-248. 

55Hearings, Civil,Defense--1960, Part I, p. 3. 
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shelter and supplies for perhaps as much as four weeks after 

an attack. 56 

The third part of the hearings, on the relationship 

···~~···betwe·en··c:tvi·r~·c:l.~:r~!i~~=·~fi(.f·:tJi~·~mI$~sITe:·~p:rogr.am, ... brought .. out ... 

some significant testimony. Holifield and others voiced the 

fear that an enemy assault on the missile sites might subject 

the entire population and much of the Nation's food resources 

to radioactive fallout. They suggested moving the missiles 

out to sea, like the Polaris on Navy submarines. But a nurn-

ber of reasons were cited why such small missiles would not 

suffice in a counterforce strategy. At these hearings, 

several high-ranking military officials expressed reluctance 

to support an expenditure of $20 billion on a nationwide 

57 shelter program. 

The Holifield Subcommittee's report on these hearings 

was highly critical, and it made clear that this was not a 

personal criticism of Governor Hoegh or any other individual. 

The issue of survival, the Subcommittee asserted, was "too 

grave and too compelling" for personal and partisan commen-

tary. 

. • • Governor Hoegh has acted with commendable zeal and 
energy to "sell" civil defense to the American people. 

56 Ibid ., Part IIi Blanchard MS, p. 245. 
~.---

57see Blanchard MS, p. 247, for quotations from testi
mony of General Curtis LeMay, Vice Chief of Staff, U.S. Air 
Force, and Admiral Arleigh Burke, Chief of Naval Operations. 
The testimony will be found in Hearings, Civil Defense--
1960, Part III. 
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If films and lectures and bales· of bulletins.· and 
"alert" exercises were enough, we would'say that 
Governor Hoegh had brilliantly succeeded. Unfor
tunately, these activities, however important some of 

..... ~~~ .. i:h~~o~!ll.:;y.£§L~.'fl.~JJ ... J~Q:t::..9j~·.~.:th§1l$.t:;1y:e.s.oprQy.ide._:s~g lding.~ . 
. ............ f.r~omdeadly_~radiation.in.case .... of .... enemy~attack.·.·····_·······~·········_···············_··-

The Subcommittee was not disposed to denegrate "the homespun, 

self-help virtues and the importance of local initiative," 

but it was "coldly realistic" about the achievement of 

nationwide shelter protection. 

There is no sense in ~iving in a world of make 
believe. If the Federal Government doesn't supply 
the funds and direct a construction program for com
munal shelters, there will be no national shelter 
program. 59 

THE 1961 REORGANIZATION OF CIVIL DEFENSE 

In view of the heavy Congressional fire directed at 

OCDM and its antecedent agencies, it was clear that civil 

defense organization and operations would be closely scru-

tinized by the Kennedy Administration. upon due considera-

tion, President Kennedy accepted the basic premise on which 

the OCDM had been founded, namely, that the responsibility 

for Federal leadership ano. coordination of nonmilitary de-

fense was inescapably his. Specific assignments of respon-

sibility for the several elements of the program would be 

58 u.s. Congress, House, Committee on Government Opera-
tions, Civil Defense Shelter Policy and Postattack Recovery 
Planning, House Report No. 2069, 86th Congo I 2d SeS!s. 
July 1, 1960, p. 2. 

59 b'd 5 I ~., p •• • 
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made to the departments and agencies best able to give them 

vigorous support. 

In the process of applying these concepts, OCDM was dis-

mantIed~;;c~~~Kennedy····p-I·a-CEfd ~bn~i:he~~~Se~c~:tetiffy6fDErferiset.fie . basiC 

responsibility for developing an overall national civil de~ 

fense plan and program. Other agencies would be used in 

carrying out this assignment and in planning related non

military defense activities. A much-reduced Office of Emer

gency Planning (OEP) , largely freed of operating responsibi.l

ities, would continue as the President's instrument of advice 

and assistance in setting policy and in coordinating the per

formance of delegated nonmilitary defense functions with the 

total national preparedness program. For a short time, at 

least, as we shall eee' in the next chapter, this revamping 

of the nonmilitary defense structure brought for civil de

fense strong leadership and a larger commitment of Federal 

support than had been made in the past. Our concern now is 

with the events of the 1961 reorganization. 

Advice to the President on Reorganization 

As was to be expected, advice on reorganization came to 

President Kennedy from many sources. One proposal came be

fore his inauguration as President. While he was still a 

presidential candidate, Senator Kennedy appointed a com

mittee, chaired by Senator Stuart symington, to study the or

ganization and management of the Department of Defense and 

its related agencies. The Symington report, released 

December 5, 1960, recommended sweeping changes in Defense 
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organization. FrDm the point of view of this history, it is 

interesting to note that the Symington committee took cogni-

zance of the importance of civil defense by proposing that 

... it. be . madetherespons ibility.of .. a.-Uni-fi·ed·--Command-in-charge·· 

of the National Guard and Reserve units of the services. 60 

President-elect' Kennedy apparently preferred to wait until 

after the new Secretary of Defense, Robert S. McNamara, was 

on board and had a chance to look into the situation before 

deciding on a course of action. 

Congressman Holifield lost no time to urge the new ~resi-

dent to act on civil defense. One of Holifield's colleagues 

on the Military Operations Subcommittee, R. ,Walter Riehlman, 

announced on the floor of the House, in early May 1961, that 

he was introducing a concurrent resolution which would ex-

press the sense of Congress that the President "should pre-

pare and submit to the Congress a positive program for plac-

ing full civil defense responsibility in the Depar~ent of 

Defense. ,,61 On the other hand, one Democratic Senator, 

Stephen M. Young of Ohio, repeatedly characterized the civil 

defense effect as a "boondoggle," and urged curtailment if 

not'abolition of the program. 

The Ellis Report.--From the time of Kennedy's inaugura

tion until May 25, 1961, when he made his decision public, 

60 "Report to Senator Kennedy from the Committee on the 
Defense Establishment," Dec. 5, 1960, p. 15. 

6lQuoted in Blanchard MS; p. 275. 
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the reassignment of the Federal responsibility for civil de

fense was the subject of active discussion by officials of 

the Executive Office and the Defense Department. One very 

.......... pertinent·report·was~·submittedtothePresi.den:t-~fi·Feoruary,·· 

by Frank B. Ellis, a new Orleans attorney whom Kennedy had 

named to succeed Hoegh as OCDM Director. The concepts of 

the 1958 reorganization, Ellis stated, "represent a sound 

foundat.ion upon which to build a strong national program." 

But several deficiencies had to be overcome. 62 

First, Ellis noted, nonmilitary defense "has not had the 

Presidential sanction and leadership so essential to its 

success." As a consequence, "satisfactory gains have not 

been made in clarifying and expanding the roles of the de

partments and agencies." Efforts to obtain direct Presidential 

delegations of preparedness functions got bogged down in de

lays, and the agencies performing nonmilitary defense func

tions ;'have felt they have been doing something for OCDM 

rather than carrying out their own responsibilities in a total 

national security preparedness program." The full develop

ment of the capabilities of the departments and agencies was 

urgently needed, with more assignments and all by Executive 

orders "carrying the full force of Presidential direction, 

rather than Emergency Preparedness Orders issued by OCDM." 

A second problem related to the funding of delegations. 

The Congress and the Executive Branch had disagreed on the 

62Ellis Report, pp. 54-61. 

(! 
• 
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approach to such financing. First the agencies sought funds 

for delegated functions in their own budgets, and later OCDM 

presented a consolidated budget for all delegated programs. 

~~.~' ............... ~.~..~ .... ~...... ·-·······-·-·Boi11 •• ··~a.·pproache:s~iiad .... meE·Q~p·po·sltI(in .·In~·Congi~e~s·s.:~·~·~EII:Cs=Urge·d ... . 

\.) 

\../ 

resolution of ,this problem, to enable the delegate agencies 

to budget for their assigned functions "just as they budget 

for their other re sponsibi Ii ties." The notion that they were 

doing something for OCDM, Ellis stated, "must be dispe lIed, II 

and this required that the agencies consider nonmilitary de

fense functions as part of their normal responsibilities. 

A third problem had to do with the relationship of mil

itary and nonmilitary defense. Although many authoritative 

studies had established the vital contribution of a strong 

nonmilitary defense to the deterrence of enemy attack, this 

fact, Ellis asserted, "has been too often overlooked." There 

was need, he said, for an effective arrangement within the 

Executive Branch "to properly relate nonmilitary to military 

defense, and to other elements of national strategy in de-

ve loping the national budget." 

Furthermore, there was the problem of funding for State 

and local government operations •. A major impediment to 

progress at the State and local levels, Ellis reported, was 

the lack of funds to implement plans and programs. Public 

Law 85-606 in 1958, amending the 1950 Act, permitted for the 

first time the outlay of Federal funds, on a 50-50 matching 

basis, to assist State and local governments in financing their 

civil defense personnel and administrative costs. Yet, it 
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was not until January 1961 that any funds were made avail-

able. Such support was deemed essential .if the State and 

local governments were to move forward in their nonmilitary 
~ ~~.----,--.~,~~ .. "~-.~ .. -~."~~.~.~ .. -.~ -- - ~ - ~ --- - ~-

-~-~-~-~-~~~~~~o-~-~~defense 0 activities. 

As a fifth and final point, Ellis stressed the need for 

OCDM to "divest itself of all operating functions that can 

be performed by other agencies." Only thus, he said, could 

OCDM assume its proper role in the Executive Office, concen-

trating on the direction and coordination of the total non-

military defense effort. OCDM staff apparently had been pre-

occupied "with the conduct of civil defense operations pro-

grams, and with determining the Agency's role in directing 

emergency operations." As a consequence, Ellis observed, 

there was a strong tendency to subordinate OCDM's basic plan-

ning and coordinating responsibilities. In his judgment, 

. OCDM should plan and develop new programs as 
required by changing concepts in nonmilitary defense, 
but should develop or operate them ONLY until tg~:y can 
be delegated to other departments and agencies. 

Ellis made various tentative suggestions of how the operating 

activities might be reassigned. It should be noted that under 

his concept, only some civil defense activities would have 
. 64 

devolved on the Department of Defense. 

Advice from Other Sources.--Kennedy also asked Carl 

Kaysen, a member of the White House staff, to take a close 

6 3Ibid., p. 58. 

64 Ibid., pp. 58-61. • 
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look at the entire question. After a month's study, Kaysen 

reported that OCDM was functioning under outmoded concepts, 

with attendant waste of its limited budget. The civil de-

. .fenseproblem,hesuggested,shouldbeaddressedseriously 

or simply forgotten. Should the President decide to pro-

ceed with civil defense, Kaysen suggested that the budget in 

the shelter field be increased and that direction of the pro-

65 gram be assigned to the Department of Defense. 

Others close to the President held diverse views on the 

problem. David Bell, Director of the Budget, and McGeorge 

Bundy, National Security Policy Advisor, opposed substantial 

increases in the civil defense budget on the grounds that 

other programs were more urgent. On the other hand, Defense 

Secretary McNamara came out strongly for increased funding, 

especially for fallout shelters. When he came to office, 

McNamara initiated a series of studies on various defense pro-

grams, including civil defense. These studies showed that 

a shelter program would complement several active defense 

systems and would add to the Nation's deterrent capability. 

McNamara was convinced that the Defense Department could make 

substantial contributions to an effective civil def.ense. 66 

65 Kerr MS, pp. 247-249; Theodore C. Sorensen, Kennedy 
(New York: Harper & RoW, 1965), p. 613. 

66 Kerr MS, p. 249; U.S. Congress, House, Committee on 
Government 9perations, New Civil Defense Program, House 
Report No. 1249, 87th Cong., 1st Sess., Sept. 20, 1961, 
p. 16. 
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The President's Decision 

The question was still under discussion within Administra-

,_' __ •• _ _ _ ---______ ._.''""C ________ ~ -- _ ,~- - __ o~ ___ --- --
_____ ~ ___ ... _. ______________ ~ __ .. C' .. ~--.------ _ ------' .. ----- .. --~--.... ~- -

vamp and expand the civil defense effort. In a special mes-

sage to Congress on "Urgent National Needs," Kennedy pledged 

a new start on ci v.il defense. Our retaliatory power, he in-

dicated, must contihue to be our primary shield against aggres-

sion. But a comparatively modest investment in community fall-

out shelters, he felt, was the minimum "insurance" which the 

Government should give its people in the event of a nuclear 

attack resulting from lIan irrational act, a miscalculation, 

an accidental war which cannot be either foreseen or deterred. II 

.. It is insurance we trust will never be needed--" 
but insurance which we could never forgive ourselves for 
foregoing in the event of catastrophe. 

Once the validity of this concept is recognized, 
there is no point in delaying the initiation of a 
nationwide long-range program of identifying pr~sent 
fallout shelter capacity and providing shelter in new 
and existing structures. Such a program would protect 
millions of people against the hazards of radioactive 
fallout in the event of a large-scale nuclear attack. 

To implement the program, the President said, several steps 

would be taken. First, he was assigning responsibility for 

the program to "the top civilian "authority already respon-

sible for continental defense, the Secretary of Defense." He 

deemed it "important that this function remain civilian in 

nature and leadership; and this feature will not be changed." 

Second, OCDM would be reconstituted, with its title changed 

to"the-Office of Emergency Planning, lias a small staff agency 

I~ 
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to assist in the coordination of these functions." Third, 

requests would soon be transmitted to Congress for "a much-

program, Kennedy indicated, 

. wiil provide Federal funds for identifying 
fallout shelter capacity in existing structures, and 
it will include, where appropriate, incorporation of 
shelter in Federal buildings, new requirements for 
shelter in buildings constructed with Federal assis
tance, and matching grants and other incentives for 
constructing shelter in State and local, and private, 
buildings. 

Federal appropriations for civil defense in fis
cal 1962 under this program will in all likelihood 
be more than triple the pending budget requests; and 
they will increase sharply in subsequent years. Fi
nancial participation will also be required from 
State and local governments, and from private citizens. 
But no insurance is cost-free; and every American 
citizen and his community must decide for themselves 
whether this form of survival insurance justifies the 
expenditure of effort, time, and money. For myself, 
I am convinced that it does. 67. 

,Proposed Realignment of Civil Defense and Defense 

Mobilization Programs 

In his message of May 25, the President presented only 

the general picture of the contemplated reorganization. The 

67"The President's Civil Defense Message" to Congress, 
May 25, 1961, in u.s. Executive Office of the President, Of
fice of Civil and Defense Mobilization, Documents on Reor
ganization of Civil Defense, Washington: u.s. Government 
Printing Office, 1961 (hereinafter cited as Documents on 
Reorganization of Civil Defense), pp. 1-2. Reflecting on 
the President's decision despite divergent views of White 
House staff members, Steuart Pittman, first director of ~he 
Office of Civil Defense in the D~fense Department, later ob
served that Kennedy preferred not to wait for full agre,ement 
for fear the program might not have gotten launched. Also, 

"according to Pittman, the President made the case for shelters 
on the basis of "insurance" rather than deterrence because he 
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details came in July from two sources: a memorandum from 

Ellis, dated July 7, 1961; and a st udy by ~1cKinsey and 

Company submitted about a week later, under another con-

·tractwith·theBureauoftheBudget~ .. ·Bbthfb ITowed clOsely 

the concepts and organizational pattern generally set out in 

the President's message. 

The Ellis Memorandurn.--In his m~norandum to the President, -
July 7, 1961, Ellis reasserted the concept of Presidential 

leadership and responsibility in the nonmilitary defense 

field. OEP would furnish staff assistance to the President 

in connection with his responsibilities "to plan, determine 

policy for, direct, coordinate, and exerCise continuing sur-

veillance over the total nonmilitary defense program." 

Specifically, Ellis stated, OEP would: 

A. Represent you in your dealings with State 
Governors to stimulate vigorous State and local 
part.icipation in civil defense and resource manage
ment planning and to make adequate preparations for 
the continuity of State and local civilian political 
authority in the event of nuclear attack. 

B. Assist you in achieving a coordinated and 
harmonious impact on the States and localities on 
the part of the several Federal departments and agen
cies to which specific nonmilitary defense program 
responsibilities have been assigned. 

c. Assist you in determining the appropriate non
military defense roles of Federal departments and 
agencies, enlisting State, local, and private partic
ipation, mobilizing national support, evaluating 

wanted to avoid provocative language; see Steuart L. Pittman, 
"Government and Civil Defense," in Who Speaks for Civil De
fense?, ed. Eugene Wigner (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 
1968), pp. 64-65; Kerr MS, pp. 251-252. 

( 
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progress of the program, and preparing reports 
to the Congress. 

D. Assist you in planning for the manage
ment of national resources in an emergency, includ-

~~·~···~-·~·~~·~···--·~··~~~~~~~·~~·~·······~~~·:tTig~~=15tit.~~fio'E~~Illifi·Ee·a~·1:C5·~·~~t:ll~rl?~~~·!'!t:.~'t~a.~K~];>~~=i()d~~~-~~·· -- .~--.-

E. Assist you in making plans to deal with 
the overall effects of enemy strikes on human and 
material resources. 

F. Assist you in the development of policies 
concerning the strategic use of national resources 
during the cold war, or in the event of limited war, 
and appropriate economic warfare matters such as 
restrictions of imports threatening the ,national 
security. 

G. Advise you on the need for Presidential 
declaration of major natural disasters and 
coordinating on your behalf Federal operation in 
connection therewith. 

H. Develop plans for the continuity of 
Federal operations in the event of nuclear attack, 
and for the performance, as necessary, ,of such 
emergency activities as the evaluation of remain
ing resources after an attack, their allocation, 
the control of transportation, the maintenance of 
economic stabilization, and censorship. 

I. Serve as telecommunications coordinator 
for the executive branch. 

J. Assist you in determining policy for, and 
supervising the maintenance of, the strategic 
stockpile. 

In carrying out these functions, the Office of 
Emergency Planning would make fullest use of the de
partments and agencies of the Federal Government in 
order to maintain a minimum staff both centrally and 
in the field. 

To enlist the vigorous support of the many talents and 

resources of the Defense Department, Ellis recommended that 

the President make the first speci,fic assignment to the 

Secretary of Defense of responsibility for lithe total civil 

defense program. II Specifically, this would involve: 
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A. The development and execution of a fall
out shelter program. 

B. The development and execution of a chemical, 

(J 

~o~ .. ~~~~.~~ .. ~~ .. ~o~ ..... ~ .... ~o~o ~ ... ~~ .... ~.~biQ.lo~gLc.al,~and~radiolQg.icaol~·(G·BR.) ... owar~:EaEe··ae·fense~~~~······· 
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c. The assumption of responsibility for trans
mittingwarning of impending attack to civilian 
authorities and to the public, in accordance with 
policies determined by you. 

D. The maintenance of a national communica
tions network for use by civilian authorities of 
Government postattack. 

E. The development of planning guidance for, 
and emergency assistance to, State and local govern
ments in such postattack community services as 
health and sanitation services, maintenance of law 
and order, firefighting and control, debris clear
ance, traffic control, and the provision of ade
quate water supplies. 

F. The collection of data on location and 
strength of enemy strikes and such assessment of 
their damage as is required to minimize such dam
age. 

G. The administration of Federal matching 
funds programmed for the strengthening of State 
and local civil defense capabilities. 

H. Assistance to the States and localities 
in the provision of protected facilities to serve 
the'requirements of damage control operations and 
to facilitate the OEP plans for the continuity of 
State and local government. 

I. The development and execution of plans for 
making available to State and local governments such 
surplus Federal property as will enhance their 
civil defense capabilities. 

J. The dev~p~ent. and maintenance of a cap
ability to direct~ both nationally and in the regions, 
the movement from unattacked areas to attacked areas 
of such aid and resources as can be made available 
for civil defense operations. 

In the fulfillment of these responsibilities, it 
is contemplated that the Secretary of Defense would 
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avail himself wherever feasible of the capabilities of 
other Federal agencies, as determined by you, by con
tractual or other agreement. 

Ellis further recommended assignment to the Department 

~~~ ......... ~~~ ... ~ ........ -~.~ ... "~~~~·~of-He~a~t~h·~Educat1:b~i17~and~"WeTEafe .. ·.·6;~~tn~ .• ··A.i,i,§p~on.sJJ)Tr.rIYf()r- .. ~ ........ ~ ........... . 

u 

developing and maintaining a National Emergency Medical Stock-

pile, and to the Department of Agriculture of responsibility 

for a Nationa1 Food Stockpile. The proposed assignments, 

Ellis concluded, 

.. offer promise of an invigorated, meaningful, non
military defense program, if supported by a larger 
commitment of Federal resources than has been made in 
the past, and buttressed by a continuation of the 
Presidential concern, leadership, and support which 
you have demonstrated. 

To this end I pledge my full support and that of 
the staff of the new Office of Emergency Planning. 68 

The McKinsev Studv.--A week followina the Ellis memo-
-------------.------~. ~ 

randum, McKinsey & Company submitted its study to the Bureau 

of the Budget. Its purpose was to suggest ~.,hat responsibil-

ities should be transferred to the Defense Department to ac-

complish the President's stated objective of launching a 

more vigorous and effective program to defend the civilian 

1 .. 69 popu at~on. ~rawing from the experience of 15 years in 

68Memorandum of July 7, 1961, to President Kennedy from 
OCDM Director Frank B. Ellis, in Documents on Reorganization 
of Civil Defense, pp. 3-5. 

69Maxim MS, pp. 133-139. The study, entitled Transfer
ring Greater Responsibilities for Nonmilitary Defense to the 
Department of Defense, is reproduced as Appendix 12 to the 
Holifield Subcommittee hearings in 1961 on civil defense; 
see'U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Governmental Opera
tions, Civil Defense--196l, Hearings before Subcommittee, 
August 1-9, 1961, 87th Cong., 1st Sess., 1961. 
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nonmilitary de~ense activities, the study listed seven prin

ciples as important guides for the reorganization. In brief, 

1. The Nat.ion must be prepared for three different kinds 

of warfare: an all-out nuclear attack, limited war, and the 

continuing cold war. OCDM, the study indicated, had neglected 

preparations for the last two contingencies. 

2. There is increasingly more overlapping between mil-

itary and nonmilitary preparations for war. Full cognizance 

had not been taken of this factor because of the traditional 

fear of military domination of the civilian populace. 

3. There is no longer time tc prepare for war after 

hostilities have started. 

4. OCDM has not made maximum use of existing governmental 

machinery at any level of government. 

5. The OCDM regional offices provide a reasonably good 

line of communications between Federal, state, and local of-

ficials. However, the existing arrangement would not be 

equal to an attack situation. So, this matter should be 

given proper attention in future considerations. 

6. The President needs a staff organization that can 

assist him in the over-all formulation of nonmilitary defense 

policy, in providing leadership for carrying out this policy, 

and in guiding and coordinating the nonmilitary defense 

efforts of the Federal departments and agencies. OCDM has 
-

not been able to effectively provide the President with this 

L) 
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kind of assistance because of its heavy involvement in 

operating activities. 

7. The Federal nonmilitary defense organization must 

.. havesuffi cient· f lexibiTityto ···meett heiap id·feChilOIci gleal 

changes in enemy capabilities with which it is constantly 

confronted. Vested interests have grown up in OCDM which 

70 have prevented it from adapting itself to such changes. 

In line with these principles, the McKinsey study pre-

sented various alternative organizational arrangements, in-

cluding the transfer of virtually all civil defense func-

tions to the Defense Department. It indicat~d preference 

for the last-mentioned option, although it posed questions 

as to the desirability of having responsibility for military 

defense and civil defense assianed to the same department. 7l 

Assuming the responsibilities fell to the Defense DeparL~ent, 

the study considered various options for handling the ~ivil 

defense activities: assignment to an administrator for civil 

defense ranking equally with the three service secretaries; 

assignment to the Secretary of the Army who could delegate 

the operating functions to the 'Continental armies; or ass;ign-

ment of civil defense activities throughout the Defense De~ 

partment, wherever appropriate, to ensure their proper ·execu-

tion. 

Of these last three options, the McKinsey study ex

pressed preference ,for the third, as most likely to provide 

70Ib.:cd~, pp. 508-'510. 

71Ibid ., pp. 510-514. 
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the greatest use of the Department's capabilities in 

strengthening the civil defense program. In connection 

merif'Eoanasslstant to the Secretary of Defense or one of 

the existing Assistant Secretaries of over-all responsibility 

for civil defense activities, in order to keep them from 

72 getting lost in the Department. 

A New Look for Civil Defense 

Executive Order 10952, July 20, 1961.--With both the 

Ellis memorandum and the McKinsey study in hand, President 

Kennedy proceeded to give civil defense a new look, which 

hopefully would be more effective and also more acceptable 

to Congress. Executive Order 10952, dated July 20, 1961, 

charged the Secretary of Defense with supervision of the 

Federal programs for the protection of the civilian poplua

tion against nuclear attack. 73 Specifically, he was charged 

with the development and execution of: 

(i) a fallout shelter program; 

(ii) a chemical, biological, and radiological war
fare defense program; 

72 Ibid., pp. 516-517. 

73For the full text of Executive Order 10952, see Docu
ments on Reorganization of Civil Defense, pp. 6-8. Certain 
functions were reserved to the President. The most important 
of these related to the medical and food stockpiles, the 
Civil Defense Advisory Council, the delegation of civil de
fense responsibilities to Federal agencies, and the so-called 
"Title III" emergency authority of the Federal C:;'vil Defense 
Act. ~ 

( 
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(iii) all steps necessary to warn or alert Fed
eral military and civilian authorities, state offi
cials, and the civilian population; 

~,O~~~~'~' ~~~o~~~~~~~~L;L'lJ~~~lL~fJJD~c~t_i6J1_s~J;Ler~taining~to~~conununicationsr~~" ~""~"~-~' 
'~~-~~~'~"'~~~-~~~~includinga,warning-networkrreportingonmonitcoringT 

\...) 

instructions to shelters, and conununications between 
authorities; 

(v) emergency assistance to State and local govern
ments in a postattack period, including water, debris, 
fire, health, traffic, police/and evacuation capabil
ities; 

(vi) protection and emergency operational capa
bility of State anc local government agencies in keep
ing with plans for the continuity of government; and 

(vii) programs for making financial contributions 
to the States (including personnel and administrative 
expenses) for civil defense purposes. 

In addition, he was to develop and operate a nationwide post-

attack damage assessment program and make necessary arrange-

ments for the donation of Federal surplus property. 

The Director of OCDM (later OEP) was charged with ad-

vising and assisting the President in the following matters: 

(a) determining policy for the total civil defense program, 

including the obtaining of information necessary for such 

policy determinations; (b) reviewing and coordinating the 

civil defense activities of the Federal agencies, including 

their relations with each other and with the States and 

neighboring countries; (c) determining the appropriate civil 

defense roles of Federal agencies, securing nationwide sup-

port for and participation in the civil defense programs, 

evaluating progress of programs, and r,eporting to Congz;ess 

on such pr-ograms; (d) assisting arid encouraging the States 
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to enter into interstate civil defense compacts and enact 

reciprocal civil defense laws; and (e) providing assistance 

to states in negotiating mutual civil defense arrangements~~~~O"~~~ "~. ~.~~ ........... . 
~ ____ ~ ___ ~= •.• _,=.=~."._.=~=._~"~._ ...• ".~.~_.~,=~.~._~=~.~ .. ,~~~~.~=._=."==~ •. _~~~"~".=_ .•. , •• ~_.~ .•.. ~ ..•. _ •.. ~=.~ .. ~,~,~_~~ .. "~~_ .. ~ .. ".=r_~~=-----='~"'~.'~-··-~-·= .. ~~ .. ~~~ 

..... ~ ... witnotnerStates·aridrieIghborTng·countr:i.es. In addition, 

the-nCDM Director was to develop plans, conduct programs, 

and coordinate preparations for continuity of government at 

all levels in the event of attack. 

B~lated StateITlents.--Accompanying the President's Ex-

ecutive order was a White House press release highlighting 

the 1961 reorganization and some of the philosophy underly-

ing it. In issuing the Executive order, the President said: 

More than ever, a strong civil 
is vital to the Nation's security. 
fense is of direct concern to every 
every level of government. 

defense program 
Today, civil de
ci tizen and .at 

Civil defense, under the charge of the Secretary of Defense, 

the release reiterated, "will' remain civilian in nature and 

leadership." The Executive order, Kennedy was convinced, 

consti t uted "a step toward achieving, in the form a realis-

tic, strengthened civil defense program, the survival insur-

ance and the increased defensive strength so vital to the 

Nation's security." 

The President instructed the Secretary of Defense, the 

White House indicated, to give "urgent attention" to survey-

ing shelter facilities in existing structures--a task on which 

McNamara had already embarked. Furthermore, the President 

anticipated the early submission to Con.gress of a request for 

increased funds "for an invigorated civil defense program." 

L) 
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Kennedy made it clear that civil defense preparations 

would be a governmentwide effort in carrying out a respon-

In calling upon the resources of the Department of 
Defense to stimulate and invigorate our civil defense 
prep~rations, I am acting under the basic Federal 
premise that responsibility for the accomplishment of 
civil defense preparations at the Federal level is 
vested in me. In the States and localities, similar 
responsibilities are vested in the Governors and 
local executives. It is my hope that they, too, will 
redouble their efforts to strengthen our civil defense 
and will work closely with the Department of Defense in 
its new assignment. 

Because civil defense reached into virtually every phase of 

government and the national life, Kennedy indicated that he 

would be actively concerned with "the problem of coordinating 

our civil defense preparations with other nonmilitary defense 

preparations required to achieve a strong position for our 

Nation. " In this, the President said, he would be repre-

sented and assisted by the Director of OCDM. 

Kennedy played up the OCDM Director's Presidential staff 

role in the civil defense effort and the remaining functions 

relating .to the postattack and the "defense mobilization" pr'o

grams. He made a special point of complimenting Ellis and 

the OCDM organization on "their vigorous and successful ef-

forts since shortly after Inauguration Day to focus national 

attention on the critical gaps in our civil defense prepara-

tions. " The President, the release indicated, "particularly 

congratulated Mr. Ellis on his constructive attitude in . 
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consultations leading to agreement on the new program 

direction. ,,74 

On that sarne eventful. day--July 20, 1961--both Ellis and 

issued statements concernihgthe reorganIzation of 

civil defense. The President's actions, Ellis said, "are 

indeed encouraging developments" to those leaders, officials, 

and stout supporter s "who have labored these many years 

against such discouraging odds to bring about a state of civil 

defense prepareanesE Hi this country." The President I he 

continued, "has recognized clearly the importance of civil 

defense preparedness to our national security," and assigned 

major responsibiJ.ity to "that department of Government which 

can corrunit the greatest resources to its execution." All 

citizens and particularly the six and one-half million per-

sons who had been devoting their efforts to the cause of 

civil defense, Ellis was confident, "will redouble their ef-

forts now that the prospects are so favorable for an invig

orated program under the President's leadership." 75 

74White House Press Release, July 20, 1961, in Documents 
on Reorganization of Civil Defense, pp. 9-10. Apparently 
Ellis and McNamara did not see eye-to-eye on the scope of 
the assignment to the Defense Secretary. Ellis wanted to 
hold back certain functions, while McNamara insisted on an 
all-or-none approach. The President sided with McNamara. 
Ellis stayed on for a while as OCDM-OEP Director and re
signed to accept a Federal judgeship. See Sorenson, OPe cit., 
p. 614; Blanchard MS, P. 278; Kerr MS, pp. 252-253. 

75For the text of "The Director's Statement," see Docu
ments on Reorganization of Civil Defense, p. 11. 
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McNamara directed his statement to the task at hand. 

He set forth four "m?-jor considerations" by which the De-

fense Department would be guided in undertaking its assigned 

responsibilities: 

(1) The Civil Defense effort must remain under civilian 
direction and control, involving, as it does, the 
survival of every citizen. It requires the 
closest and most sympathetic cooperation between 
the federal civilian authorities and state and 
local governments. 

(2) In thE agE of thermonuclear war, civil defense 
must bE integrated with all aspects of military 
defensE against thermonuclear attack. 

(3) The Civil Defense functions of the Department must 
not be permitted to downgrade the military capabil
ities of our armed forces. 

(4) Whatever expenditures are undertaken for Civil De
f~nse projects must be directed toward obtaining 
maximum protection for lowest possible cost. 

The civil defense function, McNamara saic, would be organized 

within the Defense Department as "a civilian function," draw-

ing where necessary on the military departments for avail-

able support. A special group, McNamara further indicated, 

was preparing a budget for "the new and accelerated Civil De-

fense program outlined by the P:resident." Thereafter, the 

group would address itself to the organizational problems 

posed by the transfer of the functions, II incl uding operations 

in Washington, in Battle Creek, Michigan, and in the field." 76 

The brightest moment in the history of American civil 

defense seemed to be at hand. 

76For the text of liThe Secretary of Defense's Statement," 
see Documents on Reorganization of Civil Defense, p. 12. 



CHAPTER VI 

CIVIL DEFENSE IN THE DEFENSE ESTABLISHMENT: 

THE OFFICE OF CIVIL DEFENSE, '1961-72 

President Kennedy had no trouble getting Congress to 

accept his administrative reorganization of the civil de

fense effort, and Congress readily voted the full amount of 

his supplemental request for fiscal 1962 ($207.6 million) to 

embark on a nationwide fallout shelter program. Under the 

leadership of Defense Secretary McNamara and Steuart L. 

Pittman, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Civil Defense), the 

new Office of Civil Defense (OCD) put forth a prodigious 

effort over the next several years to establish the program, 

with fallout shelters for all Americans as its basic goal 

and with various complementary and supporting systems. It 

was a modest program, minimal in cost and in degree of 

protection. Even so, it held out the prospect of high 

returns in lives saved under a nuclear attack. For those in 

the civil defense program, it seemed to mark a turnabout--a 

new start, a reversal of past frustrations. 

Unfortunately, the impetus of the Kennedy initiative in 

1961 was short-lived. Necessary legislation and funding for 

Federal support of shelter construction to fill gaps in the 

320 
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program met with repeated rebuffs--a severe jolt attribut

able perhaps more to the lack of Presidential support than 

to Congressional opposition. Disenchanted with this turn of 

C~~ ... _ .• _ ... _~~· _~.~·~~C_~~~._ ~~~~events:=·p:CtiIDaiic·=~r=etuined~~to--·hl s=IawpraciTc-e~In~AprIT~r96/f~~~~-~-
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Under his stewardship, OCD chalked up a truly remarkable 

record of accomplishment; but the ensuing years of OeD's 

life were years of lowered prestige, declining budgets, and 

erosion of basic programs. After that fiscal 1962 surge, 

appropriations dropped steadily to a low of $60.5 million in 

fiscal 1969; they averaged about $91 million annually over 

the ten fiscal years 1963-72. Pittman's successors--William 

P. Durkee and Joseph Rornrn in the Johnson Administration and 

Governor John E. Davis in the Nixon Administration--sought 

to make the best of a deteriorating situation. For all the 

continued rhetoric about the role of civil defense in the 

Nation's overall defense posture, OCD, like its antecedent 

agencies, found itself leading a "thin," "low-profile," 

"back-burner" operation, maintained at the lowest possible 

sustaining rate as a matter of prudence in an uncertain 

world. 

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR CIVIL DEFENSE 

Underlying Conditions and Concepts 

In his May 1961 message to Congress, President Kennedy 

had committed himself to an accelerat.ed civil defense 
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effort. It was to be a moderate effort, designed to shield 

the population from radioactive fallout, not from the blast, 

heat or fire effects at the points of nuclear bursts or 

" -~-"""""~~""~"--""ilili?~~-e::~-"~Tne~P~-:e-~Icren"t:f§"m(£$~~ag:e;~"·"to II()w~ed~two~mC;;th~~i~t~;;'-~~~"~"~""" 

by the Berlin crisis, generated much public interest and 

touched off heated debate over the need for shelters, their 

effectiveness, and the psychological and social effects of 

such a program. Within Kennedy's inner circle there was no 

unanimity on the merits of the commitment, and Kennedy 

himself soon had qualms about it. But he decided in the 

latter half of 1961 to go ahead with the program, pointing 

principally toward community ratber than individual shelters 

and a comparatively low level of Federal spending. l 

This concept was predicated on Defense Department 

studies. These indicated that existing buildings and homes 

could shield large numbers of people--perhaps more than one-

third of the population-- at little cost. Maldistribution 

of shelter spaces in relation to the population, however, 

would inevitably create a shortfall, and this deficit would 

have to be overcome if the population was to be adequately 

protected. Meeting this deficit would require community 

shelter construction with Federal incentives. This would 

necessitata~thori.zing legislation and an outlay of some $3 

billion over a four- or five-year period, with the Federal 

lsteuart L. Pittman, "Civil Defense in a Balanced 
National Security," BAS, June 1964, pp. 24-26. 
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share about $1.8 billion. ~ithout this Federal subsidiza-

tion, the fallout shelter program would bring a saving of 30 

million lives in a heavy attack in the early seventies~ with 

"-,~' '-~---~~-----~~~J:t-;---5-0-~-fif.irrl on~Tr,res~wourd~lje~-save~d~:'~'~ " -- - -~ ------ -- ---- ~- ,--~--~--

L' 

In addition to shielding the total population from 

radioactivity, the Kennedy program placed great stress on 

building up the emergency operating capabilities of the 

local communities. During a nuclear attack and for some 

weeks thereafter, these localities would have to stand on 

their own feet; and this placed special obligations on their 

officials just as it did on the President himself. As Pitt-

man put it, 

. The capacity to survive this ordeal would depend 
largely on previous organization, planning and prepara
tion to save lives and restore services. This work 
must be done now, not'durin~ an emergency, and it must 
engage the energies of those of you who would carry out 
these plans if our country were ever attacked. . 

Ordinary individuals may have a personal option to 
ignore the pro"blem of self-preservation in a nuclear 
attack~ but Government officials do not. Leadership, 
from the President on down, have little choice but to 
carry out this difficult task of building protection 
into the life of the country.3 

2U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Appropriations, 
Department of Defense Appropriations for ~, Hearings of 
Subcommittee, 87th Cong., 2nd Sess. (Wash~ngton: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1962), Part 2, pp. l35-140~ 
Steuart L. Pittman, IIGovernment and Civil Defense," in Who 
Speaks fo~Civil.Defense? Eugene P. Wigner, ed. (New 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1968), pp. 60-61. 

3U• S • Department of Defense, Annual Report of the 
Office of Civil Defense for Fiscal Year 1962 (Washington: 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1962), p:-I. 
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Components of the Program 

The President's new civil defense program was a bal-

anced one. Its principal component was the location or 

~ .. ~ .... ~~~~ ... ~.~ ... "~de:vel.opment.~of~~~;fa1-10ut~"she:lt·er·s~~f·o~·the··~nt:i~:tEf)?C5Et.fl~~·f.Jo~n-:·"~·~"·~-·~~~~ 

Studies of possible patterns of nuclear attack on the United 

States indicated that fallout sh~lters had greater life-

saving potential than any other feasible protective measure, 

and that the number of people saved would decrease only 

slightly as the power and number of weapons increased. 

Along with the location and licensing of public shelter 

space, it would be necessary to mark them with distinctivE 

signs and to stock them with food, water, medical items, and 

other equipment required to sustain life and make shelters 

livable. 

The program included a number of complementary systms 

deemed necessary to make effective use of shelters and to 

conduct emergency operations. Under a nationwide warning 

system, the people would be informed of impending attack and 

when to go ·to shelters. A communications system would 

disseminate information on what was happening during an 

emergency, the nature and extent of damage, and on life

saving measures. Nationwide monitoring and reporting sys-

terns would be used to collect, evaluate and disseminate 

information on radioactive fallout. Through a damage 

assessment system, preattack estimates and postattack assess-

ments of damage would be developed to help determine what 

\...-) 
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courses of action could best assure survival and recovery. 

An essential ingredient of the program was Federal 

assistance, encompassing a number of activities--technical 

~~o~~--~---~--~-~"~_C~"-~~gu±daon-ce,-~tra±n-~l'nj~~-cfrrd"O~e~dl1c:crt:"jJj~n:;~ •. ~.l:1:ra:frC:::i.ar~~assYst:~afrce~~~a:ilC3.~--~--~

donations of surplus property--designed to gain active 

\.,.,/i 

I ./ \,J/ 

participation by all levels of government, by all types of 

private organizations, and by individuals responsible for 

the safety of others. Especially significant in this regard 

was the provision of Federal matching funds for three grant-

in-aid programs: (1) State and local personnel and adminis-

tive expenses deemed essential to provide the organizational 

and operational capability at State and local levels upo~ 

which the Federal Government depended to translate Federal 

programs, plans and guidance into protection for people at 

the community level; (2) The necessary "hardware"--com-

munication, warning, and other supplies and equipment and 

training to meet the needs of local civil defense organiza-

tionsin implementing operational plans peculiar ,to their 

local situations; and (3) Protected emergency operating 

centers (ECOs) to serve as the focal points of emergency 

activities. 

The program also encompassed a number of supporting 

activities including the dissemination of information to the 

public on plans, programs and progress in developing a 

shelter-oriented civil defense program and on life-saving 

actions in time of emergency; gaining participation of industry 
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and national organizations; maintaining the liaison.with 

international.civil defense programs; and obtaining guidance 

and recommendations from experts. A carefully organized 

~~.~._.~~~~._ .... ~.. __ .~._.research~progr,·am-~weu.:J:d~·~g-ive-··perspe·c t·±ve~·to-·~the· .••. devErlo~iilenl:····~···-

and stocking of the shelter system and to all complementary 

systems so as to make fallout shelters practicable and habit

able in an emergency. Such research would include work on 

shelter design and construction; ventilation kits; means of 

providing protectiori from blast and thermal effects as well 

as radiation effects; fire resistance; and requirements for 

protection from biological agents and toxic chemicals. 

Ranging over the entire program structure, of course, 

was manaaement--a small item in terms of overall cost but of 

critical importance to the success of the effort. At the na-

tional level, the Office of Civil Defense would be expected 

to monitor and administer the total effort. A professional, 

disciplined civil defense staff with requisite technical 

skills would be needed to plan and direct emergency opera-

tions. It would focus on national objectives, and establish and 

maintain cooperative relatiqnships with other Federal 

agencies and with State and local governments which had to 

share the management burden in the planning and execution of 

prescribed programs. :";'--..;?==- . 

Effective direction and control under emergency condi

tions would require a nationwide network of Federal, State 

and local operating centers capable of performing essential 

~ ___ ~.~_._~_.~.~ •. _~"_.o 
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governmental functions. It was visualized that Federal 

direction and control would emanate from eight Federal 

regional Emergency Operating Centers. These would have a 

~~---~--~~---~~-------~-~-~~~-ca·pabtJ.-tty~-O-f--~dp~J:"atl:il.9~~-nfdEtpenQe"nJ.ly--~ufl(j~i· .~m~rgency-~C---~~-----~------_c-

~" 

conditions. They would serve as focal points in directing 

the immediate survival operations and the subsequent re-

covery effort in'their respective geographical areas. The 

EOCs at the local level, as indicated earlier, would also 

have pivotal roles in emergency operations. They would 

concern themselves with such emergency activities as issu-

ing attack and radiological warnings to the people; direct-

ing movements of people to shelters; conducting damage 

assessment; informing the public of the emergency situation; 

and directing emergency operations of the organized forces 

4 of government. 

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT 

Defense Secretary McNamara moved quickly to establish 

the Office of Civil Defense under his immediate direction 

4Ibid ., pp. 5~6; u.s. Congress, Joint Committee on 
Defense Production, Thirteenth Annual Report, 88th Cong., 
2d Sess., House Report No. 1095 (Washington: u.s. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1964), pp. 228-229. Many of these 
program elements had their origins in the work of OCD's 
antecedent agencies, but the OCD effort showed special 
promise and progress because of the interest and support 
of President Kennedy and Secretary McNamara and the zeal 
of the OCD staff under Pittman's leadership. 
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and mobilize the vast resources of his department in sup-

port of OCD programs. Federal civilian agencies were 

drawn into civil defense operations by virtue of Presiden

.~---~-~"~~~~-~-~t;;:ia-l-~-~a-ss±:gnments"~-"~N crn-:=g6vernfiren'fal~6rg-a~iiT~at:.roi}~~~alio~"---~·-~-~~·~--~-~"--"-.~ .... 

• 

helped in preparing for emergency operations. And, of 

special importance, close working relationships were main

tained with State and local governments to develop their 

capability for effective action in an emergency. Distinc-

tive features of OeD management were the large number of 

organizations involved, the diverse disciplines required, 

and the depth of participation by Federal military and 

civilian elements and by State and local governments in 

the total program. 

The H~adquarters and Field Establishment 

A task force was assembled early in fiscal 1962 to 

complete the 1961 reorganization of civil defense and de-

velop and launch the new program. On July 31, 1961, pend-

ing the appointment of an Assistant Secretary of Defense 

(Civil Defense), McNamara charged his Special Assistant, 

Adam Yarrnolinsky, with the task of organizing and establish-

5 ing an Office of Civil Defense within the Department. A 

SMemorandum, McNamara to Secretaries of the Military 
Departments et ai., July 31, 1961, Subject: Interim Organi
zation and Operation of the Office of Civil Defense within 
the Department of Defense," Appendix 2 to OCD, Annua·l Re-
port for FY 1962, p. 87. -

~J 
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month later an Office of Civil Defense was formally estab-

lished under an Assistant Secretary of Defense (Civil 

Defense), a p.ost assumed by Steuart Pittman. To him were 

~~~--~-~-~~~-----~~~o_---~-~-or-e-;:;;a"elegECfeao~1:lie···re-s"p-c3iisTbTIIOfIe~f"of~tne-]5~-fE~ils€!~~s·~g:r~EiiEary~:~"~-~------

In carrying out these responsibilities, the Assistant Secre-

tary was enjoined to "utilize to the maximum extent the 

exist.ing facilities of the Department of Defense in lieu 

of duplicating such facilities within his office.,,6 

From its inception OCD was organized on a functional 

pattern. For greater effectiveness, OCD effected several 

major organizational changes in the second year of the pro-

gram. These included: 

1. Establishment of the Directorate for. Technical 
Liaison to assure that OCD policies, plans, pro
srams, and executiVE actions were consistent 
with and predicated on sound technical and sci
entific concepts. 

2. Elevation of the Office of the Regional Coordin
ator from division level to staff status in the 
Office of the Assistant Secretary. 

3. Formation of two separate divisions, Communica
tions-Electronics and Warning, in the Directorate 
for Technical Operations. These were formerly 
one division. 

4. Consolidation of responsibilities for coordina
tion of supply requirements, procurement, con
tracts,and inventory and supply management. A 

6DOD Directive No. 5140.1, Aug. 31, 1961, Subject: 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Civil .Defense) and· en
closure, Appendix 3 to OCD, Annual Report forFY ·19'6·2, 
pp. 89-93. 
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new Materiel Office in Management was established 
to handle this function, formerly organizationally 
diversified. 7 

OCD's initial personnel ceiling was 1,148 positions, of 

ton, D.C., 600 for the eight regional offices, and 100 for 

field training centers and warning offices. Effective 

management required the relocation of the headquarters staff 

from Battle Creek. The move, announced on December 5, 1961, 

brought a heavy attrition of personnel; but t.he vacancies 

created in the process permitted recrui tment. of neyJ talent 

8 
to help strengthen the headquarters staff. 

An important feature of OCD management was the effort 

to handle most operational activities with States through 

the eight Regional Offices. These offices were put in 

readiness to handlE commitments of Federal matching funds to 

the States and for the proposed shelter incentive program. 

They were given technical staffs to support State and local 

survival planning and participation in shelter survey, 

radiological monitoring, warning and communications systems. 

To ensure continuity of Federal field emergency operations, 

plans were laid for the construction of underground emer-

gency operating centers in each of the regions. By the end 

of fiscal 1972, such centers were operational in six of the 

70CD , Annual Report for FY 1963, ~. 8. See Figure 
"(p. 12) for a chart of the OCD organization in January 
1963. 

• 
80CD , Annual·Reportfor FY 1962, pp. 8-12. 

("\) 
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eight regions; centers for the remaining two regions were 

then still in the planning and design stages. 9 

In directing the national program, OCD with its eight 

~~-~--~~~~-~--~ ~-----~~----regro~naT~o~ffTEes~JjeaIE~wTth~the--~-5~CCStates:~-fIve~"o~tiying~-----~~~~--~'~' 

areas and the District of Columbia, more than 3,000 counties 

or parishes, and more than 17,000 incorporated local govern

ments. IO At the State and local levels, it shoqld be noted, 

the civil defense system was a dual-purpose system, with 

organization, planning and training to deal with natural as 

well as nuclear disasters. To assist in the direction and 

control of this far-reaching program, OCD trained its person-

nel in the new Defense management techniques, relying upon 

the use of automatic data processing equipment and the 

application of prosram evaluation and review techniques. 

Through thesE ane other management techniques, OCD sought 

to control program scheduling, provide information for de-

cisions on the allocation of resources to meet program 

objectives, and promote greater efficiency and economy of 

operations. 

Marshaling Federal Support 

Use of Defense Res'ources. --A key factor in the accelera-

tion of the civil defense program with increased economy 

~U.S. Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, Civil Pre
paredness--A New Dual Mi:ss:ion, Annual Report, FY 197-2-
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, I97~p. 10. 

lO,OCD, Civil Defense--1965, April 1965, p. 7. 
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and efficiency was the support rendered by many elements 

of the Defense establishment. In its report for fiscal 

1963, for example, OCD cited the following uses of Defense 

~~~~'~~-~--~-~O_~"~-~'O~~"~~~---~-"j;"e-s9t.i~~9~§~~in="~qrY:i.,iig~-if~6I1-g~]mp~e£iis~-IQ~"-IEsOO~pr~ogramr--~-"-'~-~-"~~-"------~-~~ 

~-" 

1. The Army Corps of Engineers and the Navy Bureau 
of Yards and Docks continued to carry out a major 
portion of the National Shelter Program by sur
veying the entire Nation for available fallout 
shelter space. In addition, they assisted this 
program by using existing architectural and en
gineering talent for shelter planning and design
ing, by conducting engineering case studies, and 
by constructing, managing, and operating a pro
tective structure and development center. 

2. The Defense Supply Agency managed the logistics 
of all OCD supplies; e.g., procurement, receipt, 
storage, and issuance to State governments of all 
shelter supplies, management of OCD emergency 
supply inventory, and use of technical military 
capability for food and container research and 
development of procurement specifications. 

3. The Defense Communications Agency integrated the 
civil defense communications system with military 
communications systems to improve emergency cap
ability, provide greater reliability and flexibility, 
and reduce vulnerability by using more dispersed 
facilities. 

4. The Adjutant General's Office, Department of the 
Army, performed major OCD publication services 
such as procuring printing and binding, distribut
ing new publications, maintaining reserve stocks , ' 
and filling requisition requests from State, local, 
and public sources. 

5. The Army Finance Office performed ,all OCD payroll 
and disbursing services. 

6. The military departments made Standby Reserve 
officers available to State and 1~-g9ve;"ninents 
for assignment of civil defense duties. 

7. The U.S. Continental Army Coinmand (USCONARC) 
trained State and local civil defense personnel 
in explosive ordnance reconnais'sanceand radio
logical monitoring. 
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8. The North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) 
maintained an integrated military and civilian 
warning system providing warning service to all 
OCD warning centers . 

Ll 

.... ... 9 . ~c~~~c~~A~r_a_ng_emen±s_.wi_th __ thec~-Air~~Fo~Ge~-pir'-0v-ided-~f0r~~the-~~-~-~--~-~~-·-~-~ 
--~----~--~~~-~-----~---~---~---·----~Ci v ilAir ... Pa trol- (CAP } to-perform .. aer ialradi 0;';;' 

10. 

logical monitoring in 48 States, the District of 
Columbia, and Puerto Rico. 

The Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Defense Atomic 
Support Agency, the Weapons System Evaluation 
Group, and the National Military Command Systems 
Support Center were chief participants in studies 
of attack patterns analyzing military strategy 
and evaluating weapons systems and civil emer
gency planning. These studies established need 
for the nationwide shelter system, the principal 
part of the civil defense program. In addition, 
continuing information and evaluation studies 
from this source are essential for maintaining 
the OCD damage assessment system and for deter
mining the adequacy of oeD operational plans. 

11. The General Counsel of the Department of Defense 
and the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense 
(Legislative Affairs) furnished OCD legal and 
legislative liaison services. 

12. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) 
continued to perform certain civil defense public 
information functions to assure coordination of 
public information common to both military and 
non-military programs. ll 

Pittman's charter, plus the top-level emphasis on the comp

lementary relationship of civil and military defense, prompted 

him to push to the full this inteFweaving of Defense resources 

with nearly all OCD operations. 

110CD, Annual Report for FY 19'63, pp. 12-14. • 
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Military Support of Civil Defense.--Besides helping 

oeD in its current efforts, the Armed Forces were spec

ifically charged with the performance of certain civil 

--~~~-~~--------~-------~--a.-Eil~ilsEi---l1.incJ.J.:9~iis ~una~~~-~miirgenc:y~c:oi1altJ9~ii-s-~Tnvol\7IIi(f~~---~~-~~~~~ 

nuclear attack or preceding such attack. A departmental 

directive, April 23, 1963, prescribed such military support 

of civil defense.· The directive recognized "the essential 

interdependence of the civil and military defense efforts 

of our Nation in-achieving the total posture of national 

security." Military support to civil authorities in civil 

defense operations was recognized as "an emergency task 

within the mission of all Federal active duty and reserve 

units of the Military Services." All units, with minor 

exceptions, were, therefore, required to maintain the 

capacity to assist civil authorities in restoring Federal, 

State and local civil operations. The amount of military 

support of the civil defense mission during and after the 

attack would depend upon the extent and degree of damage 

suffered, and upon the military operations in process or 

required. 

The directive made clear that military assistance of 

civil authorities would complement and not be a substitute 

for civil participation in civil def·ense operations. Such 

assistance was seen as temporary, to be terminated as soon 

as possible in order to conserve military resources and 

avoid infringement on the responsibility and au·thorityof 
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civil government agencies. To preserve the integrity of 

the military chain of command, a military commander, in 

making his resources available to civil authorities, the 
- - ---- -~-- - ~--- -~- --~-

-----~---~-----~---~-~-"--~d:ire-c't:iVe~~a-ssErr~"fea-;-~~I'Ts--~s511)5-e-ci:,-I9--n:O~~,iutiiorl ty~-(ifher- "than 

that of his superior in the military chain of conunand. lf12 

Preparations for this type of assistance for civil 

defense were hindered, however, because no military liaison 

point existed at the State level to plan for, and coordi-

nate, such assistance. This condition was corrected under 

a plan to use State Adjutants General and their headquarters 

to plan for military support of civil defense and to direct 

military forces committed within the State for civil de-

fense assistance in the event of a nuclear attack. The 

plan was placed in operation in accordance with a revised 

directive issued March 29, 1965. 13 

Support of Other Federal Agencies.--OCD also pursued 

to full advantage the opportunity afforded to coordinate 

civil defense operations of Federal civilian agencies. A 

12000 Directive No. 3025.10, Subject: Military Sup
port of Civil Defense and enclosure, Appendix 2 to OeD, 
Annual Report for FY 1963, pp. 103-110; see also Robert 
Lamson, "The Army and Civil Defense, If· Military Review, 
Vol. 44, Dec. 1964, p. 9 • 

. . 13000 Directive No. 3025.10, March 29, 1965, Subject: ~)I 
M~l~tary Support of Civil Defense, and enclosure, Appendix 1 
to U.S. Office of Civil Defense, Annual Report for Fiscal 
~ 1965 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966),' 
pp. 99-110; see also ibid., pp. 11-12; OCD, Civil Defense--
1965, pp. 26-27. -
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series of Executive orders early in 1962 and in 1963 

prescribed emergency. preparedness functions to various 

Federal departments and agenci.es. The assignmentsencom-

·~··~····~·······~··~······-·~··~"·"··-p~n3sea······alr·'eme.t: g errcY·~··"'~·Eol1dTEIo~ns~~~·a:n2CliiYCiivea~aCiTvi.'tIe·~i··""~"··· 

closely related to the normal functions of these depart-

ments and agencies. Most of these Presidential assignments 

included to some degree civil defense functions; these 

aspects required OCD coordination to ensure their execution 

in consonance with the national civil defense plans, pro-

grams and operations of the Secretary of Defense. 

While it did not fund the performance of functions 

assigned by Executive order, OCD negotiated contractual 

arrangements with the departments and agencies as a means 

of achieving necessary coordination. OCD also contracted 

for special talents in these agencies in carrying out its 

own assignments in such areas as research, damage assess

ment, and rural civil defense. 14 An Interagency Civil De

fense Committee was established in April 1964, to strengthen 

contacts and working relationships among personnel of 

Federal agencies pursuing related civil defense objec-

tives .• lS 

More than a year earlier, Regional Civil. Defense Co

ordinating Boards were established to coordinate the civil 

l4 0CD , Annual Report for FY1963, pp. 14-1,5. 

l50CD , Annual Report for FY1965, pp. 12-13. 
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defense planning of Federal civil and military departments 

in the field with State and local governments. The OCD 

Regional Directors chaired these boards, which included 

r\ 
\ ! 

• 

~ -~ ~~~-~ 

~'-~'-~"=-'-"-~~~'-~~~~'-~-- -~-~---~ ~~~ -~ -

_____ ~ ~ _~ ____ ~_~~~_~epr-esen4;-a-ti-ves--from~the~-Of~flce~-~6f~~EmE;.r-g"en"cY~~P-larming( OEP) , 

the three mil~tary departments, and various departments 

and agencies which held assignments of emergency prepared-

ness responsibilities. Under the terms of the Defense 

Department instruction establishing these "boards, the OCD 

Regional Directors could look to them for advice and 

assistance in a wide range of functions including, but not 

limited to--

1. Coordination and correlation of civilian and 
military civil defense planning at regional, 
state, and local level. 

2. Review of policy guidance governing implementation 
of plans and operational procedures on the fol
lowing priority programs: 

a. Identification, Licensing, Marking, and 
Provisioning of Shelters, in consonance with 
the National Shelter Program. 

b. Increasing of Shelter Capability, by modifi
cation of existing buildings, providing 
shelter spaces in certain new construction, 
identification and utilization of shelter 
spaces in existing buildings, identification 
of the best available protection space for 
temporary use until full shelter capability 
can be achieved, development of home shel
ters, and development of community shelters· 
by industry, state, and local governments, 
and other institutions. 

~) 
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c. Development and execution of Plans 
for Utilization of Shel ter Space ,in
cluding: 

(1) Movement to shelter plans . 

. ___ ._. _______ . ______ ._._. __ . __ ._ .. _________ . __ . ______ .. ________ . _____________ . ___ --'2.) ___ Inter-nal-shel-ter-ma·nagement-. ---._----.-_.-._ .. _._--.. _._.--

(3J Acquisition of approved civil de
fense provisions and equipment 
required for shelters over and 
above that furnished by the Federal 
Government. 

(4) Training. 

d. Development and execution of plans for: 

(1) Warning the public. 

(2) Radiological monitoring and report
ing. 

(3j Informing the public- with regard 
to civil defense activities and 
plans. 16 

Even at this early stage in the history of OeD, these efforts 

to promote understanding and cooperation attested to the 

problems of separating "emergency preparedness" and "civil 

defense," and of placing in one agency. (OEP) the job of 

Presidential staff advice and assistance regarding the total 

civil defense program and in another (OCD) the basic 

responsibilities for civil defense operations. These prob-

lems, as we shall see, defied effective resolution until 

the summer of 1979, when the "Federal preparedness" and 

"civil defense" functions were brought back together again 

16DOD Instruction No. 5030.25, Jan. 22, 1963, Subject: 
Regional Civil Defense Coordinating Boards, Appendix 5to 

,-,;'pCD, Annual Report forFY 1-9'63 ,pp. 129-132. 
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within the newly created Federal Emergency Management 

Agency. 

___ ~" ______ .. _"._". __ . ___ S-t_a~te-"aJ~d--LGGa~~P-a;r:1:±:c~~pa.t·i-on-·-··-·-----·--·-·--·---·---·--·-·---·--·--- .,----- -.".-.. --~ .. --'--

Support from State and local. governments and from 

industrial and community leaders was deemed extremely 

important to the success of the President's program. Over 

the years OCD report~ pbihted, to considerable evidence of 

cooperation in the national survey of public fallout shel-

ters, in licensing shelter spaces, in stocking shelters, in 

establishing radiological monitoring stations, and in 

training shelter managers and radiological monitors. 

Building owners, industry and other private groups in many 

localities indicated a willingness to develop or upgrade 

shelter spaces, often without Federal subsidies. 

Emphasis on the buildup of EOCs brought encouraging 

results. By mid-1965, 623 State and local centers had been 

financed by Federal matching funds; and more than 1,000 had 

been established without the use of Federal funds. 17 Six 

years later, OCD's successor, the Defense Civil Preparedness 

Agency (DCPA) reported a total of 3,820 EOCs in being or in 

process of establishment--1,129 with Federal assistance and 

2,691 without Federal assistance. 18 The operational 

readiness of many State and local civil defense 

l70CD , Annual· Report for FY 1965, p. 39. 

l8DCPA, Annua·1Report, FY 1972, p. 11. 
• 

~) 

\..)! 
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organizations often was tested in dealing with the effects 

of natural disasters. There could be little question that 

the efficiency of these organizations increased substan-

tially after the laun~hj,_~9_9:( __ tJJ~ __ n~:w __ px_ogr_am ___ in __ 1_961_._ ------- -- -----
~- ~--------------- ------ -- ----~--~----- -~-----------

At the same time, there was even less doubt that the 

progress achieved would have to be mUltiplied many times 

before the Nation could expect to attain even a reasonably 

adeql.lCit:e c;:apabilityoLsaving lives and surviving nuclear 

attack. It was also clear that continued progress at 

the State and local levels would be in proportion to the 

leadership shown by the Federal Government in continuing 

the initiatives of 1961. 

THE NATIONWIDE FALLOUT SHELTER SYSTEM 

The Choice 

The programs initiated in September 1961 had three 

immediate objectives: (1) to locate suitable fallout shel-

ters in existing facilities; (2) to mark them with specific 

signs; and (3) to stock them with food and water, medical 

and sanitation kits, and radiation measuring instruments. 

Longer-term objectives were to update and maintain the 

validity of the shelter data and to locate additional 

shel ters in shelter-deficient communi ties. Sel·ec.tion of 

this program.was predicated upon the same careful study and 

analysis as had appli.~ to the development of new weapons 
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and strategy. The approach chosen seemed to meet the re-

quirements which McNamara had established in August 1961 

that any expenditures for civil defense projects must seek 

_ ~ __ ~ _____ ~_~ ______ IIl~im~ ___ E!_~ t~~~_~~J ()~.J;he_l_owe s _t __ Ro s s :;'JJ_l ELJ;'!_Q~~~~ ~_~~ ______________ ~ ~~ ____ _ 

Probability studies of the effects of various patterns 

of nuclear attack demonstrated that an effective fallout 

shelter program had a significant lifesaving potential. 

From composite results of the studies, shown in figure 

it appeared that: 

1. A nationwide fallout shelter system would save 
many millions of lives in any attack. 

2. The number of people surviving because of fallout 
shelter would double or even triple under heavier 
attacks. 

3. At lighter attack ievels, 25 to 40 million 
persons would be saved by a fallout shelter sys
tem; a saving of 40 million lives would increase 
total survivors from 80 million to 120 million. 20 

Further reviews of the various postures brought down to 

65.7 million the number of people who would survive in 

the absence of any protection, and brought up to 48.5 

million the number of people who would be saved by a full 

faliout shelter prog~am. Thus, of a projected 1970 popula

tion of 210 million, the surviving population would total 

114.2 mi1lion. 2l 

19U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Government Opera
tions, Civil Defense--19'6'l, Hearinc;s, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 
(Washington: u.s. Government Print~ng Office, 1961), p. 5. 

2 00CD, Annual ReportforFY19'6J, p. 4. 

~1.u.S. Office of Civil Defense, Departmen't 'of Defense 
Fallout Shelter Program (Washington: u.S. Government print
ing Office, 1964), pp. 18-19. 
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The studies indicated that it would be technically 

feasible to shield that portion of the population subject 

to blast and· thermal effects of a nuclear attack. Such 

than the fallout shelter program; and a ballistic missile 

defense would entail still higher costs. Besides, fallout 

protection would account for almost twice as many lives 

saved as ei thE:yof the other two systems. Thus I from the 

standpoint of both costs and lifesaving potential, the case 

for a nationwide system of fallout protection along the 

lines then planned seemed indisputable. 22 

Shelter Requirements and Sources 

On the basis of an estimated 1970 population of 210 

million and an analysis of the daytime and nighttime distri-

bution of the population, oeD established a national require

ment of 240 million shelter spaces. 23 Federal policy em-

phasized public shelters as the most appropriate approach 

22 . Col. Bryan M. Shotts, USAF, "The. Management of the 
National Fallout Shelter Program," ICAF Resident Course 
thesis (M65-154), March 31, 1965, pp. 31-33; Steuart L. 
Pittman, "Civil Defense in a Balanced National Securit.y," 
~, June 1964, pp. 24-26. 

23 U. S . Congress, House Committee·on. Government Opera
tions, Hearings, Independent Offic'es, Appropriations , 1965, 
88th Cong., 2d Sess. (Washington: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1954), p. 1586. 
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. to fallout protection. 24 This did not rule out family 

shel ters in instances of individual preference, .especia.lly 

in rural areas. But the public shelter approach had the 

advantages of better protection inherent in structural f,ea-
~.~, .. ---"-""---"-.-.-~ .. ---""". ----------- ------------~-----.::!'!"-- --- ------- --------------------~--~--~ 

LI 

tures of larger buildings; economy; better state of r,eadi-

ness; and diversity of skills among occupants that would be 

required for survival and in the postattack environment. 

The initial plan contemplated meeting a requirement 

of 235 million shelter spaces by the end of 1967. The nation-

wide survey launched in fiscal 1962 was expected to produce 

at least 70 million shelter spaces. Incorporation of 

fallout shelters into Federal buildings would provide an 

additional 5 million spaces. Private initiative by home-

owners, industry and others would yield approximately 60 

million spaces over the five-year period. The proposed 

shelter incentive program, contingent upon future legisla-

tion and appropriations (which, as we shall see, never 

materialized), would produce approximately 100 million 

spaces in the same five years. 25 

Requirements and sources for meeting them were adjusted 

over the years in response to population growth, slippage 

il1 the - she1 ter development program, and continu.ed improvement 

24U.S. Congress, House Committee on Government Opera
tions, New Civil Defense Program, House Report No. 1249, 
87th Cong., 1st Sess. (Washington: U.s. Government Printing 
Office, 1961), p. 58. 

250CD , Annual Report for FY 196·2, pp. 6-8. 
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in survey techniques and management. In fiscal 1963, for 

example, the projected plan called for obtaining 240 million 

shelter spaces as follows: 26 

__________________________________ Sou~Ge-- ----- --------Mil-J:ion-s-- -------------
of spaces 

National shelter survey. . • • • . . . • • 90 
Shelter in Federal buildings . . . . . .5 
Proposed Shelter Development Program. . . 90 
Private initiative (industry, homeowners 

and others . . . . . 55 

Total . 240 

Key Elements of the Program 

The National Shelter Program initiated in September 

1961, had six basic objectives: (1) locating suitable 

shel ter space in existing facilities; (2) securing license 

agreements from owners of facilities to permit use of 

acceptable space; (3) marking shelters with distinctive 

signs; (4) stocking shelters with survival supplies; (5) 

locating additional shelter spaces where needed; and (6) 

keeping shelter data current. Initially, the determination 

was made that public fallout s~elters to be marked and 

stocked would have to contain space for at least 50 persons, 

allowing 10 square feet per person in adequately ventilated 

shelters and 500 cubic feet in unventilated space. There 

was to be one cubic foot of---SQcl:lre stora.ge space per person. 

26 0CD , Annual Report for ~ 19·6·3, p. 7. 
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And the shelters were ,to have a protection factor of at 

27 
least 100. 

Under OCD procedures and techniques, the Army Corps of 

Engineers and the Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks 

tracted with architect-engineer firms to make the surveys 

and supervised their work. The job was done in two ,phases. 

In Phase I, potential she I ter areas in all public and 

private buildings with a fallout protection factor of 20 

or higher, and with capacity for at least 50 persons would 

be identified. This would be followed by detailed, on-site 

surveys of the buildings identified as suitable for fallout 

shelter. Means would be devised to improve the shelter 

potential of buildings with a fallout protection of less 

than 100. Phase II would also include surveys of selected 

special facilities, such as caves, mines and tunnels, to 

determine their suitability for shelter. , 

In Phase II, contractors would inspect buildings to 

verify fallout protection factors and space estimates, and 

to analyze them for shelter habitability and ventilation 

needs. For shelters with protective factors between 40 and 

100, records were made of requisite improvements andesti-, 

mated costs to upgrade th,e fallout protection- factor to 100. 

The Bureau of the Census tabulated and summariz~d the in

formation, and made it available to local governments and 

,27 OCD, Annual Report for FY19'62, p. 17. 
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shelter owners. Property owners had the option and bore 

the expense of upgrading substandard shelters. 

In October 1962, the protection factor requirement for 

shelters was reduced from 100 to 40, which more than doubled 

available shelter space. This change was a direct result of 

the Cuban missile crisis. President Kennedy personally took the 

initiative during the week of the Cuban missile crisis to gues-

tion what civil defense could do if the decision was made to 

dismantle the missiles in Cuba, particularly whether Miami 

could be evacuated. Pittman, called into the "Executive Com-

mittee" meeting, said there were no reliable plans for total 

evacuation of Miami and that it should not be done without a 

plan to guide the behavior of the rest of the population, which 

had just heard the President say on television that any Cuban 

military action would provoke a U.S. response as though it came 

from Russia. Pittman proposed a plan for extending the civil 

defense program, but it was understandably ignored during the 

crisis. Two days after the crisis had broken, the President 

called Pittman, inquiring about the proposal. It was thus brought 

to the President's attention and was quickly approved. This 

decision, in addition to downgrading and extending fallout pro

tection, upgraded and extended other program components and 

generally gave temporary new life to'the declining priority for 

civil defense. 28 

28'Annual Report for FY 1963, p. 19; Letter, Steuart L. 
Pittman to George F. Divine,:March 11, 1981. 
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Wi th the surveys carne shelter license agre.ements by 

building owners for ,use of acceptable shelter space. These 

agreements authorized: (I) temporary access by the public 

to specified shelter space in emergencies; (2) posting 

and maintenance of shelter signs; (3) maintenance of 

shelter supplies and equipment on the premises; and (4) 

inspection by the Federal and local governments. No 

monetary outlays were involved in these agreements. 

Licensed shelters were stocked with essential survival 

items--food rations, water containers, and sanitation, medi-

cal and radiological kits. The Federal Governmez:tt procured 

the items and distributed them to local governments. The 

latter requisitioned the provisions, placed them in licensed 

shelters, and ensured their security, maintenance and avail-

ability for emergency use. 

The National Shelter Program included various support 

activities. Federal funds were used for the construction of 

protected emergency operating centers for OCD regional 

offices and for State and local governments. Pr,ototype 

shelters were designed to stimulate shelt,er cons,truction. 

To avoid the abuses experienced ih the early months of the 

program, OCD encouraged high-quality standards among 

family-shelter dealers and the elimination of deceptiv,e ad

vertising. Protective structures and associated .equipment 
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were subjected to continuing development, testing and 

evaluation. Other support programs included provision of 

fallout protection for selected radio stations; publication 

and dissemination of technical information on shelter 

engineering design; specialized assistance to professionals 

engaged in protective design and construction; an~ the pro

fessional development of architects and engineers to qualify 

them for the survey work and ultimately for the planning 

and design of protective structures. 

Progress Toward Objectives 

By mid-1967 the program had been in operation almost 

five years, and the progress was truly impressive. At that 

point, the national inventory of surveyed space totaled 

]60.2 million. Space had been licensed for 98.7 million 

persons, and marked for 92.7 million. Survival supplies 

stocked were sufficient to take care of 47.1 million persons 

for 14 days, or 78.4 million for eight days.29 

A Community Shelter Planning (CSP) Program, initiated 

a year earlier, sought to develop practical ·procedures in 

localities to make efficient use of the best available fall

out protection in the event of attack. Each citizen would 

29U•S . Office of Civil Defense, Annual Report for 
F~scal Year 1967 (Washington: u.s. Government Printing 
Office, 1968r;-p. 17. 

~/ 
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be kept informed, and each department of local government 

would be prepared to support the plan and meet the expanded 

responsibilities in time of disaster. CSP came to be 

considered as "the foundation 91 local emergency readiness." 

OCD made available funds for the services of qualified 

State CSP officers and for technical assistance to local 

non-urban governments in developing community shelter plans. 

Larger communities could draw on local urban planners or 

professional urban planning firms to develop plans for 

emergency use of shelters. 

After several years of development and testing, OCD 

in early 1966 also embarked on a "home fallout protection 

survey" program. This survey identified and inventoried 

the amount and quality offallout-protected space in hCme 

basements. This was deemec significant because of the 

shortage of acceptable shelter, particularly in residential 

areas, in many parts of the country. 

Other shelter expansion techniques were used in areas 

of unfilled requirements. Shelter designs and techniques 

were incorporated in new construction at little or no addi-

tional cost.. Special surveys were conduct,ed to locate 

protection. in small buildings. Ventilationincreas.ed the 

capacity of inadequately ventilated shelters already 
located. In addition, the military departments survey.ed 

their own installations to d etermine the amount of fallout 

prot.ection provided in bas-ements of military homes. 
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oeD disseminated among architects and engineers infor

mation on design techniques ("slanting") developed in fiscal 

1964, which made it possible to enhance inherent fallout

protection features with little or no increase in cost and 

--"""---------wrthou"t-sacr-i-fic irfg--:Cne-normalfu-nctiona-rqua-li ties-or ap-=.---------'-"'---' 

pearances of buildings. Toward the end of fiscal 1967, oeD 

initiated a "Direct Mail Shelter Development System," an 

advance information system designed to increase fallout 

shelter in new construction at the design stage. Use of 

Packaged Ventilatio~ Kits made possible a substantial in-

crease in the fallout shelter inventory. Military construc-

tion legislation and directions called for inclusion of 

fallout protection in defense in~tallations. 

Effective use of the nationwide fallout shelter system 

required protective structures for people responsible for 

warning the public, ca:r.rying on emergency communications, 

and directing and controlling emergency operations. In 

fiscal 1964, oeD began to provide financial assistance to 

State and local governments,'as necessary, for furnishing 

fallout protection and emergency power generators for ,warn

ing points. oeD also provided financial assistance for the 

fallout protection of radio stations. As indicate~ earlier, 

oeD developed and implemented plans for permanent, protected 

L\ 
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underground sites for its Regional Offices. Federal match-

ing funds were made available to State and local govern-

ments to assist them in the establishment of prot;ected EOCs. 

As of mid-1967, a total of 2,858 protected EOCs had Q§en 
---_. __ ._------_._"---------------------------------------------------------~~ 

~ .. 

L/ 

established; of these, 969 were "federally funded," and 

1,889 "non-federally funded.,,30 

Contributing to a book published in 1968 under the 

title, Who Speaks for Civi.l Defense?, Steuart Pittman de-

tailed the progress made during these first five years in 

creating "an operating civil defense capability to deal 

with fallout radiation." He felt bitter, as we shall see, 

o about the collapse of the shelter incentive program, 

basically, he contended, for lack of Presidential backing. 

The operational progress in civil defense, he observed, "is 

not inherently impressive--it has been much too slow; but 

it is extraordinary against its background: low-key or 

negligible leadership; the vulnerability to a bad press of 

a program of such necessarily mixed responsibilities; its 

uncertain base of federal policy; the absence of legal 

authority for federal direction of state and local civil 

defense; and the distaste of sensitive thoughtful persons 

for problems which assume fai.lure to avoid nuclear war.,,31 

30 I bid., p. 41. 

31Pittman, "Government and Civil Defense, "0 Who Speaks 
for Civil Defense? p. 58. 
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Recounting OCD's accomplishments over the five years, 

Pittman alluded to the lifesaving potential of the program. 

As it stood in the latter sixties, 15 million to 20 million 

lives might be saved. With over 200 million shelter spaces 

surveyed and equipped by the early seventies, the currently 

authorized civil defense system (which did not include 

Federal incentives for shelter construction to overcome 

deficits) had a potential for saving 30 million lives. With 

the shelter construction program, involving a Federal 

outlay of less than $2 billion over five years, 50 million 

lives would be saved in a heavy attack in the early seventies. 32 

The civil defense organizations kept plugging away and add

ing to their accomplishments, but the collapse of the 

shelter incentive program stood out clearly as marking the 

erosion of priority of civil defense, signs of which really 

appeared almost from the very inception of the Kennedy pro

gram. 

Despite its tremendous progress, OCD lacked sufficient 

friends in the Executive Branch or in Congress on whom 

it could rely to sustain. the momentum unleashed in the 

summer of 1961. A major portion of the shelter spaces 

inventoried were concentrated in downtown urban areas, 

usable only for the daytime, working population and out of 

reaG.n of the nighttime re~;idential population. However 

meritorious, fallout shelters would not be effective shields 

32 Ibid ., pp. 60-61. 
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against the effects of blast and fire in import~nt sectors 

of likely target areas. In such circumstances, there was 

some doubt that the minimal program launched under President 

Kennedy, even if implemented in full, would suffice to per-

mit national survival and recovery. 

Administration policy was to move cautiously--a step 

at a time without rocking the boat. But the question per-

sisted: Why should the Nation settle for anything less than 

a high degree of protection from all the effects of nuclear 

attack: oeD data indicated total Federal costs for improved 

strategic defense as follows: 33 

I. National fallout protection 

,. Blast shelter in 100 cities with 
fallout protection" elsewhere 

III. Ballistic missile defense with 
nationwide fallout protection . 

IV. Ballistic missile defense with 
blast protection for 100 cities 
and fallout protection elsewhere 

Total cost. 
($ billion) 

2.35 

18.75 

20.35 

'36.75 

There were very few voices in the mid-sixties or since to 

speak up for greater protection against nuclear attack. 

33Shotts, £E. cit., p. 33. 
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PROJECT HARBOR STUDY 

Pittman recognized that a major threat to the program's 

credibility with the public came from the conflicting and fre-

quently emotional participation ,of scientists in the 

civil defense controversy, which was well covered by the media. 

Accordingly, he asked the National Academy of Sciences in mid-

1963 to bring together leading scientists of many disciplines to 

resolve the conflict among scientists to the extent possible. 

The result was a six-week conference and study known as Project 

Harbor. The group was under the directorship of Dr. Eugene P. 

Wigner, Professor of Physics at Princeton University and Nobel 

Laureate in 1964. 

c' ulX panels were formed to examine the problems of: 

1. Acceptance and Impact.--The basis for atti-

tudes on civil defense, the reasons for objections, 

and whether and how they could be met. 

2. Education and Training.--The problems of (a) 

educating civil defense officials, (b) keeping the 

national and local leadership informed of the problems 

and status of civil defense, and (c) educating and 

training the public in consonance with the civil de-

fense programs discussed by the other panels. 

3. Strategy and Tactics.--The circumstances sur

rounding the outbreak of a nuclear war, the probable 

course of events during hostilities, and the 

• 
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circumstances leading to their cessation. The other 

panels would thus have visualizations that would be 

useful to them in carrying out their assignments. 

This panel also examined a number of studies and 

calculations on the degree of civil defense protection 

achievable at various costs under a range of probable 

attacks. 

4. Future Weapons and Weapons Effects.--The 

possible directions in which the development of future 

weapons may lead in order to determine the range of 

threats that should be considered. 

5. Immediate Survival.--The problems of protect-

ing the populace during nuclear attacks and of ensur-

ing their survival for a period of about two weeks 

followinc the last attack. Included in this assign-

ment were the problems of warning, shelter construc-

tion, supplying the essentials of life, communications 

and control, morale, and preparation for recovery. 

6. Postattack Recovery.--The problems, after the 

people's emergence from shelter, of providing them 

with the immediate necessities of life, informing them 

of the state of their surroundings, and, with minimum 

delay, starting the work of reconstruction and the 
---~ '. '" 

restoration of social, economic, and governmental 

structures. 
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The reports of these panels constituted the official, 

full-length Project Harbor Report; a "Summary Report" ap

peared in the spring of 1964. 34 

The Harbor Study Group's general conclusion was that 

any failures to assure a higher degree of survival and a 

more rapid rate of recovery from attack by strategic 

weapons of that time and of the foreseeable future, ~e not the 

result of deficiencies or gaps in our technical knowledge. 

If the United States was to obtain a higher degree of sur-

vival and ability to recover from attack than was contem-

plated by current defense planning, the primary needs were 

more money for passive defense measures, wider application 

of existing technical knowledge, and more intensive 

research in support of planning and program design. 

Most members of the Harbor Study Group believed that 

the fallout shelter program then advanced by the Office of 

Civil Defense prDvided somewhere near the optimum protection 

that could be achieved under the proposed budget. This 

program, however, was considered to represent a minimum 

34National Academy of Sciences--National Research 
Council, Civil Defense--Project Harbor Sununary Report, 
Publication 1237, Washington, D.C., 1964. For a dis~ 
cussion of Project Harbor and highlights of the panel re
ports f see Donald W. Mitchell , Civil Defense: Pla'nning 
for Survival and Recovery (Washington: o.s. Government 
Printing Office, 1966), pp. 132-152. 'Dr. Mitchell's work 
was a revision and updating of a text prepared in 1961, 
when he served as a member of the Textbook Development 
Group at the Industria~ College of the Armed Forces. 
This discussion is drawn from Dr. Mitchell's text and the 
Project Harbor Summary Report. 
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level of significant protection below which a national 

·effort might not be justified at all. A more adequate pro-

gram, generally favored by the participants in the study, 

would include: (1) shelters in target areas that were 

capable of protecting against blast and fire; (2) stock

pfling of necessary supplies and hardening of critical 

facilities, along with intensive planning to accelerate 

recovery; and (3) substantially greater federal involvement 

in the program in,an effort to improve professional com-

petence and coordination of operations. 

A civil defense program along the lines described in 

the panel reports and the Summary Report, the Project Harbor 

study concluded, would not seriously interfere with the 

normal functioning of our institutions nor of our demo-

cratic society. It would create no serious problems of ac-

ceptance or impact, at home or abroad. In the opinion of 

many, it would reduce tension and would further construc-

tive thinking. 

Further, whether or not an increased level of civil 

defense effort was undertaken, the group concluded, the 

program then projected by the Department of Defense at 

relatively low cost could contribute significantly to in-

creased survival under nuclear attack. Moreover,. this 
:----..=e=;.. • _ -. 

p~ogram would provide a necessary base for any increased 

effort toward improvement of our defenses and our ability 

to recover from major attack. The group acc.epted this 
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program as being based on sound technical considerations, 

and it directed most of the attention of the study toward 

the opportunities and d~fficulties of providing further 

civil defense capability. 

The Project Harbor study lay dormant for several 

years. it provoked some controversy in the scientific com-

munity and got press attention in 1966. At the request of 

the Director of Defense Research and Engineering and under 

the auspices of the At.ornic Energy Commission, the Academy 

updated the study in 1967, with conclusions generally the 

same as in the original. 35 It had little or no impact; 

few people seemed to be interested in anything more than a ~ 

minimal program. Indeed, by the mid-sixties, it had become 

evident that neither the Administration nor the Congress 

was disposed to carry through even on the modest goals 

which President Kennedy had established in 1961. 

COLLAPSE OF THE SHELTER INCENTIVE PROGRAM 

While the shelter surveys proceeded with results even 

greater than first estimated, the proposed shelter incentive 

program needed to meet the deficit met with delays and ulti-

mate collapse. Basically, the proposed program would have 

35U.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Defepse Produc
tion, Civil Preparedness Review, Report, 95th Cong., 1st 
Sess. (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1977), 
Part II, p. 2. 
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permitted the Federal Government to provide a maximum of 

66-1/2 percent of the cost of new fallout shelters ($25 

per shelter space) constructed by nonprofit health, educa-

tion and welfare institutions. Most of these shelters , _________________ _ 
-.~-.--.-.-----.-.--."---------------.-.--------.. ---... __ .-.. _ ..... _.--------_._-_ ... _---"_ .. _._. . 

it was anticipated, would be located in the schools. These 

institutions would build the shelters in their facilities 

with a protection factor of at least 100 and a capacity of 

at least 50 people, and they would agree to make the shelter 

immediately available to the public in case of need. Author-

izing legislation would be needed, since the terms of the 

Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 and as amended permitted 

only matching funds for this purpose. 36 

As was indicated earlier, Mr. Pittman resigned when 

the legislation failed of enactment. The unhappy fate of 

the shelter incentive program brought into sharp focus the 

quick erosion of the civil defense priority. Reflecting 

later on the experience, Pittman voiced the opinion that it 

was the lack of firm leadership from the Executive Branch, 

not opposition from Congress or the public, that impeded 

the development and implementation of an adequate civil 

defense program. As Pittman put it: 

36U. S • Congress, H'ause, Committee on Government oper::
tions~ Civil Defense-:-19-62, Hearings 87th Cong., 2d Sess. 
(Wash~ngton: u.s. Government Operations, National Fallout 
Shelter Program, Sixteenth -Report, 87th Cong., 2d Sess., 
Report No. 2754 (Washington:- U. S • Governmen t Printing 
Office, 1962), pp. 29-31. 
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. Since 1961 when President Kennedy briefly stirred 
the nation on civil defense, policy makers and opinion 
makers have shared the belief that this difficult issue 
can be reasonably avoided on the grounds that the 
Congress, reflecting public attitudes, will not accept 
any significant civil defense oriented towards nuclear 
war. A close reading of the evidence suggests the 
opposi te, namely_ thc?-t ExecJJ.t_i v~_I~t~an_ch_indecision--has--------------------

-----"--'---'-"-,-'-- ---a-ccountedfor the doldrums on this subject and that 
Congress and the public are prepared to follow firm 
leadership from the Executive Branch if the pro~osa1 
is moderate and the need is clearly presented. 3 

The hopes of OCD officials had been raised in 1961 

when their budget was assigned to a subcommittee of the 

House Defense Appropriations Committee under the chairman-

ship of Congressman George Maharl. Iv)ahon was sympathetic, 

and he easily steered through the $207.6 million supple-

mental appropriation by which the shelter survey program 

started. unfortunately for OCD, Committee Chairman Clarence 

Cannon announced in January 1962 that he was reassigning 

the civil defense budget to the Independent Offices sub-

committee, headed by the "doubtins (Albert) Thomas," with 

his long reputation for a meat-axe approach to civil defense 

appropriations. Some Congressional friends of civil defense 

complained, but there was no word of protest from the Ad

ministration. 38 Kennedy, it appeared, was no longer disposed 

to push the program with the same forcefulness that he dis-

played the year earlier. 

37S€euart L. Pittman, "Civil Defense and Congressional 
Acceptance," Feb. 23, 1978, enclosure to Letter, Pittman to 
Bardy1 R. Tirana, Director, DCPA, March 7, 1978. 

38Kerr MS, pp. 270-271. 
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In February 1962, McNamara submitted draft legisla-

tion to authorize the shelter incentive program. His budget 

request for fiscal 1963 was for $695 million, with $460 

million earmarked for the shelter incentive program. 

Thomas set aside the $460 million item on the basis that 

there was no legislative authority for it, and recommended 

that OCD·s total fiscal 1963 budget be reduced to $75 mil-

lion. When the House upheld Thomas in this deep cut, 

President Kennedy wrote to the chairmen of the various Con-

gressional committees concerned, August 3, 1962, again 

setting forth his view that "in these times, the Federal 

Government has an inescapable responsibility to take prac-

ticable and sensible measures to minimize loss of life in 

the event of nuclear attacK, to continue the essential 

functions of the Government, and to provide a base for our 

survival and recovery as a nation." The information he re-

ceived from McNamara and other senior advisers, Kennedy 

asserted, established conclusively the lifesaving potential 

of fallout shelters; and he saw no merit in proposals to . 

defer action on the basis of II the inevitable imponderabl,es 

and the continuing need for greater research •• 139 

The Senate Appropriations Committee was' more r,esponsi ve 

than the House; it raised the total for civil defense to 

39Blanchard MS, p. 319, quoting Kennedy's. letter 
published in Congressional Record, Vol. 108, Part 14, p. 
19443. 
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$185 million. At finally agreed to in conferences, Con-

gress voted only $113 million, plus a $15 million supple-

mental for food stock procurement. Besides eliminating 

the $460 million for the subsidization of shelter construc-

-~.---.. -.--'-- -"Ci'-on-;---t:ne-r9~6~3-l5ua ge 'EreQuceo OCD'-s()per a t-i onancrrnain ten=·~--------·---··-~··-

ance support from the $126.2 million requested to $75 

million--a cut hardly calculated to help move the program 

forward. 40 

As for the shelter subsidy legislation, McNamara's 

draft bill had been presented to Carl Vinson, chairman of 

the House Armed Services Committee; but Vinson kept de-

ferring action. At its 54th annual meeting at Hershey, 

Pennsylvania, in July 1962, the Governors' Conference 

voiced support of "the proposed federal program for a more 

effective civil defensE, with its vital emphasis on fallout 

protection for aJI of our people." As Governors, they said, 

we share a primary ,responsibility for the 
safety and well-being of our people. As Governors 
we shall continue to do all that is within our 
ability to protect our citizens from the hazards of 
nuclear attack. Our success in this task, however, 
will be greatly determined by the quality and firm
ness of the leadership at the national level. 

They recommended that the President send a special message 

to Congress emphasizing the continued urgency of the 

40Congressional Quarterly Service, Congress and the 
Nation, 19'45-19'66'; A Review of Government and Politics 
in the Postwar Years (Washington: Congressional Quarterly, 
Inc-.-,-1965), pp. 312-313. For the events surrounding the 
FY 1963 appropriation, see Blanchard MS, pp. 313-327. 
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proposed shelter incentive program and urging its enact

ment. 41 The following month, in response to a letter from 

Kennedy asking him to hold hearings, Vinson announced: "I 

do n0t believe that this country is at this time ready for 

the shelter incentive program." 

During 1963, there was reason to hope that the shelter 

incentive program would win Congressional approval. For 

fiscal 1964, OCD requested $346.9 million, of which $195 

million was for the shelter incentive program_ ($175 million 

for shelters in facilities of nonprofit institutions and 

$20 million for shelters in Federal buildings). Hearings 

on this budget request were deferred pending deliberations 

of the Armed Services Committees on the shelter incentive 

bill. 

Despite the Cuban missile crisis of October 1962, and 

the resulting increased public and government concern about 

civil defense readiness, the Administration did not press 

for authorization of its shelter incentive program. Tne 

Thomas Appropriations Sub-committee in the House, still 

hostile to civil defense, used the lack of hearings on the 

shelter incentive legislation to cut back and delay action 

011 the civil defense appropriation. Faced with a letter 

41For the Governors' Conference Report and Resolution, 
see Appendix 7 to OeD, Annual Report for·FY 1962, pp. 101-
105. --- --

42Congressional Quarterly Service, Congress and the 
Nation, p. 317; Kerr MS, p. 272, quoting from the New---
York Times, Aug. 20: 1962. ---
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from Carl Vinson to Secretary f1cNamara saying the public was not 

ready for the shel ter incentive program and Mcl\larnara I s unwillingness to 

press the rratter, Pittman persuaded Congressman Hcl::ert, a fomer new:spa:per 

man, that his subcorrmittee slnuld undertake well publicized for 

the announced pthJ?Ose of finally killing or saving the civil defense pro

gram, giving all conCeD1ed a chance to speak. Congressman Het:ert had no 

difficult;y in obtaining Vinson I s p2DTlission and started hearings with the 

candid intention of shooting the program down. 43 

.I As a prelude to the hearings, Hebert had the Committee 

Counsel, Phillip W. Kelleher, draw up a litany of virtually 

every criticism that had been advanced against civil de-

fense, largely for the purpose of seeing whether these 

arguments could be refuted. 44 The early civil defense 

effort, the staff paper noted, had been deficient in funds, 

leadership, and direction. It questioned whether engineer-

ing knowledge was adequate for a major shelter program. 

Fallout shelters, even if built, were at best a partial 

answer as they would not protect from fire, blast or bio-

logical and chemical weapons. 

Further, a postattack environment might well be too 

hostile to support life since medical personnel and facili

ties would be grossly inadequate, utilities of all kinds 

43U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, 
Hearings, Military Posture and H.R. 2440, 88th Cong., 1st 
Sess., 1963, p. 495. letter, Pit"bnan to Divine, March 11, 1981. 

44Q.~. Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, 
Subcommittee No.3, Civil Defense--Fallout Shelter Program, 
Hearings, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. (Washington: u.S. Govern';" 
rnent Printing Office, 1963), Part I, pp. 3029-3049 (here
inafter cited as Hebert Subcommittee Hearings). 
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disrupted or destroyed, and the land itself damaged by the 

serious ecological effects of bombing. The Soviet Union 

could, indeed, bypass a population in shelters by high alti-

tude bursts which would not produce fallout but would lead 

to great fires. The schools which under the bill would be 

used for shelter purposes were hard-pressed financially and 

couldn't afford to pay for shelter protection. Moreover, 

children were not in school most of the time. 

The report further contended that the public itself 

was opposed to shelters and that their construction and use 

might be attended with many forms of discrimination. Con-

ceivably such a program might be a boondoggle in which 

every city would compete for Federal handouts. Fallout 

shelters were in themselves alien to the American psychology 

of standing up and facing problems. Some persons feared 

that shelters could have a bad psychological effect by rnak-

ing nuclear war seem acceptable and by showing that survival 

was possible, thus diverting efforts from the only real 

answer, the quest for peace. Finally, would not an American 

shelter program endanger peace with the Soviet Union by 

indicating the likelihood of a preemptive strike? 

Though predisposed to be negative on civil defense, 

HJbert and his colleagues conducted impartial hearings. 

Over a period-of six weeks beginning May 28, 1963, the 

HJbert Subcommittee heard lOa witnesses on the. pros and cons 
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of civil defense in all its ramifications. 45 Pittman, sup-

ported by his staff, various scientists and other experts, 

effectively countered the arguments posed by opponents of 

ci viI defense. AdITli ttedIY_L_t~l~QJ,:Lt_-s~h-el_ters-w-ere--nG-t--the-----------.. ---
"._ .. --_ .. _-_. __ ..... _--------_ .. __ ...... __ ._ ... "-_._._ .. _._ ..... -

complete answer; but they could save 25 million' to 65 

million people in a nuclear war. There were other approaches, 

but full fallout shelter protection was a relatively fruit-

ful method of preserving life and was more cost-effective 

than any other likely method. 

After answering the negative case point by point and 

treating many other topics, Pittman summarized his testimony 

with the following observations: 

1. Regardless of how one rates the chances of a 
nuclear war, the stakes are too high to ignore 
any practical measures to minimize the destruc
tion. 

2. Tens of mil,} ions of Amer icans would be out of. 
reach of the blast, heat and fire of nuclear 
explosions but subjected to intense sickness and 
slow death from overexposure to radiation if 
they have no shielding from the gamma rays coming 
out of fallout particles and are unable to stay 
under cover for a period of days. 

3. The tens of millions who would survive without 
shelters, added to the tens of millions who would 
survive because of shielding from radiation, 

4. 

would be enough of a survival base to assure na
tional recovery, and: I think that is the main point 
of this program. 

There would be no second wave of fatalities from 
radioactive contamination, shortage of critical 
resources, or any other cause, which would begin 
to compare with the destruction suffered' in the 

45Hebert SubcomrnitteeHearings, Parts I-III. 

l./ 
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first few days of an attack. Intelligent prepara
tions, costing very little, can assure the sur
vivors of a nuclear attack every opportunity to 
reconstruGt a life worth living in the surviving 
communities. To the extent that there is data 
from which to predict the conditions of a post-
attack world, it supports this general conclusion. 

--- The more-d1.repredTctionstha t have-such -oroad-----------"" 
currency are the result of lack of an opportunity 
to study what is now known, ·or the result of the 
belief that peace can best be preserved by propo
gating faith in the myth that nuclear war would 
totally destroy our country and our civilization. 

5. Finally, a great achievement in civil defense 
over this last year has been the uncovering of 
opportunities to provide effective protection 
under nuclear attack at very low cost. The re
sults of getting down to brass tacks are in such 
sharp contrast to the theoretical studies and 
debates of the past that there is a tendency to 
discount the current program as deceptive. 4o 

Congressman Holifield added the weight of his experience in 

support of the shelter incentive program. Though he 

personally believed that a system of blast shelters was 

needed, he defended the shelter incentive bill as "a partial 

answer to urgent national needs." Civil defense, Holifield 
'. :, 

conceded, "is a massive and complicated problem--there is 

no perfect solution. "47 

As the witne~ses presented their testimony, the H~bert 

Subcommittee reported, the attitude of the House Armed 

Services Committee changed. Opposition to the program melted 

away and then hardened into an attitude of firm belief in, 

46Hebert Subcommittee Hearings, p. 3087. 

47Ibid., p. J130. 
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and support of, the fallout shelter program. 48 On 

August 27, 1963, the full Armed Services Committee reported 

a clean bill (HR 8200) to aut"horize $175 million in fiscal 

in nonprofit institutions, and another $15 million for 

shelters in Federal buildings. 

I 
In a draI1Btic debate on the House Floor f the Hebert sub-

committee described the reversal of their attitude in the face 

of weeks of intensive hearings and persuaded the full House 

to vote 2 to 1 for the shelter incentive bill. This clearcut 

setback to Congressman Thomas by the full House depended .on 

comparable Senate action on the shelter authorizing bill. 

In the absence of enactment of this law, Thomas was free to 

, h' ' '1 - f 49 contlnue c 0ppln9 away at ClVl de ense. 

The attitude of Congressman Thomas posed the greatest 

single problem in obtaining funds for civil defense from the 

inception of the Federal program in 1951 to the mid- or late 

sixties. He adamantly opposed ,spending for civil defense. At 

the time of the large supplemental request in 1961, the civil 

defense program had been removed from the Thomas subcommittee's 

.4~U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, 
Prov~d~ng for Fallout Protection in Federal Structures 
and NonprofIt Institutions, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., Re
port No. 715 (Washington~ u.S. Government Printing Office, 
1963), pp. 2-4 • 

. 49·Letter, Pittman to Divine, March 11, 1981. 
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jurisdiction. But Thomas somehow managed to recover jurisdiction over 

. the program. OVer the ensuing years continuing efforts were made to 

circumvent Thomas I s death grip, but it was impossible to shake him loose 

and overcc::m: his negative attitude toward civil defense. A.l.nost in-

_~ _______ . _____ ~:i,ably_the SE:mate_~r.Qpriations_Comnittee_wa.s __ willing_to_increase ______ ._._._· ___ _ 

the anount appropriated by the House, but the total funds needed were 

never appropriated. 50 

With the Kennedy assassination, November 22, 1963, Lyndon B. Johnson 

assumed the presidency. At this juncture, also, a special sulx::cmnittee 

of the Senate Armed Services Comni ttee I chaired by Senator Henry H. 

Jackson, had regun hearings on HR 8200 which e:rtended into early 1964. 51 

The lead-off witness before the Jackson sul:ccmni ttee, Pi ttrnan stressed the 

responsibility of leadership to make the necessary decisions and communi-

cate the~ to the public, rather than use their misconceptions of public 

atti tudes (so-called "public apathy") as an E..xC'Jse for inaction. 

A majority of the subcommittee appeared to be positively 

disposed toward HR 8200. Upon the close of the hearings, 

however, Senator Jackson said that he would defer action on 

the grounds that McNamara had associated civil defense and 

decisions on the Antiballistic Missile (ABM) Program, un-

less he had a clear signal from the President that the Adrnini-

tration wanted the shelter incentive legislation. 

Pittman sought to get this signal, but without success, and 

50 Ibid ; Letter, Brewer to Divine, Jan. 12, 1981. 

5lU. S • Congress, Senate, Committee on Armed Service, 
Hearings, Civil Defense Fallout Shelter Program, 88th 
Cong., 1st Sess., Dec. 1963. 
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Jackson put the bill aside. Later, Pittman recounted this 

development in these words: 

I asked Secretary McNamara to send a short memorandum 
to the President urging him to sign an attached note 
to Senator Jackson. The memorandum went to the White 

"_""_" ___ "_"" ___ " ____ Ho_us_e_, __ bu± __ I __ was_unab.te--t".G-d."e-te.Elline--wna-t--had--ha-ppened--"""-""-""-"-"-""--""-""-""""
to it for several crucial days. At the Subcommittee 
meeting at which Senator Jackson intended to defer 
the matter, I was allowed 15 minutes to report on the 
President's position. My telephone calls to Mac 
[McGeorge) Bundy the night before and outside the 
hearing room established that there was doubt about 
whether Secretary McNamara really meant what he asked 
the President to do. In response to my last call from 
outside the hearing room, Bundy said he would talk to 
McNamara and call back. There was no call. ] appeared 
empty-handed and Senator Jackson deferred action as 
he said he would. On returning to my office, I was 
given the explanation that the President appreciated 
the effort but that ~e was not enough time to resolve 
the matter. 

Pittman returned to his law practice two weeks later, dis-

traught over what he later described as an "abundantly clear" 

reversal of the Administration's public commitment to a com-

plete fallout shelter protection system. This decision, 

Pittman emphasized, "was made by the Executive Branch and 

not by the Congress and it was done in the face of an 

apparent willingness of Congress to join the commitment by 

funding the first year of a five-year program. ,,52 

In a letter to Pittman, March 4, 1964, Senator Jack-

son commented on the decision to defer action on HR 8200. 

The decision, he said, "was based on several factors not 
____ ...::::.ec:.... '. "., 

necessarily related to the substance of the Sill~" 

C'... • 
... .rtPl.ttman, "Civil Defense and Congressional Acceptance," 

Feb. 23, 1~78 . 
. -r;~ 

l/ 
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Principal among them "is the fact that ballistic missil·e 

defense and the shelter program have.been closely related 

and it is believed that a decision as to both should be 

similarly related." Jackson also made reference to the need 

for closely reviewing all programs involving Federal. ex-

penditures "in the light of the current program of economy." 

He further added: "It is believed that all civil defense 

organizations will be fully occupied during the coming 

months with their current efforts to organize a working 

shelter program under your present ground rules."S3 

Civil defense officials found Jackson's linkage of 

ABM and shelter programs somewhat baffling. To be sure, 

McNamara repeatedly stressed the complementary relationship 

of civil defense and the Nation's strategic offensive and 

defensive forces. In his posture statement before the 

House Armed Services Committee in January 1964, McNamara 

emphasized the high priority which the Administratlon at-

tached to civil defense in relation to the Strategic Retalia-

tory and Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces. 

. a well planned and executed nationwide civil 
defense program centered around fallout shelters 
could contribute much more, 'dollar for dollar, to 

53 0CD , Information Bulletin No. 105, March 12, 1964, 
p. 2; OCD, Annual Report for FY 1964, p. 2. In an inter
view with Pittman in the summer of 1979, Dr. Blanchard 
gathered that Pittman drafted this statement for issuance 
by Senator Jackson, in an effort "to mitigate the effect 
on OCD morale that revelation of the President's lack of 
supp.ort for civil defense would create"; see BlanchardMS, 
p. 369. ' 
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the saving of lives in the event of a nuclear 
attack upon the United States than any further in
creases in eith~r of these two programs. 

McNamara was inclined t~ move slowly on an ABM system, and 

he indicated the need for adequate shelters with such a 

system. In the absence of such shelters, he indicated, the 

enemy could easily target its missiles at points outside 

the defended areas and thereby "achieve by fallout what 

otherwise would have to be achieved by blast and heat 

effects." For thjs reason, McNamara added, lithe very 

austere civil defensE program recommended by the President 

. should be given priority over procurement and deploy

ment of any major additions to the active defenses. ,,54 

At no time hac the suggestion been made that the fall-

out shel ter programs be delayed until after the Jl...Bi'1 sys-

tern was in development. At a news conference, March 4, 1964, 

McNamara stated: 

. A fallout shelter program can stand alone and be 
justified independently of an anti-ballistic missile 
system, and we believe should be given priority over 
such a system. But an anti-ballistic system cannot 
stand alone without a fallout shelter system. 55 

The reasons for Jackson's action are not entirely clear; 

but whatever the reasons, it had the effect of again defer

ring if not scuttling the shelter incentive program on which 

OCD counted so much to overcome the anticipated shelter deficit. 

54Extract published in OCD, Annual Report for FY 
1964, p. 1. 

550CD , Information Bulletin .No. 105, March 12, 1964, 
;0"':-"':-

p. 1. 

( 
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Conunenting on a draft of this chapter, Pittman expressed 

the view that the lack of Federal leadership could .have been 

cured if McNamara had believed in a nationwide fallout shelter 

program . In Pittman's judgment, McNamara did not believe in i.t. 

. W1ien--President Kennedy's civil defensed-ecision 
was made in November 1961 at Hyannis Port, the proposal 
signed by McNamara was to provide fallout prot.ection for 
the entire popul ation wi thin 5 years through a continua
tion of the program to utilize existing shelter space and 
the proposed new shelter incentive program. Nonetheless, 
at the meetins McNamara expressed his preference for 
stoppins at the surveying, marking and stocking program, 
as did many others present. The President went ahead against 
this adviCE, apparently because of what he had said in his 
May 1961 speech. Shortly thereafter, a disturbed McNamara 
charged PitD~an with keeping the Federal Government out 
of operational responsibilities, leaving civil defense to 
the operational capabilities of state and local governments. 

The conflict between the McNamara and Pittman view of 

civil defense, Pittman observed, was never resolved. The McNamara 

support, he said, was confined to the shelter survey, marking 

and stocking prosram; only lip service was given to support 

of the shelter incentive program which Pittman and his staff 

thought vital to make the program credible to the public. To 

be sure, McNamara was always willing to express strongly to 

Congress the logic of fallout protection as the most cost-effe.ctiv.e 

damage-limiting program in defending against nuclear attack. 

However, Pittman asserted, this must be understood in the context 

of his growing hostility' toward ABM and conunitment to the 

doctrine of "mutual assured destruction.,,54 

56Letter, Pittman to Divine, March 11, 1981. 
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LOVlERING THE CIVIL DEFENSE PROFILE 

The shelving of HR 8200 marked the great divide in the 

fortunes of OCD,:,_-in terms of stature, funC:!:i:.!lgL_gn~:t_pr_o.gram-------.. ·-··-·-----_ .. _._. __ . __ ._-_ ... _ ... _"----_._-_._----_._------

effort. Over the ensuing eight years, Pittman's succes-

sors--William P~ Durkee, Joseph Romm, and John E. Davis--

sought to preserve the advances achieved in the early 

sixties. Budget reductions, however, required major program 

adjustments and forced abandonment of "any pretense of 

maintaining the momentum of prior years."S9 Increasingly, 

OCD (and its successor, DCPA, as we shall see in the next 

chapter) was.forced into the position of having to curtail 

the development and maintenance of needed life-saving 

capabilities or project them for "crisis activation," and to 

seek "double-duty" by greater involvement in natural, 

continually-recurring disasters. 

Placement of OCD under the Secretary of the Army 

On March 31, 1964, coinciding with Mr. Pittman's 

resignation, Defense Secretary McNamara assigned his civil 

59william K. Chipman, "United States Civil Defense.Pro
grams and Activities--Current Status," DCPA Staff Study, 
Oct. 28, 1976, Appendix I, p. 4. 
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defense responsibilities to the Secretary of the Army. A 

pefense Department release issued that day gav.e the follow-

ing rationale for the switch: 

Secretary HcNamara stated that the civil defense 
_ .. _. _____ . __ ._. _______ . ___ .iJJ_r·Lc::tion~ar~_l:Leing __ tran~f e~:t;:ed to th~_Army_beca us~ ___ ._ .. __ 

they are essentially operational and therefore should 
properly be administered by one of the Military De
partments. These functions originally were assigned to 
the Secretary's immediate office in order that he might 
exercise personal supervision while the program was 
first getting started under Defense Department direc-
tion. The Secretary pointed out that the initial 
shelter program is now well underway.60 

The following day, the Secretary of the Army, Stephen 

Ailes, established the Office of Civil Defense within his 

office, and re-delegated the functions to a "Director of 

Civil Defense," a post assumed by William P. Durkee, who 

had been one of Pittman's top executives. 

Statements in the press to the effect that this was a 

downgrading of civil defense met with strong denials by 

the Defense Department. This action, Deputy Defense 

Secretary Cyrus Vance told the House Independent Offic,es 

Appropriations Subcommittee, "constituted recognition of 

the progress already made and a belief that t.~ programs, now 

essentially operational, should be located in that office 

already having principal responsibility for coordinating 

military support of civil authority.,,6l In its annual 

report for fiscal 1964, OCD similarly referr.ed to its new 

6 00CD, Annual Report for FY 1964, p. 2 .. 

6lQuotation from Subcommittee hearings in Blanchard 
MS, p. 371. 
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status in the Defense establishment as "a recognition of its 

operational maturity." And it described the job of Director 

of Civil Defense as "eq'Ll:al to that of an Assistal1t Secretary 

of the Arrny.,,62 

OCD's authorized __ personnel ceiling for that year was 

1,062 positions--445 at the departmental level, 476 at the 

eight Regional Offices, and 141 at the training and warning 

centers and other field locations. Functional assignments 

and the organizational structure, OCD reported, were re-

aligned during fiscal 1964, "to accommodate the increasing 

operational nature of civil defense activities. ,,63 OCD's 

primary focus continued to be the development of a nationwide 

fallout shelter system. In the absence of legislative 

authority to subsidize shelter construction, oeD sought 

other means to help offset the shelter deficit. All three 

directors--Durkee, Romrn and Davis--cQuld point to continued 

progress; but inevi t'ably, as we shall see, important el~-

ments of the shelter program and its allied emergency systems 

could not be further developed for lack of funds or legis

lative authority. The early seventies found the lifesaving 

potential of the national civil defense program seriously 

eroding. 

620CD , Annual Report for FY 1964, p. 7. 

63 Ibid • The organizational structure at the end of 
fiscal 1964 was as shown in Figure 8. 
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Downward Trend of Appropriations 

The OCD budget request for fiscal 1965--$358 million--

included $118.9 million which required authorizing legisla-

-.--.----.----.-.--.~--~ ... -.-... 

HR 8200, the $118.9 million budget-item was scratched, still 

leaving $240 million for Cohgressional consideration. The 

amount voted was only $105.2 million--$6.4 million less than 

the amount appropriated the year earlier. 

Although he continued to stress the importance of a 

full fallout shelter program I 1'1cNamara waul d not corne ba ck 

again with a request for the shelter incentive authorization. 

The budget request for fiscal 1966 was for $193.9 million, 

but the House Appropriations Committee recommended only 

$89.2 million--a proposed cut of $104.7 million. Appealing 

to the Senate Appropriations COITUT\i t.tee to r estare the cut, 

McNamara indicated that he was emphasizing "t.he primary im-

portance of fallout shelters in any sound damage-limiting 

program," and suggesting that it be given priority over any 

other element of such a program, such as the production and 

deployment of ~ new manned interceptor or of a NIKE X ant~

missile system. Yet he was not repeating his earlier requests 

for the shelter incentive program. In a letter to Senator 

Warren G. Magnuson, chairman of the Independent Offices Sub-

committee of the Senate Committee on Appropriations, May 11, 

1965, McNamara wrote: 

f'\ 
I 

I 

V 
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For three years we have failed to obtain congres
sional approval of proposals of a dual-purpose shelter 
subsidy proposal. Currently, we are determining the 
precise nature of the shelter requirement for that 
portion of the population without adequate protection 
before deciding whether to renew our previous proposal 
or to make some alternate recommendation. In our fiscal 
ye-a:r-1-9-66- program wecont-i"nue-to- conc-ent.rateon -exploi t-=---
ing fully all of the existing resources in the country 
for fallout protection. The budgetary cuts made by the 
House would seriously curtail our efforts to do even 
this. This does not appear sensible to me, if the 
country is to have any meaningful capability to limit 
the damage of a determined enemy attack on the United 
States which requires an integrated, balanced combina-
tion of strategic offensive forces, area defense forces, 
terminal defense forces, and passive defenses. I 
emphasize again fallout shelter should have the highest 
priority in such a balanced system because they de-
crease the vulnerability of the population to nuclear 
contamination under all types of attack. 

I am particularly concerned about the drastic 
slashes made by the House in the funds for management 
and administration of the program; i.e., the 30-percent 
cut in Federal management funds and the 50-percent cut 
in the matching funds for State and local civil defense 
orc:anizations. These twc cuts are inseparable in that 
they both strike directly at the small, professional 
staff organizations jointly managing the civil defense 
effort at Federal, State, and local levels. The issue 
is simple--if the country is going to have a small, 
disciplined cadre of trained professional personnel to 
direct civilian emergency operations, whether during 
nuclear or natural disaster, then these cuts must be 
restored. 64 

The Senate Appropriations Committee recommended some $35.2 

million more than the House Committee. The final action 

brought the fiscal 1966 budget to $106.8 million, with an 

authorized personnel ceiling of only 800--a reduction of 200 

from the fiscal 1965 level. 

64U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Appropriations, 
Independent Offi:cesAppropriations, 1·966 Hearings before 
Subc;omrnittee on H.R. 7997, 89th Cong-:-;-I"st Sess., 196'5, 
pp. 6-T~ 
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Again, with respect to the fiscal 1967 budget, McNamara 

presented Congress with the anomoly of emphasizing the value 

of a full fallout shelter program in enhancing the Nation's 

defense posture in relation to a Soviet nuclear attack, but 

for the money needed to accomplish this. In testi-

mony before the House Appropriations Committee, in February 

1966, McNamara put the onus on Congress and the public for 

having turned down such a program in three years running. 

Congressman Glenara F. Lipscomb of California did not think 

tha-t justifiea "not t:ryinc; t.e sell an adequate civil defense 

program." In response, McNamara said: 

We have made strenuous efforts in the past to 
obtain larger appropriations and have been unsuc
essful. 1 think it is wise, insteaa of wasting our 
time continuing to press for something we cannot 
accomplish, to spend our resources on other more 
fruitful areas of activity, and that is why we are 
submitting a buaget again nigher than the Congress 
approved last year by some 25 percent, but still 
lower than we requested in the past. 

. . . I think we could efficiently use funds in 
excess of those requested. I will be quite frank 
with you, I do not think the Congress is going ~o 
appropriate the funds we have requested. . '. . 6~ 

The amount requested was $134.4 million--$59.5 million less 

than the fiscal 1966 request. This time the Senate en-

dorsed the House recommendation, and the appropriation for 

fiscal 1967 was $101.1 million--$5.7 million below the fiscal 

-~J.96-6 appropriation. 

650CD , Excerpts;-;-C~ngressio'na'l 'Testimony ££ Civil 
D,!:!fense, February-March 1966, MP 37, May 1966, p. 10. 

('\ , , 
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In September 1967, Hr. McNamara announced a decision 

to deploy the Sentinel ABM system, which raised some ques-

tion about the impact of that decision on the civil defense 

program. The decision was the subject of considerable public 

discussion, and some people construed the ABM decision as 

carrying with it a decision to construct a massive shelter 

system. The explanation put forth was that the Sentinel 

program was intended to be a "light" system directed at the 

Chinese Peoples Republic with its potential for a relatively 

small nuclear missile attack on the United States by the 

mid-seventies. The civil defense program, it was indicated, 

had been keyed to protection in much more severe Soviet 

attacks; and neither expansion nor acceleration of the cur-

rent fallout shelter program was deemed necessary because of 

h d 1 + ' 66 t e ep oyment o~ Sentlnel. 

In his "posture" presentations early in 1967, Defense 

Secretary HcNamara dropped his customary assertions of the 

importance of civil defense in the total defense effort. 

OCD's proposed budget for fiscal 1968~ he indicated, was 

$111 million--$22.4 million less than the amount requested 

the previous year. In a follow-up statement, Army Secretary 

Stanley Resor stated that ~lis budget would permit 

66See Statement of Stanley R. Resor, Secretary of the 
Army, presented at Hearings of the Senate Subcommittee of the 
Committee on Appropriations, April 24, 1968, in OCD, Selected 
Excerpts ~ Civil Defense from Publ'ished Congressional Docu-
ments, 196'8-, pp. 2-3. t 
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continuance of the civil defense program "at approximately 

its current level.,,67 This same approach, Resor advised the 

Subcommittee on Independent Offices of the House Committee 

on Appropriations, applied to all other Defense budgets 

not directly related to Southeast Asia." Defense of this 

budget request fell to Joseph Romm, former Assistant Director 

for Policy and Programs, who was named "Acting Director" 

(later Director) with Mr. Durkee's departure in January 1967. 

The $111 million request, Romm indicated, represented a 

minimum program levEJ., which he hoped wou.le be fully supported. 

But Congress voted only $86.1 million. 

The Administration's budget request for fiscal ~969 was 

lower still--only $77.3 million--more than 30 percent below 

the fiscal 1968 request and 10 percent less tlhln the ~unt ap-

propriated that year. A preparee statement by Mr. McNamara 

(who had left the Pentagon for the job of president of the 

World Bank), incorporated in the record of the Senate Armed 

Services Committee hearings, April 30, 1968, noted that the 

OCD budget was being held to "the lowest possible sustaining 

rate, pending the end of the Vietnam conflict. "69 Army Secre-

tary Resor gave the same reason for the reduced budget request. 

670CD, Excerpts from Congressional Testimony on Civil 
Defense and Related Defensive Systems (90th Cong.,· 1st Sess., 
Jan.-Mar~967), MP-4~TMay ~967, p. 65. 

68Blanchard MS, p. 393. 

690CD, Selected Excerpts on Civil· Defense from Published 
Congressional Documents, 1968,p. 50. 
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In his presentation, Mr. Rornrn indicated that major program 

activities would have to be deferred and rephased, but there 

would be no change in the basic program objectives "designed 

to carry out the orderly development of our low cos,t fallout 

shelter civil defense system."70 Congress voted only $60.4 

million--the lowest figure since the Defense Department's 

assumption of the civil defense mission in 1961. 

This sharp drop in the civil defense budget brought a 

strong rebuke from the former Assistant Secretary ()J pefense 

(Civil Defense), Steuart L. Pittman. In an "Afterword" to 

the book, Who Speaks for Civil Defense?, Pittman observed: 

It does not take an expert to see that somethin~ 
is wrong with this picture. The war in Vietnam, with 
all of its risks of escalation to a larger war, is a 
strange reason indeed for turning back the limited 
progress of civil defense which has been so painfully 
accomplished to date. If we are unable or unwilling 
to prepare our defenses against an attack on the con
tinental United States, while fighting an overseas war, 
we are peculiarly vulnerable to the shifting strategy 
of our potential enemies .. The future of civil defense 
no longer depends on whether the public will accept 
leadership; we have now reached the point when the 
government must hear the concern of the people outside 
of the Federal Government, who believe national defense 
is a first responsibility of all of us. The critical 
long-term task of improving our chances of survival in 
the nuclear age may be too important to be decided 
exclusively in the closed chambers of a government 
so pinned down by today that the problems of tomorrow 
must be set aside and assigned "the lowest possible 
sustaining rate."71 

'. 
70 I bid., pp. 3-6. 

71Who S'peaks for Civil Defen'se?, pp. ]:12-113. 
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Soon after taking office, President Richard Nixon took 

several steps which ,seemed to signal a possible resurgence 

of the civil defense effort. In March 1969, he announced a 

decision to deploy a modified ABM system (Safeguard) t 

a Soviet strike, and he directed that a study be made of the 

Nation's shelter program to see what'could be done to mini

mize casualties in the event deterrence failed. 72 Under the 

terms of Executive Order 11490, signed on October 28, 1969, 

Federal agencies engaged in building construction were asked 

to encourage the incorporation of shelter in construction 

projects involving Government assistance with grants or 

loans. 73 

Nixon's Secretary of Defense, Melvin R. Laird, voiced 

the conviction that "the Civil Defense system is a vital 

part of our over-all strategic posture and essential to the 

protection of the people. ,,74 And in July 1969, the 

following statement by the Secretary of the Army, presented to 

the Senate Committee on Appropriations, similarly emphasized 

the importance of civil defense in the over-all defense 

planning of the Nation: 

While ~t has been necessary to limit our civil 
defense budget request to a minimum level, in view of 

72Blanchard MS, p. 415. 
'~ 

730CD , New Dim:ensions--Ann'Ual Report 1970 (Washington: 
u.s. Government Printing Office, 1971), p.--9-.-

, 74rbid., p. 6. 

I 
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the higher priority Southeast Asia oriented require
ments, we believe an effective civil defense.program 
is an essential and prudent element in our defense 
planning. It would make a major contribution to the 
protection of the population in the event of a large 
scale nuclear attack. Accordingly, the major objec
ti ve of the civil defense program continues .to be the 

• 

--~ .. -.--.... --.--- ..... ---... --.-----~~~e~;~~-i~ ~i~!-~~~~t~~~~~~~g·~~:i~t~~i~;~~~5to-pro~tee-t----~.-.~ 
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OCD finished out fiscal 1969 with its $60.4 million 

appropriation. But after detailing substantial achievements, 

Governor John E. Davis, who succeeded Mr. Rornrn as Director 

of oeD in Bay 1969, fel t impelled to note: "program momentum 

has declined with serious impact on the efforts of State 

and local governments." He cited the following examples of 

"program backlogs,,:76 

1. The survey of new buildings for fallout 
shelter capacity is more than one year behind schedule. 

L. The rate of marking of public shelters has 
fallen below prior year rates. 

3. Warehouse stocks of shelter supplies will be 
exhausted by the end of fiscal year 1970, and while 
improved supplies have been developed, none have been 
procured. 

4. Over $2 million in matching funds was not 
available to match State and local government funds for 
proposed emergency operating centers. 

5. $1.3 million in matching funds was not avail
able to match State and local government funds for 
emergency communications and warning equipment •. 

7 SOCD, Annual Rep·ortfor ·FY19·69, p. 7. 

76 -
Ibid., pp. 119-120. 
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6. 105 qualified local jursidictions have been 
unable to enter the matching funds program for civil 
defense personnel and administrative expenses. 

7. Deployment of the Radio Warning Decision 
Information Distrib'ution System (DIDS) has been delayed. 

~ ___ ~ _____ .... _____________ 8_. __ ._Resear~e~h--ne·ee·s~s-a-ry--to-~def~ine--opt·imum-so-J:u=~----------··-· 
'tions to problems of protection against direct effects 
of nuclear weapons and of the immediate postattack 
period has been deferred or curtailed. 

Davis closed the fiscal 1969 report with the plea: "The 

current civil defense capability should not be permitted to 

deteriorate. Much work has been done, a great deal more 

remains to be done, but the ultimate goal of providing 

protection for everyone cannot be achieved without adequate 

funds to eliminate the backlogs and reinstate the program to 

effective performance levels consistent with new technological 

advancements and the national population growth rate." 77 

Budgets awarded to oeD in its remaining years under 

the Secretary of the Army edged up a bit--$70.6 million in 

fiscal 1970; $73.5 million in fiscal 1971; and $78.3 million 

in fiscal 1972. This was hardly enough to have a meaningful 

effect in terms of improved readiness to me'et the effects of 

nuclear attack. With encouragement from Defense Secretary 

Laird, OCD under Davis turned increasingly to greater involve-

ment with State and,local governments in coping with natural 

as well as man-made disasters. 78 This direction of civil 

77I bid., p. 120. 

78see , e.g., OCD, New,Dimensions--Annual Report 1970, pp. 
v, 2-4, 14, 17, 36; OCD, Changes and Chal'lenges--Annual Report 
1971 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1972), 
pp. v, 1~4, 7, 12-13. . 
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defense to this dual-use capability, as we shall see ih the 

next chapter, became the central thrust of OeD's successor, 

the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, which was brought 

back up to the level of the Secretary of Defense in May 1972. 

'A FORTHRIGHT REPORT FROM THE GAO 

Some six months before this reorganization, the General 

Accounting Office came up with a well-researched and pene-

trating analysis of U.S. civil defense, focused particularly 

on the nine years from the inception of the Kennedy program 

in fiscal 1962 through mid-1970. In its report, completed 

in the fall of 1971, the GAO took note of the steady decline 

of civil defense appropriations, both in dollars and in the 

percentage of total appropriations for defense: 

Appropriations approved 

Column 2 as 
Fiscal Civil percentage 
year defense DOD of column 3 

millions) {in --' (in millions) 

1962 $ 257 $ 46,495 0.55 
1963 128 48,350 .2"6 
1964 112 48,223 .23 
1965 105 47,682 .22 
1966 107 58,858 .18 
1967 102 70,230 .14 
1968 86 74,152 .12 
1969 61 74,402 .08 
1970 71 7'2',667 .10 

Total $'1,0:29 $:54:1,059 .19 
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This pattern of funding and the attendant deterioration of 

oeD's lifesaving capability prompted the GAO to observe 

that, despite the emphasis in Administration pronouncements 

on "the complementary relationship between active and 

sive defense measures," civil defense in practice "does not 

seem to be regarded as a primary element of national defense. ,,79 

Commenting on a draft of the report forwarded in 

December 1970, the Defense Department expressed its apprecia-

tion and thanks to the GAO for its "thorough in-depth objec-

tive study" of the structure, acti.vities and status of u.s. 

civil defense. In general, the Defense Department considered 

the report "a realistic analysis of the current civil defense 

posture, its capabilities and its limitations." It took 

note of the report's implicit recognition of "the need for 

and value of the civil defense program" and its pointing up 

of the shortage of program funds to accomplish "the recognized 

requirements." 

While acknowledging the shift in budget emphasis in 

recent years, however, the Defense Department objected to the 

implication that there had been a reduction in priority and 

emphasis on civil defense preparations. The Department at-, 

tributed the shift in budget emphasis to-two factors: (1) the 

national involvement in military operations in Southeast Asia 

79U• S • General Accounting Office, Activities and Status 
of Civil Defense in the United S'tates, Report to -the Congress 
by the Comptroller-General of the United States, B-133209, 
Oct. 206, 1971 (hereina£ter cited as 'GAO Report--197l), p. 14. 

~) 
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in the mid- and late-sixties which "created overriding 

requirements" necessitating budget increases in active 

forces and "tighter fiscal constraints on all non-Southeast 

Asia programs of the Department" ; and (2) . the reluctance of 

Cong~ss to approve appropriations for civil defense in the 

amounts requested by the Administration. For the nine-

year period analyzed, the Defense Department indicated, "the 

Congress has been willing to appropriate only 43% of the 

funds requested," with the result that there was "a growing 

tendency in the Executive Branch to limit budget requests 

to lower levels."BO In its final report, the GAO took note 

of these points, but it did not alter its observation on 

this matter. 

The tremendous power and multiple effects of nuclear 

weapons since 1945, the GAO report noted, "have not rendered 

the cause of survival hopeless." A full-scale nuclear war 

would cause many casualties, but "effective protection 

against some of the effects of nuclear attack is available. ,,81 

OCD, the GAO analysts observed, had developed "a subs,tantial 

life-saving capability"; between 18 milli·on and 30 million 

lives of projected 1975 fatalities of 104 million could be 

saved, according to OCD calculations, "with the 160 million 

80Letter, Philip A. Odeen, Principal Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis), to C. M. Bailey, 
Director, Def.enseDivision, GAO, March 5, 1971, GAO Report--
1971, pp. 50-51. 

8lI bid., p. 10. 
"';" 
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fallout shelter spaces existing as of January 1, 1969." 

Continuance of the fallout shelter surveys and consideration 

of alternative combinations of fallout and blast protec·tion 

- -~------------------... ----.. -----.... -.-.--.-----.-

be lost in a nuclear attack. 82 

But the GAO pointed to some gaps and ,serious problems 

in the current civil defense program. While recognizing the 

potential deterrent of effective damage-limited measures 

(which included civil defense) I Defense program justifications 

in January 1969 concluded: 

... on the basis of our present knowledge of military 
technology, we still see no practical way in which to 
do this [taking damage-limiting measures--the ABM sys
tem and civil defense programs] against the kind of 
attack the Soviets could potentially mount in, the 1970's. 
Accordingly, our best alternative is to continue to 
base our policy of deterrence on our Assured Destruc
tion capability.83 

With this primary emphasis of the U.S. military program on 

assured destruction, OCD could hardly expect serious support 

of its efforts to reduce the potential damage of a nuclear 

attack. Although the direct effects of nuclear weapons--

blast, heat, and shock--were recognized as major elements of 

the threat, the civil defense program included no specific 

activity to mitigate these effects. Nor were there any civil 

defense programs, other than research, to protect people 

from the effects .. of attack with chemical or bioloQical weapons. 

82 Ibid., p. 13. 

83 Ibid., p. 19. • • 

( 
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To make matters ev,en worse, the fallout shelter sys-

tern which accounted for OCD's life-saving capability was 

not complete. The oeD shelter surveys, the GAO analysts 

believed, "disclosed an imbalance of existing protection be-
-----------------_._------_.-_ . .-_---_._._----------------------------------------

tween major cities and other population areas and a shortage 

of shelters in meeting its goal of providing prot.ection for 

all persons." 84 rb autlnrity existed "to construct or pay for the 

construction of special-purpose public fallout shelters in 

any location, including areas w~t.h a deficit of shelter 

spaces." In the absence of incentive construction authority, 

OCD could not hope to add significantly to the Nation's 

shelter capacity. "Our review," the GAO reported, "indicates 

tha t the Nation lacks, and under current programs will continue to 

lack, a sufficient number of properly dispersed, adequately 

equipped fallout shelters in homes, schools, and other 

buildings and facilities to accommodate the population in 

the event of nuclear attack.,,8S 

In its comments on the draft report, oeD detailed the 

funding constraints on its program activities--the repeat.ed 

denial of legislative authorization and consequently of 

appropriations for the shelter incentive program; denials of 

requests for limited funds to test shelter incentive payments, 

or to procure and distribute portable ventilation ki,ts to 

84 Ibid., p. 19. 

8'SIbid., p. 23. 
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increase the capacity of many below-ground shelter areas in 

existing buildings. Limited funds forced OCD to restrict 

its National Fallout Shelter Survey to areas engaged in 

Community Shelter Planning. Fund limitations further pre-

eluded procurement of needed shelter supplies and stocking 

them in identified facilities, as well as the replacement of 

items that had deteriorated because of age. 86 

On the basis of its analysis, the GAO recommended, 

among other things, that the Secretary of Defense "provide 

additional justification to the Congress concerning the part 

which civil defense plays in the U.S. overall national 

security posture. ,,87 And it placed before Congress the 

following "matter" for its consideration: 

In view of the issues concerning (1) the imbalance 
of fallout protection, (2) the potential for expanding 
fallout protection by using .best available shelter 
space, and (3) the limited progress of the civil defense 
program in meeting its objectives as dealt with in this 
report, and in view of two special studies recently 
made by the administration pertaining to civil ~efense 
policies, to the shelter program, and to the relation
ship between natural disaster assistance and civil 
defense activities, appropriate committees of the Con
gress may wish to review the reports on these studies 
for use in any consideration of civil defense require
ments. SS 

86I bid. , pp. 52-59. 

S7I bid. , p. 29. 

88 Ibid • , p. 35. • 
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ADMINISTRATION INITIATIVES 

The Administration studies to which the GAO refer:r;:·ed, 

it developed, set the course for civil def.ense through 

which the GAO and OCD had anticipated. Early in 1969, Presi-

dent Nixon directed George A. Lincoln, Director of the Office 

of Emergency Preparedness (OEP), to conduct a study of the 

civil defense program. 89 The GAO did not have access to 

this study because it was then being prepared for review by 

the National Security Council. In a report to the President 

on his stewardship of OEP, in January 1973, Lincoln nade the follow-

ing observation regarding this study: 

. . . This study drew on the analytical talents and 
experience of many agencies and covered the broad spec
trum of considerations involved in the formulation of 
civil defense policy. The completed study served as 
the basis of your decision that the united States 
shall maintain the current level of effort in its civil 
defense activities. 

The President, Lincoln noted, further directed-- that "there 

should be increased emphasis, within the limitations of exist

ing authority, on plans, procedures, and preparedness ac,ti vi

ties that may also be applicable t~ peacetime emergencies. ,,90 

89Under the terms of the 1961 reorganization, it will be 
recalled, the Director of OEP had the responsibility for 
advising and assisting the President in determining poli,cy 
for planning, directing and coordinating the total civil 
defense program. 

90George A.Lincoln, New Dimensions of Civil Emerg.ency 
Preparedness ,1969-'1973: A ""Re,port ·to the ·President (Washing
ton: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973), p.46. 

.-
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Also early in the Nixon Administration, Lincoln under-

took to effect a closer relationship with OCD (later DCPA) 

and to use its capabili~ies more effectively in support of 

OEP's responsibilities with respect to natural disasters 

and crisis management. At Nixon's direction, an interagency 

study was undertaken of the relationship between the Federal 

disaster assistance and civil defense activities as they re-

lated to the work of State and local governments in these 

areas. In a comprehensive report to Congress, in January 

1972, OEP identified actions and additional steps that could 

be taken to improve the Nation's capability to avert, miti-

gate the effects, and meet the challenges of natural disasters. ~ 

The findings of this study, entitled Disaster Preparedness, 

served as a blueprint for the further development of a con

certed disaster preparedness program. 9l One facet of this 

effort was the assignment to OeD, in February 1972, of the 

following tasks: 

1. Fostering local government organizations and 
plans for coping with major disasters; and 

2. Providing advice and guidance to local govern
ments on organization and prepa~edness to meet the 
effects of major disasters. 92 

9IIbid ., pp. 21-22. 

92Letter, Lincoln to Davis, Feb. 18, 1972, and enclosure 
entitled "Policies and Procedures for Performance of Assign
ment to the Office of Civil Defense Related to Local Govern
ment Preparedness for Major Disasters," reprinted in DCPA, 
Civil Preparedness--A New Dual Mission, Annual Report, FY 
1972, pp. 42-43. 
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Furthermore, OCD was one of many agencies encompass,ed 

in a comprehensive study of Def,ense organization and 

management by a "Blue Ribbon Defense Panel" constituted 

in mid-1969 under the chairmanship of Gj]'OOrtW. 

of the r~tropqli tan Life Insurance Ccrnpany. The Panel noted 

that except for a period in 1962-63, when the fallout 

shelter program held a high priority, the civil defense 

function "has apparently been given little emphasis." 

Since the 1961reorgi3.ni za tion, ·the Panel further observed , 

the effects of dividing the civil defense responsibilities 

between the Executive Office of the President [OEP] and the 

Department of Defense had been the subject of "considerable 

discussion." This matter and the OCD mission were then 

under review. 

If, as a result of this review, the Secretary of 

Defense continued to be delegated responsibilities for 

civil defense, the Panel suggested, OCD "should not continue 

as a part of the Department of the Army Secretariat." OCD, 

the Panel reasoned, 

.•• is primarily a line, not a staff, activity. 
Further, its mission is sufficiently different . 
from and independent of the missions of the Mili
tary Departments that it should be es,tabli'shed as 
an independent agency reporting to the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense. 

Accordingly, the Panel recommended that, in the event of 

its retention in the Defense Department, OCD "should be 

converted into a Defense Agency (the Civil Defense Agency) , 
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and the Director thereof should report to the Secretary 

of Defense through the [proposed] Deputy Secretary of De

fense (Operations) .,,93 

It was these Administration initiatives 

the GAO report and other signs of renewed Congressional 

interest, that prompted Defense Secretary Laird, in May 

1972, to bring OCD back up to the Defense Secretary's level, 

give it a new name, Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, and 

accent its broadened mission. In his words: 

. the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency can 
make a significant contribution to total civil dis
aster preparedness. Civil defense preparedness plan
ning and natural disaster planning are often similar 
if not identical. This new Agency will stress the 
dual capability ~nd utility of civil defense prepared
ness and natural disaster preparedness at local govern
ment level in the broader term of civil preparedness 
as depicted in the Agency title. 94 

This new agency will occupy our attention in the next chapter. 

93U.~:o~p~r~ent of Defense, Blue Ribbon Defense Panel, 
Report to the President and the Secretary of Defense ~ the 
Department of Defense (Washington: u.S. Government Pr~nting 
Office, 1970), pp. 39, 41, 160-161, 212. 

94· 
DCP.J.\, Annual Report, FY 1972" p. 1. 

( 
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CIVIL DEFE~.J'SE IN THE DEFENSE ESTABLISHl·1ENT: 

THE DEFENSE CIVIL PREPAREDNESS AGENCY, 1972-79 

CIVIL DEFENSE AT A LOW EBB 

7he deterioration of the u.S. civil defense posture 

that set in about the mid-sixties continued through the 

seventies. This was so even as the Soviets achieved nuclear 

parity with the United States and intensified their civil 

defense activities. In their efforts at dc::te:i1te and con

trol of the nuclear arms race, both the Nixon-Ford and 

Carter Administrations chose to avoid a buildu? of active 

air defense and civil defense capabilities. America'spopu-

1ation in the high-risk counterforce and urban areas were 

left hostage in the hopes that the SovietswQuld do the 

same and thus avoid mutual assured destruction. 

Tne Soviets, however, would not accept the logic of 

mutual deterrence; they kept up their arms buildup and would 

not downgrade their civil defense preparations. Indeed, 

there was reason to believe by the mid-seventies that ·the 

"balan~e of terror" which had characterized t~1e· two -earlier 

decades had begun to tilt in the Sovi.ets' favor. In lieu of 

399 
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strategic superiority, American defense secretaries used 

terms like "realistic deterrence" and "essential equivalence" 

of strategic forces; and they came to see the possible useful

ness of civil defense in the ~perception" of such 

by the Soviet Union, the American people, and all parties 

around the world .. 

The literature of the seventies is replete with in

teresting assertions and disputations regarding the U.S.

Soviet strategic balance. Did the greater emphasis on civil 

defense in the Soviet Union, indeed, enhance that nation's 

war-fighting and damage-limiting capability? Did it signal 

the Soviet Union's readiness to venture and determination to 

survive a nuclear exchange? Studies by the Carter Administra

tion prompted a Presidential decision in September 1978, 

which, among other things, recognized the role which civil 

defense could play in contributing to deterrence. 

That decision carried with it the assumption of at least 

a doubling of the current $100 million level of annual spend

ing for civil defense in the mid-eighties. The President's 

$108.6 million budget request for fiscal 1980, however, was 

construed in the Congress asa failure by Carter to demon

strate a clear commitment to a restructured civil defense 

policy with a mUlti-year requirement which his own Defense 

Secretary, Harold Brown, and National Security Council had 

espoused. The Congressional pegging of t~e budget at $100 

million left DCPA with but a fraction of what was needed to 
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breathe new life into an agency which, in the words of its 

Director, Bardyl R. Tirana, "has been dead in the water 

since about 1969." 

In the midst of all this--thestrategic debate, the 
-------------------

.. J .,/ 

Administration studies, new GAO and Congressional reviews, ,--

and Presidential decisions on policy and reorganization--

DCPA struggled along. With its austere budgets throughout 

the Nixon-Ford and Carter years, DCPA could barely meet its 

recurring and maintenance expenses. It continually de-

ferred critical program elements. It explored the practic-

ability of evacuation in crises and other low-cost approaches 

to the problems of population survival. And, with all these 

problems, DCPA still had to give its limited funds and re-

sources the dual value which Carter, like Nixon, sought in 

support of preparedness for both nuclear and natural disasters. 

As it approached the 1980's, the United States had, as 

it did since the mid-sixties, to quote'Professor Samuel P. 

Huntington (who had directed a National Security Council . 

study on the subject for President Carter), - "only a skeleton 

civil defense program."l In his remaining two years in the 

White House, for all the fanfare about the September 1978 

decisions on policy and reorganization, President Carter did 

ISamuel P. Huntington, "Civil Defense for the 1980's," 
in u.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Banking, Housing, 
and Urban Affairs, Civil Defense, Hearing, 95th Cong., 2d 
Sess., Jan. 8, 1979 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1979), p. 29 (hereinaft.er cited as Proxmire Com
mittee Hearing) • 
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little to add flesh to this skeleton. It remained to be seen 

whether the incoming Administration of Ronald Reagan would 

move more energetically ,to develop an effective civil de-

fense program for the 1980 s. : __ . ____ . _____________ --.--------.---... --.-.--... --... 
--------_._._-_._-_ .... _. __ .... _ .. 

JOHN E. DAVIS AT THE HELM 

O~jectives of the Fixon-Ford Administrations 

Emphasis in the Federal Government on civil defense 

diminished considerably during the Nixon-Ford years. Upon 

extricating U.S. forces from Vietnam, President Nixon formu-

lated what he called "A New Strategy for Peace" in the 

seventies. He sought. a framework for "a durable peace" v;i th 

three pillars: a partnership with friendly nations; suffi-

cient str~'1gtlr to deter would-be aggressors from dangerous 

miscalculations; and "a willingness to negotiate" with 

communist countries to accommodate conflict and overcome 

rivalries. On the last point, Nixon noted in a report to 

the Congress early in 1970: 

This is the spirit in which the United States 
ratified the Non-Proliferation Treaty and entered 
into negotiation with the Soviet Union on control 
of the military use of the seabeds, on the frame
work of a settlement in the ~tiddle East, and on 
limitation of strategic arms. This is the basis 
on which we and our Atlantic allies have offered 
to negotiate on concrete issues affecting the 
security and future of Europe, and on which th.e 
United states took steps last year to improve 
our relations \'1ith nations of Eastern Eurooe. This 
is also the spirit in which we have resumed 
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formal talks in Warsaw with Communist China. No 
nation need be our permanent enemy.2 

The Nixon Administration thus ushered in a period of 

"detente" in Soviet-American relations, marked by a r,elaxa-

____________________ tion--ox-- tens.ions--a-nd--by-agreements-t-o--l-i1l1i-f-tne depl0Y'men t--

of antiballistic missiles, avoid the buildup of ABM de-
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fenses, and collaborate to ensure that crises in other parts 

of the world did not bring confrontations that increased 

the risk of war between the two superpowers. 

Along with his foreign policy, Nixon's domestic policies 

had an important bearing on the level and direction of civil 

defense activities in the seventies. Ni~on made a strong 

commitment to streamline the functions of government by cut

ting the size of the Executive Office of the President and 

redirecting its efforts to policy making and overall policy 

directio~ and by decentralizing out of the White House to 

the line agencies and to the States and localities. This 

policy was a factor in the decision to abolish the Office of 

Emergency Preparedness (OEP) in 1973, and assign its 

responsibilities to the General Services Administration 

(civil defense policy, continuity of government and o-ther 

nonmilitary defense programs), the Department of Housing and 

Urban Development (natural disaster programs), and other 

2Richard Nixon, U.S. Foreign Policy for the 1970's--
~ ~ Strategy for Peace: ~ Report !£ the Congress, F,eb. 18, 
1970 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970), 
p. 13. 
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agencies. The same policy prompted moves to make the 

Federal government more responsive to the needs of State 

and local governments, with high priority to improved pre-

paredness for natural disasters as well as to disas 

lief. It was in this context that DCPA was vested with its 

dual-purpose mission--to help the State and local govern-

ments develop an operational capability for natural as well 

as nuclear disasters. 

DCPA was in existence only a few months when it learned 

that, despite its dual mission, its program would have to 

remain at the then-current level of effort. Its appropria-

tion for fiscal 1973 was only $83.5 million. Thanks to 

Congressional intercession, President Ford's fiacal 1977 

budget request of only $71'million was raised to $87.5 

millioni and even that, in constant 1977 dollars, represented 

a qecrease of about 30 percent from the fiscal 1973 appropria-

tion. Defense Secretary James R. Schlesinger and his succes-

sor, 'Donald M. Rurnsfeld, sought larger outlays for civil de

fense, but they could not dissuade President Ford from his 

budget-cutting stance. 

Defense policy and planning guidance issued November 4, 

,1975, recognized civil defense as "essential to our deter-

rent post:ure," but held out little prospect for program 

vitality. 

• • • The primary objectives are to enhance the sur
vival of the U.S. population and to assist in recon
stitution of natio~al capabilities in ~vent of nuclear 
war. Because of limi~ed resources our current Civil 

(\) 

~) 

I 
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Defense planning should provide for a basicipeace-
time posture which can be surged to provide an increased 
and highly effective Civil Defense capability in times 
of 'crisis [i.e., by actions taken during a crisis to 
improve deficient capabilities]. Planning for crisis 
relocation and for protecting the population against 
nuclear fallou.t should be stressed. A secondary but 

--impertan-t-efrj,ect-ive--i-s-to--irnprove---t-he-read-iness-of---------·-·
state an~ lo~al governments to respond to peacetime 
emergencJ.es. 

Efforts by the Ford Administration, in the face of these 

budgetary constraints, to reduce or eliminate support of 

programs required for natural rather than nuclear disasters 

encountered strong protests from State and local governments. 

It took legislation in July 1976 and administrative action 

by DCPA Director Tiran~ early in the Carter Administration, 

as we shall see, to clear up the ambiguity that developed 

regarding "dual use" preparedness. '::'0 most observers it 

appeared that, from political and practical considerations, 

the dual-use concept would have to be applied if nuclear 

preparedness was to be accomplished at the State and local 

levels. 

The New Status of Civil Defense 

Creation of DCPA.--In his Defense report for fiscal 

1973, Defense Secretary Laird highlighted the chang,es which 

the Administration proposed for t..~e civil defense. program 

in that year. These, Laird said, included: 

3Quot,ed in William K. Chipman, II'United Stat·es Civil. 
Defense Programs ,and Acti vi:ties--Curr.ent Status," Oct. 2.8, 
1976, p. 12. - . , 
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--enhancement of state and local capability in 
attacks and other disasters; 

--reorientation of the program to emphasize, when
ever possible, available.protection from nuclear 
weapon ~ffects and natural disasters; 

.-- ..... --·--·---····-------s·h·i-ftin·g--o·f-sum-e-orr~-going--pro-gr'amsfo s ysterns--·--·-_ ...... ·-_ .. - .... ·-·-· 
that would only be implemented in a crisis in 
order to reduce peace-time costs and prevent 
rapid obsolescence. 

Major elements of the new program, Laird indicated, would 

include: 

(al maintenancE of the current shelter system, but 
reorienting markins, stocking and home survey prog
grams towarc cr i si s implemented acti vi ties; (b) for 
shelter survey, creation of State Engineer SuP?ort 
Groups to give participating States the in-house 
capability to replace Federal Engineering Support 
currently provided; (c) use of analytical techniques 
to determine the most likely hazards for each com
munity in the event of nuclear war, e.g., blast, 
fire, fallout; anc (d) development o~ guidance for 
local governments based on risk analysis, try include 
evacuation planning guidance for high risk areas. 4 

Since corning tc office three years earlier, Laird 

asserted, he had "studied in some depth our civil defense 

functions as related to our various state and Federal ac-

tivities in this complex and important field." The real 

strength of this nation, Laird emphasized, lay in the States 

and their political subqivisions. With proper organization 

and preparedness planning, he was convinced, the Nation 

could survive any disaster. It was Laird's belief that the 

Defense Department "can and should contribute to total civil 

disaster preparedness--civil defense and natural disaster." 

4See Secretary Laird's Defense Report for Fiscal Year 
1973, presented to the House Appropriations Committee on 
Feb. 22, 1972. 
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As "a major step in this direction," Laird announc.ed on 

Hay 4, 1972, 'the establishmenJc of DCPA. The DCPA Director, 

reporting directly to the Secretary of Defense, would assist 

State and local governments in natural disaster prep~red-=--._ ... _. __ ._ 
-~--.-... - .. --.----... "------.----.-.. - ... --.-.---.---... -----_ ... -_._. __ .. _." . _. 

ness planning, consistent with OEP policy guidance, and would 

discharge the Defense Secretary's assigned civil defense func-

tions. The two tasks--civil defense and natural disaster 

preparedness--were thus blended into one. 

DCPAwillstressthedual capability and utility of 
civil defense preparedness and natural disaster pre
paredness at local qovernment level. In carrying out 
this task, we will provide preparp.dness assistance 
across the entire disaster spectrum tieing in closely 
the many similarities of nuclear attack and natural 
disaster preparedness planning, a concept long recog
nized and accepted by State and local government authori
ties. The States and localities provide resources 
equal to or greater than those made available to State 
and local authorities t~rough the Federal civil defense 
program. While t~ese assets are applied primarily to 
civil defense efforts against t~e effects of nuclear 
attack, they also enhance the capabilities of State and 
local governments to deal with peacetime disasters. 
Our assistance in total civil disaster preparedness will 
improve civil defense preparedness by making the dol
lars we invest do double duty. 

DCPA, Laird believed, "can make a significant contribution to 

total disaster preparedness." To carry out these responsi-

bilities, he requested $88.6 million for DCPA for fiscal 

1973;5 Congress appropriated $83.5 million. 

5Laird, "Statement. . to the Subcommittee on Treasury, 
Postal Service and General Government of the Co~mittee on 
Appropriations, United States House of Repr.esentativ:es," 
n.d. 
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Thus, effective May 5, 1972, Laird abolished the 

Office of Civil Defense, which had operated under the 

Secretary of the Army, and established DCPA as a new, sepa-

rate Defense agency within the Defense Department. John 

Davis, director of the former OCD, was named Director of 

DCPA, reporting directly to the Secretary of Defense. 6 

A Defense Department directive, i.ssued July 14, 1972, de-

tailed DCPA's responsibilities for both civil defense and 

natural di.saster preparedness. The "Civil Defense Pre-

paredness" functions continued unchanged. The new "Natural 

Disaster Preparedness Assistance" functions were set forth 

as follows: 

J. In accordance with agreements between 
the Director, DCPA , acting on behalf of the Secre
tary of Defense and the Director, OEP, and subject 
the policy guidance of the Director, OEP, DCPA 
shall: 

a. Advise and assist State and local 
governments in their development of dual purpose 
disaster preparedness plans (enemy attack and 
natural disaster) . 

b. Provide detailed assessment of the 
status of local government emergency preparedness 
to respond to major disasters and other local 
emergencies. 

c. Assist State and local governments in 
their training of State and local officials for 
disaster emergency ~perations. 

~. '-~ ". 

to 

6Memorandum, Laird to Secretaries of the Military 
Departments et al., May 4, 1972, Subject: Establishment of 
the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, Appendix B to DCPA, 
Annual Report, FY1972, p. 44. 

( 
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2. Make available and utilize the civil 
defense communications system for the purpose of 
natural disa~ter warning pursuant to Executive 
Order 11575 ;'rroviding for the Administration of 
the Disaster Relief Act of 1970]. 

3. Assist State and local governments in 
___ ... _._ ..... __ .... ___ .. __ --------times-G.f-.emerSenc-y-"t-hl;'ough--l-oan-o-f--DG-PA--s-toek----·····--···---·-·----···-· 

piled supplies and equipment. 7 

~ .. 

2r~anization and Management.--In organizing DCPA, 

Davis made some changes, including an upgrading of training 

anc education and emergency information. In addition to 

the existin? eight Regional Offices, DCPA on February 1, 

1973, established two Regional Field Offices--one in New 

York City and the other in Kansas City, Missouri, each 

functioning under its parent DCPA Region. 8 This move was 

seen as an interim adjust~ent to a lO-recion concept adopted 

by the Administration. 

The two Field Offices, however, were not adequately 

staffed to function as operational entities in a manner 

similar to DCPA's Regional Offices. The different regional 

patterns caused confusion at the State level and irnped,ed 

Federal interagency and intergovernmental coordination. In 

December 1977, Davis's successor, Hr. Tirana, sought to 

establish 10 DCPA regions to provide interface with the 

7DOD Directive No. 5105.43, July 14, 1972, Subject: 
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA), Apppendix C to 
DCPA, Annual Report, FY 1972, pp. 45-49. 

8DCPA, Foresight, Annual Report, FY 73 (Washington:· 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974)-,-p~ 2-3, 48. . 
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Federal structure. The proposed expansion was put aside, 

however, on the basis that the reorganization study tl1en 

under way might bring changes that would obviate the need 

to 'inc re a s e the __ !'Lt:Lmb~LQi._D_CJ2A_r_eg.ional--of-fices-.---.-.. ---·-_._-_._.-. __ .. _.: 
- .. --.. -~-.-."-----... --.... ---.. ----~--.---.--~-

With its limited funds, DCPA strove throughout its 

existence to introduce program priorities--to develop those 

systems and capabilities with the greatest lifesaving po-

tential for the funds invested. Its review of past efforts 

at population protection led DCPAtb the following concl~-

sions in the early seventies: 

• If an attack should occur, the primary enemy 
targets probably would be u.s. missile sites, 
and other military installations. 

~ An attack very likely would be preceded by 
a period of international tension. This could 
constitutE "strategic warning," and provide time 
for protEctiVE actions. 

@ A great deal of protection against radioactive 
fallout already exists in the United States, and 
more is being identified as time goes on. Atten
tion should now be given to protection against 
nuclear blast and fire. 

• Blast and fire would endanger mainly people 
living or working near military targets and large 
metropolitan areas. These two types of location 
may therefore be called "High-risk" areas. 

• It is not financially feasible to build special 
underground blast-and-fire shelters in these high
risk areas. 

• It may be feasible, however, when an inberna
tional crisis threatens to result in a nuclear 
attack, for residents of high-risk areas to be 

_ temporarily relocated in small-t,own and rural 

• 
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areas, where nuclear weapons probably would 
be targeted, provided these people could be 
sustained and protected against radioactive 
fallout. 9 

not 

The priorities approach extended to "disaster management" in 

resulting from natural disasters as well as protection from 

nuclear attack; and it took account of systems that would 

be implemented only in a crisis "in order to reduce peace

time costs and avoid rapid obsolescence. ,,10 

Because of uncertainties with respect to budgets, how-

ever, DCPA could not always follow through on its ?rogram 

priorities. A case in point was a program decision by 

Defense Secretary James R. Schlesinger in August 1975, by 

which some $100 million was to haVE been allocated over a 

five-year period to enhance the level of civil defense readi-

ness in the so-cal.led "coun terforcE areas"--areas deemed to 

be at highest risk because of their proximity to bomber, 

ICBM and other strategic offense force installations. Presi

dent Ford's sharp cuts in DCPA's fiscal 1977 budget, however, 

11 
eliminated all special programming for these areas. 

I Asa general proposition, DCPA tried to get local govern-

ments to bring all their emergency capabilities to the 

9DCPA , Manda·te for Readiness: Annual Report, Fiscal 
Year EndeG-June 30, 1974 (Nashington: u.s. Government Print
ing Office, 1975); p~. 

lOIbid., p. 2. 

llChipman, ~. cit., pp. 35-36. 

L 
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"minimum acceptable level," rather than to concentrate on 

one or two areas at the expense of the rest. And it sought 

to increase capabilities in being and minimize dependBnce on 

_~_~ _________________ ~_sur~ in~ in ~r ~_si s~_~ec a~us ~9 f ___ th~_~nc~£"!:~~E_~~ es _~uJ::roun_di_~9 __ ~ __ ~ ___ _ 

~. ) 

\. 

particular program elements, DCPA believed that its "program-

mix II approach was sound. Dr. William K. C~'1ipman explained 

the underlying rationale as follows: 

Clearly, everyone associated with the civil 
defense program \Vould like to have a high-confidence 
method to determine the optimum application of the 
next $10 million or $100 million. As with other 
Defense programs, however, optimum application of 
effort is highly scenario-dependent, and is attended 
by uncertainties. 

If it were clear beyond peradventure of doubt 
that only US strategic weapons installations would 
be attacked in a nuclear war, after a period of crisis 
bargaining, a highly effective but not highly ex-
pensive civil defense system could be designed and 
deployed in a short time. Or if it were certain 
that US cities would never De attacked without 7 to 
14 days of unambiquous warning, and that the us 
President at the time would without fail call for 
crisis evacuation of US risk areas, then all efforts 
could be directed to developing plans and allied 
capabilities for crisis evacuation, with no resources 
devoted to, in-place protection in cities. Unfortunately, 
such certitudes are not readily to be had, and DCPA 
therefore believes it must include in the civil de-
fense program a reasonable mix of capabilities, con
sistent with total resources available, to hedge 
against the many uncertainties unavoidably connec- 12 
ted with protecting life and property against attack. , 

l2 Ibid ., p. 36. For Davis's view on the ~p~ioritiesll 
as against a "balanced readiness" approach to DCPA efforts, 
see U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Armed Services, Civil 
Defense Review, Hearings by the Civil Defense Panel of the 
Subcommittee on Investigations, 94th Cong., 2d Sess., Feb.
lv1arch 1976 (Washington: u.s. Government Printing Office, 
1976), pp. 37-38 (hereinafter cited as Civil Defense Panel 
Hearings) . 
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DCPA introduced Standards for Local Civil Preparedness, 

and a Program Management Information System to encourage 

State and local governments to review their readiness status 

and project actions to increase. their capabilities. A key 

determining whether States or localities would 

receive Federal matching funds or other aid was a so-called 

"program paper." This document described plans for the com-

ing fiscal year and the funds and number of employees needed 

to carry out these plans. By mid-1975, 54 State-level and 

4,865 local prograni areaE nac submi tted "Program Papers" to 

DCPA. At that point, DCPA had obligated a total of $266.7 

million for Personnel and Administrative Expenses since the 

inception of the program in fiscal 1961. 13 

After a full year of development, DCPA introduced in 

fiscal 1975 an "objectives oriented" management system, "based 

on a good, firm foundation of finding out local needs in 

relation to the overall objectives of the national program." 

The system encompassed not only the establishment of objec-

tives, but also programming, budg~ting, reporting, and evalua-

tion. The dual mission continued, but at ~~at point, as we 

shall see, the objective focused primarily on nuclear readi-

ness: 

13DCPA , Taking Heasure; Fourth Annual Report, Fiscal 
Year Ended June 30, 1975 (Washington: u.s. Government Print
rng-Office, 1976); p~. 

L) 
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. To make the community, and citizens within the 
community, better prepared to deal with the effects of 
nuclear attack. Such readiness meets an important 
secondary objective: an improved readiness to conduct 
coordinated local emergencv operations in peacetime 
emergencies or disasters. la 

qualitative assessment of readiness of each participating 

locality with respect to over 50 specific areas. A DCPA 

Program Evaluation handbook defined five levels of readiness 

for each element rated--from "A" (fully qualified) to "E" 

(no capability), with a "e" rating representing the minimum-

acceptable level of readiness. Attainment of about one-half 

of the capability needed, along with a reasonably effective 

base for expansion in a crisis, represented the "minimum" 

level. Each community was also rated on its overall "Ability 

to Execute Emergency Plans for Disaster Operat.ions." To a 

large extent this rating was based on performance in exer-

cises, or in the event of a major peacetime disaster, the 

locality's demonstrated ability to control coordinated opera

tions from the Emergency Operating Center. As of the fall of 

1976, it appeared, only a minor fraction of the national 

population lived in localitie"s that had achi~ved a "fully

qualified" level of readiness. lS 

l4 I bid., p. l. 

lSCh" , ~pman, 9£. c~t., Appendix 2, pp. 10-11, and f~gur.es 
2-6. 
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Major Thrusts of DCPA Efforts 

All-Risk Preparedness.--The Federal Civil Defense 

Act of 1950 and its amendment in 1958 specifically authorized 

for an enemy attack upon the United States. There was 

no ment,ion of Federal support of State and local programs 

to prepare for peacetime disasters. DCPA's antecedent 

agencies held the view, however, that the funds authorized 

by thE Federal Civil DefenSE Act could be used while develop-

ing a capability for nuclear attack to benefit and support 

complementary efforts of State and local governments to 

develop readiness for peacetime (natural) disasters or major 

emergencies. This "dual use" concept was reflected in the 

DefenSE DEpartment directivE of July 14, 1972, which cre-

ated DCPA and defined its responsibilities and functions. 

This dual-capability approach became the watch~ordof 

DCPA operations. Virtually all DCPA programs, in one way or 

another, came to reflect this emphasis on dual-use of emer-

gency systems: the States and localities would be helped to 

develop their capabilities to prepare for, and cope with, 

peacetime disasters as well as the effects of nuclear 

attack. There were few to question the 'benefits to be de-

rived from this linkage of civil defense and natural disaster 

preparedness planning by State and local governments. It was 

hoped, of course, that this would encourage State and local 

governments to address thansel ves to ·the nuclear ati:ack as ~ as 
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the natural disaster aspects of civil preparedness. As 

Defense Secretary James R. Schlesinger observed early in 

1975, 

Civil defense readiness generates, as a bonus, an 
---.- ---·-·---------improved-capa-hi-l-±ty-o-n-the-p-art-of-a-S'Ea"te or--·-··-----···--·----

• 

local goveinment to conduct coordinated operations 
in the event of peacetime emergencies. If State 
and local governments are prepared to deal with 
the worst of all possible situations--a nuclear 
emergency--it is a reasonable assumption that 
t~ese governments can handle lesser emergencies--
hurricanes, floods, etc.--effectively and ef-
ficiently. But should a State or local govern-
ment turn a blin6 eye to the nuclear attack aspect 
of civil preparedness, its ability to respond 
to a lesser disaster becomes guestionable. l6 

Until December 1976, DCPA carried on many emergency 

assistance programs wi t.h State and local governments, 

focused at improvin~ preparedness for nuclear attack anc, 

at the same time, suppcrting planning for all-risk emergen-

cies. Among these programs were: matching funds to suppor-t 

salaries and administrative costs of State and local per-

sonnel engaged in emergency planning; the national warning 

and emergency communications systems; the State and local 

emergency operating centers; and the national network for 

emergency public information designed to acquaint officials 

and the citizens· at large on the steps they should take in 

an emergency to reduce loss of life and property. Also, 

through its "Standards for Local Preparedness," DCPA pro-

vided guidance for the development of improved emergency 

l6James R. Schlesinger, "Civil Defense Programs--Roles 
and !tissions," Foresight, Jan.-Feb. 1975, p. 2-3 . 

l.. J ,-",/ 
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operations by State and local police, fire, welfare, 

rescue, medical and other emergency services. 

To promote this preparedness for all disasters, 

"natural and man-caused," DCPA established "On-Site Assis-

tance" (OSA) as its "top priority activity." The program 

was a joint Federal-State effort to assist local govern-

ments on-site in enhancing their capabilities to cope with 

peacetime as well as nuclear emergencies. The heart of the 

process was aro on-site survey of the local preparedness situa-

tion. Local needs would thus be determined, and action-plans 

would be drawn to overcome deficiencies. Help would come 
• 

through grants of surplus and excess property, loans, and 

from DCPA plannins, training and technical assistance. As 

of mid-1975, DCPA reported, 

~ 1,043 or 2E percent of the required 3,767 local 
program areas designated for OSA had been surveyed; 
28 percent of the U.S. population is located in 
these program areas. 

~ 809 or 21 percent of the required 3,767 local 
program areas designated fOr OSA had an adopted 
action plan; these plans covered 22 percent of the 
U.S. population. 17 

In the course of a review and p;t"9jected slashing of the 

civil defense budget for fiscal 1977, the Ford Administra

tion directed a refocusing of DCPA effort to functions re-

lated to nuclear preparedness. Guidance to this effect 'came 

from the Defense Department in November 1975. Defense 

17DCPA, Taking. Heasure, Annual Report, FY 1'975, p. 17. 
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Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld, who replaced Schlesinger in 

that post, announced the change in approach. 

Rather than continue Defense Department funding 
in support of the common total peacetime State and 
local preparedness base, J~hrough fun<:t:Ln.9_pr_oxided-------------------------

----------------------------------ifl"Ene-cTvTlaefe:nse program, the _FY 1977 budget 
request reduces those elemen.t.s of the program which 
should be supported by State and local governments. 
An example of funding that will be eliminated are 
those State and local programs primarily required 
for natural rather than nuclear disaster prepared
ness. We will continue to provide resources which 
are necessary to nuclear disaster preparedness. 

Under this concept, reductions will be made in 
'matchlng funds' assistancE to State and local agen
cies, staff personnel in State and local emergency 
preparedness agencies, procurement of emergency 
vehicles and equipment which are used for peace
time community rescue operations, and construction 
funds for Emergency Operation Centers in areas which 
have a low probability of being directly affected by 
nuclear attack. Headquarters staff and activities 
will also be reduced in line with the revised scope 
of the program. The Department will continue to 
assist activities at the State and local level which 
ot]jer Federal, State and loca1 agencies would not be 
expected to support since they relate to nuclear 
preparedness. IE 

The turnaround on the dual-use policy brought strong 

protests from the States and localities. Late in January 

1976, Congressman F. Edward H~bert, chairman of the House 

Armed Services Committee's Subcommittee on Investigations, 

designated a panel to look at the objectives, adrninistra-

tion, and operation of the national civil defense program 

and report back to his subcommittee. 19 Testifying before 

lS"secretary Rumsfeld on Civil Defense," Foresight, 
Spring 1976, p. 2. 

19Members of.the Civil Defense Panel included Congress
man Robert L. Leggett of California, chairman, Donald J. 
Mitchell of New York, and Bob Carr of Michigan. 

\..I) 
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this panel on February 9, 197E, DCPA Director Davis voiced 

the fear that the move would set back planning for nuclear 

preparedness. 

____________ ... the active participation of State and local 
-----governmen ts ,-and--an -ef f'ec-Five ernergelicy--oper-afions---·-··----··--·--· 

-.. .. ) 

base at those levels of government, are essential 
ingredients of nuclear preparedness. To the extent 
that the States and/or the local governments do not 
fund their portion of the effort, under the ground 
rules specified for fiscal year 1977, the nationwide 
civil defense posture will be weakened. 

The two associations of local and State directors 
have jointly indicated that the revised concept is 
unacceptable, and, based upon this attitude, we are 
concerned that a significant percentage of States and 
localities may terminate their cooperation and partici
pation in the nuclear-oriented preparedness activi
t.ies. The rationale most commonly given is that pro
vldlng for the "Common Defense" is a Federal responsi
bility, and that State and local governments are un
willing to provide their funds for purely nuclear 
preparedness. 20 

DCFA T Davis indicated, would ac its utmost to make this 

arrangement work, "but of course cannot require State or 

local governments to participate." The final outcome of 

the 1977 budget decision and policy change, Davis told the 

Civil Defense Panel, "remains to be seen," but it was his 

thought that "the premise that State and local governments 

will respond fully to all natural disaster preparedness 

needs" and allow the Federal attack preparedness programs 

to be built on that base "may not prove valid.;,21 

20Civil Defense Panel Hearings, p. 36. 

21 I bid., p. 35. 

• 
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In the face of this threatened removal of DCPA from 

peacetime disaster preparedness and the prospect of State 

and local neglect of nuclear preparedness, the Bouse 

Armed Services Committee moved quickly o~:twQ_:f~C:;Ult_s~-------.. -.·-·----·· 
---------_ .... _._-_.-_ .... _-_. __ ._._--. -_._---- .. -- . 

financial and legal. The DCPA budget for fiscal 1977 was 

raised from the $71 million requested by the Administra

tion to $87.5 millj.on. 22 The Committee also made the 

following observation regarding the discontinuance of the 

dual-use policy: 

The Adminlstration unwisely placed a restric
tion on the USE of Federal civil defense funds w~ich 
would preclude State and local agencies from using 
such funds for natural disaster as well as nuclear
attack preparedness. Most State and local govern
ments cannot afford to maintain separate organi- . 
zations for peacetime and wartime emergencies, and 
dual-use preparedness has been an accepted practice 
for some years. The intent of Congress in the 
Federal Civil Defense Act should be clarified to 
comprehend the dual-use concept without impairing 
the basic civil defense mission. 

The Committee approved such clarifying language and re-

ported it out in a defense appropriation authorization 

bill,23 enacted July 13, 1976 as Public Law 94-361. 

22The House Armed Services Committee supported the 
Panel's recommendation that "as a first step tml7ard a more 
adequate civil defense," the Administration's budget re
quest for fiscal 1977 be increased from $71 million to $110 
million; see u.s. Congress House, Committee on Armed Ser
vices, Civil Defense Review, Report ~ the Civil Defense 
Panel of the Subcommittee on InvestigatIOns, 94th Cong., 
2d Ses~, April 1, 1976 (Washington: u.S. Government Print
ing Office, 1976), p. 12 (hereinafter cited as Civil De
fense Panel Report). 

23Ibid. 
• 
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Section 804 of this Act amended the Congressional 

statement of policy in the Federal Civil Defense Act by 

adding :the following. sentence: 

The Congress recognizes that the organizational struc-
-'E-ure e stabl ished join i::ly~y_:the Feder a1"~G_Qy_exnmen±---"-... ---.-----

----·------.. -----·----andtlie severa-IS"tates and their political sub-

~ ... 

divisions for civil defense purposes can be effec
tively utilized, without adversely affecting the 
basic civil defense objectives of this Act, to pro
vide relief and assistance to people in areas of the 
United States struck by disasters other than dis
asters caused by enemy attack. 

In addition, Section 205 of the Act, authorizing financial 

aid to the States, was amended by adding the following sub-

section: 

Funds made available to the States under this Act may 
be used, tc the extent and under such terms and con
ditions as shall be prescribed by the A~~inistrator, 
for providing emergency assistance, including civil 
defense personnel, organizational equipment, ma
terials ane facilities, in any area of the United 
States which suffers a disaster other than a disaster 
caused by an enemy attack. 

The legislative history of these amendments made it 

clear that Congress in~ended to authorize dual-use of DCPA 

funds. It also furnished some guidance concerning the 

proper use of these funds in fulfilling this "secondary 

mission" (assisting States and localities in preparing for, 

and responding to, natural disasters) of DCPA. Part of the 

rationale for such expenditures was that ti~e State and 

local organizations were responsible for both civil defense 

planning and natural disaster relief, and many of their 

preparedness activities and resources were essential for 

response to both enemy at,tack and natural dis·~sters. In its 
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enactment of Public Law 94-361, Congress recognized the mutual 

benefits to be derived from the cornmon elements in the 

natural-disaster and attack-oriented missions, and the 

impracticability of separating these function administra-

tively at the State and local levels. 24 

Nuclear Civil Protection Planning.--In the early and 

mid-fifties, it will be recalled, FCDA Administrator Val 

Peterson had placed great stress on evacuation to deal with 

the threat of nuc]ear attack. The idea was to get people 

out of the cities insofar as possible in the few hours that 

might be available between the detection of a manned bomber 

attack and the actual arrival of the bombers. With the new 

threat of radiation fallout and with ICBMs contracting 

warning time to a matter of minutes, the emphasis shifted 

from evacuation to fallout shelters as the basic approach 

to population survival. The shelter program, it will also 

be recalled, was seriously impaired for lack of legislative 

and financial support; and as things stood at the dawn of 

the seventies, the lifesaving potential of the program was 

estimated at 30 million, at best, and most likely much less 

241.arorarrlum, Dennis H. Trosch, Assistant General Counsel (Iogis
tics), Office of General. Counsel, roD, to Barelyl R. Tirana, Director, 
IX:l?A, Oct. 19, 1977, Subject: Use of J:x::PA Funds for Peacetime Disaster 
Assistance. Mr. Tirana obtained this legislative review because of per
sistent confusion even after the enactment of Public I.a.w .94-361. Mr. 
T.rosch's rrerrorandum is reprinted in U.S~ Congress, Senate, Ccxrmittee on 
Al:med Services, Subccmnittee on Genera]. Legislation (Senator John C. 
Culver, Chairman), D2pa.rt:Irent of D2feni3e Authorization for. Appropriatians 
for Fiscal ~ 1979, Hearings, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (Washington: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 19'ro), Part 10, pp. 7208-7209 (hereinafter 
cited as Culver Subca:rmittee Hearings) • 

\\\ 
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(over and beyond the 80 million persons who would survive 

even in the total absence of a civil defense program) . 

The idea of evacuation, however, was not abandoned 

entirely even in the sixt~es. As early as 1964, the 
--------~ 

--------------.----.. ----. --S-:c:rat-egy-ana-Tactlcs--p-a-nel of- the--Project-Harbor study had 

expressed hope that the probable period of tension pre-

ceding a nuclear war would provide "days to months of 

strategic warning" and so would permit "crisis actions, such 

as strategic evacuation and improved snelter construction." 

It urged that planning to render such crisis actions effec~ 

tive be carried out "as soon as possible. "25 

With the knowledge in the late sixties that the 

Soviet Union's civil defense program provided for evacua-

tion as well as in-place sheltering in a crisis, U.S. 

planners felt that they should haVE similar flexibility. 

Such flexibility, they believed, would make it possible to 

respond in kind should the Soviets seek to intimidate the 

U.S. in a crisis by evacuating their urban population. 

r~oreover, DOD estimates indicated that evacuation could 

save 100 million lives (over and above the 80 million who 

would survive in any event) if a massive attack on the 

ci ties did occur. In ~~e face of fiscal cons.traints, plans 

for crisis relocation could be developed at little cost, with 

25National Academy of Sciences--National.Research 
Council, Civil Defense--Project Harbor Summary Report, 
pp. 10-11, 15, 17. 
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the large outlays deferred for the time, if ever, when these 

plans had to be implemented. 

Thus, the idea emerged in the early seventies that there 

was a need for a capability to respond to "a spectrum of 
-------- -------------.---.--.~---.--" 

possible contingencies." In his posture statement in mid-

February 1972, Defense Secretary Laird unveiled this "new 

program" which "lOuld include not only "maintenance of the 

current shelter systems," but also the development of guidance 

to local governments concerning "evacuation planning 

for high risk areas." 2 E This .progra171, ';JhicrJ came to be 

called "Nuclear Civil Protection Planning," DCPA Director 

Davis believed, provided a perspective and balance "well-

suited to the needs of the times." In accenting "flexibility 

of response," it woule! seek to protect tile American people 

from "a variety of possible attacks, deliverec either rapidly 

or after a period of crisis. ,,2; 

Nuclear Civil Protection had two ingredients: (1) re-

locating the population from high-risk areas during a period 

of severe crisis; and (2) sheltering the population in-place, 

in situations where warning time or other circumstances 

would preclude crisis evacuation. The blO were seen as com-

plementary objectives. Both would have to be developed and 

26National Security Strategy of Realistic Deterrence, 
Secretary of Defense Helvin R. Laird's Annual Defense 
Department Report, FY ]973, pp. 78-79. 

27John E. Davis, "Nuclear Civil Protection-Planning, 
Foresight, Jan.-Feb~ ]976, p. 2. 
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maintained, along with. the shelter surveys and supporting 

systems and capabilities, as effectively as resources 

would permit. 

Shelters were basic 'to both in-place protect~on and 
---- ---------------------- -------------- -----_._. __ . __ .. _._._. __ .. -._---_ .. _--

crisis relocation planning, and meeting shelter needs seemed 

like a never-end~ng task. Continuance of the National Shel-

ter Survey through mid-1975 had brought the inventory up to 

230 million public fallout shelter spaces. 28 Yet these 

spaces were sc located that they could "accorrunodate only 

about one-third of the population under an in-place shelter 

posture. ,,29 

Wi th about two-·thirds· of the total population--between 

135 million and 140 million people--living in the so-called 

risk areas, their relocation in a crisis would pose formid-

able problems. They would still need fallout protection in 

the host areas. Billeting in private homes was ruled out, 

though many people in host areas would be disposed to pro

vide temporary lodging for evacuees. The policy was to use 

non-residential space in schools, churches, college build-

ings, armories, motels and commercial structures. Federal 

Host Area Surveys would identify fallout protection in ex

isting structures a.rrl buildings in which such fallout protection 

28DCPA, Taking Measure, Annual Report, FY 1975, p. 28. 

29See Director Davis's testimony before the House Armed 
Services Committee's Civil Def·ense Panel, February 9, 1976, 
in Civil Defense Panel Hearings, pp. 40-41. 
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could be substantially improved during a crisis. This could 

be done, the planners said, by adding earth or o.ther shield-

ing at the sides or in sorre cases on top of existing structures and by 

constructing "expedient shelters" of door-covered trenches and al::ove-

ground A-frames. 

Along \>li th housing and sheltering, there were formid-

able problems of moving millions of people out of the cities 

and providing them with food, medical care, and sanitation 

facilities. At the same time, plans would have to be laid 

to keep essential industries operating in risk areas through-

out the relocation period. Key workers would be moved to 

host areas nearby and would COnuTIute into the risk areas on a 

shift basis. I~ time, key workers remaining in risk areas 

would be provided with the best available or upgraded blast 

protection. 

Noone, of course, could guarantee that the time would, 

indeed, be available to relocate the population. But it was. 

the judgment of Herman Kahn and other analysts of strategic 

warfare,3l and of the Defense Department, that if a nuclear 

30This was why DCPA staffers were wont to say, some
what facetiously, that "fallout protection is dirt cheap." 
For comprehensive coverage of all aspects of Nuclear Civil 
Protection, particularly crisis relocation planning, see 
"Nuclear Civil Protection," Apr. 6, 1979, DCPA Information 
Bulletin No. 306, Apr. 25, 1979; "Questions and Answers on 
Crisis Relocation Planning," DCPA Information Bulletin No. 
305, Apr. 20, 1979. Highly useful information on the sub
ject can be found in the hearings of the Civil Defense Panel 
cited above and of the Joint Committee on Defense Produc
tion in 1976. 

3.!u.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Def.ense Production, 
Civil Preparedness and Limited Nuclear War, Hearings, 94th 
Cong., 2d Sess., April 28, 1976 (Washington: u.s. Government 
Printing Office, 1976), pp. 9-10. 
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war were to come, it would most likely follow a·period of 

intense international tension rather than occur as a sur-

prise attack "out of the blue." It was assumed that as 

the Soviets were seen to be evacuating their cities--a 

process that would take a week or so, the President would 

signal u.s. evacuation in sufficient time to execute reloca-

t.ion plans. 

The most likely targets, the planners believed, would 

be the so-callec "counterforce" areas--communities located 

near key military bases with their bombers and ICBMs. And, 

along with these, the great metropolitan centers were 

deemed high-risk areas. Evacuation of the population in 

these areas, the planners believed, could be accomplished 

generally in t~ree days or less, ?ernaps four days in the 

case of Rew York anc as much - c -
a~ c wee}: for Los Angeles and 

San Francisco. It was clear that the Northeast Corridor 

(from Washington, D.C., through to Boston), California, 

and a few other highly urbanized sections of the country 

would pose special problems and require specially-tailor,ed 

solutions. Initial analyses of special feasibility studies, 

Director Davis indicated, suggested that viable solutions 

for crisis relocation could be developed. 32 

Work on crisis relocation planning began in 1973, with 

a prototype project in San Antonio, Texas. This piloot work 

32John E. Davis, "Nuclear Civil Protection Planning," 
Foresight, Jan.-Feb., 1~76, p. 3. 
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led to the development of a manual for the first phase of 

crisis relocation planning, during which people in the 

high-risk areas would bE: allocated to "host" jurisdictions 

and standby information would be developed to advise the 

people "wh~re to go and what to do" in the event relocation 

was directed. Follow-on planning (Phase II) would involve 

working with host areas to develop plans for lodging, feed-

ing, and shelterin~ evacuees, and working with risk areas 

for movement and traffic control and for keeping key in-

dustries and securltv services in operation. 

With this manual as a base, DCPA trained Federal-

State teams; and these teams proceeded wi th pilot. work in 

other areas. Nine sucn projects were in process duri~g 
'J" 

19-/4-75.-':)· . f h 'I ' C On tne stre~~tn 0 t ese PlOt proJects, D PA 

proceeded in fiscaJ 197t, at the direction of the Defense 

Department, to work with the States on crisis relocation 

planning. By the spring of 1979, all States were involved 

in this planning, although the total effort, DCPA indi-

cated, represented only "a beginninga--a "modest start" on 

crisis relocation planning. 34 

33The participating communities were utica/Rome, N.Y.; 
Dover, Del.; Macon, Ga.; Duluth, Minn.; Oklahoma City, Okla. i 
Colorado Springs, Colo.; Tucson, 'Ariz.; Great Falls, ~'lont.; 
and Springfield, Hass.; se~ DCPA Annual Reports, FY 1974 
(pp. 13-14) and FY 1975 (p. 17). 

34See Q&A 45 in "Questions and Answers on Crisis TIe
location Planning," DCPA Information Bulletin No. 305, 
Apr. 20, 1979. 
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At that point, the crisis relocation planning ·effort 

was beginning to produce what DCPA called "fairly good 

paper plans." The quality was improving as the planners 

gained experience. DCPA recognized, however, that "there 

is a lot more that could and should be done to improve con-

fidence that the plans would be workable should they ever 

be put to the test." \.oJi th an expanded program, for exampl e, 

work could proceed in depth with local industries and ser-

vices. Host-area school officials could be working to set 

up the actual cadres of the organization needed. Planners 

in both risk and host areas could be brougnt into exercises 

of the plans. And help could be extended· to local govern-

ments in updating plans for in-place protection and related 

operations. 35 

In his testimony before the House Armed Services Com-

mittee's Civil Defense Panel in February 1976, Davis voiced 

his conviction that crisis evacuation of most high-risk 

areas was feasible. It would be a difficult and long-term 

undertaking. The planning might be relatively inexpensive, 

but the execution of the plans could be very costly, indeed. 

Given the potential payoff in ~aving up to 100 million 

lives, however, evacuation in an extremely severe crisis, 

for all its massive costs and dislocations, would be worth-
~~ -. 'rr 

while. At the proposed fiscal 1977 level of funding, Davis 

35See Qs & As 49 and 50, ibid., p.p. 27-28. 
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indicated, it would take seven or eight years to develop 

a credible evacuation capability; and even this was con

tingent on the willingness of State and local governments 

to participate in the face of reduced 

"nuclear-only" scope prescribed for the civil defense 

program. Current budget plans, Davis added, called for 

still another deep cut in fiscal 1978. Additional funding 

would be sought; but if this were not approved, Davis 

asserted, 11 t}lere can be TlC real is tic expecta tion of develop

ing a credible crisis relocation capability. ,,36 

Increased funding might shorten the time required to 

complete the planning, but it seemed doubtful that a nation-

wide capability for crisis evacuation coule bE developed 

before the mid-eic:;hties, if then. For the years immediately 

ahead, it appeared, the program would continue largely in a 

paper-planning stage, with the counterforce areas receiving 

priority consideration in in-depth preparations. Many con

cerns were expressed regarding crisis relocation--its 

feasibility; its costs; uncertainties as to whether the 

national authorities wou19, in fact, call for evacuation; 

the massive disruptions that would result; the reaction of 

the people in risk and host areas; the level of fallout 

protection and the effectiveness of radiological defense 

and other support operations in host areas; and other 

36Civil Defense Panel Hearings, p. 35. 
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considerations. DCPA conceded that there were a number 

of "ifs" connected with crisis relocation. It was deter-

mined, however, to proceed with the planning, confident of 

its viability and hopeful that, time and circumstances per-

mi tting, execut_:!:.on of the plans, even if not done perfectly, 

could save 100 million lives in a large-scale attack. 

Low State of Civil Defense Readiness 

In no small measure, crisis relocation planning re-

flectee effort tc fino a low-cost approach to population 

protection in the absence of funds for in-place protection v.>i th fallout 

or blast shelters. The Nixon-Ford budgets for civil defense were 

higher than the low-point budget of 1969 ($60.5 million). 

They rose to some 587 million in fiscal 1976. Discounting 

for inflation, however, they representee little increase in 

real terms. And even as the Defense Department's posture 

statement for fiscal 1977 noted population protection and 

recovery in the aftermath of war- as key elements of America's. 

strategic· defense, the Ford Administration planned a drastic 

cut in the scope and funding of civil defense. Indeed, the 

$71 million projection for fiscal 1977 was but one step in a 

five-year plan looking toward still further cuts,· .possibly 

to $40 million for fiscal 1978 and beyond. "Necessarily," 
---.~. .. 

DCPA Director Davis told the Civil Defense Panel in February 

1976, "budget reductions of this magnitude do cause 
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concerns in· my mind as to the future effectiveness of 

America's civil defense programs. ,,37 

The Administration's $71 million budget for fiscal 

1977 would really have been a bi tteJ;'_p-i.ll.-t.Q-s.wallow .•.. -Da:v:is----.--····-····-· 
"--.~---.-.--.--.---.--.------"---.. ~-.-.-.-.--.. -----_ .. _--_ .. _-_ .. __ .. 

recognized that the tax dollar "must be spent wisely, II and 

that the President and his advisers and the Congress IIhave 

a broad picture of priorities and are in best positions 

to determine how public funds should be spent." He pledged 

to do his best to adjust DCPA pro9rams in line with the 

reconunencec bUGget, so that funds and manpower "will con-

tinue to be applied most effectively in the further develop-

ment of civil defense as an essential element in the overall 

u.s. strate<;ic deterrent and defense." 

At the same time, Davis minced no words about the 

effects of the reduced budget O~ DCPA activities. DCPA 

would have to discont.inue trainin<; and education programs, 

making available stockpiled emergency engineering equipment, 

quality checks of shelter stocks, and matching funds for 

procurement and maintenance of equipment for State and local 

emergen~y services. Significant reductions would have to 

be made in matching funds for State and local personnel and 

administrative (P&A) expenses, Emergency Operating Centers, 

and procurement and maintenance of property; in State and 

local training and education; in granting or lending property; 

37 Ibid., p. 26 . 
• 
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in providing information and engineering support services; 

in research; and in DCPA staffing, personal services, and 

travel. 38 

As was indicated earlier, the House Armed Services 
--- -------------_ .. _._._.--_._-_._------_._-----"-------------------- ------- -----------------

~--

Committee came to the rescue and helped negate much of the 

cut which the Administration had proposed. 39 This still 

left DCPA with less funds than it had the year before, since 

it now had to defray the costs of selected warning and 

communications functions previously carried in the Army's 

budget. In 1977 dollars, the $84.5 million voted for DCPA 

in fiscal 1977 were worth $12 million less than the $31.8 

million appropriation to FCDA for fiscal 1951, and $24 

million less than the low Johnson budget of $60.5 million 

in fiscal 1969. 

Actually, program cutbacks began In the Johnson years; 

but they became more pronounced in the Nixon-Ford years. 

Civil defense activities continued on a very modest scale. 

Some areas received only limited coverage. Others were dis-

continued entirely or marked for-"crisis activation." In-

creasingly, fiscal constraints necessitated deferment of 

development of needed capabilities, with the hope that they 

38John E. Davis, "Viewpoint--The DCPA Budget," -Fore
sight, Spring 1976, pp. 3-5, 7. 

39DCPA's appropriation for fiscal 1977, including a $4 
million supplemental, totaled $86.5 million, which in 1977 
dollars was level with the $85 million voted for fiscal 1976. 
(That amount was raised to $105.1 million to cover a transi
tion quarter in the changeover from July 1 to October 1 as 
the beginning of the fiscal year.) 
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would be made good on a crash basis during a period of 

international crisis, time permitting. Such "surging," or 

crisis-buildup, actions were contemplated, for example, with 

respect to the marking and stocking of shelters; training 
---------- -----------------------

Shelter Managers, Radiological Defense Officers, and Radio~ 

logical Monitors; improving existing fallout protection; 

training and educating the public with respect to survival 

actions; and further enhancing local readiness for emergency 

operations. 

Such dependencE on crisis acii~ation, Davis candidly 

told the Civil Defense Panel in February 1976, "is not a 

high-confidence approach." To be sure, substantial cap-

abilities had been developed, with "tangible assets" such 

as EOCs and warninc systems ane "intangible assets" suc11 as 

increased readiness resultinc from On-Site Assistance ane 

exercises. But on an overall basis, Davis told the Panel, 

"it is not possible to state that the United States is Iwell 

prepared' ." 

. On a scale from "A" to "E" (with "A" represent
ing excellent preparedness, "C" representing minimum 
level preparedness, and "E" representing none), DCPA's 
management and evaluation' systems show that for most 
significant program elements, the median U.S. local 
jurisdiction is somewhere between liD" and "C". 

If "well prepared" is taken to mean at least the 
"c" level, and desirably "B" or "A", the U.S. falls 
short of being well-prepared. ,,40 

40Civil Defense Panel Hearings, pp. 35-36, 38. For a 
comprehensive analysis of the state of the civil defense 
program in the fall of 1976, see William K. Chipman, :'Uni ted 
States Civil Defense Programs and Activities--Current Status," 
Oct. 28, "lg76, passim. 

( 
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The precarious situation at the State and local levels 

threatened to get worse in the face of the Ford Administra-

tion's projected budget cut and its restriction of Federal 

support to "nuclear-only" programs. Davis was v,ery much 

concerned that the partnership relationship established 

through the dual-use concept would be dissipated if Federal 

fundina was to be channeled only for nuclear preparedness. 

A viable population protection program could not be achieved 

without major participation by the States an~ localities. 

This reguirea the aevelopment of capabilities "where the 

people are--in communities throughout the United States"--

warning, shelter, radiological defense, emergency public 

information, protectea control facilities (EOCs), procedures 

for direction ana control, a~d a capability for evacuation 

should time ana circumstances permit. ~he concern and 

interest of State and local officials with respect to 

nuclear preparedness, Davis advised the Civil Defense Panel, 

"is affected substantially by their perception of the im-

portance attached to civil def·ense by the Federal Govern-

menta II 

. if the Federal Government says that development 
of civil defense capabilities is important and pro
vides a significant amount of support and assistance 
to State and local governments to develop these cap
abilities, State and local officials for the most 
part will follow this Federal lead. If, on the other 
hand, the Federal program erodes and support for 
States and localities is reduced, most State and local 
officials conclude that a program which does not 
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appear to be a matter of significant concern to.the 
Federal Government need not be of concern to them. 41 · 

Confused State of Federal Emergency Preparedness 

Adding further to the problems besetting DCPA and 
_ ..... __ .-_.- ." '. 

the State and local agencies was President Nixon's dis-

mantling of the Office of Emergency Preparedness in mid-1973, 

and the resultant emergence of three instead of two Federal 

agencies with primary responsibilities for various aspects 

of nuclear anc natural disasters. In implementing Reorgani-

zation Plan NG. } of 1973,42 Nixon movedOEP's functions 

to various line agencies. The General Services Administra-

tion (GSA) fell heir to OEP's civil defense, continuity of 

government, resource crisis management, and other emergency 

preparedness functions; and OEP's disaster preparedness and 

relief functions devolved on thE DEpartment of Housing and 

Urban Development (HUD). Other functions relating to the 

investigation of imports and oil policy were assigned to the 

Treasury Department. 43 These actions were taken as part of 

a plan to reduce the size of the Executive Office of the 

President and reorient it to its basi~ purpose of assisting 

4lCivil Defense Panel Hearings, pp. 36-37 • 

. 42Reorganizati(;)D Plan No. ! of 1~7 3 ~ Message f~om .~ 
Pres~dent of the Un~ted States Transm~tt~ngReorgan~zat~on 
Plan No. l-of-r973, House Doc. No. 93-43, 93d Cong., 1st 
sess.;Jan.26-;-I973 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1973). . 

43For details of these dele~ations,see Executive Order 
No. 11725, June 1973. 
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the President in top-level policy and management matters. 

They were, in the judgment of Mr. Fred Malek, Deputy Direc-

tor, Office of Management and Budget (01-113), "consist,ent 

wi th the President's broader intent to strengthen and upg~aCle __ ~ __ 
--~ .. "~-"----.-~ .. ".--.-.---------------------

---- - ----------_ ... -----

the managerial capacity of our line depar~~ents and agencies, 

and to press for further decentralization of Federal ac-

tivity to fiela offices and even to the communities them-

selves, wherever we can bring the Government closer to the 

people.,,44 

Members of the Eouse and Senate Government O?erations 

Committees raised a number of questions regarding this re-

organization. Some questioned whether HUD and GSA would 

have the prestige of OEP as a Presidential staff arm and 

with its director's membership on the National Security 

Council. Some saw no merit in bringing HUD into the dis-

aster preparedness and response picture; ~~ey felt that the 

function should be assigned to DCPA inasmuch as that agency 

was already deeply involved in this area and civil defense 

and disaster activities were generally integrated at the 

State and local levels. 45 

44 . U.S. Congress, Senate, Comm~ttee on Government Opera-
tions, Reorganization Plan No. ! of 1:.2E, Hearings, 93d 
Congo 1st Sess., Feb. 22, 1973 (Wash~ngton: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, 1973), p. 18 (hereinafter cited as Ribicoff 
Hearings ~ Reorganization Plan No .. 1 of 1973) . 

45U• S • Congress, House, Committee on Government Opera
tions, Legislation and Military Operations Subcommittee, 
Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1973, Hearings, 93d Cong., 1st 
Sess., Feb. 26, 1973-rwashington: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1973), pp.·13-l4, 43 (hereinafter cited as Holifield 
Hearings ~ Reor.ganization Plan No. 1 of 1973). 
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The rationale for moving the disaster preparedness and 

response function to BUD, 11r. Malek indicated, 'I.'ias that "it 

was felt that there was a stronger relationship between the 

community programs," and that "there was so much int~~ ___ ... __ .. ___ . ___ . ____ .. __ . __ ._ 
---- --- ------- .. .. -_._._-_ .... _ .. _--_. __ .. _----_._---_._-------_. __ ._.----_. 

housing area that had to be addressee in most of these dis-

asters." Malek further added that with civil defense in the 

Defense Department I "We thought it important for tile main-

tenance of civilian control for that to be done by a civilian 

4( agency." :.J No thoueht vJas then given to bringing into a 

single agency all the functions dealine \.vi th different types 

of emergencies. £11:. Dwight Ink, Assistant Director of 0£1B, 

conceded that there "may be . . better working arrange-

ments" that needed to be, ane could be, developed, "par-

ticularly between the Civil Defense in the Defense Depart-

ment and the functions that are beine transferree from O~P 

over to BUD. ,,47 

Placement of civil defense policy and also emergency 

preparedness functions in GSA, a housekeeping agency, legis-

lators also feared, would downgrade the status of the staff 

and thei~ capacity to carry out their tasks. 0118 spokes

men sought to ease concerns on this matter by indicating 

the President's intent to upgrade GSA and to establish 

liaison between GSA and the National Security Council, 

------------.-~. 

46 Ribicoff Hearings on Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 
1973, pp. 23-24~ 

47 . Ibid., p. 32. 
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so that preparedness activities would be carried on within 

the framework of national security objectives. 48 

DCPA worked out its relationships with the Federal 

agencies recognized "the commonality ·of their programs" to 

guide and assist State and local governments in their pre-

paredness against disasters. An understanding was reached, 

November 6, 1974, identifying activities of common interest 

anc describinc measures for mutual relationships in the con-

duct of those acti vi ties ," so as to achieve maximum mutual 

benefit and avoid duplication of 
49 

effort." 

An Office of Preparedness (later redesignated Federal 

Preparedness Agency) was established in GSA, July 1, 1973, 

to carry out the responsibilities assisned to it. The 

Office of Preparedness (OP) saw its role as one concerned 

primarily with "national policy and program development" 

and with "providing guidance and coordination to other 

Federal agencies relative to their emergency preparedness 

programs." In October 1973, Leslie W. Bray, Jr., Uajor 

General, USAF (Ret.), was appointed Director of OP: he 
. 

sought to carry out his duties with a small staff or'ganized 

48Holifield Hearings on Reorganization Plan No.1 of, 
1973, pp. 86, 92., 94. -

49 DCPA Civil Preparedness Circular No. 74-,7, Dec. 13, 
1974, and attachment, "Statement of Understanding Between 

# the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration and the De-
fense Civil Preparedness Agency." • 
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at the headquarters into "conflict preparedness" and "civil 

crisis preparedness" offices and functi0ning in the field 

through ten Regional Preparedness Offices. 50 

$8.6 million, of which over $5 million was for salaries 

and expenses, $3.3 million for the defense mobilization func-

tions of Federal agencies, and $215,000 for State and local 

preparedness. 51 With these funds, OP laid out an ambitious 

program to: 

. assure Government leadership, authority, 
and operational capability in emergencies. 

. . improve operational readiness through assign
ment of emergency responsibilities to Federal agencies 
for development of the necessary preparedness plans 
and program within their respective area(s). 

proviae the Federal Government with dis
persed, protected emergency facilities having logistic 
support, and communications and data processing cap
abilities . 

. achieve field operating capability in time 
of emergency. . . 

. . provide assistance and guidance to State 
and local governments in providing for succession of 
key officials, relocation of government operations and 
preservation of vital records. 

50See Office of Preparedness, GSA, "Annual Report-
Fiscal Year 1974," in u.S. Congress, Joint Committee on 
Defense Production, Twenty-Fourth Annual 'Report, Senate 
Report no. 94-1, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., Part 1 (Washington: 
u.S. Government Printing Office, 1974), pp. 71-85. 

51 Ibid ., p. 86. 

l 
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. recruit and train a corps of qualified execu-
tives to serve the Nation in emergencies. .. 

. develop a comprehensive readiness for the 
application of emergency economic and resource measures 
to meet a wide range of crisis situations as they 
emerge. 52 

From the above recitation of objectives, it wa9_clear 

that a number of activities complemented and overlapped those 

of DCPA. Efforts were made to bring the related activities 

of the two agencies closer together, but problems persisted. 

As we shall see, the Joint committee on Defense Production 

voicee strong concern about the fragmentation of organiza-

tional arrangements for Federal emergency preparedness. 

And the existence of three agencies with major responsi-

bilities for civil emergency preparedness, each with its own 

regional offices, became a matter of increasing eissatisfac-

tion ane complaint at t~e State and local levels. 53 There 

was a strong bAlief that a more effective structure was 

needed to plan, direct and coordinate the Nation's total 

civil emergency and disaster preparedness effort. 

Congressional Concerns 

The Civil Defense Panel Review.--The deteriorating state 

of the civil defense and related programs became the subj~ct 

52 I bid., pp. 89-180. 

53u•S • Congress, Joint Committee on Defense Production, 
Federal, State and Local Emergency Preparedness, Hearings, 
94th Cong., 2d Sess., June 28-30, 1976 (Washington: U.S. 
Government Printing Office, 1976), pp. 93-95, and passim 
(her.einafter cited as JCDP--1976 Hearings). 
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of close Congressional scrutin~ in 1976--the last year of 

the Ford Administration. In "C:12 first comprehensive review 

in over a decade, the Civil Defense Panel of the House 

Armed Services Committee examined a wide of issues 

bearing on u.S. civil defense Deeds and capabilities: the 

adequacy of the basic civil ~efense legislationt the ra

tionale and impact of the Admi"1istration' s proposed cut 

in the civil defense budget and its restrictive policy on 

the disbursement of matching fU~GS to the States; the ex

isting Federal civil defense organizations and their inter

action with State and local aqencies; whether or not civil 

defense had a significant role in strategic deterrence of 

nuclear war; Soviet civil d~fe~se and its implications for 

the U. s. defense posure; t:12 !leG] for better planning and 

new programs in civil defense, and the prospects for Con

gressional and public acceptance of increased civil defense 

'efforts. 54 

In tens days of hearings, in February and March 1976, 

the Panel took testimony from 36 witnesses in three general 

categories: nine from the Federal agencies engaged in civil 

defense, disaster relief, and emergency preparedness ac

tivities; 19 representing outside civil defense organizations 

and State and local agencies, \-1110 stressed "the potentially 

disastrous impact" of the severe budget cut and policy 

54Civil Defense Panel Hearings, p. 1. 
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restriction proposed by the Admini'stration; and eight with 

"special knowledge or expertise derived from governmental, 

academic or industrial experience," who discussed "the !t"ole 

. of civil def,ense in the national defense_2J_~~ ~g_th_~'_~'ig..:: ___ . __ . 
---_ .. __ . __ . __ .. _._. __ .----_.-.. _-----_._---_._----_.-._-_._--_ .. -.--;------_ ... _._ .. _---_._._ .. __ ._. __ . __ . __ .. _.--'-

nificanc·e of the serious and sustained Russian civil def,ense 

effort. ,,55 

The Panel's report highlighted a number of significant 

findings and recommendations. The U.S. civil defense pro-

gram, the Panel asserted, "does_not get enough attention 

from the Congress." While it recogniz,ed that judgments 

differed on what constituted an adequate program, the Panel 

made clear its own conviction that "the program today is 

under-funded." As indicated earlier, it recommended a boost 

of $39 million over the $71 million recoITmended by the Ad-

~inistration for fiscal 1977, and it called for reinstitu-

tion of the "dual use concept" by legislative fiat. 

The Panel took note of the extensive criticism by wit-

nesses of the fragmentation of Federal responsibilities for 

emergency preparedness and of recommendations of a single-

agency approach "to conform more closely to the Stat,eand 

local practice and to provide a central source of leadership 

55U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Armed SerVioes, 
Civil Defense Review, Report ~ the Civil Defense Panel of 
the Subcommittee on Investigat~ons;- 94th ·Cong., 2dSess.-;
April 1, 1976 (Wasnington: u.s. Government Printing Offioe, 
1976), p. 1; see "Appendix" (pp. 13-14) f,or list of witnes'ses. 
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and policy guidance." On this point, the Panel made the 

follovdng finding and recommendation: 

Multiple Federal. agencies perform emergency 
preparedness functions. The shifting around ofciv,il 

L 

defense, natural disaster, and otbe.t:.. __ p-repar-egnes-s----------------------
--------------------------------func~Ions--sugg es ts-tha f-a--sounder org ani z a tional 

base needs to be developed. The President should 
direct the Office of Management and Budget to study 
this problem area and should then submit recommen
dations to the Congress. The panel submits for con
sideration by the study group the establishment of 
a small unit in the Executive Office of the Presi
dent to coordinate emergency preparedness (including 
civil defense) functions and to advise the President 
in the execution of these several functions, which 
are vested in him by law. 56 

Further, the Panel saw the need for a sounder policy 

base for the civil defense effort. "Civil defense," the 

Panel asserted, ·"is important in strategic deterrence but 

heretofore has not had sufficient attention and support, 

either by the Congress or the Administration." It suggested 

that the President direct the National Security Council "to 

study the strategic significance of civil defense and de-

velop recommendations for a five-year program of upgrading 

civil defense. II Such recommendations, t...~e Panel felt, would 

be helpful to the Armed Services Committee in assuming its 

new responsibilities for the annual authorization of all 

national defense (including civil defense) programs. 57 

Hearings of the Joint Committee on Defense Production.--

The Joint Committee on Defense Production probed even more 

deeply into the Nation's emergency preparedness efforts. In 

56Ibid., P.· 12. 57 Ibid. 
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thr:ee sets of hearings in April, June, and November 1976, 

the Committee, chaired by Senator William Proxmire, assess,ed 

the broad significance of civil prepar,edness under condi-

tions of limited nuclear war , a new strategic conc,ept intro-
- -----------------_ ... ---_._ .. __ ._---" 

--- ------------- --duc-e-a-by former-Defen-se-Secretary Schlesinger; P,ederal, 

Li 

State and local emergency preparedness; and issues related 

to the defense of industry against nuclear attack. In its 

stock-taking of the emergency preparedness program, June 29-

3D, 1976, the Committee received testimony from the direc-

tors of DCPA, the Federal Preparedness Agency (FPA-iormerly 

the Office of Preparedness) in GSA, and the FDAA in HUD, as 

well as from· State and local organizations. In this facet 

of its investigations, the Committee drew support from the 

General Accounting Office. and the Congressional Research 

Service of the Library of Congress. Its own staff reviewed 

specific aspects of the preparedness system and analyzed 

reports from .36 Federal departments and agencies and from 

State and local preparedness authorities. 

The Proxmire Committee set forth its major findings and 

recommendations in a report published early in 1977, soon 

after-the Ford Administration had given way to that of 

President Jimmy Carter. With respect to Federal organiza-

tion for preparedness, the Committee pointed to "the welter 

of organizational changes over a 30-year period, resulting in 

• 
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a history that resembles an alphabet soup.lIS8 It character-

ized the current state of the Federal preparedness organiza-

tion as "A Body Without a Head," with the effort since 1973 

divided primarily among "three units in larger departments 
.-----_._-._--------- -- -------_ ... _._.-....... - .. _ .. _ .. 

of the Government"--FPA in GSA, DCPA in the DOD, and FDAA 

in HUD. The Committee blamed the Nixon Reorganization Plan 

for "this fragmented arrangement," the effect of which was 

"to impair severely the ability of the Federal Government 

to coordinate not only its own preparedness plans and pro

grams but also those of State and local governments.,,55 

The Committee also criticized the Office of Management 

and Budget for terminating the "delegate agency funding" 

concept, under which "the central emergency preparedness 

authority [the former Office of Emergency Preparedness] 

had central control over the emergency preparedness budgets 

of the several departments and agencies which carried out 

activities on behalf of the federal preparedness effort." 

These two events, the Committee asserted, sharply reduced 

the effectiveness of the emergency preparedness system at 

. a time when demands on that system increased steadily. 

Specifically, the Proxmire Committee stated, these changes: 

saU.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Defense Production, 
Report, Civil Preparedness Revie\~, Part I, Emergency Pre
paredness and Industrial l-iobilization, Feb. 1977 nvashing
ton: u.S. Government Printing Office, 1977), p. 6 (herein
after cited as Proximire Committee--Civil Preparedness 
Review) • . 

S9Ibid ., p. 11. 

0\ 
I 
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1. Submerg,ed all pr;eparedness activities" in 
larger departments with different responsibilites 
and priorities. 

2. Effecti vely r.emoved all central review and 
control over the entire range ofemer-gency preparedness 
programs and'budgets. 

Fragmented the capability for coordinating 
preparedness efforts among Federal, State, local and 
private agencies. 

4. Removed from the National Security Council 
the only voice speaking specifically on behalf of the 
requirements for preparedness to assure the security 
of citizens and their property against nonmilitary 
threats. 

5. Reduced the prominence and authority of the 
several remaining emergency preparedness agencies and 
their directors, thus making even more difficult their 
crucial role in Obtaining adequate r·esources and co
ordination. for preparedness programs. 

6. Created a series of competing and often 
overlapping preparedness agencies with an atten-
dant increase in overhead or administrative expenses, a 
diminution in the preparedness effort, an opportunity 
for neglect of certain functions, and a potential for 
conflict for jurisdictional authority and bureaucratic 
power among the several agencies. 

7. Imposed on the President and the Executive 
Office alone a series of emergency authorities and 
responsibilities unlikely to receive adequate advance 
a ttention and thus susceptible of pre.cisely ·the kind 
of ad hoc and improvised treatment that emergency pre-
paredness is designed to avoid.60 , 

Like the Civil Defense Panel, the Proxmire Committee 

criticized the Ford Administration's deep cuts in the DCPA 

budget and its efforts to restrict funds for S·tate and local 

programs "solely for nuclear attack purposes. n,' The. Congr,ess, 

the Cormni ttee noted, "was only partiallysucc,essful in warding 

60 I bid., p. 11 
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off these blows to an already neglected and we~tened dis-

aster preparedness system." Under the philosophy advanced 

to justify limiting DCPA's funds and grants, the Committee 

n9ted, DCPA would be confined to ass:is,tancefor nuclear·· 

attack preparedness, while FDAA would have sole responsibility 

for assistance with recovery after natural disasters had 

occurred. In the judgment of the Proxmire Committee, 

This simplistic formula ignored not only the 
entire evolution of the Nation's emergency prepared
ness effort and the wisdom thereof but also the 
many advantages and benefits that accrue to the 
preparedness effort from mUltipurpose contingency 
plans and programs. It sought to shift to the 
States all responsibility for disaster prepared
ness other than nuclear attack planning, overlook
ing the fact that such planning is but one facet of 
emergency preparedness, that it is improved in pro
portion that total emergency planning is improved, 
that disasters cut across State boundaries, and 
that, to the extent preparedness programs are made 
effective, then the Federal Government can reduce 
the amount of the aid it must provide for disaster 
relief. ol 

These changes, the Committee contended, reflected neither "a 

real concern for protecting the populace against disasters" 

nor "a strategic understanding of the national emergency 

preparedness effort." Rather, the changes wrought between 

1973 and 1976, in the Committee's judgment, represented "the 

politicizing of the preparedness effort." 

All of these changes were instigated by indi
viduals in the Executive Office of the President and 
in the Office of Managatent ani Budget wix> cared little for the __ 
objectives of preparedness ani understocxi not at all the wisdan
inherent in the partnership system that has grown up. 

6IIbid., pp. 11-12. 
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over the years. The 'Office of Emergency Prepared
ness was disbanded because its director had been 
predicting future energy shortages prior to the 
1972 election and because President Nixon desired 
to make the White House staff appear smaller. The 
effect of a similar. action on the Office of the 
Whi.te House Science Advisor is well known and 

_. _____ .. _._._ ...... _ .. _ ... ____ . __ .. _·_· ________ equ_a-l-l-y-decrred--;---L-ikewi-se-, '-tne-T97'6-cu ts--fn DCPA -------

\...,/ 

funds and programs stemmed largely from bureau-
cratic rivalry among the preparedness agencies, 
rather than from a desire to improve a badly 
neglected preparedness effort. 

The current state of the preparedness effort, the Committee 

stated, could be summed up in four words: "dilution, pro

liferation, duplicati.on,and~~glect.,,62 

In light of its extensive review and findings, the 

Proxmire Committee came up with highly. significant recom-

mendations in all the areas of its investigation. An 

,. Ex:ecuti ve Summary" included the following recommendations 

with respect to "Preparedness Organization": 

1. Combine the emergency preparedness functions 
of DCPA, FDAA, and FPA into a single independent 
agency, the Federal Preparedness Administration, so 
as to provide centralized control and coordination 
of the many civil preparedness responsibilities of 
the Federal Government. 

2. Assign to the Director of the ne\'1 F.ederal 
Preparedness Administration authority and budget 
control for the specific preparedness programs of 
other departments and agencies such as were assigned 
to the former Director of the Office of Emerg.ency 
Preparedness under the "delegate agency funding" 
concept. 

3. Abolish DePA, FDAA, and FPA ,ex·cept for 
liaison offices in relevant departments to provide 
for effective program 'coordination. 

62 I bid.; p. 12. 
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4. Reestablish the Director of the Federal 
Preparedness Administration as a statutory member of 
the National Security Council. 

(~\ 
I 

5. Provide for the Director of the Federal 
Preparedness Administration to report to the Presi-
dent through the Domestic Council for other than _______ . __ ._ .. ____ .. ____ . 

____________________ national-secuEi-t-y-ma-tters ~-- ------ -- ------------;----

6. Establish a single category in the Federal 
budget for all emergency preparedness programs of 
the Federal Government. 63 -

with respect to "Preparedness Programs," in view of the 

"programmatic problems" then encountered with their con-

sequences in terms o~ effectiveness and cost, the Committee 

recommended "serious consideration" to: 

1. Assigning to a newly created Federal Pre
paredness Administration the responsibility for all 
preparedness and relief programs or plans relating 
to natural disasters, nonnuclear industrial disasters, 
economic crisis planning, sabotage and terrorism, 
peacetime nuclear accidents, civil defense, U.S. 
assistance for international disaster relief, and 
strategic stockpiles, as well as overall coordination 
and long-range planning authority for economic mobiliza
tion for defense purposes. 

2. Establishing in this Federal Preparedness 
Administration a single point of contact with the 
Federal Government for all State, local and private 
preparedness and/or relief organizations in order to 
facilitate the provision of Federal services to those 
needing them, as well as to provide for improved co
ordination of programs, standards, et cetera, among 
different levels of government and types of organiza-
tion. ' 

3. Combining the regional offices (and perhaps 
emergency relocation centers) of DCPA, FDAA,and FPA 
into single offices in each region in order to improve 
the provision of services and to improve liaison with 
State and local government. 

63Ib'd ' , , ~ ., p. v~~~. 
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4 . Developing, under the leader'ship of the 
new Federal Preparedness Administration and in 00-

ordination with Stat,e and local agencies and other 
Federal organizations, a total preparedness plan or 
program that will, inter alia, clarify rol,es, func
tions, and missions, of thevarious preparedness-
re,lated institutions ; for devei,oping cri ter.iafor -

__ ~ _______ .. ____ ' __ ...... ______________ e's·tabli-shi-ng-and-evalua-trn-g--p-reparecne ss--pri"or i'1:ies----------

, ) 
~/ 

and programs; and for concentrating preparedness 
resources against the most common and costly thr.eats. 

5. Creating disaster assistance response 
teams at Federal regional offices capable of providing 
immediate administrative or operational assistance 
in cases of local, State, regional, national or inter
national disasters. 

6. Adopting a Government-wide program that 
will more effectively provide notice to State, 
local, and qualifying private agencies of the 
availability of Federal surplus equipment that is 
now being sold as surplus or otherwise being disposed 
of instead of being channeled to the emergency pre
paredness effort. 

7. Developing model preparedness programs and 
standards for State and local governments, capable 
of adaptation to differing requirements and of 
minimum to maximum implementation, as a means of 
eliminating the disparities between existing pro
grams which prevent equal protection for all citizens 
against the entire range of crises or disasters. 64 

As they took up the reins of office, Pr,esident Carter and 

his DCPA Director, Bardyl R. Tirana, could find in these 

recommendations much food for thought and hopefully for 

constructive action. 

~ .. ., 

64 b·d .... I ~ ., pp. v~~~-~x. 
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BARDYL R. TIRANA AT THE HELM 

Testifying in January 1979--some two years after the re-

lease of the l'roxmire Cbmmi.t.tee I s report, DCPA Director 

Tirana indicated that its message had not gone unheeded. 

Looking back over those two years, Tirana told Proxmire's 

new committee, the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and 

Urban Affairs, "I think ... we have made substantial 

progress." This committee's predecessor, the Joint Committee 

on De~ense Production, Tirana said, 

. was very helpful and pointed out that, indeed, 
civil defense was a mess, organizationally as well as 
po1icywise and programwise, and I think that you showed 
us the light in early 1977 on a reorganization which 
has, in fact, come to pass, Reorganization Plan No. 
3 of 1978, .which abolishes my agency and several others, 
and consolidates their functions into a new agency, 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 

The work of that agency, Tirana emphasized, "will have 

value, dual value--both civil defense and application to 

peacetime disasters, both man-made and natural." President 

Carter, Tirana indicated, had made a policy decision in Sep

tember 1978, which, in essence, endorsed a modest civil 

defense program emphasizing crisis relocation and dual use, 

"so that whatever capability we are developing could have a 

peacetime application." And Tirana hoped soon to see a budget 

decision which would permit the program to move forward. He 

concluded his "opening remarks" before the Proxmire· Committee 

on an optimistic note: 
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.. Hopefully, we are moving in the right direction. 
I would hope that, with this committee's help and in 
the authorization and appropriation process this winter 
and spring, we will get a clear policy and program 
decision, and a direction which will resolve civil 
defense as an issue for the corning years. 65 

follows. 

Mounting Pressures for a Strengthened Civil Defense 

Concerns About Soviet Civil Defense.--Like Nixon, 

President Carter started out with ~opes_for agreements with 

the Soviet Union to reduce, and perhaps ultimately eliminate, 

nuclear weapons. He would seek security through dependable 

arrangements for the control of armaments, while at the 

same time assuring U.S. military capabilities, matching 

any threatening power, and preventing any other nation 

from gaining military superiority. As for civil defense, 

Carter was not at all disposed toward a beefing up of 

the program. In his quest for agre.ements with the Soviets, 

he hoped that, in the context of the Strat.egic Arms Limi,ta

tion Treaty (SALT), ways would be found to forego major 

eff9rts in civil defense. 

65Proxmire Cqmrnittee Hearing, p. 50. 
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Press reports, Congressional testimony, and expressions 

of Soviet leaders indicated, however, that the Soviets were 

not disposed to place limits on their civil defense. It was 

the Soviets' contention that their civil defense efforts 

had nothing to do with the strateg~E balance. They rejected 

the notion of "mutual assured destruction'" i for them civil 

defense was a means of survival. As long as the arms race 

and preparations for war continued, the Soviets felt impelled 

to strengthen their civil defense--to protect their people 

and economy_ In February 1978, General Altunin, Chief of 

Civil Defense in the Soviet Union, put the matter squarely 

when he stated in the Red Star: 

_ it would be strange to deny that certain mea
sures to improve [Soviet civil defense] are being 
carried out. 

The main purpose of our civil defense is, together 
with the armed forces, to ensure the population's 
defense against mass destruction weapons and otner 
means of attack from a likely opponent. By imple
menting defensive measures and thoroughly training 
the population, civil defense seeks to weaken as 
much as possible the destructive effects of modern 
\'leapons. • • • 

We state unequivocally .•• the USSR's civil defense 
has never threatened anybody and threatens nobody, 
poses no danger for Western countries and moreover 
does not and cannot upset the Soviet-American balance 
of forces. 66 

66Quotation in William K. Chipman, "Civil Def.ense for 
the 1980's--Current Issues," July 13, 1979, pp. 61-62. In 
this paper, Dr. Chipman reviews the civil defense debate 
in some detail, as well as the course of events that led up 
to the Presidential Decision (PD 41) of September 1978 on 
civil defense policy, and the ensuing program and budge~ 
proposals looking toward the implementation ·of that pol~cy. 

~) 
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Soviet assurances, however, did not dispel prevailing 

concerns about the' seeming disparity" between Soviet progr.e-ss 

in civil defense and the low-profil.e program in the United 

States. Various studies and testimony before Congressional 

s supported the contention that the Soviets had 

been forging ahead toward clear superiority in nuclear power 

and were constructing a civil defense capability as a strategic 

companion to this power. They pointed to a large Soviet civil 

defense organization, emphasis on reduction of urban vulner

ability, plans for sheltering and evacuating the population, 

and a strategy of industrial defense. 

Others, however, contended that accounts of Soviet 

advances in civil defense were groundless. The Soviet program, 

they claimed, existed largely on paper. These critics pointed 

to ineffectual training programs, severe limitations of shelter 

protection and evacuation plans, and the vulnerability of the 

Soviet economy. There was, in the judgment of the critics, 

little basis for a major buildup of American civil defense. 

Soviet leaders, they believed, would be loath to risk war with 

t"he U.s. on the basis that civil defense could be counted upon 

to limit the damage wrought by a u.s. nuclear attack. 

For a time Defense Secretary Brown voiced doubts regard

ing the effectiveness of the Soviet program; he 'saw no 

merit in emulating the Soviets in this regard. Testifying 
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before the Senate Armed Services Committee in February 1978, 

Brown said: 

. . . I have grave doubts about the efficacy of the 
Soviet civil defense program in protecting the bulk 
of the population or protecting~p.dtllLt~y-,"-__ J_tbink. __ ~ -----

----·---------o----~--t:hEfy-may-15ea:5Te-to protect--industry, the leadership I 
and some of the Soviet elite in a short period during 
a general nuclear war. I don't think that the 
appropriate response for us to what I think is a rela
tively ineffective Soviet move is to duplicate that 
move. I don't rule out some additional emphasis on 
u.S. civil defense in the future, but I don't think 
that it is a right response at this point. 67 

Nonetheless, the Defense Department began to voice con-

cern about perceptions of Soviet superiority based on "marked 

asymmetries" in civil defense efforts. Testifying before the 

Culver Subcommittee, April 18, 1978, Brigadier General 

James M. Thompson, of the Office of the Assistant Secretary 

of Defense (International Security Affairs), addressed this 

matter at length. Included in General Thompson's testimony 

were the following thoughts: 

. . • we recognize that an increasingly effective 
Soviet civil defense program, in conjunction with 
other Soviet strategic military programs, could in 
time cast doubts upon our ability to meet our stragegic 
objectives. Moreover, whatever the actual or poten
tial effectiveness of the Soviet program, we must be 
concerned about perceptions of Soviet superiority 
based on marked asymmetries in civil defense efforts. 

This does not necessarily mean that the appropri
ate response·to the Soviet program is to imitate it, 
although we may find that an enhanced program em
phasizing crisis relocation and fallout protection 
would be a prudent step to take. But it does mean 
that our weapons acquisition policy, our employment 
doctrine, and our SALT policy must be sensitive to 
Soviet civil defense-efforts. 

67Culver Subcommittee Hearings, p. 7203. 
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In sum, although civil defense in the past has not 
played a major role in national strat,egic policy, it 
certainly does d,es,erve our attention. Civil def,ense 
policies need to be consider,ed in the context of their 
peacetime effect on perceptions, possible deterrent 
eff,ect, r,eal dollar costs, and of course, possible 
effect on reducing casual ti.es and enhancing 'recovery 

,----in-tne-event--that-de'terren-c'e--s'holn-d--fai-l--.-Ci-viT-d'e;;;;;---------'----
fense programs thus cannot be considered as independent 
of the rest of our strategic nuclear programs.68 ' 

Indeed, some two weeks before General Thompson's testi-

mony, Secretary Brown had written a secret memorandum to the 

President, which the New York Times made public, April 7, 

1978, - in which he urged an annual increase of- $50 milli;n 

for the civil defense budget, at least until 1984. Brown 

said: 

As you know, the Soviets have shown great interest 
and considerable activity in this [civil defense] field. 
While I do not believe that the effort significantly 
enhances the prospects for Soviet society as a whole 
following any full-scale nuclear exchange, it has ob
viously had an effect on international perceptions, 
particularly in contrast to our small and static civil 
defense program. For that reason alone I believe at 
least modest efforts on our part could have a high 
payoff. 69 

Clearly, the Soviet civil defense effort was bringing the 

Carter Administration to the point of decision to upgrade the 

o.S. program. That decision, as we shall see, awaited com-

pletkm of an interagency study, directed by the National 

Security Council, on the strategic implication$ of civil 

defense. But, with Secretary Brown's backing, it appear,ed 

68 I bid., pp. 7180-7181. 

69 I bid., pp. 722'5-7226; "Civil Defense--The New Debate," 
Worldview, Vol. 22, Nos. 1-2 (Jan. 1979) ,po 46. 
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as early as the spring of 1978 that u.s. civil defense 

could expect increased funding. It would be for the Presi

dent to decide on the extent of the increase. Upon that 

decision would hinge the scope and direction of the u.s. 

effort to establish a more effective base for operations. 

Federal Responsiveness to State and Local Needs.--

Another factor contributing to a strengthened Federal 

preparedness effort was the perceived need at the State and 

local levels for a unified approach to the problems of civil 

defense, natural disasters, and emergency preparedness. As 

a former governor, President Carter was especially attuned 

to State and local needs. Throughout his election campaign 

and the transition period, Carter made a firm commitment to 

State and local officials that they would be involved in 

the development of his Administration's policy, budget pri-

orities and programs. Such involvement, Carter told the 

heads of executive departments and agencies, was critical 

to the ultimate success of his Administration because: 

State and local sectors constitute the delivery 
mechanisms for most of the actual services the 
federal government provides; 

State and local concerns, as well as their ex
pertise, should be considered as programs are 
being developed in order to ensure the practi
cality and effectiveness of the programs; 

Such early participation by state and local of.
ficials in our planning process will help ensure 
broad-based support for the proposals that are 
eve~tually developed; 

t""\ 
) 
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It will ensure that priorities dev~lopedat the 
federal level will work in conjunction with, and 
not at cross pur~oses to, priorities at the itate 
and local level. 0 

Civil prepar,edness matters, of course, involved close 

.. ~--~----,------·---,a,nd-eont-i-nu-i-ng-i-ntergevex-nmental~rel-ations-;-'-State-and--J:oca±"--'---

~. r' ~/ 

authorities were quick to make known to the Administration, 

as they did to the Congress, their concerns about the earlier 

disruption of the dual-use concept and their dissatisfaction 

with the fragmented organizational arrangements for Federal 

emergency preparedness. Thse Sta'i:eand local' reactions had 

an important bearing on Carter Administration initiatives 

and decisions in these areas. 

DCPA Initiatives for Change 

A young Washington attorney, Mr. Tirana set out to in-

fuse new life into the civil defense program. When he took 

office in April 1977, he later told the Proxmire Committee, 

he "barely knew what the words 'civil defense' meant and had 

to ask the question, "What am I suppo'sed ,to do?' ,,71 But he 

soon learned that he had formidable probl.ems on his hands. 

He found the U. S .. civil defense programs stagnant and ineff,ec

tive. In a larg~-scale nuclear exchange, approximately one-

half of the population could be "prompt casualties." For all 

70Memorandum dated February 25, 1977. 

71 . 
See Statement before the Senate Committee -on Banking, 

Housing, and Urban Affairs, Jan. 8, 1979, in Proxmire Sub
committee Hearing, p. 49. 
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their efforts over a period of some 30 years, DCPA and its 

antecedent agencies might take credit for adding eight-to-

ten million survivors. Tirana found confusion in laws and 

regulations relating to civil defense and emergency prepared- ____________ _ 
--------------.-.. --.---"-.-.. - .. --.-------.-~--.---.---.. ~--... -

ness, bureaucratic in-fighting, and reluctance on the part 

of many Federal agencies to discharge their supportive roles 

in civil defense. 

State and local officials, Tirana found, were willing to 

carry their oar if there were strong national leadership and 

a coordinated Federal supporting effort. Their contribution 

to nuclear preparedness, it was clear, hinged on Federal 

acceptance and pursuit of an integrated, all-risk preparedness 

program already in-being at the State and local levels. The 

States and localities wanted further clarification on this 

dual-use issue, one Federal agency to administer all disaster 

programs, specific priorities, a cutback in reporting and 

paperwork, a revitalization of training and education pro-

grams, more effective public information, and adequate fund-

ing to support a sound, total emergency preparedness program. 

Tirana was acutely aware of the groundswell of support 

from the Congress and at State and local levels for an inte-
.. 

grated and more rational Federal program. He claimed no ex-

pertise in defense strategy. Nor did he seek to influence 

Administration and Defense Department decisions in this 

regard. Tirana did try, however, to focus attention on the 

Nation's ~hortcomings in civil defense and related emergency 
.-':~ 

preparedness efforts, with the hope of getting the powers-
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that-be to make honest decisions. He sought rrore funds for JX:I?A so that 

it could rrove forward to fill serious gaps in the Nation' s civil prepared

ness. Civil defense was languishing in the Defense Depart::Irent; and unless 

greater support was forthcoming, Tirana foresaw, JX:PA would surely be 

plucked out fran thatDepa.rt:rrent in ~_~<1!y~~~~§§j,~~j"Y(Lto------------
--.--.------".-----.-~".---"-.---~--.-.-~--.~------."- -.---.---.. ".-.~--.-.----

consolidate all aspects of Federal emergency preparednesS. In his appearances 

l) 

before Congressional can:ni ttees on rx::PA budgets, Tirana was subject to De

fense Depart:rrent and Administration constraints, but he left no doubt that, 

in his judgrrent, the current level of SF€J1ding \.,:Quld bring little or no real 

defense against the threat of nuclear wc.Y._ . 

Implementation of Dual-Use Concept.--Initially, Tirana 

was disposed toward a strict application of DCPA funds to 

the support of nuclear rather than natural disaster planning. 

He quickly realized, however, that such efforts in the Ford 

Administration had threatened to undermine the strength and 

support needed from State and local civil defense organiza-

tions. Tirana found that even after the enactment of Public 

Law 94-361, July 13, 1976, civil defense policy at the na

tional level in suppo~t of preparedness for natural disasters 

was unclear and was causing confusion at the State and local 

levels. 72 In appearances. before Congressional committees and 

discussions with Governors and representatives of State and 

local civil defense associations, Tirana realiz,ed that the 
__ ~. 0 •• 

full intent of the legislation was not being carried out. 

72Tirana, "Statement • • . before the Joint Committee 
on Defense Production, Congress of the United States," Aug.· 1-0, 
1977; "Statement. . before the Subcommittee on Inter-
governmental Relations, Commi tt,eeon Gov,ernmental Affairs, 
u.S. Senate," Sept. 21, 1977. 
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Tirana moved promptly to correct the situation. A meet-

ing with r~presentatives of the State and local governments 

in the areas of civil defense and disaster preparedness, 

May 16, 1977, brought agreement on support of all-risk an-

ning. Under the agreement, entitled "Statement on Civil 

Defense," the governors accepted their share of the responsi-

bility and burden for attack preparedness as part of their 

States' all-risk disaster preparedness capability. DCPA in 

turn recognized variations in the resources, needs and cap-

abilities of the several States, and undertook to work 

through programs specifically tailored to incJi vidual Sta tes 

and localities. The State and local governments and DCPA 

together would work out appropriate guidelines so that the 

President, Congress, anc the citizens of the States "can be 

assured of progress i~ achieving attack preparedness on a 

State-by-State basis."I: 

Emphasis on Crisis Relocation Planning.--In his meetings 

with representatives of the press and the Congress, Mr. Tirana 

did not hesitate to voice his conviction that, in the absence 

73See "Statement on Civil Defense," signed May 16, 1977, 
by Lea Kungle, President, united States Civil Defense Council, 
David L. Britt, President-Elect, National Association of State 
Directors for Disaster Preparedness, and Bardyl R. Tirana, 
Director, DCPA, in U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Armed 
Services, Subcommittee on General Legislation, Defense Civil 
Preparedness Agency, Hearing, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., Oct." 6, 
1977 (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977), pp. 
18-19. 

~) 
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of a commitment to a long-term . program wlth annual outlays 

at least twice the current level, a, $100 million budget was 

money "down a rathole.,,,74 
The question for t~e Congress and the 

______ , __ ._,._, __ . __ . __ . ______ ~~ ~ s_i:_en :: __ T i r ~~~.~.:' 1 d __ ~~ =- P r o_~~mi re __ Co_~J._t te~ .-.in_J_anua.r-y----- _______ _ 
1979, was: 

L) 

\..;) 

. . . "What do we do now? Do we continue to do what 
we have been doing in the past, which is, in essence, 
to spend $100 million a year, so that we can say we 
have a civil defense program, when, in reality, we 
don't? Can you provide a defense against the bomb, 
knowing, as we should, that the bombs can melt cities, 
and what people used to perceive safe shelter is no - c: -_ .. " 
longer shelter?"/-O 

The capabilities of the shelter program developed 

through the. sixties, Tirana indicated, had deteriorated 

significantly; it would take at least a year of intensive 

effort and large expenditures during a period of heightened 

international tension "to bring the current in-place protec-

tion system to full effectiveness." A high-performance 

system, with blast shelters in cities and fallout shelters 

elsewhere, would cost on the order of $60 billion--an 

approach deemed unacceptable "economically or politically 

, although a number of countries have been constructing 

blast shelters over a period of years." The best solution, 

Tirana believed, lay irt developing "a genuine civil defense 

capability through relocation." 

74proxmire Committee Hearing, p. 79. 

75Ibid., p. 49. 
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At the end of 1977, Defense Secretary Brown indicated 

his approval of this approach as an objective. At this 

point, crisis relocation planning was still in its explora-

tory phase, seeking~ ___ g_o_b~y0I1Q _the __ pr_o_to_t-ype--projeo-t-s--e£--- ----------- ---
- --------- -------
the earlier years. DCPA had developed maps of some 400 

likely targets, grouped into priority levels on the basis of 

expected risk and indicating areas which might receive heavy 

fallout. Under DCPA contracts, the States would carry out 

the plannin~. This would include allocating risk-area popu-

lation to appropriate host-areas; assessing the areas' 

warning and communications systems; identifying fallout 

protection in host areas; planning logistic support for the 

evacuees; and outlining measures to maintain essential opera-

tions in risk-areas and to provide adequate protection for 

people remainin~ in such areas. While working in terms of 

individual target-areas, DCPA recognized that planning for 

relocation of people in densely populated areas, like the 

Northeast Corridor extending from the District of Columbia 

to Boston, would have to be approached on a regional basis. 

Studies by the Systems Planning Corporation, prepared 

for DCPA in 1978-1979, lent further support to relocation 

as an alternative to protection in-place under the assumed 

crisis-conditions. The 1978 study estimated that a five

year investment of about $2 billion, plus some $200 million 

annual operating costs, would be required to develop a 

credible nationwide relocation organization and plan ·~r 

~) 



implementation in at least one week during a crisis buildup. 

Actions envisioned during this surge period would include 

the evacuation of 110 million people, or 80 perc,ent of the 

population, from the risk areas; adjusting food distribut~on 

pa tterns in ho ~_:t-~_;:§_a S; __ lJpgJ;'_~ciiItg __ Lall_o_ut-_protection-fo::r;-----------
."~ __ ." ... _____ ._. __ . __ ._._ .. , ___ . ___ . ___ ._._ ... _" ____ ""_ 

the evacuees; stocking shelters; training shelter managers; 

and providi~g some in-place sheltering in the event that 

full evacuation could not be effected. 76 

As we shall see, President Carter gave relocation 

planning aue emphasis in his policy decision of September 

1978. And in his testirrony l::efore the Proxmire c.amu.ttee in January 

1979, Professor SarIUlel P. Huntington, Director of Harvard University's 

Center for Inte.n1ational Affairs and cx:msul tant to the National 

Security Council, voiced his support of evacuation with its promise 

of reducinc significantly casualties and fataliti~s result-

ing from an all-out nuclear exchange. "Debatable assumptions 

and uncertainties" abounded, Huntington said; but estimates 

did sugge3t that "effectively implemented evacuation 

programs could cut in half the immediate fatalities on 

both sides." The enemy could target the relocated population 

and thus increase immediate fatalities, but it would not 

eliminate entirely the savings in lives achiev,ed under the 

evacuation program. 

76Roger J. Sullivan et al., "Candidate u. S. Civil De
fense Program," Technical Report 342, March 1978, cited in 
Sidney D. Drell's testimony, Proxmire Committee Hearing, p. 
60. The Systems Planning Corporation's 1979 study waS ad
dressed to the civil defense ne,eds of the first-priority 
counter force areas.- It described the currentpr,ograms as 
",extremely austere" and unable to function well under crisis 
or a,ttack conditions. 
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These considerations led Huntington to the conclusion 

that an evacuation program "is a necessary and desirable 

component of U.S. defense posture in the 1980s." The develop-

ment of an evacuation capability,' he b~lieve4L_~0'!l~_~eg}Jir~-___ -_-__ - ____ _ 
- ----------------------

"an increase in our average annual civil defense expenditures 

between now and 1985 from the current level of about $100 

million per year to slightly over $200 million per year." 

To Huntington this would be "a modest insurance premium," 

indeed, in return for enhanced deterrence, provision of 

additional options oDe time in a period of crisis and escala-

tion, and, most important, in saving tens of millions of 

lives if war 'came. Huntington closed his testimony with an 

interesting parallel between an evacuation capability and 

lifeboats on an ocean liner: 

. The mere fact that the lifeboats exist will not 
lead the ship's captain to take additional risks with 
his ship in bad weather or treacherous seas. Nor will 
the lifeboats prevent the ship from being totally de
stroyed by collision with a reef, iceberg, or ot~er 
vessel. Nor will the lifeboats necessarily insure even 
the immediate survival of all the people on board. 
Nor will they necessarily insure the prolonged survival 
of those who do successfully abandon the ship in them: 
the lifeboats themselves may be swamped; supplies may 
give out before the survivors are rescued; exposure, 
injury, and exhaustion may take their toll. Neverthe
less, the lifeboats do offer the prospect that, in the 
event the ship sinks, at least some people will survive 
for so~ewhile and that with luck a good number may sur
vive to sail again in another vessel. In any event, 
no one would want to cross the oceans in a ship without 
lifeboats. In parallel fashion, simple prudence dic
tates that the United States should not attempt to 
cross the uncertain and troubled waters of the 1980s 
without the capability to evacuate its urban population . 
in the event of catastrophe. 77 

77proxmire Committee Hearing, p. 35. 

\ 
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It was now UP to the President, Tirana advised the 

Proxmire Committee at that same hearing, to make the budget 

decision "which will, determine whether we, in. fact, move 

forward with the program to develop;r-elocation capability." 

While crisis relo~~tion was "a moderate-cost approach, 

with large lifesaving potential," Tirana emphasized, 

it required much more than just "paper plans." 

.. The plans, as they are developed, must be exer
cised with the State and local officials who would be 
responsible tc carry them out. Supporting opera-
tional systems must also b~ developed; such as Direc
tion anc Control, Communications, \t\7arning, Radiological 
Defense, anc Emergency Public Information. Current 
DCPA analyses suggest that "paper plans only" for 
relocation, without such supporting systems and prepara
tions, would result in about half the total survival 
potential of a full system--about 40 percent survival 
in a heavy, mic-1980's attack, rather than the 80 per
cent survival potential of a full crisis relocation 
system. 78 

Increased Congressional Interest 

Another GAO Report.--In response to increasing Congres

sional interest in the u.s. civil defense posture and the 

Federal organizational structure for preparedness, the General 

Accounting Office in 1977 produced a sequel to its 1971 

report. The GAO reviewed the civil preparedness activities 

of Federal, State and local governments; it subtitl,ed its 

report with a question: "Are Federal, State, and Local Govern

ments Prepared for Uuclear Attack?,,79 

78 I bid., pp. 49-53. 

79Civil Defense: Are F,ederal, State, and Local ,Gbvern
ments Prepar,ed for NucI:ear Attack? Report to the Congress by 
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The GAO was not sanguine about the situation. The 

U.S., the GAO reported, lacks a comprehensive civil defense 

policy"; and civil defense "has not been a or 

high-dollar program." As it extended its reviews to FPA 

and FDAA as well as to IX:PA~ tile GNJ found potential problems in 

coordination and duplication of functions at Federal, State and 

local levels. For all these agencies, priority-setting under 

conditions of limited funding posed a major problem. 

To achieve the objective of protecting the civilian 

population, the GAO found, both the shelter program and the 

relocation program required more att~ntion and better plan-

ning at all levels. The problem of uneven distribution of 

shelters, noted in the 1971 report, stilJ. existed. About 

half of the identified shelters ha~ not been licensed, and 

many buildings had not been marked with shelter signs. The 

shortage of shelters outside major cities, the GAO cau-

tioned, could cause critical problems in the event of a 

decision to implement relocation plans. It anticipated 

formidable problems in moving 134 million people from the 

400 high-risk areas to host areas which had barely enough 

shelter spaces for their own people. 

The joint responsibility which the States and locali-

ties shared with the Federal Government, the GAO recognized, 

the Comptroller General of the United States, Aug. 8, 1977 
(hereinafter cited as GAO Report--1977). • 

( 
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brought them into the civil defense program. The program 

was weakened, however, when State and local governments 

disagreed or showed little interest in DCPA goals for nuclear· 

preparedness. In the absence ofdirectiveauthority,t.he 

Federal Government could only encourage State and local 

participation and could not ensure a fully effective program. 

Under the dual-use concept, State and local governments 

could channel Federal funds and property to their primary 

concern with natural disasters rather than attack prepared-

ness. From a practical standpoint, however, the GAO con-

ceded that the dual-purpose concept remained the best means 

of developing the State and local organizational structures. 

The GJl.O made a number of suggestions to improve the 

U.E. civil defense posture, including the Federalization 

of the program and making civil defense an integral part of 

military defense. But even within the scope of the current 

program with its limited funding, the GAO saw opportunities 

for improvement. It recommended closer coordination between 

FPA and DCPA in civil defense planning. Although the two 

agencies were working together on several projects, there 

was need for improved efforts, particularly in planning for 

continuity of government, coordination of plans, arid the 

proposed use of Federal Regional Centers. With r.egard to 

DCPA, the GAO recommended that the Secretary of Defense 

direct the agency to: 
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Review State emergency operating plans for 
nuclear attack more thoroughly before pro
viding financial assistance and spot check 
local plans to be sure that they meet each 
community's needs. 

--Eliminate incons i s tenc i e s in _RI_C!n~---f-or_im~----------------------------------
--------------------------------mecU-a:-t:e-re-spon-seu se of-sheTters. . . . 

Place more emphasis on relocation planning 
based upon the total geographical area as 
opposed to evacuation of cities within the 
area. 

Encourage communities to participate in the 
onsite assistance program by emphasizing 
the benefits that can result, and fallow up 
or:; the status of onsite assistance recom
menaations. SO 

The GAO also had a recommendation for legislative 

action: 

The Congress should enact legislation which would 
allow graduated Federal funding according to an 
area's expected risk, population, and national 
civil preparedness needs. Such legislation should 
be enacted because the Defense Civil Preparedness 
Agency is having difficulty in providing funds for 
national priorities due to its limited funding 
levels. 

The Defense Department saw merit in this proposal: "a 

discretionary sliding-scale matching fund program," it be-

lieved, "could help encourage a greater civil defense effort 

in high-risk nuclear target areas. "81 

The Joint Committee on Defense_ Production.--We dis

~~c"usseB earlier the 1976 hearings of the Joint Cornrni ttee on 

80Ibid., p. vi. 

81Ibid., pp. vii-viii. 
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Defense Production and its recommendations regarding the 

structure of Federal emergency pr,eparedness. The Committee's 

"Civil Preparedness 'Review" also took up the problem of 

protecting industrial and economic st nuclear 

attack and examined the feasibility and the strategic im-

p1ications of this type of defense. The Committee saw for-

midable problems in this area, less manageable than the 

problems of sheltering or evacuating the population. Along 

with technical limitations, the Committee pointed to diffi-

cult operations problems "in terms of timing, weather, 

fallout patterns, coordination of protective operations, 

duration of attack, adequacy of communications, adequacy of 

warning, survival and availability of trained personnel, 

availability of power, availability of heavy-lift equipment, 

foreknowledge of targeted facilities, and the like." These 

constraints, the Committee indicated, "do not totally vitiate 

the utility of passive defenses," but "they restrict its 

industrial damage-limiting potential in a determined attack 

and limit its use primarily to an option of last resort.' 

rather than a method for assuring the survival of vital 

economic assets and war-making potential or for 'winning' a 

thermonuclear war. 1182 

82U.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Defense Production, 
Report, Civil Preparedness Review, Part II, Industrial 
Defense and Nuclear Attack, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., April 
1977 (Washington: u.s. Government Printing Office, 1977), 
p. Vi see also pp. 16-30, 40-54, 87-88. 
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For all the problems, however, the importance of pre-

serving a viable industrial base and planning for the post-

attack recovery of a severely damaged economy could hardly 

be overestimated. Little was be done in this 

The Defense Department did have a facilities protection 

program, but it was not pointed significantly to minimizing 

damage from nuclear attack. The Boeing Corporation conduc-

ted a study on the survival of equipment that would be re-

Guired for recovery of the aerospace industry, but it did 

not extend to supporting industries an~ the workforce which 

would be required for industrial recovery. 

In its surveys, the GAO noted this gap in civil defense ~ 

planning and in Defense Department planning for defense 

production. DCPA Director Tirana tried to stimulate interest 

and research in techniques for the protection of industries 

essential to national survival ano recovery. DCPA joined 

the Defense Nuclear Agency in funding tests of the feasi-

bility of protecting industrial equipment patterned after 

approaches used in Soviet civil defense. Subject to the 

availabili ty of funds, Tirana hoped to get more de.eply into 

this area, with study of techniques for hardening small in-

dustries, protecting management and essential employees, and 

generally bringing industri~I survival into the planning for 
=--....:::;-=.-. '. ., 

crisis relocation. 83 Clearly, a vast research and planning 

83Culver Subcommittee Hearings, pp. 7221-7222, 7227-7228. 
u 
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effort would be needed to deal with the massive problems 

involved in ensuring the survivability of the Nation's 

industrial capacity in a nuclear war. 

The Armed Services Committees. --Charg.ed with responsi-

bility for authorizing funds for civil defense, the House 

and Senate Armed Services Committees took a particularly 

strong interest in DCPA's problems. Their interest ranged 

widely--the nature and extent of the ~9viet program and the 

organization, budget and functioning of U.S. civil defense. 

They were strongly disposed toward an enlarged u.s. program, 

and on several occasions they were prepared to recommend 

substantial increases over Administration budgets. The 

funding for fiscal 1978 and 1979, however, when factored for 

inflation, was worth less than that for earlier yearsi it 

didn't even permit the maintenance of the existing level of 

emphasis in civil defense. 

The Armed Services Committees were aware, of course, of 

the lIinternal bureaucratic rumblings"--the·reassessments of 

the strategic implications of civil defense and the policy 

and organizational developments. Through their hearings, 

they sought to make sure that their views were. known and 

considered in the decision process. With the Executive 

Branch studies completed and the President's policy promul-

gated, the Committees would have a hand in the budget 
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decisions whether the civil defense program would, indeed, 

be revitalized. 

Adminis tra tion Stud ie s __________________ .. __ . __________ .. ____________ ... ----

With the coming of the Carter Administration, civil 

defense became the subject of active debate and study with 

respect to its scope and focus and its relationship to other 

aspects of emergency preparedness. Within the Administra-

tion, three studies were particularly pertinent: (1) a 

Defense Department study t.c define credible options for popu-

lation survival; (2) an inter-agency study under NSC 

leadership with a broader orientation, taking into account 

the Soviet efforts, amon~ other factors, and considering the 

strategic implications of civil defense; (3) a White House 

study of Federal organization for preparedness for, and re-

lief from, both peacetime and attack-caused disasters. Presi-

dent Carter's policy, budgetary, and organizational decisions 

were to be based on these studies. 

Defense Department Study of Civil Defense Options.--In 

mid-August 1977, Defense Secretary Brown directed DCPA to 

support the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program Analysis 

and Evaluation) in a study of alternative civil defense pro-
----~~ - - . 

~- ...• 
grams. The purpose was to develop credible options, so that 

taxpayers' funds would not be wasted. It would be left to 

the President, of course, to decide among these options in 

light of attendant costs or other considerations. 

L) 
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The DOD study cons~dered six alternatives, ranging 

from essentially. no program (flAil), through the current pro-

gram ("B") , and on out to a blast shelter program involving 

a cost of some $60 billion. Ellipses, or "Blobs," showed 
- ----~-----~-~ - -------- -- --------_._-_._--_._--_. __ ._-_._---_._._._---_ .. 

l 

the approximate performance or effectiveness of each pro-

gram (see Figure 1]). Under option "A," a large-,scale 

Soviet attack in the mid-eighties would wipe out all but per-

haps 20 percent of the population. The current program (liB") 

might raise the survival rate to 30 percent. In contrast, 

under program "D," with reasonably effective (not perfect) 

crisis relocation, survival would be over 80 percent. With 

the infinitely more costly, in-place blast shelter program 

("F"), the range of survival wouldn't be much higher, per

haps 90 percent. 84 

On the basis of this study, Defense Secretary Brown 

decided to implement the program D alternative, starting in 

fiscal 1980, subject to budget and program review. Costs 

were estimated at about $230 million a year (in fiscal 1979 

dollars) in the fiscal years 1980 through 1984. 85 The study 

84"Materials for Presentation on Nuclear Civil Protec
tion," DCPA Information Bulletin No. 306, Apr. 25, 1979, 
pp. 5-9; Chipman, "Civil Defense for the 1980's--Current 
Issues," July 13, 1979, pp. 13-16. 

85"Questions and Answers on Crisis Relocation Planning," 
DCPA Information Bulletin No. 305, April 20, 1979, pp. 2-3; 
Culver Subcommittee Hearings, p. 7182. Originally it was 
thought that implementation of program D would start in 
fiscal 1979. No funds were made available, however, and so 
it was decided ,to get the program start,ed in fi'scal 1980, 
still subject to policy and budget review. 



FIGURE 11. COMPARISON OF EFFECTIVENES AND COST OF CD PROGRAMS 
(Large-Scale Mid-1980s Soviet Attack on U.S. Mili 
and Industrial facilities and Population) 
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was submitted to the National Security Council for con-

sideration in its own study-project. In the meantime, DCPA 

would live within its $96.5 million fiscal 1979 appropriation, 

conducting research and planning for an orderly start the 

following year on the approved DOD program, unless that 

program should be modified by Presidential decision based 

on the broader issues addressed in the NSC study.86 

The NSC-Directed Study.--Professor Huntington 

joined the NSC staff to lead the inter-agency task force 

in its study of the issues related to u.s. civil defense, 

directed by the President in September 1977. The 

group worked for almost a year, and it drew support from 

the DOD study and a study developed in the intellicence com-

munity on Soviet civil defense. The NSC study (PRJI1-32) 

accepted the basic analysis and conclusions of the DOD study 

regarding the range of options for a future civil defense 

program. These were presented to the President, with an 

analysis of their potential effectiveness and associated 

costs. 87 This study provided the basis for the Presiden't' s 

86Culver Subcommittee Hearings, p. 7182. 

87See Tirana's statement at FEMA Appropriation Hearings 
of the HUD-Independent Agencies Subcommittee, House com
mittee on Appropriations, March 22, 1979, in DCPA Informa
tion Bulletin No. 303, Apr. 5, 1979; John W. Macy, Jr., 
Director, FEMA, "A New Impetus: Emergency Manaqement for 
Attack Preparedness," April 1980, ;p. 67. 
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policy decision in September 1978, which will be discussed 

later in this chapter. 

The President's Reorganization Project.--Along with con-

cerns about civil defense policy and program options, there 

was strong sentiment in the Carter Administration, as well 

as in the Congress, the States and the localities, that all 

primary preparedness, response and recovery responsibilities 

concerning both peacetime and nuclear disasters should rest 

in one agency under the President, as was the case before 

the 1961 reorganization. '(.vhile State and local governments 

had, for reasons of effectiveness and efficiency, developed 

a single-agency approach in this field, the Federal effort 

was fragmentec among DCPA in the Defe~se Department, FPA 

in GSA, and FDAA in BUD. Havinc been Governor of Georgia, 

President Carter had a strong affinity for the problems of 

the States having to deal with a mUltiplicity of agencies; 

in fact, he was among the first Governors to adopt a consoli-

dated approach to nuclear, natural and accidental disasters. 

Many bills in the Congress and advice from Governors and 

Federal agency officials, like GSA Administrator Joel W. 

Solomon, indicated that support for such an initiative could 

be expected. 

Accordingly, on August 25, 1977, President Carter asked 

the Reorganization Project staff in OMB to carry out a com-

prehe~sive study of the Federal Government's role in preparing 

r-.. \ 
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for, and responding to, natural, accidental, and wartime 

civil disasters. SS Hr. Greg Schneiders, then Nhite House 

Director of Special Projects, directed the study. He brought 

together __ officials from various agencies, borrowed fes-

sional staff from outside the Federal Government, and drew 

advice from an informal group of "senior consultants." In-

eluded in this group were Otto Nelson, Leo Hoegh, Joseph 

Rornm, Edward McDermott, Anthony Bertsch, and others with 

strong background~in the field of emergency preparedness 

and operations. 89 Mr. George W. Jett, DCPA General Counsel, 

was detailed to the President's Reorganization Project as 

one of its professional staff members. 

From its wide-ranging study and consultations, the 

Project team identified a large number of problems. It found 

severe indictments of the Federal organizational structure, 

focused particularly on the low visibility attached to 

emergency planning; dupli~ation of programs and contacts at 

the State and local levels; confusion on jurisdiction, pri-

orities, and responsibilities; and lack of accountability, 

below the level of the President, for policy-making and 

needed management improvements. Despite the Federal Govern-

ment.' s growing involvement and dollar commitments, the Proj,ect 

88Memorandurn for the Heads of Executive Departments and 
Agencies, Aug. 25, 1977, Subject: Reorganization Study of 
Federal Preparedness and Response to Disasters. 

89See "Notes on ~1eeting of Senior Consultants," D.ec;, 12, 
1977, George A. Divine Files--"Reorganization-~oo.PA." 
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team found exte~sive criticism centered on organizational 

issues. Re~ponding to a Congressional inquiry, 43 State 

Governors, the Project team learned, contended that frag-

formance of their preparedness roles. And Senators William 

Proxmire and Charles Percy and 20 House members of both 

parties had introduced legislation to consolidate DCPA t 

FPA, and FDAA into a single independent agency with budget 

control over emergency activities of numerous other agencies. 

While the Project team was thus exploring the issues, 

the Office of the Secretary of Defense decided to support 

the project forthrightly. At the same time, through its 

options study, it sought to crystallize a DOD position on 

civil defense, so that it could properly be considered by 

the President in his recrganization decisior.. Even before 

the Project team had completed its work, there were expres-

sions of concern both within and outside the Defense Depart-

ment that civil defense might get less attention in a new 

agency strongly focused on non-nuclear disasters. 90 In 

December 1977, it will be recalled, the OSD had completed 

its options study and had decided to support an enhanced 

civil defense program. That decision was being reviewed by 

90Memorandum, John G. Kester, Special Assistant, OSD, 
to Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff:et al., Jan. 12, 1978, 
Subject: Presidential Reorganization Project on Civil Defense/ 
Natural Disaster Preparednes~, Divine Files . 
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the NSC study group, as part of PRH-32, which was to be sub

mitted to the President for consideration in connection 

with the reorganization study. 

Several basic policy concepts lay at the heart of the 

reorganization study. Emergency preparedness, the Reorganiza

tion staff believed, was an important Executive responsibility 

which deserved greater attention at the highest level of 

government. As things stood in law and practice, it did not 

appear feasible tc separate the peacetime disaster and attack 

preparedness missions; emergency resources, therefore, 

should have "dual use," that is, they should be applicable 

to natural, accidental, and wartime emergencies. The Re

organization staff also adopted the principle of "hazard 

mitigation" or "hazard reauction"--reaucing vulnerability to 

disaster before it takes place--as a new thrust and a matter 

of central focus of Federal disaster policy. The new agency, 

the Reorganization staff further believed, should have inde

pendent status, and not be buried in an old-line department. It 

might be given delegate-agency funding to ensure participa

tion by other Federal departments. And at its head should 

be a person with extensive background in national security, 

thus indicating that the p:r:esident was serious about the 

subject of preparedness. 

The thrust and shape of the reorganization became quite 

clear by February 1978. As it took definite form in the 

winter and spring of 1978, the Secretary of Defense took 

strong exc·eption to it. Between them, Secretary Brown and 
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Deputy Secretary Charles W. Duncan, Jr., wrote four letters 

to OMB Director James T. McIntyre, Jr., vigorously opposing 

the merger of DCPA into the proposed agency. In essence, 

lated to our strategic posture of deterrence and essential 

equivalence. Planning for civil defense should, accord-

ingly, be considered in the context of its peacetime effect 

on perceptions, its deterrent effect, and, of course, its 

possible effect on reducing casualties and in recovery. For 

these reasons, the Defense Secretary felt, civil defense 

should not be consolidated with other emergency programs in 

a new, independent agency, but should rather be kept within 

the Defense Department. 91 

I'Ji th its unimpres si ve, "step- child" record on civil 

defense over the years, however, the Defense Department was 

in a poor position to argue convincingly for maintenance of 

the status quo. To meet Brown's concerns, McIntyre sug-

gested the design of procedures whereby the Defense Secre-

tary would provide guidance to the head of the new agency on 

civil defense policy and related budget development, and 

have the opportunity to review the agency's budget before it 

was forwarded to OMB. In addition, McIntyre suggested, the 

civil defense portion of the budget would be presented and 

91See Memoranda dated Feb. 28, Mar. 31, Hay 4, and 
May la, 1978, Divine Files. 

• 
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justified to the Congress by both the Defense Sec~etary 

and the director of the new agency. 92 

The Defense Secretary doubted the practicability of 

~~~~~~~_~"_"~"~~~"~,"~~~_~_"~"~~~~t.hi.!:LJ2-:t:QJ;LQ~.a~l~~~_~The"~_ug_g.es~tion~that~"he"~"p.rov"iQ·e~~~!'guida~~eJL""~~_~~--~~"~.

on civil defense policy and that he "review" and then 

l/ 

defend the new agency's budget, Duncan indicated, "would 

seem to put the Department in t.he unenviable position of 

being held responsible for a program over which it has no 

real authority or control." The proposed structure, Duncan 

contended, was premised on "the erroneous assumption that 

civil defense and natural disaster preparedness activities 

·must be operationally linked."· He questioned the wisdom 

of adopting a new organizational arrangement "that promises 

to submerge civil defense in an agency with a natural dis-

aster focus, while simultaneously creating a new set of 

organizational deficiencies to replace the ones 'cured' by 

this reorganization.,,93 

The Defense Secretary's strongly-held views were made 

known to the President, but the move to bring civil defense 

into this all-hazard agency could not be thwarted. ,On 

June 14, 1978, John G. Kester, Special Assistant to the 

Secretary and Deputy Secretary of Defense, indica~ed that 

92Mc Intyre, Letter to Brown, Apr. 28, 1978,·Pi.~e:. 
Files. 

93Duncan, Letter to McIntyre, May 4, 197"8, Divine 
Files. 
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the Defense Department was interested in maintaining a 

policy-oversight role for civil defense. Appropriate lan

guage to establish this .role and linkage of overall strategic 

r \ 
\ 
/ 

~~~~ .. _" __ ~.~""~ .. "."~~"~".~.nu.c_l_e~a_r_"p_lannin.g_.~w.Lth"~.n.ll.cle.ar ... _at.tack_"~pr.eparedne.s .. s-~plan s~-~~.~~.~~.~"."-~-.-····---~·-

was recommended for incorporation in the President's re-

organization message. It was Brown's intent to make the 

office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Policy) responsible 

for working out permanent liaison arrangements between the 

94 Defense Department anc the new agency. 

With agreement o~ links of coordination, the reorgani-

zation plan was ready for unveiling. On June 19, 1978, 

the President submitted Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1978, 

and indicated his intent to issue related Executive 

orders. 95 By thiE Plan and allied Executive orders, the 

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEM]>.) was to come 

into being. The following agencies were to be consoli-

dated into FEMA: DCPA (from the Defense Department), FPA 

(from GSA), and FDAA (from HUD) i the Federal Insurance 

Administration (then in HUD) and the National Fire Preven-

tion and Control Mministration (then in the Ccrrrrerce Department) . 

94Kester, Letter to Peter Szanton, Associate Director 
for Organization Studies, President's Reorganization Project, 
OMB, June 13, 1978 . 

. 95Reorganizati<?n Plan No. 3' of ·1'978, Message from the 
Presl.dent of the Unl.ted States, June 19, 1978, House Doc. 
No. 95-356-,-95th Cong., 2d Sess. (Washington: u.s. Govern
ment Printing Office, 1978); White House Fact Sheet, June 19, 
1978. ' 

\. )/ 
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Other functions marked for transfer to FEI1.~ included the 

community preparedness program for weather disasters, ad-

ministered by the National Weather Service (Commerce Depart-

ment); coordinating responsibilities fore~~~~~:t:Lg~~~§tJf~~EL~Q.~_c ... ~~ ..... ~ 
~~._~._.~~~~~~~"~,.~.,~~~,_~, __ "."" .. ~,~~~_~_~".~"_~_.,~_ .. _~,,~~'.~.~'=E"' __ '~~~~'_~~·~"_~~·~·=_'~~_~~~~···'~_~~~~~~~~-~.-,~~.~~.=~~.~.~~,~,,~"-.,=,=~~~""~ .. '~~.-""-~~=~-•. ~""~~'~ 

reduction and dam safety proqrams then in the Executive 

Office of the President; oversight responsibility for emer-

gency warning systems and the Emergency Broadcast System; 

and Federal response to the consequences of terrorist inci-

dents. 

To give the agency clout and visibility, the plan called 

for an Emergency Management Committee chaired by the Direc-

tor of FEMA, with its membership comprised of the Assistants 

to the President for National Security, Domestic Affairs 

and Policy anc Interqovernmental Relations, and the Director 

of OMB. In his message to Congress, the President indicated 

that the Committee would advise him "on ways to meet national 

civil emergencies," and on "alternative approaches to improve 

performance and avoid excessive costs," as well as "oversee 

and provide guidance on the management of all Federal emer-

gencyauthorities." 

On the matter of linkage of civil defense strategy, 

the President's message stat·ed: 

. • ~ civil defense must continue to be fully com
patible with and be ready to play an important role 
in our Nation's overall strategic policy. Accordingly, 
to maintain a link between our strategic nuclear 
planning and our nuclear attack pr,eparedness planning, 
I will make the Secretary of Defense and the National 
Security Council responsible for oversight of civil 
defense relat,ed programs and policies of the new Agency. 
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This will also include appropriate Department of 
Defense support in areas like program development, 
technical support, research, communications, intelli
gence and emergency operations. 

At the same time, the President emphasized the "all hazards" 

~~~~~-~---~~-~-~~-'~~~~r!:rati"rnel:rS-~and-~r~es~poff§Ef~rore--or~crv~rr~de-fense~~~~~-~~--~~~~-------~--~~-----~-~-~-~--~--~-' 

. an effective civil defense system requires 
the most efficient use of all available emergency 
resources. At, the same time, civil defense systems, 
organization, and resources must be prepared to cope 
with any disasters which threaten our people. The 
Congress has clearly recognized this principle in 
recent changes in the civil defense legislation. 

The communications, warning, evacuation, and 
public education processes involved in preparedness 
for a possible nuclear attack should be developed, 
testec, and used for major natural and accidental 
disasters as well. Consolidation of civil defense 
functions in the new Agency will assure that attack 
readiness programs are effectively integrated into 
the preparedness organizations and pro9rams of State 
and local government, private industry, and volunteer 
oraanizations. 

Thus, the President hoped to see a dual linkage for 

civil defense: one with strateqic policy, and the other with 

all efforts at hazard mitigation. The Federal Government, 

he felt, should follow the lead of the State and local 

governments, most of which "have -consolidated emergency 

planning, preparedness and response functions on an "all 

hazard" basis to take advantage of the similarities in pre-

paring for and responding to the full range of potential 

emergencies. II Consolidation of headquarters and regionai 

----fac,ilities and staffs involved in this reorganization was 

expected to bring cost savings of "between $10 to $15 million 

annually" and the "elimination (through attrition) of about 

300 jobs." 

L 
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Subcommittees of the House and Senate committees on 

Government Operations promptly held hearings on the plan. 

Some legislators were concerned that a large portion .of FE.IvlA' s 

authorities were to be transferred by Executive action and 

not through the legislative review process. Others raised 

questions regarding procedural matters and the failure to 

address substantive issues brought out in recent GAO reports. 

Resolutions of disapproval were introduced in both Houses, 

but these were effectively defeated. Administration testi-

mony ane other supporting materials held out assurances 

that effective linkage of civil defense with strategic 

nuclear planning would be worked out and that" far from being 

buriee, civil defense woule be at the heart of the new 

agency's responsibilities. In general, the committees felt 

that ~ compelling case for the reorganization had been 

made. 96 

96 U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Governmental 
Affairs, Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations, Re
orgar;ization Plan No. ~ of 1978 (Disaster Prepar,ednessr; 
~ear~ngs, 95th Congo 2d Sess., June 20 and 21, 1978 (Washing
ton: u.s. Government Printing Office, 1978), and Reorganiza
tion Plan No. ~ of 1978, Establishing ~ New Independent 
Agency, The Federal Emergency Management Agency, ReFort, 
Aug. 23, 1978, Senate Report No. 95-1141, 95th Cong., 2d 
Sess. (Washington: u.s. Government Printing Office,' 1978) i 
"General Questions About the Plan," enclosure to Letter, 
McIntyre to Senator Muskie, July 10, 1978, r.esponding to 90 
specific questions on the plan which Muskie submitted to OMB 
on June 29, 19,.1.§,*- U .. S. ,.Congress, House, Committee on ,Govetn
ment Operations, Legislation and National SecuritySubc·om-
mi ttee, Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978 (F,ederal Emer
gency Management Agencyr;:HearIngs-,-95th Cong., 2d Sess., 
June 26 and 29, 1978 (Washington: u.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1978), and Reorganization Plan No. ~ of 1978 (Emer
gency Preparedness), Report together with Additional and 
Dissenting Views, Aug. 21, 1978, House Report No. 95-1523, 
95th Cong., 2d Sess. (Washington: u.s. Government Printing 
Office, 1978). 
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The plan became effective September 16, 1978, after 

Conqress declined to reject the proposal. Althouqh the plan 

got through Congress with relative ease, its implementation 

~~~"~~~~"~~~""~""~"""~"enc oun"ter~ed"~G.elays~~a~n·d~·"pxobi"ems";~-~Th"e~s"E:r~S"'Eernnfea"~froffi~a~Tong";~-~-~~"~"·-"-

drawn-out search for FEMA' s. leadership and from complexi ties 

in processing the transfers of the many functions involved 

in the reorganization. The effective establishment of FEMA 

took almost a year--a year of problems in selecting the new 

management; findin<; space to house FEMA I S national head-· 

quarters; ana workin<; out the oetails of the transfers of 

functions, organization of programs, consolidation of regional 

offices, DOD-FEMA liaison on civil defense, and allocation 

of overhead posi tions from the parent agencies to FEl'1p .. 

The activation of F8~ was accomplished in two steps. 

First, by Executive Order 12127, issued March 31, 1979, the 

President activated FEMA, effective April 1, 1979, and provided 

for the transfer of the Federal Insurance Administration, 

the u.S. Fire Administration, and the Emergency Broadcast 

System functions. The President also designated !1r. Gordon 

Vickery, then Administrator of the u.S. Fire Administration, 

to serve as Acting Director of FEMA pending the appointment 

and confirmation of a Director. For that post the President 

nominated Mr. John W. Macy, Jr., then President of the Develop

ment and Resources Corporation and former chairman of the 

u.s. Civil Service Comrnission. 97 

97White House Press Release, May 3, 1979. 
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A second Executive order, dated July 20, 1979, and effec-

tive five days earlier, implemented the remaining transfer 

of functions to FEI1A consistent with the President IS 

Message of June 19, 1978~ transmi zation 

plan to Congress. Among th~~e remaining functions were 

those of DCPA, FPA, and FDAA, which comprised some 80 per-

cent of FEMA's personnel strength, regional structure, and 

budget. The Executive Order made provision for the Federal 

Emergency 1·1ana(Jement Council and for the oversight of civil 

defense plannin(J as contemplated in the President's 

Hessage. 98 

The Administration's New Civil Defense Policy 

Presidential Decision (PD) 4l.--0n September 29, 1978, 

some three mcnths after transmitting his reorganization plan 

to Congress, President Carter directed implementation of a 

new civil defense policy (PD 41) along the following 

guidelines: 

that the United States civil defense program should 
enhance the survivability of the American people 
and its leadership in the event of nuclear war, 
thereby improving the basis for eventual recov.ery, 
as well as reducing vulnerability to a major Soviet 
attack; 

that the united States civil defense program should 
enhance deterrence and stability, and c·ontribute 
to perceptions of the overa-irU~S./90viet strategic 

98Executive Order 12148, J~ly 20, 1979, Presidential 
Documents, Federal Register, Vol. 44, No. 143, July 24, 
1979, pp. 43239-43245. 
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balance and to crisis stability, and also reduce 
the possibility that the Soviets could coerce 
us in times of increased tension; 

that the policy not suggest any change in the U.S. 
policy of relying on strategic nuclear forces as 

... ~_.~_ ... ~~~ .. ~~.~.~.~~.~~.~~.~ ... ~ ~ .... ~ ... -.~~the ... pr-eponde~'a.n.t.~.~f'aG·t.0~~d:n~main·i=a:in:ing·-·det;er:rene·e·;·····-·~···~·~··· 
and 

that the program include planning for population 
relocation during times of international crisis 
as well as be adaptable to help deal with natural 
disasters and other peacetime emergencies. 99 

There was much enthusiasm within DCPA about the President's 

aecjsion. True, no new crash pro~ram or sharply increased 

funding would bE required. But DCPA die see in the decision 

at least the prospect of a gradual enhancement of U.S. civil 

defense capabilities. The' tie-in of civil defense with the 

strategic balancE and its potential role in enhancing de-

terrence and stability held out thE promise of a new rationale, 

in contrast tc the "insurance" approach of 1961. This marked 

"the first time in United States History," DCPA Director 

Tirana observed, "that a President has given ~{vil defense 

a role in strategic policy."· An important step, together 

with nuclear arms limitation, had been taken, Tirana noted, 

toward redirecting national policy toward survival, "rather 

than one dependent on Soviet (and mutual) destruction."IOO 

99For the background of PD 41, see Tirana's presentation 
at appropriations hearings for FEMA before the HUD-Independent 
Agencies Subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropria
tions, March 22, 1979, in "Presentations on Civil Defense at 
Congressional Hearings," DCPA Information Bulletin No. 303, 
Apr. 5, 1979. 

100Bardyl R. Tirana, Civil Defense: The Unthinkable ana 
the Non-doable, June 18, 1979, p. ~. 

~) 
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There were many, however, who did not share DCPA ,. s 

enthusiasm for the President's policy pronouncement. Al-

though PD 41 did not expressly contain any program details 

or a s soc i at~fL1:Lu~clg e~ .. g_§:9j,.~SiQJ1~:L,~~i±~did~~seem-~to.,".suppo.r;.t~the·~.~ .... -.~.~. 
~<-""~.~ •. ~-.~=~~~~~~,--=-""'~~~.~~-'~~~~--~~'~. ~-~=,.~~~.~~=, .. -~-"-~ .. 
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program recommendation in Defense Secretary Brown's study, 

discussed earlier. PD 4l, with its accenting of crisis 

relocation as a program option, touched off a lively debate. 

The press played up reports of projected outlays of some 

$2 billion over the ensuing seven years; and critics were 

quick to point to the fruitlessness of a program involving 

population relocation and related surging actions during a 

period of crisis. IOl 

The Budget for FY 1980.--The DOD study, it will be re-

callec, had estimated the annual cost of implementing its 

recommended program option D at about $230 million in the 

fiscal years 1980-84. 102 The President's budget request for 

fiscal 1980, however, was only $108.6 million. 

lOlSee, e.g., David Harvey, "Civil Defense Reappears," 
Defense & Foreign Affairs Digest, Vol.· 6, No. 12, Dec. 1978, 
pp. 40-41; David F. Cavers, "That Carter Evacuation Plan," 
BAS, Vol. 35, No.4 (Apr. 1979), p. 19; "Can Billions Buy 
Survival in Atomic War?" u.S. News and World Report, Oct. 8, 
1979, p. 51; Chipman, "civil Defense for the 1980's .- Current 
Issues," July 13, 1979, pp. 26-28. 

l02pro"gram D costs (in fiscal 1981 dollars) over the 
five fiscal years 1981-85 were estimated at approximately 
$2 billion. Under a modification of Program D, called "0- ~. 
Prime," estimated costs were cut back to about $1.3 billion 
by deferring to the fiscal y.ears 1986 and 1987 substantial 
expenditures for shelter stocking, venti1a tionkits, Emer·gency 
Operating Centers, radiological defens·e, and emergency 
public information; see Chipman, "Enhanced Civil Oe£ens.e· 
Program t.o Implement PD 41 Policies," Dec. 3, 1979, pp. 1-2. 
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In his testimony before the Congressional committees, 

Tirana tried to put this request in the most favorable light; 

it represented, he told Congress, "the initial step toward 

program decisions." Although the budget proposal contained 

a real program growth of about six percent over the fiscal 

1979 spending level, Tirana deemed it Ita turning point in 

U.S. civil defense." Yet, he had to admit that a budget of 

$108.6 million would permit the enhancement of only a few 

program elements: intensification of the Host Area Shelter 

Survey; pilot projects to construct austere Emergency Operat-

ing Centers wi th associated communications; and co"ntinued 

emphasis on researd"j "to refine the details ane costs of a 

more effective civil defense program emphasizing crisis re--

location_" He was realistic enough to recoonize that the 

pace of program implementation "will . . depend upon 

future budget decisions." Clearly, the five-year time frame 

in the DOD study would now have to be stretched out. "By 

using a building block approach," Tirana asserted, "it is 

feasible to develop and strengthen the relocation capability 

over a five year, seven year, or longer period of time. ,,103 

Congress reacted negatively, however, to the Administra-

tion's approach, and it voted only $100 million. The House 

103See Tirana's statement of March 22, 1979, in "Presen
tations on Civil Defense at Congressional Hearings, DCPA 
Information Bulletin No. 303, Apr. 5, 1979. &.. .. / '/ 
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Appropriations Committee, in recommending reduction of the 

Carter request to $100.6 ~illion, gave the following rationale 

for its action: 

. ~~~c~ .. ~c~_.~ .~_~~~:c~~.Z __ ~~~f.f.~E~ a ~s._~~! n~~:t:~~j:J.:.l!l.Q!?:Y~~_l?§J.~!,e~.!=:1J.e~_.s:om=.~._ ... ~._ .. _ .. ~_.c~ ... _ . 
. _ ... ",.~~._ •.. _. __ c._~ .• ~~·~·_··~c~ __ •. ~_ mJ.t:fee, statea a fundJ.ng level of $140,000,000, or even 

the requested $108,600,000, is not warranted unless 
there is a firm commitment to a 'Costly, multi-year 
redirection of the p,roqram. The Committee does not 
believe that either the Congress or the Administration 
has yet demonstrated adequate support for a restructured 
civil defense policy. In the absence of a multi-year 
authorization or significantly increased budget request, 
the Committee recommends funding civil defense activi
ties at the 1979 1evel. l04 

Actually, the $100 million appropriated, after accounting for 

inflation, was below the fiscal 1979 level. Indeed, in 

constant dollars, it represented the lowest funding for civil 

defense since the inception of the program in 1951. 105 A 

program at that level, Dr. Chipman observed, 

cannot providE any meaningful "insurance," let 
alone contribute at all to the strategic balance-
enhancing deterrence and stability, or reducing the 
possibility that the Soviets could coerce us during a 
crisis. In short, a $lOOM ~million~ 'program sets at 
naught the PD 41 policies. l 6 

104U.S. Congress, House, Conunitteeon Appropriations, 
Department of Housing and Urban Development--Independent 
Agencies Appropriations Bill, 1980,Report, 96th Cong., 
1st Sess., House Report No. 96-209, June 1979, p. 33, Tirana, 
Civil Defense : The Unthinkable and the Non-doable, p. 13. 

105Chipman, "Civil Defense for the 1980's--Current 
Issues," July 13, 1978, pp. '2, 48-49. 

106Ibid., p. 2. 
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Civil Defense in FEHA 

Under the terms of Executive Ord~r 12148, effective 

July 15, 1979 I the .Director of FEMA assumed the responsi-

bil i ty for c i ~ il:~SL~±~nE.~~glg~.J~y~ .. ~:t_he~~S_ecr.e.tar.·~L~o.f~~Defense~~···~·~·~--~·~~'~'·-· 
~_.~,,~ __ ,~.--,~~~.~_~.~,~~~=~'~'.~C~.",_'_M.'~_~."~" __ "~~-~-~~~~~~~--'~~ 

since 1961. This Executive Order prescribed the "oversight" 

functions of the Secretary of Defense and the National 

Security Council: 

In oroer that civil defense planning continues to 
be fully compatible with the Nation's overall strategic 
policy, an~ in order to maintain an effective link 
between strategic nuclear plannin~ and nuclear attack 
preparedness planning, the development of civil defense 
policies an~ programs by the Director of the Federal 
Emergency I~nagement Agency shall be subject to over
sight by the Secretary of Defense and the National 
Security Council. l07 

The forgin~ of strong links of coordination with the Defense 

Department to implement the expresse~ intent of the Execu-

tive Oroer W-c::: 
a~ one of the key items on Macy's agenda when 

he assume~ the directorship of FE~ .. 

Macy undertook to build in FEMA "a new focus" and to 

provide "a new impetus to emergency management for attack 

preparedness." DCPA and FPA functions were substantially 

integrated under Frank A. Carom, Associate Director for Plans 

and Preparedness. In line with his charter, Macy emphasized 

the enhancement of multiple use of resources in preparing 

for, and responding to, emergencies, and the provision of a 

single point of contact on emergency matters "both at the 

l07Executive Order 12148, July 20, 1979, Sec. 2-204. 
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national level and, in particular, for our State and local 

governments. 11108 

As for the civil defense budget for fiscal 1981, the 

Administration requested only $120 mi1.1.ion--a real 

of about 12 percent over the fiscal 1980 program. The same 

was expected for fiscal 1982, with an adjustment f·or infla

tion. l09 This projected level of spending, obviously, was 

still far short of the level proposed in the DOD study. Nor 

did it encompass the comprehensive, multi-year program which 

Congress hac sought in the prior-year budget cycle. 

At the $120 million level, FEMA hoped to accelerate 

the development of relocation and supporting capabilities 

for the population in the "counterforce" risk-areas. Pilot 

deployments of elements of ar. enhanced program would be con-

ducted in anc near these counterforce areas. Macy cited 

the followinc reasons for focusing on the counterforce areas 

rather than covering the largest cities where nost r::eoPle Ii ve::i: 

'!he relatively nodest FY 1981 increase sh::mJ.d be 
concentrated in lirni ted areas, where clearly 
discern.ble results can be achieved. 

'.Ihe counterforce areas provide a well-defined set, with total 
population of al::x:mt 7.5 million (about five percent of the 
total U.S. risk iX'PUlation of sate 140 million). 

It is qenerally conceded that stould deterrence 
ever fail, the c:oUn.terforce areas ~d haVe a 

108Macy , "A New Impetus--Emergency Managernentfor 
Attack preparedness," Apr. 1980. 

l09Chipman, "Report for Department of Def.ense on Por
tion of proposed FY 1981 FEMA Budget Relating to Civil 
Defense," Dec. 21, 1979, p. 4. 
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high probability of being attacked, as the 
strategic offensive forces. in these areas have 
potential to cause great damage to the USSR by 
retaliatory attacks. Additional U.S. cities 
might not be attacked, depending on the success 
of escalation control. Thus, the counterforc.e 

. ~~~~±_~.flJL· a:r.e .. _:;te.e_n.~a.s~facing.--highe,r:·-;r:..i,sk··-·t;·ha-n·'··e·'Cher·~~·~·····~··· 
~ ..... ~.-.... ~~.~~ .. ~ ......... --....... ~ .. ~ .... -.. --.'-~.~....U. S. r i s k ar e as. 

The intent of the FY 1981 program is not to 
test crisis relocation planning, which has 
been underway since 1977, with all States now 
participating. Rather, it is to demonstrate 
deployment of an enhanced program, as a basis 
for later nationwide deployment. Over 85 per-
cent of the expenditures associated with counter
force areaE are not for crisis relgcation planning, 
per se, but rather for -the ini tial deployments of 
supporting systems noted abo~e (EOC'& shelter 
management, planning for crisis production of 
shelter, and others). 

Contrary to some impressions, the counterforce 
areas include cities of substantial size, even 
though there are none in the multimillion range. 
There are 13 counterforce areas with population 
over 200,000, the seven largest being Columbus, 
Ohio; Sacramento, California; Tampa, Florida; 
the Wich~ta, Kansas area; Fort Worth, Texas; 
Dayton, Ohio; and Springfield-Chicopee, Massa
chusetts. Both Columbus, Ohio, and Tampa, Florida, 
are part of metropolitan areas of over one million 
and plans must obviously be developed for the 
entire metropolitan area, as well as for the 
associated host areas. 

The FY 1981 emphasis will build a foundation f.or 
future nationwide deployment of an enhanced pro
gram. Thus, the other U.S. risk areas--including 
our largest cities--will benefit in the future 
from the FY 1981 emphasis on initial deployments 
in counterforce areas. 

FY 1980 levels of activity will be maintained in 
noncounterforce areas and States in FY 1981, so 
they will not be penalized by reason of the con
centration of new initiatives in the counterforce 
areas and States. 
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As a hedge against the possibility of a serious deteriora-

tion in the international situation, fiscal 1981 would also 

see planning and limited preparations for a civil defense 

"~~~~~~""~'"~~~"'"~"~bU~:tldlI:£:r~~"':i]'i~~a"'pe~:t":ioa"~"crf"~a15o~u·E'~~a~~yea~~'o~f'""rnar~k"edly"'~Incr~eased'~,~""""~~"""""~",'~"~"""""~ 

tension. 11110 

We leave to the future a recounting and analysis of 

the acti va tion of FEMA and its new thrust. for civil defense 

for fiscal 1981--a thrust which FEJ·1A Director l1acy character-

ized aE "a rifle instead of a shotgun" approach to u.s. 

civil defense programs. 

110Macy, "A New ImpetuS--Emergency Management for Attack 
Preparedness," Apr. 1980. 

....l .... ) 
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

Thirty years have now elapsed since the establishment 

of a permanent civil defense program in the United States. 

Yet, a vast gap exists between the destructive potential of 

nuclear weapons and the Nation's readiness to absorb a full

scale attack. Unlike other countries--the Soviet Union, 

Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland--the U.S. has barely scratched 

the surface in institutin~ programs to minimize the destruc

tive effects of nuclear weapons upon its population and in

dustry. Despite the growing recognition of the extreme vul

nerability of large metropolitan areas, the concentration of 

this country's population, incustries and resources has con-

tinuec unabatec. Indeed, i~ is doubted that inducements to 

relocate industry and people to less vulnerable areas under 

conditions .of peace can proceed far enough to be of much 

help if war·were to corne in our time. 

The phenomenal growth in numbers and lethal power of 

nuclear weapons was not foreseen at the time of theenactrnent 

of the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 .. It was not until 

about the mid-fifties that we realized that we hada.major· 

civil defense problem. It took time to discard·outdated 

concepts and to keep pace with the threat pf increasingly 

devastating weapons and improved means for their deliv,ery. 

By the end of the fifties; !1owever, the essential 

ingredients of a s.trategy for survival had become apparent. 

501 
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Moving the populace out of the target areas--an approach 

strongly espoused in the early fifties--no longer seemed 

feasible with the emergence of new threats from radioactive 

reduced warning time to a matter of minutes. The only hope 

for survival then appeared to be in sheltering the population 

essentially in-place, at or near their homes, schools, and 

places of work. 

Such shelterinc could take two forms. One was by con-

structing blast shelters capable of resisting the direct 

blast and heat effects of a nuclear detonation. Provision 

of blast protection, however, has been deemed prohibitively 

expensive, although other countries have been building such 

shelters over a long period. The other form of protection 

was by a fallout shelter system which could be put in place 

at a comparatively modest cost. Such a program would not 

protect the people at or near the direct biast and heat 

effects of bomb hits over targets,but it could save many 

millions from the hazards of radioactive fallout that would 

blanket much of the country. Some 30 million people would 

be saved (over and above the 80 million who would survive 

even if there were no civil defense program) by use of ex

isting fallout shelters; and the figure could rise to 50 

million if the Federal Government were willing to subsidize 

construction of additional shelters to meet anticipated 

deficits. 

( 

I 

-.",) 
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In 1961, President Kennedy signaled a greatly accel.er-

ated fallout shelt.er program and placed on the S.ecretary 

of Defense the primary responsibility for its implementation. 

The incentive S2nstruction part of the program fell through 

for lack of clear Presidential support of Congressional 

initiatives in that direction. The initial survey, marking 

and stock ins part of b1e program went forward, but even that 

fell into aisarray in the face of dwindling budgets. The 

survi val potential 0::: -the shel ter program had dropped to 

little more than eigi1-c million. It would take about a year 

of intensive effort during a period of markedly increased 

international tension and an expenditure of between $1 

billion anc $2 billion to aet this in-place protection back 

up to the 30-million mark. 

Over the past several years, the civil defense authori-

ties have revived the evacuation concept, but in a changed 

context. The populace would be "evacuated from high-risk 

areas within a few days, a week at the most, during a period 

of intense crisis preceding a nuclear attack. Such a crisis, 

it is now assumed, is far more likely than a "bolt from the 

blue." Defense Secretaries and the National Security Council 

have recommended crisis relocation planning, and it received 

the endorsement of President Carter in a civil-defense policy 

pronouncement in September 1978. The U. S. counterfor·ce a.lreas 

have been earmarked for priority attention incris;i.s r,elbca-
•.....• :-

tion planning in fiscal 1981. 
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Crisis relocation has the advantage of being a de-

ferred-cost system; the planning costs relatively little, 

and large costs would be incurred only if the crisis de-

"" __ ~,~~"~_"_~"~~-,-.~_.Y~_l.QP_s. __ and.~_av:acua.tion.s ... a~~e·"·ear:ci-ed·~out~~--··jtlso·;-·~a"ss'(lrtf.tng~--·~-~-~~.~ .. ~ .. ".~-~~-~.~~. 

time and circumstances permit, crisis relocation could bring 

the saving of lives up to 100 million. Furthermore, the 

capability to evacuate the population is deemed important in 

deterring an attack as well as in reducing casualties if 

deterrence fails. The problem is, however, that one cannot 

be certain that the time needed for evacuaticn, together 

with all the supporting requirements, including fallout 

shelters, in host areas, would be available. Planning for 

in-place protection must continue in any case, both for the 

dispersed population onc for the population in the cities in 

the event relocation ~lans cannot be implemented. 

At the current level of funding, the u.s. can expect to 

have only "paper plans"--"initial" by 1983 and "fully 

detailed" by about 1987--for the crisis relocation of about 

7.5 million people in the counterforce areas. This repre-

sents only about five percent of a total of some 140 million 

people at risk. For this total risk population, these two 

levels of planni~g--"initial" and "fully detailed"--would 

not be attained until 1988 and 2003, respectively. Depen-

dence on blueprints and on surging in crisis hardly makes 

for a credible readiness posture. Our strategic striking 

power would be in sad shape without the capabil~ty in being 

~,\ 

I 

~) 
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and in readiness for implementation on a moment's notice. 

Civil defense has similar needs. 

Civil defense has quite properly been keyed to the 

_~ .. _~_~~ .... ~~._.~_ .. ~.~ .. ~~ .... l;i..nlc..9,ge_.Qf~E.edera1~.S.ta.te~a.fld····leea~~·eper-a~t·ion·s·~-····-The~·1·95-O··········~····~········ 

Act, unfortunately, placed the primary responsibility on 

() 

the States and localities. This was changed in 1958 to 

provide for joint responsibility of Federal and State and 

local governments. The States and localities, however, have 

also had their buo?etary constraints. Quite naturally, the 

primary interest of these jurisdictions lies in the more 

immediate threats of natural disasters. Their cooperation 

in civil defense has a direct relationship to the amount of 

funding provided by the Federal Government and to particular 

peacetime disaster concerns. Federal matching funds have 

often not beer. e~ouc~ to elicit from the States and locali

ties the fulfillment of nuclear readiness requirements. 

Significantly higher levels of Federal funding for civil 

defense are needed, and the Federal inputs may have to ex

ceed the 50-50 matching arrangement for various programs, to 

provide' the impetus for necessary participation at the State 

and local levels. 

The record over the thirty years attests to hard work 

and significant accomplishments by civil defense workers at 

all levels throughout the country in the face of low budgets 

and ap.athy in high places. Impressiv,e statistics abound on 

the establishment of warning and communications systems, 

radiologi.cal def.·ense monitoring stations, and emer'geney 
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operating centers; on the development of a damage assessment 

capability; on the purchase and stocking of radiological 

instruments and other survival supplies and equipment; on 

~~~---"~"~"~~~~~~~~the~survey-~aesYgfi~;~~ana~protot:ip~e~cons~tru'ctIo~n~"~of~"she~i.te~;~;-~~~""~~--~~-~---~~~-~ 

on the testing of evacuation of high-risk areas in a period 

of intense crisis; on the sponsorship of extensive educa-

tional programs; on the conduct of exercises; and on the 

employment of a variety of public information media to in-

form the people of essential survival measures. All this 

and more had been accomplished with Federal expenditures of 

only about $2.5 billion over the entire 30-year period--an 

outlay representing scarcely one-tenth of one percent of 

the total military budset. 

Yet, the accomplishments in civil defense through 1980 

afford scant protection of thE population, industry and the 

economy against the dangers of nuclear warfare. A surprise, 

grand-slam blow with thermonuclear weapons would bring 

appalling destruction and chaos in a large part of our Na

tion. Estimates in the late seventies indicated that in 

such an attack, between 125 million and 140 million Ameri-

cans would be killed. Practically no capability exists to 

protect Americans from the blast, heat and fire effects of 

direct hits by nuclear weapons. The nationwide fallout 

shelter program has been allowed to run down, and relocation 

planning, . with its "iffy" assumptions and overwhelming 

L) 
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challenges, seems destined to remain long in the pilot or 

demonstration stages. Thus far, virtually all the emphasis 

has been on population survival; very little attention has 

been qi ven to thep£§"~~;:YEti,gR~~Q~:L~Lt_al~_cindus.:tries.,~-.equi.p""-~~.~ ... 
~~~,.,_","_,_w.",.~_~~~_~"_'""""'~~_~~"'~"'~~~'~~"-~~"~"~~...c~~~ •• ~_~~~"~'~~_~'~'~_'U.~~~'C~~""~~'~_~~_~·~· .• 

ment, and services, and to the restoration of a severely 

damaged economy within a reasonable time. 

Unlike military readiness, civil defense has been a 

difficult program to maintain solely on the basis of the 

threat of nuclear attack that hopefully would not occur. 

Much effort has been put into informing and educating the 

public about the nuclear threat and what civil defense can 

do about it. Still, except in moments of crisis, there 

appears to be little public concern about the danger; or, 

at least, the public seems to think that the Chief Executive 

an~ the Conaress can be counte~ upon to take the appropriate 

preparedness actions. Yet, over virtually the entire life 

of the civil defense program, there has been little evidence 

of readiness by u.s. Presidents or the Congress to espouse 

any kind of major steps to protect our population an¢ipro-

ductive capacity from the enormously increased destructive-

ness of nuclear weapons. 

The public takes comfort in the knowledge that over the 

past 30 years, the u.s. has been singularly successful in 

preventing nuc1.ear war. This Nation will strive to ensure 

its continued success in the decade ahead. But, as Profes

sor Samuel P. Huntington, consultant to the National Security 
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Council, recently observed, that success cannot be guaran-

teed. In testimony before the Senate Committee on Banking, 

Housing, and Urban Affairs, January 8, 1979, Huntington 

. as Soviet military power has grown relative to 
our own, our abilities to de.ter war, to influence 
the probability of nuclear war, and to limit the 
destructiveness of nuclear war to American society 
have all declined. While people may differ as to the 
probabilitieE of their occurring, no one can guar
antee that the United States and the Soviet union 
will not be involved in a nuclear crisis, a limited 
nuclear exchan?e, or even an all-out nuclear war 
sometime betwee~ now and the end of this century. 
The possibilltles of these events happening are all 
too real. 

These real possibilities do not, moreover, neces
sarily rest on the assumptions of evil, reckless, 
or aggressive leadership in the Kremlin--or in the 
White House. Some combination of miscalcula-
tion, communications failure, inability to understand 
the other sioe'E motives, a little political short
sightedness, and some bad luck can all too easily pro
duce a patter~ of action and reaction from which neither 
side can escape and which leads to disastrous conse
guences neither side wants. 

The chances of nuclear catastrophe are low, but 
they are far higher than the chances that anyone of 
us will be in an airplane accident, aboard a ship that 
founders, or in a schooL factory, or office that is 
destroyed by fire. Yet we insist on emergency exits 
on our planes, lifeboats on our ships, and firestairs 
in our buildings. All these are simply designed to 
increase survivability in the event of disaster. So, 
too, is civil defense. 

The danger of nuclear war, whatever the cause, has 

prompted other nations to make significant investments in 

civil defense. Thus, Switzerland, Norway, and Israel all 

spend more than $10.00 per capita per year; Sweden spends 
I 

about $8.80; the Soviet Union, $7.72; Finland.and Denmark 

f\) 
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each about $4.30i West Germany, about $3.45; and the Nether-

lands, about $2.50. In contrast, U.S. annual spending for 

civil defense amounts to about 42 cents per capita; and if 

the cost would be only about $1.04. "Given the uncertain-

ties and conflicts which are likely to exist in the 1980's," 

Huntington asks, "who can argue that these expenditures 

[by the other countries] do not represent a prudent course 

of action? Is it wise for us to assume that we have some 

special imrrmnity not vouchsafed to other nations?" 

As we enter the 1980s, the U.S. is in the position of 

having to catch up. The best that can be said of its civil 

preparedness is that it is at a relatively low level. This 

state, as we have tried to bring out, results from many 

factors. Of these, the most important has been the failure 

of Presidents, Democratic and Republican alike, to provide 

the necessary leadership, and of Congress to supply the 

funds, to ensure the proper place for civil def·ense in the 

national security structure. Even today, when civil defense 

has been recognized in a Presidential policy pronouncement. 

as a link in defense stra·tegy, a comprehensive, long-term 

program for an enhanced civil defense, with sufficient fund-

ing to implement it, has yet to be presented. As Dr. Leon 

Gour;;, eminent authority on Soviet civil defense, observed 

at the same hearing before the Senate Banking, Housing, and 

Urban Affairs Committee, 
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Civil defense is not a gimmick and will not 
achieve its purpose either of strengthening deterrence 
or as insurance in the event deterrence fails if it is 
treated as such. . . . 

(\ 
! 

A meaningful U. S . civil defense progr,~J:n~~§g'lli.t"ELs_~"_~~"~ ____ ~ ~ ~""~-
~--~~~~~~~--~"----~"~""--~-~-~-a~long-term"-cmnnrr'Emen1:"~--6~f~"-efforts~a:n(r . funds • I twill 

not achieve its purpose if it becomes an annual . 
budgetary football. 

~vhat is urgently needed is a national commitment to a mean-

ingful civil defense program, wi th st.rong 1 eadership from 

the President to bring forth vigorous support from the 

Congress, State legislatures anc city councils, and from 

the public at large. 

I 
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APPENDIXES 

A. Principal Federal Officials Responsible 
for Civil Defense Activities, 1941-1980 

B. Chronology 
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Appendix A r\ 
PRINCIPAL FEDERAL OFFIClALS RESPONSIBLE FOR CIVIL DEFENSE ACTIVITIES 

1941 - 1980* 

Administration Name Tenure Position 

Roosevelt Fiorello LaGuardia May 4l-Feb. 42 OCD Director 
James M. Landis Feb. 42-Sept. 43 OCD Director 
Jolm B. Martin Sept. 43-Feb. 44. .OCD Director~~M~'~_~'~"~~~~~ ... ~ .. "~'" 

... ~ .... -... ~ .. , .. ~,",~,'.".,., ... "~.-,' .. ~'.~~'~ .. ··~~~·-·-~~~···Wd·ham·H;··Ha'SkeTr~·~'~·'-Fe5:-44::-June·45~'~~"OCD'DrrectOr"'~ . 

Tnman Harold R. Bull 

Russell J. Hopley 
William.A. Gill 
Paul J. Larsen 
James J. Wads,,'onh 
Mi l1ard Cald,,'el j 

Nov. 46-Feb. 47 

Mar. 48-Oct. 48 
/<13r. 49-Mar. SO 
Mar, SO-Sept. SO 
Sept. SO-Dec. SO 
Jan. 51-Nov. 52 

War Department 
Board (ad hoc) 
President 
DOD/OCD Director 
NSRB CD Co-ordinator 
NSRB CDO Director 
NSRB CDO Director 
FCDA Administrator 

-----_._---_._-------
Eisenhol-.'er Jame~ J. Wao.5worth Nov. 52 -Mar. 53 

Frederick (Val) Peterson Mar. 53-July 57 
Leo A. Hoegh July 57-July 58 
Leo A. Hoegh July 58-Jan. 61 

FCDP, Adnd.rdstrator 
(Acting) 
FCDA Administrator 
FCDA Ariministrator 
OCl1vJ Di rector 

Kennedy-Johnson John J. Patterson 
Lel-.'is E. Berry 
Frank B. Ellis 
Steuart L. Pittman 

Jan. 21-28, 61 
Jan 29-~~r. 8, 61 
~1ar. 61-Sept. 61 
Sept. 61-~lar. 64 

OCD~ Acting Director 
OCDM Acting Director 
OCIi-1 Di rector 

Nixon-Ford 

Carter 

*Source: 

Wj,lliam P. Durkee 
Joseph ROITIT; 

Joseph ROJID1l 

Jolm E. Davis 
Jolm E. Davis 

Rerdy1 R. Tirana 
John W. Macy, Jr. 

Apr. 64 -Dec. 66 
Jan. 67 -May 68 

May 68-1vlay 69 

May 69-May 7Z 
May 72-Feb. 77 

Apr. 77-Nov. 79 
Aug. 79-Jan. 81 

Neal Fi tzSimons, ''Brief History of American 
gpeags for Civil Defense? Eugene P. Wigner, 
en ner's' SOiiS7' 1968). Information for the 

by FH>lA. 
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ASD ( CD) DOD 

DMOCD Di rect.or 
DMoeD Director 
(Acting) 
DAlOCD Director 

DA/ OCD Director 
DOD/DCPA Director 

DOD/DCPA Director 
FEMA Director 

Ci vil Defense," in Who 
ed. (New York: Charles 
years 1968 -80 furnished 
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APPENDIX B 

CHRONOLOGY 

This chronology is designed to highlight, for quick reference, signifi
cant events in the history of American civil defense. -~t draws, for the 
most part, on a compilation, Significant Events in united States civil 
Defense History, in February 1975, by Mary U. Harris, Information Servi·ces, 
DCPA, with the help of Carol Wanner, White House Office Library. A number 
of key developments have been added for the period covered in the Harris 
compilation, as well as for the ensuing years (1975-80). 

August 29 

October 11 

April 6 

April 9 

April 29 

October 1 

1916 

Council of National Defense created by act. of Congress (39 
Stat. 649). Composed of the Secretaries of War, Navy, 
Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor, Council was 
charged with coordination of industries and resources for 
the national security and welfare, and with creation of 
relations rendering possible in time of need immediate con
centration and utilization of resources of the Nation. 

Advisory Commission to the Council of National Defense ap
pointee by the President; composed of seven members, each 
chosen for special knowledge in one of the following fields: 
transportation and communications, manufacturing and in
dustrial relations, supplies, raw mat~rials, minerals and 
metals, engineering and education, labor, medicine and sani
tation. 

1917 

Congress declared war. Council of National Defense estab
lished State Council Section to guide growth arid work of 
State defense councils. 

Council Chairman requests all State Governors to establish 
councils o~ defense. Such councils organized in every 
State; by November 11,1918, local units numbered 182,000. 

Council appoints a Woman's committee to coordinate and stimu~ 
late war activities of Nation's women. 

Council establishes a Field Division to coordinate the ac
tivities of State, local and community "local def.ense" units 
which had sprung up during the war. 
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1918 

Armistice signed. Resulted in rapid dissolution of State 
and local defense councils. 

December 2 In response to the United States Employment Service, Council 
Q£~ational~cDefen.sec~adepts~-resoi~t±on~ca:ski"il(rSfirfe ~ana~~~c~-~~~~~~-~--~c~~-~~.~. -

~~-.c~--.~~~~~~~c.~-~~c~c.c~~~c_~~-~-~local defense councils to keep organizations intact to 

May 25 

May 2~ 

July 

AUgust 2 

November 1 

December 

February 24 

assist Federal agencies in meeting postwar adjustments. 

1940 

Office for Emergency Management established within the 
Executi ve Office of the President. OEM was primarily a 
framework within which various civilian war agencies were 
established. 

President approves regulation of Council of National Defense 
establishing Advisory COITillQssion provided for in sec. 2 of 
act of Aug. 29, 1916 (39 Stat. 469). Government's defense 
actions in 1940 limited to the establishment of partial ad
ministrative machinery for partial industrial mobilization. 
Nevertlleless, the Defense Advisory Commission and its sub
sidiary organizations containec a nucleus for many of the 
beginnings of the agencies which were more fully developed 
later. Amons these organizations was the Commission's 
Division of State and ·Loca] cooperation, which became the 
basis for the Office of Civillan Defense. 

Division of State and Local Cooperation established. 

President appoints Advisory commi.ssion to the Council of 
National Defense. State Governors advised to reestablish 
defense councils. 

First regional conference on civil defense held in New York 
City; followed by conferences in New Orleans, Salt Lake City, 
Chicago, and Memphis. 

Drafts of model law sent to States for consideration of legis
lation with a view to securing uniformity of civil defense 
organization on the State level. 

1941 

i President asks Congress to appropriate $150,000,000 "for the 
purpose of providing community facilities made necessary by 
defense activities." Division of State and Local Coopera
tion helped to sponsor the community facilities bill, which 
became known as the Lanham Act. 

~) 
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Office of Civilian Defense established within Office for 
Emergency Management by EO 8757, to assure effective co
ordination of Federal relations with state and local 
governments engaged in furtherance of war programs, provide 
for necessary cooperation with State and local governments 
with respect to measures for adequate protection of civilian 

~_~.£C:>J2}l~~~i:,,i~!L,i~~~¥ emg~g~ILc;Le~i"~~and~_:to_~facilitate"._cpa.rticipa'·'L~~~----
~ .. ~.~~-.~-" .. -.~.-"---"~""" .. --~.-~-.~.-~~."~~"-"---" 'tion by all persons in war pro grams .. .. .. .. Mayor Fiorello 

June 20 

June 30 

July J: 

July 10 

July lE 

July 24 

August 

La Guardia of New York City named as Director, serving on 
volunteer basis without compensation. 

Executive Order 8799 amended EO 8757 to provide for a wider 
and more effective functioning of tbe Volunteer Participation 
Committee by increasing its membership from 20 to 45. 

First training course given at Edgewood Arsenal, Md. 
courses continued weekly tbereafter.) 

(These 

Emersency Medical Services established with representative 
of U.S. Public Healtb Service as Chief Medical Officer. EMS 
was responsible for establishment of necessary emergency 
medical facilities in communities throughout the country, 
includi.ng organization of emergency field units and casualty 
stations. 

OCD established nine resional offices: Boston, New York City, 
Baltimore, Atlanta, Cleveland, Chicago, Omaha, San Antonio 
(later Dallas), and San Francisco. 

Executive Order 8822 amended EO 8757 to include American Red 
Cross among organizations invited to designate representa
tives to serve as members of the Board for Civilian Protection 
in OCD. 

Official CD insignia adopted by OCD; included the basic CD 
insigne and 15 distinctive identification symbols for volun
teer workers: Air Raid Warden, Auxiliary Police, Bomb Squad, 
Auxiliary Firemen, Fire Watcher, Road Repair Crew, Decon
tamination Corps, Staff Corps, Rescue Party, Medical Corps, 
Nurses Aides Corps, Messenger, Drivers Corps, Emergency Food 
and Housing, Demoli tion and Clearance crew. The insignia were 
developed by Charles T. Coiner, consultant on design ,to Division 
of Information, Office for Emergency Management,in ,collabora
tion with Col. Walter B. Burn, an OCD staff· member~ 

Publication of "The United States Citizens Def.ensa Corps." 
Gave the first complete and coordinated plan for local or
ganization of civilian defense, and was ~e prototype of all 
following CD organizations ... 
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Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt appointed Assistant Director, OCD, 
heading Volunteer Participation activities, to administer 
the nonprotective aspects of civilian defense. She reported 
November 1, 1941, and resigned February 20, 1942. 

october 7 Official CD insigne patented (U.S. Letters Patent No. 0-129, 

( 

"', ,~,~~~~' '~' ~_,~",~",,~,~~,_,,~,_~,~,,~,292Lhy_,~CoL,~Walter,P,.",Burn",-who~ass.igned~l7'ights",te"Govel:n -"~~"'~~'~'~'~~' 
mente (CD insigne continued by Federal Civil Defense Ad-

october 15 

November 

December 7 

December 2 

January 3 

January 6 

January 12 

January 27 

ministration under Public Law 920, the Federal Civil Defense 
Act of 1950.) 

Physical Fitness Division established under direction of 
~Tohn B. Ke11y, wi th headquarters in Phil adelphia. Al so 
during October 1 OCD ini tiated active program of t,raining 
Ci t,iz,ens Defense Corps personnel in every State and c.i ty. 

First conso},idctec reports from States showed over one 
m.illioJJ Vol unt,eer!O trained, or in training; first regionwide 
test, blackout was he:td in OCD Region 1 (New England); final 
defini ti ve test of warrJing devices was held at Aberdeen 
Proving Ground 1 110., and selection of approved type was made. 

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Director La Guarcia announced establishment of Civil Air 
Patrol (CAP) under OCD. (In April 194~, CF~ was transferrea 
from OCD te War Department and operatea as an auxiliary of 
the Anny Air Force.) 

1942 

Boy Scouts of America accepted assignment of messenger train
ing; over one million messengers were trained for CD. Ameri
can Water Works, American Hotel, and National Retail Dry 
Goods Association accepted assignments from oeD to recommend 
protection programs for their member institutions. 

Special lO-day course for 150 Reserve and National Guard 
officers, assigned to regional and State offices, began at 
Edgewood Arsenal, Md.; conducted by Chemical Warfare and 
OeD officers. 

James M. Landis, Dean of Harvard Law School, appointed 
Special Assistant to the President to devote full time to 
executive work of OCD. 

Congress approved act to "provide protection of persQns and 
property from bombing attacks in the united States." The Act 
authorized an appropriation not to exceed $100,000,000 to 
enable the Director of oeo to provide such protection. 

I -..,) 
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First schools in emergency CD duties of regular police 
and duties of auxiliary police opened in 46 cities by FBI 
in cooperation with OCD. 

January 31 Melvyn Douglas (Hesselberg), actor, named Director of OCD 
Art Council, to mobilize volunteer activities of Nation's 
~iters, artists, musicians, and actors for Division of 

,~""~~~~,~~'"~~"-"~"~'~~C~C"~"~"'~~"-~"-~-"~~~""~~~CiviTiaii~-partIc:rpat3.on-"program;'~served~without"'compensa~-~~--~--~-~ 

February 4 

February 10 

February 12 

February 2J 

~) 
April 15 

May 19 

May 28 

tion; resigned December 5, 1942, to enter Army. 

Joint Committee on Evacuation (interdepartmental) created. 
(Apparently abolished prior to July 1, 1944.) 

La Guardia resigned as Director of OCD. 

James M. Landis took over as Director of OCD. 

Congress approved act appropriating S100,000,000 to OCD, 
specifyinc; that no part of the money be used for "the 
employment of persons, the rent of facilities or the pur
chase of equipment and supplies to promote, produce or 
carry on instruction or direct instruction in physical fit
ness by dancers, fan dancing, street shows, theatrical per
formances or other public entertainment." 

Executive Order 9134 expanded functions of OCD Director by 
authorizinc; him to maintain a clearinghouse of information 
on State ane local defense activities in cooperation with 
appropriate Federal departments ane agenciesi and replaced 
both the Boare of Civilian Protecticn and the Volunteer 
Participation Ccmmittee by a single Civilian Defense Board 
to advise and assist the Director . . .'. James M. Landis 
received official appointment as Director of OCD at a salary 
of $10,000 a year. 

Executive Order 9165 established Facility Security Division 
for protection of essential facilities from sabotage and 
other destructive acts, and placed responsibility for fa
cility security program up.0n OCD. 

War Emergency Radio Service (WERS) authorized by Defense 
Communications Board (name changed to Board of War ConmtUlli
cations by EO 9183, June 15, 1942) for civilian defense, 
Civil Air Patrol, and State guard systems, to permit licensing 
for defense purposes limited number of amateur shortwave sta
tions, all of which had been closed the first of the year 
for security reasons. By the end of 1944, 250 licenses 
(covering 5,213 radio transmitters) were issued to civilian 
defense stations. 



June 17 

AUgust 25 
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Conference on emergency CD Driver Training at Yale Uni
versity launched program in which American Automobile 
Association trained 800,000 drivers for CD. 

( 
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Landis named Liaison Officer to Civil Defense of Canada for 
coordination of policies, air raid signalsL~ggl,lj,EID§ll:t-,~ __ ej:c_.~ __ "."~.~~~~. 
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September 8 

October 4 

October 18 

December 30 

February 

April 

April 18 

July 1 

November 3 

1943 

Director Landis resigned and recormnended abolition of OCD. 
John B. Martin, deputy, became Acting Director. 

War Department announcec that. Aircraft Warning service would 
be placed on standby basis. 

EXeC'lltivE: Or.der 9389 expandec authority of OCD Director to 
pE:rmit hlm to provide for the internal organization and 
management of OCD, and to aelegate authority to carry out his 
powers and duties to such agencies and officials as he might 
designate. 

Six Army officers who had been section or unit chiefs in 
Protection Branch relieved to go overseas to organize 
Passive Air Defense for the invasion of Normandy, under SHAEF. 
Left in February 1944. 

1944 

l,t. Gen. William N. HaskeLl (Retired) assumed duties as 
Director of OCD. 

Gradual liquidation of OCD began. 

Executive Order 9437 abolished Facility Security Program 
assigned to OCD by EO 9165. 

OCD regional offices abolished. 

u.S. Strategic Bombing Survey established, pursuant to 
Presidential directive, to study effects of air war over 
Germany with two obj ecti ves : help plan impending expansion 
of air war against Japan, and help assess and evaluate air 
power as a military instrument in the interest of future 
planning for national defense. 

i 

~) 
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May 4 

May 8 
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President Truman signed Executive Order 9562 calling for 
termination of OCD on June 3D, 1945. 

Victory in Europe (V-E Day). 

June 30 OCD abolished under the terms of Executive Order 9562. This 
~~"'~,'~,~~",",~"~"",~~,~~~~"',',"~""~. ~ .. ",_"~~~,,~,~,_ac,tion,~w,as,,followed~,by~'the~di,sband4ng'~o~'mos~~State"and"~'~"~~~"'~~'~'~'" 

local civil defense organizations. 

July 16 

August 6 

August 9 

August E 

April 30 

June 

U.S. tests the world's first atomic bomb at Alamagordo, 
New Mex,ico. 

Atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. 

Atomic bomb dropped on Nagasaki. 

Victory in Japan (V-J Day). . . . President Truman requested 
U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey to study effects of air war 
on Japan, particularly the effects of bombing of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. 

1946 

Provost Marshal General Study 3E-l, "Defense Against Enemy 
p.ction Directed at Civilians," concluded that atomic warfare 
did not eliminate the possibility of effective civil defense 
but, rather, increasec its importance; that civil defense be 
considered, an integra'::" anc essential part of national defense; 
that a national shelter program and other passive defense 
policies must be planned at once and continuously studied and 
updated; and that advance planning include: updated inven
tories of essential materials and facilities available, main
tenance of reserve stockpiles of critical materials, studies 
of dispersal of facilities as well as emergency evacuation of 
civilians, and development of intelligence detection systems 
as well as warning systems. 

U. S. Strategic Bombing Survey issued special report: "The 
Effects of Atomic Bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki." Report 
is one of the earliest descriptions of the atomic bomb--how 
it works, its main effects (heat, radiation, blast), and how 
it compares with conventional weapons; suggested immediate 
planning for action in four areas: (1) shelters and -construc
tion, (2) decentralization, (3) civilian defense, and (4) ac
tive defense. "Shelters and construction" envisaged not only 
a national shelter program, but also modification of new 
construction to make buildings more blast- and fire-resistant. 



November 25 

February 28 

July 26 

August 29 

February 13 

February 22 

March 27 

December 

March 3 

March 29 
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War Department Memorandum 400-5-5 established WD Civil 
Defense Board (Bull Board, headed by Maj. Gen. Harold R. 
Bull) to study problem of civil defense. 

Bull Board submitted report, "A Study of Civil Defense," 
classified "Confidential." Board adjourned; report rele.ased 
in February 1948. 

National Security Act of 1947 (Unification Act) signed 
(Public Law 80-253). The law established the National 
Secur i ty Resources Board (NSRB). 

National Convention of American Legion at New York City 
adopted report of Legion I s Civil Defense Commission, urging 
tiJe PresioerJt to establish a civil defense plarming agency 
under directlon of a civillan, and outlining minimum re
quirem~~ts for civil defense. This report, when presented 
to the President, became the basis for establis~ent of the 
Office of Civil Defense Planning. 

1948 

Bull Board report released to the public. 

Defense Secretary James Forrestal asked Russel J. Hopley, 
President, Northwestern Bell Telephone Company, to organize 
and direct committee to plan for establishing civil defense 
organization for the Nation. 

Mr. Forrestal created Office of Civil Defense Planning, with 
Mr. Hopley as director, within National Military Establish
ment (predecessor to the Department of Defense) • 

Arthur M. Hill resigns as chairman of NSRB~ Dr. John R. Steel
man, The Assistant to the President, serves as Acting Chair
man until April 1950. 

1949 

In memorandum to Acting Chairman John R. Steelman, the 
President assigned to National Security Reso~~B6ard ~rimary 
responsibility for civil defense planning. 

Acting Chairman of NSRB requested Director, Office of 
Mobilization Procedures and Organization, NSRB, to initi
ate a study of problems and submit a report. 

I -....) 
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May 1 NSRB staff pr,epared "A Report on Civil Def,ense Planning." 

June 3 Acting Chairman, NSRB, requested: (a) Administrator, 
Federal Works Agency (which became General Services Ad
ministration, July 1, 1949), to assume responsibility for 
"wartime civil disaster relief planning," including activi-
ties and supplies,' re scue , evacuation, dem~!~:t::i~!!.L~,~E:,g:9lg~_~,~_",_,.,_·,· 

~'-"-'~'~"""--~' "-'~~~' '~~~'·~"~"'~"~"'·'-~'~-"tion'crrtr'anspor-tat.roil:~commUnic-ations~'-".ind restoration of 
order; (b) Secretary of National Defense to assume responsi
bility for planning civilian participation in active defense, 
including detection, observation, and identification of air
craft, air-raid-warning systems, border patrol, anti-aircraft 
defe~nse, civil air patrol, camouflage, and protective con
struction. 

June 6 

August 1 

August 10 

August 23 

September 

September 23 

October 5 

October 10 

Acting Chairman, NSRB, submits "A Report on Civil Defense 
P1anninc:;" (NSRE Document 112) to Federal departments and 
agenc~e.s fOT comment. 

secretary Forresta1 abolished Office of Civil Defense Planning 
and established Civil Defense Liaison Office. Lt. Col. 
(later Col.) Barnet W. Beers named as Assistant for Civil 
Defense Liaison. 

Presioent Truman signed the National Security Act Amendments 
of 194~ (PL 81-216), amending the National Security Act of 
1947 anc reorganizing the National Military Establishment into 
the Department of Defense. 

General Services Administration submitted planning prospectus 
to Acting Chairman, NSRB. 

Department of Defense held "Operation Lookout" in 10 north
eastern States to test air-defense plans. Exercise was 
sponsored jointly by Air Defense Command and Civil Defense 
Liaison Office (formerly Office of Civil Defense Planning). 

President Truman announced that Russians had exploded their 
own atomic bomb in the Soviet union. 

Acting Chairman of NSRB transmitted to State Governors a 
statement of policy for relations with State and local 
governments (Doc~ 121). 

Senator Brian McMahon, Chairman, Joint Committee on Atomic 
Energy, announced that public hearings on problem of civil 
defense would be held early during next session of Congress. 



December 1 

January 

January 13 

clanuary 31 

February < 

~$rch 1 

March ::: 

Mard) 27 

April 10 

April 15 

May 1 

May 18 
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NSRB Civil Defense Bulletin (Doc. l~l/l) sent to all State 
Governors. Bulletin outlined Federal Government's objec
tives in planning, set forth information on planning ac
tivities in progress, made recommendations for state and 
local action, and requested information on specific ques
tions relating to State civil defense programs. 

1950 

Dr. Steelman announces appointment of Paul J. Larsen as 
director of Civilian Mobilization Office in NSRB1 reported 
for duty on March 1. 

NSRB Doc. 121/1, "Medical Aspects of Atomic Weapons," sent 
to all State Governmors. 

President directed At.omie Enen.:!y Commission to study pos
sibilities of building thermonuclear (hydrogen) bombs. 

NSRB Doc. 121/3, announcing training courses in radiological 
monitoring and medical aspects of civil defense against atomic 
attack, sent to all State Governors. 

Paul J. Larsen appointed Director, Civilian Mobilization 
Office, NSRB. 

Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy and Senate 
Armed Services Committee began hearings on civil defense. 

Courses on radiological monitoring and on the medical aspects 
of atomic weapons, under NSRB sponsorship, were begun 1 con
tinued through July 1950. 

Nomination of W. Stuart Symington as Chairman of NSRB con
firmed by the Senate. (Took oath of office April 26.) 

Report by Senate-Defense study team on u.S. objectives and 
programs for national security (NSC-68) triggers . 
decision on defense build-up 1 accelerated by Korean War. 

NSRB Doc. 121/4, transmitted to State Governors, suggested 
course of action for States, described radiological and . 
medical training activities, suggested approach to civil 
defense, and defined responsibility for civil defense 
planning. 

NSRB Doc. 121/5, defining role of American Red Cross in civil 
defense, transmitted to all State Governors. 
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June 29 
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President Truman announced invasion of South Korea by 
North Korea. 

Atomic Energy Commission disclosed that "great steps" had 
been achieved in developing the hydrogen bomb. 
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August 8 

September c 

September IE 

September 19 

September 30 

October 18 

~ .. - '. 
October 29 

Office; considered the nucleus of FCDA. 

AEC issued "The Effects of Atomic Weapons," predecessor to 
"The Effects of Nuclear Weapons," which was issued in 1957 
and revised in April 1962. (Book was prepared by Defense 
Atomic Support Agency of the Department of Defense in co
ordination with other cognizant governmental agencies.) An 
authoritative compendium of information on effects of atomic 
weapons. 

NSRE Doc. 128, "Unitec States Civil Defense" (Symington 
Report), proposing a national civil defense plan (then 
referred to as the "National Plan" or "The Blue Book") , 
transmitted to the President. (Exhibit C of Doc. 128 is 
proposed bill "To authorize a Federal Civil Defense Program 
and for other purposes.") Paul J. Larsen resigned as D~rector 
of NSRB's Office of Civil Defense (formerly Office of Civilian 
Mobilization); succeeded by James J. Wadsworth. 

President Truman sent Symington Report to Congress for con
sideration. H.R. 9689, "To Authorize a Federal Civil Defense 
Program," introducec in House of Representatives. 

5.4162, "To Authorize a Federal Civil Defense program," intro
duced in the Senate. 

Federal Disaster Act of 1950 (Public Law 875, 81stCongress) 
authorized Federal assistance to States and local govern
ments in major disasters; vested in President authority to 
coordinate activities of Federal agencies in providing dis
aster assistance. NSRB Document 128/1 outlined the civil 
defense concept of critical target areas. State maps de
tailed critical target areas and suggested, on a circular 
pattern, mutual aid and mobile support systems around each of 
the critical target areas. . 

NSRE Doc. 121/6 announced training courses for professional 
nurses. 

NSRB Doc. 130, "Survival Under Atomic Attack," published; 
first of a series designed to instruct the public in iiidi
vidual protection against special weapons. 
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Revised bill (H.R. 9798, "To Authorize a Federal Civil De
fense Program") introduced in House of Representatives; 
revised civil defense bill (S. 4219) introduced in Senate 
the next day. 

Dec ember ~ J:L§B!LststJJngt_e.s"_~to±al.~4:o st~o.;f~c-i-~i.J:~~de.fense-~program~over~·----~··-~~~~~··'.-,.,-.~ 
~.-.-.~.~.~ --.~~- .. ,~~-'~~- three years to be $3.1 billion, with the Federal Government 

December 1 

December 4 

December 12 

December 13 

December 15 

December 16 

bearing 54 percent of the cost. 

Executive Order 10186 created Federal Civil Defense Adminis
tration (FCBA) within Office for Emergency Management, Execu
tive Office of the President. On same day President Truman 
appointed Millard F. Caldwell, Jr., former Governor of 
Florida, aE Administrator, succeeding James J. Wadsworth, 
Acting Direct,or, Civil Defense Office, NSRB. (Mr. Wadsworth 
was named Deputy Administrator.) 

Hearlngs or. proposed civil defense legislation were begun by 
the JOlnt Congressional Committee on Atorr~c Energy, the 
Senate Armed Services Committee, and the House Armed Services 
Committee. 

FCDA announced that model interstate civil defense and dis
aster compact had been submitted to all State Governors and 
civil aefense directors as a legal basis for mutual aid and 
mobile support among the States in the event of enemy at
tack. It ~pplied particularly to use of fire, police, medi-

,cal, and rescue personnel and equipment. 

NSRE Doc. 13:, "Fire Effects of Bombing Att.acks," released. 
Prepared for NSRB by Ule Civil Defense Liaison Office and 
Office of the Secretary of Defense, booklet sent to all 
Stat~ Governors as background information on fire problem. 

A basic code of public air raid warning signals, to be used 
by all States and cities in event of attack, announced by 
FCDA. The two-stage warning code--"Red Alert" and "All 
Clear"--was developed by a panel consisting of representa
tives of FCDA, the Department of Defense, State and city 
civil defense authorities, and sound engineers. 

Executive Order 10193 established Office of Defense Mobiliza
tion within Executive Office of the President to direct, con
trol, and coordinate all mobilization activities of the Govern
ment, including production, procurement, manpower, stabiliza
tion, and transport activities. President Truman proclaimed 
the existence of a national emergency (Proclamation 2914); 
cited the need for strengthening civilian defenses and for 
greater coordination with State and local governments on 
civil defense matters. 
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FCDA released a 248-page volume on "Civil Defense Health 
Services and Special Weapons Def·ense." Prepared for FCDA 
by Health Resources Office of NSRB with assistance and 
technical advice of number of Federal and private agencies, 
booklet gave detailed info~tion required by State and 
local planners for civil defense health services against 
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January 12 

January 17 

February 12 

February 21 

March 1 

March 2 

March 27 

1951 

President Truman signed the Federal Civil Defense Act of 
1950 (Public Law 920, 8lst Congress), establishing FCDA as 
an independent agency in the executive branch of the Govern
ment. 

Designation of certain amateur frequencies for civil defense 
use by licensed amateur radio operators, after any suspen
sion of normal amateur activity, announced jointly by FCDA 
ana Federal Communications Commission; made possible for 
State and local civil defense authorities to plan for 
utilization of Nation's amateur operators for civil defense 
purposes. 

FCDA arillounced at a national meeting of State civil defense 
directors that matching Federal funds would be made avail
able for construction of individual or family-type shelters, 
but that nc contributions would be made for shelters outside 
critica} target areas. 

Meeting of United States and Canadian civil defense officials 
in Ottawa for further informal exploration of possible 
agreements on mutual civil defense problems. Discussions 
covered interstate-provincial and international mutual aid 
agreements, exchange of medical services, and standardiza
tion of civil defense supplies and equipment~ also possible 
exchange of civil defense personnel between united states 
and Canada. 

President Truman asked for $403 million for FCDA ($250 million 
of this sum intended for shelters)~ Congress, on June 2, 
voted only $32 million. 

Executive Order 10221 authorized Housing and· Home Finance Ad
ministrator to act for President in carrying out provisions 
of P.L. 875, to assist States and local governments in major 
disasters. 

canada and United States effected a civil defense mutual aid 
agreement. 
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April 5 First issue of THE CIVIL DEFENSE ALERT, official monthly 
publication of FCDA, distributed to all FCDA personnel. and 
all CD staff members in States, cities, and territories to 
keep them currently and uniformly informed on civil defense 
activities, plans, and programs; and to help maintain the 

( 
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April 15 

April 28 

April 3C 

May 5 

May 7-E 

May 12 

May 25 

May 24-25 

First FCDA motion picture, "Survival Under Atomic Attack," 
released: 16 mm, one-reel, sound, black and white; produced 
by United World Films, Inc., and distributed by Castle Films. 

First meeting of Joint United States-Canadian Civil Defense 
Committee held in Washington, D.C. Eight Canadian repre
sentatives, headed by Paul Martin, Minister of National 
Heal th and We] fare, and six u. S. officials took part in con
ferenCE. 

National Civil Defense Training Center opened at Olney, Md., 
consisting of Staff College for training in civil defense 
administration and operations, and Rescue School for train
ing in rescue operations and related skills. 

First FCDA Advisory Council (l2 members) appointed by the 
President. Appointment of Council members was in accordance 
with section 102 of the Federal Civil Defense Act. 

Civil Defense Conference, Washington, D.C.; called to mobil
ize organizational leadershiF of Nation for survival; attended 
by some 1,200 leaders of State ane local civil defense or
ganizations and r.epresentativEs of about 300 national associa
tions whose merriliership numbered over ~O million. A series 
of forums on civil defense organization, volunteer technical 
services, public education, health and welfare services, 
shelters, attack warning and communicat~ons, training, and 
other program activities were held during the conference. 

Eniwetok Atomic tests completed. One purpose was to test 
kinds of protective construction. Representative Jackson 
reports (on May 13) that some structures can withstand atomic 
blast. 

Defense Department and Atomic Energy Commission reveal that 
Eniwetok tests of May 1-11 included experiments relating to 
thermonuclear ·weapons. 

First meeting of FCDA Technical Committee on Street and High
way Traffic held at Evanston, Ill., home of the Traffic Insti
tute of Northwestern University, which FCDA had selected to 
develop the traffic training program. Matters concerning 
regulation and control of traffic in relation to CD were 
considered. ..r,..,. 
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Joint release of DOD and AEC announced conduct of Eniwetok 
weapon tests which "included experiments .contributing to 
thermonuclear weapons research." 

June Associated Universities, Inc., initiates study (Project 
East River) to determine best combination of nonmilitary 
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June 6 

June 14 

June 21 

June 22 

June 27 

July 2 

July 3 

other weapons. 

FCDA Eastern Training Center established at Olney, Md. This 
was in addition to Staff College and Rescue School estab
lished April 30, 1951. 

FCDA released summary of system to be used for determining 
amount of shelter from atomic attack needed in a given area 
anc amount of suitable shelter space available in existing 
buildings in that arec. A conference to discuss system was 
held at FCDA Staff College, June 14-15, 1951. Release of 
system for determining shelter in existing buildings marked 
the first phase of the shelter program. 

President asks for $535 million for FY 1952; Congress on 
Nov. 1 votes only $75 million, of which $56 million was to 
stockpile medicines and other emergency supplies. 

FCDA announced distribution to state and local directors of 
an illustrated bulletin containing a suggested organizational 
pattern for the communications section of municipal control 
centers, to be used as official guide. 

FCDA, NSRB and DOD initiate Project East River to evaluate 
the nonmilitary defense program and recommend optimum com
bination of nonmilitary measures. 

Second meeting of FCDA Technical Committee on Street and 
Highway Traffic held at Northwestern University, Evanston, 
Ill. Committee reached agreement on overall objectives of 
traffic handling during CD emergencies. 

FCDA announced distribution to State and local dir,ectors of 
bulletin covering plans and specifications for civil defense 
attack warning systems. Bulletin set £orth specifications 
and methods for installing well-engineered and economcal 
attack warning systems, and included tables" and charts for 
determining area coverage of sound devices, with map showing 
layout of a public sound warning system for a typi~alcity • 

• 
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First ,course for local civil defense instructors in mid
western States opened at Oklahoma A&M College, Stillwater, 
Okla. This was the first training center for local instruc
tors in the country, and continued operating for about one 
year. {Closed August 15, 1952.} 

("\\ 
, 
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August 2 

September c. 

September 9 

September 13 

September 20 

October 26 

November 2 

November 9 

method for determining census of persons in gi.ven locations 
and uniform evaluation of shelter space in existing buildings. 

James J. Wadsworth, Deputy Admini.strator, announced that St. 
Mary's College of Ca.lifornia, strategically located about 
20 miles east of the Sar] Francisco Bay area, had been selec
ted as the Western Training Center of FCDA. (Center opened 
Sept. 4, 1951; discontinued Sept. 1953.) 

Kefauver Task Force of Senate Armed Services committee holds 
hearing on civil defense program. 

FCDA Emergency Welfare Services Advisory Committee concluded 
its first meeting, a 2-day session. During meeting Com
mittee reviewed welfare problems before and after an attack, 
including emergency shelters, food supply, emergency mass 
feeding, persona] identification, notificatlon of next-of
kin, and post-disaster legislation. 

FCDA announcec that five States (California, Connecticut, 
Delaware, Marylanc, New York) would share In the initial 
allocation of funds from a $20,000,000 Congressional appropria
tion for dv:i,l defense fir st aid stations and stockpiling 
of medical supplies and equipment. 

FCDA released Advisory Bulletin No. 69 to furnish advice 
and guidance to States regarding a uniform method of issu
ing identification tags for civilians. 

Initial meeting of new group, Advisory Council for Women's 
Participation, held at FCDA building (Gelmarc Towers), 
1930 Columbia Road, N.W., Washington, D.C. Its mission was 
to assist Mrs. John L. Whitehurst, Assistant Administrator, 
in alerting and organizing American women for civil defense. 

Beginning'of Massachusetts Regional Project, a laboratory 
study of urban area target analysis and State and regional 
plan, cooperatively undertaken by FCDA, City of Boston, State 
of Massachusetts, and the Armed Forces. 

FCDA p~lished Advisory Bulletin No. 79, informing State 
directors of location and geographic boundaries of nine 
regional offices. 
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November 15 FCDA announced the original cartoon character "Bert the 
Turtle" as the "star" of "Duck and Cover," an FCDA cartoon 
film produced by Archer Productions, Inc., New York city, 
in cooperation with the National Education Association and 
FCDA. A turtle was chosen as the star of a childl:ien's civil 
defense campaign because his ability to duck and cover into 
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November 29 

December L 

December 9 

December 1(' 

December 16 

January 5 

America's butchers, bakers, grocers, and milkmen called upon 
by FCDA and the Department of Agriculture to help set up im
mediate plans for nationwide emergency civil defense feeding 
in event of attack. Gall for help was in form of an announce
ment that FCDA and USDA had reached agreement on detailed 
plans to provide adequate food for the Nation under emergency 
attack conditions. 

A 16-page illustrated booklet, "Duck and Cover," issued by 
FCDA for distribution by the States and territories. Three 
million copies were S~1t out. 

FCD Administrator Millard Caldwell, on completion of his first 
year in office, announced that over a million and a half volun
teers were on guard as part of the growing homefront army for 
civil defense. 

Communications experts from throughout the Nation joined FCDA 
officials in a 6-day session to discuss technical details of 
a communications system for civil defense in a national 
emergency. The meetins, devoted chiefly to use of radio 
facilities, was held at FCDA Staff College, Olney, Md. Among 
the 120 delegates were representatives of 19 associations and 
such organizations as the American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company, Western Union, Motorola, General Electric, and Radio 
Corporation of America. 

FCDA established new office of volunteer manpower for recruit
ing. Mrs. John L. Whitehurst of Baltimore, Md., appointed 
Assistant Administrator in charge of its activities. P<re
viously, Mrs. Whitehurst had served as Assistant Administrator 
in charge of Women's Participation. Purpose of new offi-ce 
was to "afford the necessary impetus and coordination essen
tial to increase public participation in recruitment of addi
tional volunteers for the growing U.s. Civil. Defense Corps." 

1952 

FCDA launched series of nationwide radio programs to promote 
civil defense organizations in the country, featuring officials 
of FCDA, Atomic Energy commission, and top senatorial and 
~litary leaders. 
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January 7 "Alert America" Convoy Exhibit opened to public at Inter
departmental Auditorium, Constitution Ave., Washington. 
Exhibit presented various aspects of civil defense and 
reasons why America needed a well-trained civil defense or
ganization. After Washington showing, "Alert America" toured 
major u.s. cities to encourage public support and participa-
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January 9 

February 4 

April 17 

April 24 

July 1 

July 7 

October 

• 

attend exhibit, to review first year's progress of FCDA, and 
to discuss plans for 1952. 

State, territorial, and FCDA regional directors held 3-day 
conference at Wardman Park Hotel (now Sheraton Park), Wash
ington, D.C., to map 1952 program. About 65 state repre
sentatives, 7 State deputies, 3 territorial, and 9 regional 
director::; part,icipated in discussions designed to present 
current policies of Atomic Energy Cormnission, Department, of 
Defens~, an~ FCDA. The 3 territorial directors represented 
Hawail, Alaska, Puerto Rico; Guam and Virgin ls1ands did not 
send representatives. Foremost on agenda were discussions 
on civil defense volunteer recruiting programs, which called 
for 17.5 million workers, or one out of every 12 Americans, 
to meet minimum manpower requirements throughout country. 
Top consideration also was given to grants-in-aid, fiscal 
rel ations bet,ween Federal and State goverrlffients, public in
formation, and training and education of civil defense volun
teers. Conference was open to members of press and radio. 

FCDA Technj, cal Traininc:: Scbool opened at OCJOntz, Po.; reduced 
funds force~ closing and move to Olney, 11(:., July 2S, 1952. 

Executive Order 10346 enjoined Federal departments and 
agencies to develop, in coordination with FCDA, civil de
fense emergency plans pursuant to sec. 302 of Public Law 
920, the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950. 

President Truman scores Congress for starving the civil 
defense program started in 1951. 

FCDA takes over from the Air Force the responsibility of 
warning the civilian population of an enemy attack. 

Congress votes only $43 million for FCDA in fiscal 1953, 
as against a request for $600 million. 

Report of Project East River completed; submitted in Janu
ary 1953 • 

L) 
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Group of city and county civil defense directors organize 
u.s. Civil Defense Council; served as clearinghouse for 
city and county civil defense problems and as medium for ,ex
change of civil defense information. 

November 15 Mr. Millard F. Caldwell, Jr., resigned and Mr. James J. 
Wadsworth, formerly Deputy Administrator, designated Acting 
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November 16 

January 

January 16 

February 11 

March 4 

March 13 

March 17 

May 15 

Chairman of AEC announces conclusion of the third series 
of weapons development tests at Eniwetok Atoll in the 
Marshall Islands. The tests, in furtherance of the Presi
dent'£; announcement of January 31, 1952, "included experiments 
contribut.ing to thermonuclear weapons research." 

1953 

Fro;, ect East River report , with more than 200 recorrnnenda
tion£; for civil defense, submitted to sponsors. 

Executive Order 10427 gave FCDA responsibility for providing 
assistance to localities stricken by major disasters under 
Public Law 875, and revoked Executive Order 10221, which 
had assigned responsibility to Housing and Home Finance 
Administrator. 

FCD?" Advisory Bulletin No. 138 announces formal understanding 
betweeD FCDA and the p~erican National Red Cross, identify
in~ the respective responsibilities of governmental authori
ties arld the Red Cross in disaster operations. 

Mr. (Frederick) Val Peterson, former Governor of Nebraska, 
sworn in as Administrator, FCDA. 

Executive Order 10438 transferred certain functions of the 
National Security Resources Board to the Office of Defense 
Mobilization. 

"Operation Doorstep." Television broadcasts and newsreel' 
films show detonation of an actual atomic bomb and its 
effects on sample American homes, etc.; show explosive 
power of such a bomb and tests of shelter precautions which 
could increase chances for survival. 

CONELRAD broadcast system, developed jointly with FCC and 
the USAF, to assure continuity of public emergency radio 
broadcasting for civil defense purposes under attackcondi
tions, became operative. 
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Val Peterson approved a new organization plan for FCDA-
organized functionally and with greater authority to regional 
offices (reduced from 9 to 7). 

June 12 Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1953 established a new Office 
of Defense Mobilization which assumed functions of former 
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June 18 

August r. 

August E 

January 1E 

Ma.rcb } 

April 

April 22 

April 26 

May 7 

materials stockpiling functions formerly vested in the Secre-
taries of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Interior, and of 
the Army and Navy Munitions Board. 

Executive Order 10461 redefined functions of ODM, as pro
vided in Reorganization Plan No.3 of 1953, including func
tions of original ODM and those under the Defense Production 
Act of 1950. 

FCDA Advisory Bu1letin No. l4E: announced revision of regional 
a.reas. For economic reasonfo, number of regions reduced to 
sever; . 

Russia announced that the u.s. no longer possessed a monopoly 
on the hydrogen bomb. 

1954 

FCDA Advisory Bulletin No. 15E outlines to State and. local CD 
directors c. forecast of policy with respect to early warning 
of air attack and dispersaj of population. 

"Castle Bravo" detonation of thermonuclear device at Eniwetok 
brought the first realization of the magnitude of the prob
lem of residual radiation fallout. 

First public showing of "Operation Ivy," the official film 
of a thermonuclear explosion at Eniwetok in 1952. 

Executive Order 10529 authorized FCDA to coordinate partici
pation by Federal employees in State and local civil defense 
preemergency training programs. 

Mass evacuation'tsst exercise held in Spokane, Washington. 
Followed by exercises in Shreveport, La. (June 11), Mobile, 
Ala. (June 14), and Bremerton, Washington (June 20). 

Val Peterson requests National Research- coUncil. of National 
Academy of Sciences to set up a Scientific Advisory committee 
to FCDA. Office set up in July 1954 under direction of Dr • 
Willard Bascom. .. i 

~) 
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June 14-15 

June 16 

September 1 
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October 1 

November 8 

November 19 

January 18 
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FCDA Release No. 410 sets forth civil defense planning 
assumptions in light of rapid developments in modern 
weapons. 

Operation Alert - First inter-American civil defense exer
cise. Valuable test of operational capabilities. 

FCDA issues planning assumptions for FY 1955 for guidance of 
all agencies concerned with non-military defense require
ments. Revised by Scientific Advisory Committee to FCDA 
in statement in January 1955. 

FCDA moved to Battle Creek, Mich., leaving only a small 
liaison staff, including the Administrator, in Washington, 
D.C. Move included Staff College from Olney, Md., except 
Rescue School, which continued at Olney until its closing 
iL 195E. 

FCDA delegated civil defense programs to Departments of 
Agriculture, Commerce, Justice, and Labor, and to Housing 
and Home Finance Agency. 

FCDA issued facts about radioactive fallout and information 
on civil defense measures to cope with the threat. 

Except for Region 6, which remained near Denver, Col .. , FCDA 
regional offices moved tc safer locations in keeping with 
national policy of locating civil defense headquarters 
outsiae areas of expectec heavy carnage: Region .!., Newton 
Center, Mass.; Region~, West Chester, Pa;; Region~, Thomas
ville, Ga.; Region i, Joliet, Ill.; Region~, Denton, Tex.; 
Region~, Denver, Col.; Region 2, Santa Rosa, cal. There 
were no changes in regional boundaries. (During 1955 Region 
2 was moved to Olney, Md., and Region 4 to Battle Creek, 
Mich. ) 

FCDA Advisory Bulletin No. 178 furnished information and 
'assistance in connection with the problem of predicting the 
probable area of radiation fallout resulting from nuclear 
explosions. 

u.s. and Canada announce agreement to build a third screen 
of radar stations from Alaska to Greenland--the distant 
early warning or DEW-line) • 

1955 '. 
Senate Armed Services Subconnnit,ee on Civil Defense appointed 
to examine the policies and operations of the civil defense 
program. 
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February-June Kefauver Subcommittee of Senate ARmed Services Committee 
conducts hearings on civil defense program. 

February 9 FCDA issued Advisory Bulletin No. 179 on Residual Radiation 
in Relation to civil defense--summarized current information 
on re s idual radi a tion ,~ V?J tJLP~a_r~ic1l1~~.Ieference~·tG·~fal:±:0ut~·-~~~~~·~~ 
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February 15 

February 22 

1-1a.rch 23 

May 4 

May 9 

May 11 

May 20 

civil defense plans and operations. 

In response to growing public demands, Atomic Energy C~m
mission issued a press release describing fallout from 
a multimegaton thermonuclear device exploded by the United 
States at Bikini Atoll on March 1. 1954. 

In light of newly disclosed fallout problem, the Subcom
mittee on Civil Defense (Senator Estes Kefauver, Chairman) 
of the Senate Arnlec Services Cornrni ttee be?an a series of 
major hearincJE: or. the operations ane policies of the Federal 
Civil Defense Pro?rarn. (Hearings were continued through 
June 20.) 

"Operation Cue" atomic test at Nevada proving ground, ob
served by Federal and local civil defense representatives. 

FCDA, ODI'1, anc DOL' establish a Review Committee to re
evaluate the recommendations of project East River in light 
of developments since the report was issued; submitted its 
report in October 195~. 

Nat.ional PJannjJ1c:" Association releases "]., Program for the 
Nonmilitary Defense of the United States--A Statement on 
National Policy" by special Policy Corronittee on Nonmilitary 
Defense Planning; also accompaning~·report by William H. 
Stead, "The Tasks of Nonmilitary Defense and the Present 
Status of Planning." 

Executive Order 10611 establishes Civil Defense Coordinating 
Board, to assist in the development of an orderly, inte
grated plan for participation of all Federal departments 
and agencies. in the civil defense of the Nation, and to re
port to the President on progress of such plan. 

Kefauver Subcommittee asks President to assume personal 
responsibility for adequate program of civil defense; interim 
Senate report warns of heavy casual ties in event of attack ,---=
urges widening Federal role in mass evacuations, feeding, and 
medical care. 
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May 23 

June 
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Val Peterson, at Governors' Conference in Washington, points 
to shortcomings of the Federal Civil Def·ense Act of 1950. 

U.S. Weather Bureau establishes a fallout forecast program, 
resulting from a delegation by FCDA to the Department of Com
merce. 

~~~~~"~~~~-~---~---~--~-~-~June--~3-~~---~-----------~-Dr--;-~Wi-l~1-a:rd--p:-~I:;±bbY7--AtomJ:c--EIrer-gy-Comml.sslc)ii-;~iil--as'pe-e-ch---~~~ 
-- deli vered at a University of Chicago alumni reunion in Chicago, 

provides an authoritative description of the progress in 
developing megaton bombs; pays particular attention to the 
virtually unlimited size, low cost, and large fallout of the 
most recent nuclear weapons. 

June 15-17 

June 28 

Li July 1 

October 1 -

October 17 

January-June 

January 3 

January 11 

During a major test of the Nation's defenses (the second 
"Operation Alert") President Eisenhower "declared" martial 
law, precipitating a reassessment of military-civilian relations 
in civiJ defense. 

President transmits to Congress the report of the Kesnbaum 
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, urging increased 
level of support for civil defense by the Federal Government. 

Start of work on pilot survey in Milwaukee to come up wi~ 
a pre-attack population dispersal plan that could serve as a 
model for other critical target cities. 

FCDA draws first contract with Louisiana for a survival plan 
program fay the New Orleans metropolitan area. 

1955 Review Committee, chaired by Otto L. Nelson, Jr., submits 
to FCDA, ODM, and DOD its review of the Project East River 
Report of 1952. 

1956 

House Subcommittee on Military Operations (Chet Holifield, 
Chairman) of the Committee on Government Operations, holds 
major hearings on "Civil Defense for National Survival." 

ODM, FCDA, and DOD agree on "Basic Responsibilities After 
Attack on the United States," revised in 1957 for issuance 
as an unclassified document. 

Defense Mobilization Order 1-19 issued to encourage and, 
when appropriate, to require dispersion and protective 
construction of essential industry. 
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FCDA General Order 235 establishes a Regional Civil 
Defense Operations Board in each Region to accomplish field 
coordination. 

July 3 Federal Property and Administrative Services Act amended to 

( 
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July 17 

July 20-26 

. ..lul Y 27 

Auqust 11 

September 4 

December 21 

January 28 

February 8 

March 

March 1 

• 

President Eisenhower, in letter to Val Peterson, points out 
the need for "both strengthening and modernizing" the 
civil defense efforts, with grea.ter responsibility vested 
in the Federal Government. 

Operation Alert 1956--the country's third annual civil 
defense training exercise. 

HolifieJd COTIIDdttee presents its report (H.Rpt. 2946) I Civil 
Defense for National Survlvoj. 

FCDA releases "The National PlaTJ for Civil Defense Against 
Enemy Attack," outlining Fede::ral responsibilities and pro
grams and suggesting plans for State and local organizations. 

FCDA rel ea.ses new p1annin~ assumptions. 

FCDA proposal for nationa.l shelter program presented to the 
President and the National Security Council. Proposal was 
for 0 combination blast one fallout Shelter system. 

1957 

Memorandum of Understanding by ODM, DOD, and FCDA to 
clarify "Basic Responsibilities Paper" on regional role 
of ODM and FCDA in an emergency. 

Val Peterson transmits to Congress proposed amendments 
to the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950. 

Coxmnand post exercise, "Operation Sentinel," held at FCDA 
National Headquarters to test staff procedures. 

FCDA Advisory Bulletin No. 210 includes text of· "Basic 
Responsibilities Paper" outlining' the roles of the DOD, 
ODM, and FCDA, and an accompanying Memorandum of Understand
ing as revised Jan. 12, 1957 • 



April 

May 

June 

June 14 

July 19 

August 15 

August 26 

.~. September 19 

October 4 

October 11 

October 29 

November 1 

November 1 

November 7 

November 22 
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President Eisenhower establishes Security Resources 
Panel (Gaither Committee) to consider measures to protect 
the population in a nuclear a~tack and its aftermath. 

National Warning System (NAWAS) was established with three 
warning centers and 200 warning points. 

AEC publishes The Effects of Nuclear Weapons; includes 
comprehensive discussion o~nuclear radiation and fallout. 

Val Peterson resigns. Lewis E. Berry designated Acting 
Administrator. 

Mr. Leo A. Hoegh, former Governor of Iowa, sworn in as 
Administrator, FCDA; served in that capacity until July 1, 
1958, when he was named Director of the Office of Defense 
anc Civilian MobilizatioD, later redesignated Office of Civil 
rulC Defense Mobilization (OCDM). 

FCDA Advisory Bulletins describe "Aiming Area Concept"-
a new planning concept of area vulnerability. 

Soviet Union fires first successful ICBM. 

FCDA Advisory Bulletin Nc. 216 outlines program for con
tinuity of State and local governments in nuclear emergencies. 

Soviets' first successful launching of an earth-orbiting 
satellite--Sputnik-:. 

Gaither Report completed. 

Executive Order 10737 expanded functions of FCDA in adminis
tering disaster relief under Public Law 875. 

Federal Coordination Office established to continue and 
facilitate participation by Federal departments and agencies 
in civil defense. 

Continui ty of Government Office established in FCDA to ad
minister and prolOOte Continuity of ·Government program. 

Gaither Report (NSC 5724) urges vast network of fallout 
shelters at a cost of $22.5 billion for fallout shelter pro
gram, including research and development for blast shelters. 

Defense Mobilization Order I-26 provides for the establish
ment and coordination of a National Damage Assessment Program. 



December 31 

January 

April 24 

May 7 

June 9 

June 30 

July 1 

July 1 

AUgust 8 
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McKinsey and Co. submit Part I of Report on Nonmilitary 
Defense Organization, pointing up overlap of FCDA and 
ODM activities. 

Rockefeller Brothers Fund report stresses the need to 
consider civil defense as part of our overall strategic 
posture, with a program including a warning system and 
fallout shelters. 

President Eisenhower sends Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1958 
to Congress, transferring all responsibili.ties of t.he 
Federal Civil Defense Administrator and the Director of 
the Office of Defense Mobilization to the President, and 
conso1iaatJ.ns FCDA and ODM into a new Office of Defense and 
Civilian Mc~~}~zation in the Executive Office of the Presi
dent. Plal~ waE to become effective July 1, 1958. 

FCDA announces five-point national policy on shelters: (1) 
disseminate public information on effects of nuclear attack; 
(2) survey existing structures, mines, subways, tunnels, etc .. 
to determine protection factor; (3) acceJerate research tc 
determi.ne hOY; fallout protection might be incorporatec in 
existinc; ane new buildings; (4) construct limited number of 
prototype shelters; and (5) i.ncorporate fallout shelters in 
appropriate new Federal buildings designed for civilian use. 

FCDA Easten. Instructor Training Center opened at Manhatt.an 
Beach, Brooklyn, New York. 

Rescue Instructor Training School, Olney, Md., closed; train
ing in rescue operations transferred to Eastern Instructor 
Training Center. 

Executive Order 10773 delegated to the Director, Office of 
Defense and Civilian Mobilization (later renamed the Office 
of Civil and Defense Mobilization), all functions trans
ferred to the President by Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 
1958. 

Leo A. Hoegh named Director of OCDM. 

Public Law 85-606 amended Public Law 920 to vest responsi
bility for civil defense jointly in Federal Government and the 
States and their political subdivisions, and to authorize: 
(1) financial contributions to States and their political sub
divisions for necessary and essential personnel and-adminis
trative expenses, commonly referred to as the P&A program; 
(2) reimbursement toward expenses of students attending civil 
defense schools, known as the Student Expense Program; and (3) 
distribution of radiological defense instruments to State and 
local units. 
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Public Law 85-763 redesignates the Office of Defense and 
Civilian Mobilization as the Office of Civil and Defense 
Mobilization (OCDM). 

September 6 Executive Order 10782 amends Executive Order 10773 by 
deleting the words (Defense and Civilian Mobilization" and 
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October 24 

March 1 

August 31 

August 31 

November 

February 13 

July 1 

December 5 

as authorized by Public-~aw 85-763. 

ODCM issues National Plan for Civil Defense and Defense 
Mobilization, setting forth principles, responsibilities, 
requirements, and broad courses of action. To be supported 
by annexes extending the subject matter of the plan. 

1959 

By Inter::LIT! Directive No. 45, dated February 27, 1959, OCDM 
established Region~, Everett, Wash_, with jurisdiction 
over Alaska, wash., Oregon, Montana, Idaho. (Region 8 was 
moved to Bothell, Wash., in December 1968, upon completion 
of underground facility.) 

Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, in address to Senate, presents 
a critical appraisal of the civil defense program. 

Congressional Atomic Energy Committee Study estima~es 50 
millio~ deaths, 20 million injuries from surprise nuclear 
attack OJ. :;:=4 metropolitan and industrial sites; held opera
tional c::Lvil defense system could cut toll sharply. 

OCDM Western Instructor Training Center established at Ala
meda, Cal. 

1960 

France tests the first atomic weapon in the Sahara Desert. 

Holifield Subcommittee presents critical report on shelter 
policy and post-attack recovery planning. 

Symington Committee, appointed by President-elect John F. 
Kennedy, recommends sweeping changes in defense organization, 
including responsibility for civil defense. 
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1961 

January 20 Leo A. Hoegh resigns as Director of OCDM. (For about one 
week after resignation, John S. Patterson, former Deputy 
Director, served as Acting Director; then Lewis E. Berry was 
designated Acting Director and served as such until appoint-
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February 

March 9 

May 25 

May 31 

July 7 

July 14 

July 20 

Frank B. Ellis, prospective OCDM Director reports to Presi
dent Kennedy on basic organization and programs of OCDM. 

Frank B. Ellis, former Governor of Louisiana, takes oath 
of office as Director, OCDM. 

President Kennedy, in a special message to the Congress, 
announced that under authority of Reorganization Plan No. I of 
1958, he was assigning responsibility for civil defense to 
the tor: civilian authority already responsible for continental 
aefense, the Secretary of Defense; am) that the OCDM would be 
l'econsti tuted as a small staff agency to assist in the co
ordination of these functions, under the name of Office of 
Emergency Planning (later redesignated Office of Emergency 
Preparedness) . 

Eureau of the Budget engages McKinsey and Co. to prepare 
a study to guide the assignment of responsibilities and 
functions to the DOD and the proposed new OEP. 

OCDM Director Ellis prepares recommendations for assignment 
cf responsibilities and functions then in OCDM along lines 
set forth in President's message of May 25, 1961. 

McKinsey & Co. submit to Bureau of the Budget study entitled 
"Transferring Greater Responsibilities for Nonmilitary Defense 
to the Department of Defense." 

Executive Order 10952, effective August 1, 1961, tranfers 
to the Secretary of Defense certain civil defense functions 
under the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended, and 
retains in the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization func
tions which had formerly been assigned to the Office of De
fense Mobilization, along with natural disaster functio~s 
under Public Law 875. 

• 

L 'i 
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July 25 President Kennedy addresses Nation, describing threat of 
war brought on by Berlin Crisis, calling up certain reserve 
units to cope with threat, and asking Congress for $207 
million for group fallout shelters that could save 10 to 15 
million Americans who would otherwise perish in a riuclear 
attack. The Presidepj:~p~t~_es_s_ed,_need._for.-civil~defense-t~-and··- .. ----~~ . 

. -"~~~""'~~-""~-~~-~-~".~~~~~-~.~~~."~ .. ~. ~".~-,,~--,~~~~~.,,~~- ~~order-ed='~a'~~fu~i·l:'s;~~l~·-~tep-~p in efforts -to inform and aid 

'the public on methods of protection. 

July 31 Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara announces interim 
organization of the Office of Civil Defense, effective 
August 1, 1961, within the Department of Defense; names 
Mr. Adam Yarmolinsky, Special Assistant to the Secretary 
of Defense, as heaa of OCD until such time as a qualified 
successor could be named to assume that responsibility. 

August l~ Congress approves $207.6 million shelter program. 

August 14 Executive Order 10958 delegates responsibility for civil 
defense food stockpiles to the Secretary of Agriculture, 
and for civil defense medical stockpiles to the Secretary 
of Health, Education, and Welfare. 

AUgust 30 

August 3J 

September 17 

September 22 

December 1 

Mr. Steuart L. Pittman named by President Kennedy to be 
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Civil Defense); confirmed 
by Congress September l~. DoD Directive 5140.1 covered 
functions of ASD(CD). 

Soviet Union announces resumption of nuclear-bomb testing; 
a 57-megaton "shot" October 31 the largest ever re!=orded. 

Civil Defense Committee of the Governors' Conference meets 
with Secretary of Defense McNamara and Assistant Secretary 
Pittman to discuss plans for a nationwide survey of fallout 
shelters. 

Congress approved Public Law 87-296, changing name of OCDM 
to Office of Emergency Planning. 

Department of Defense announces initiatiori of National 
Fallout Shelter Survey (NFSS) to identify, license, mark 
with distinctive signs, and stock with essential food and 
other supplies sui table public fallout shelter space in ex
isting structures, mines, caves, and tunnels throughout the 
United States. Directed by OCD and supervised by Naval 
Facili ties Engineering Command (NAVFAC) and U. s. Army Corps 
of Engineers, work was done under contract by local archi
tect~engineer firms. 
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Assistant Secretary of Defense pittman announces that the 
former staff of the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization 
which had been transferred to the new Office of Civil Defense 
would be moved from Battle Creek back to Washington, D.C. 

December 14 DOD press release outlines "the next phasenC:>~"_~~~"!'.!:5!"~:j,si~rr'j::~!L~"~~"~"~-"-~"""" 
~ ____ ~~ ____ " ____ ~,_~ ____ ""~ __ ~~'_~~_"_'~~~~_ ~--"~--e-i-vi"l"~de£ense~progralir;""-wi~ffi-emphasison-coromuni ty shel ters-. 

December 31 

February 16 

March 2 

March 12 

April 27 

June 13 

August IS 

September 27 

OCD issues handbook (H-6), Fallout Production--~ to ~ 
and Do About Nuclear Attack. Millions of copies distributed. 

1962 

President Kennedy signed various Executive orders assigning 
to other departments and agencies certain emergency pre
paredness fUYJctions in fields related to their activities: 

EO J 099'7, Secret,ary of the Interior 
EC J 099E:, Secretary of Agrj,cul ture 
EO ]099S, Secretary of Commerce 
EO 11000, Secretary of Labor 
EO 11001, Secretary of Health, Education, 
EO 1l002, Postmaster General 
EO 11003, Federal Aviation Agency 

and Welfare 

EO lJOOL; , Housing and Home Finance Administrator 
EO llOO:: , Interstate Commerce Commission 

President Kennedy announces that Soviet progress forces the 
u.s. to resume above-ground tests of nuclear weapons, unless 
the Soviet Union agrees to a test-ban treaty; U.S. tests 
began April 2::. 

A DOD National Emergency Alarm Repeater (NEAR) System 
Industry Advisory Committee established to advise the AS/D 
(CD) • 

Advisory Committee on the Design and Construction of Public 
Fallout Shelters established to advise the AS/D (CD). 

Civil Defense Advisory Committee on the Medical Self-Help 
Training Progrrun established to advise the AS/D (CD). 

Memorandum of Understanding between American National Red 
Cross and the DOD concerning responsibiliti'es in the national 
fallout survey, marking and stocking progrrun. 

Executive Order llDSl prescribed responsibilities of the 
Office of Emergency Planning in the Executive Office of the 
President. . 

~) 
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DOD instructions issued for guidance in implementing estab
lished DOD shelter policy at military installations. 

October 22-27 Cuban missile crisis. Public media center on crisis and 
civil-defense related measures. Civil-defense awareness, 
and particularly the need for shelter in the event of nuclear 
attack, reacheq it~_~enith~~during,~~the, .. ~CUbano.~Missile,-·eri:sis7··~· ~ ........ ,~" 

~. ~ ... ~.,-~,-~. ··~~'~-···-·~~······'···-~·~~~·~··~······~~·~~-·sh~it;;··~u~ey, marking, and stocking accelerated by 

October 30 

January 22 

February 

February 1 

April 23 

May 28 

November 22 

M¥ch 2 

March 27 

• 

OCD. 

OOD instructions issued for guidance in marking and stocking 
fallout shelters within military installations. 

1963 

Regiona~ civil defense coordinating boards established to 
coorClnate CD plans and action of all military departments 
and Federal agencies with State and local CD operations. 

President signs nine additional Executive orders generally 
prescribing emergency preparedness functions of the several 
departments anq agencies under all emergency conditions. 

ASD (CD) assigned additional responsibility of coordinating 
military aid in civil and domestic emergencies. 

Secretory of Defense establishes certain civil defense 
functions as a mission of L~e Al~ec Forces to be performed 
durin~ emergency conditions involving nuclear attack or 
preceding such attack. 

A Subcommittee of the House Committee on Armed Services 
(Edward Hebert, Chairman) begins major hearings on the 
fallout shelter program and on proposed amendments to the 
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, including authority to 
subsidize construction of public shelters in new buildings. 
Hearings concluded August 27, 1963. Amendments passed the 
House (H.R. 8200), but the Senate did not act. 

President Kennedy assassinated; Lyndon B. Johnson assumes 
presidency. 

Senate Armed serv~ces Committee shelves H.R. 8200, the 
House-passed bill to authorize a shelter subsidy program. 

Alaskan Earthquake provides a classic operational exercise, 
with extensive involvement of civil defense officials and 
services • 



March 31 

April 1 

April 

December 

March 29 

November 1 

October 11 
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Mr. Steuart L. Pittman resigned as Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Civil Defense). 

Secretary of Defense transfers all functions assigned to 
him by EO 10952 to the Secretary of the Army, with authority 
to re-delegate. (DoD Directive 5160.50, March 31, 1964.) 

Concurrently, Secretary of the Army establishes in his im
mediate office an Office of Civil Defense, headed by a 
Director of Civil Defense, redelegating to the Director of 
Civil Defense all functions assigned to the Secretary of 
the Army by the Secretary of Defense. 

Mr. Wj,lliam P. Durkee named to serve as Director of Civil 
Defense; sworn in by Secretary of the Army Stephen Ailes on 
April 7, 1964. 

Interagency Cj,vil Defense Committee officially established 
tc promote working relationshj,ps of Federal agencies pur
suing related civil defense objectives. 

Office of Emergency Planning issues "The National Plan for 
Emergency Preparedness," setting forth basic principles, 
policies, responsibilities, preparations, and responses of 
civil government to meet any kind of national defense 
emergency. Describes role of the Federal Government, the 
States and their political Subdivisions, and, as appropri
ate, nongovernmental organizationE anc individual citizens. 
Supersedec the OCDN "National P1arJ for Civil Defense and 
Defense Mobilization" of October 1955. 

1965 

DOD Directive 3025.10 defines the civil defense roles of 
the Military Services and the civilian sector. Describes 
the importance of the civil defense function and its 
essential character as a part of the national security 
posture. 

Eastern and Western Instructor Training Centers closed; 
activities combined with OCD Staff College, Battle creek, 
Mich. 

1966 

Executive Order 11310 (sponsored by Office of Emergency 
Planning) assigned emergency preparedness functions to the 
Attorney General. 

, \ '--,,} 
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December 28 

December 31 

August 26 

March 

May 20 

October 21 

March 14 

May 

May 20 

May 2~ 

October 28 
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American Association for the Advancement of Science holds 
symposium on Harbor Study Group recommendations for vast 
shelter program. 

Mr. William P. Durkee resigns; Mr. Joseph Romm designated 
Acting Director of civil Defense, effective January 1, 1967. 

1967 

Shelter occupancy test (12th since 1962) conducted by Uni
versity of Georgia under OCD sponsorship. Tests provided 
extensive survival data. 

1968 

Office of Civil DefenSE release::: H-14, "In Time of Emergency-
A Citizen's Handbook on Nuclear Attack ... Natural Dis
asters." Millions of copies distributed. 

Mr. Joseph Romm named Director of Civil Defense; sworn in 
May 22. 

Office of Emergency Planning redesignated as Office of 
Emergency Preparedness (Public Law 90-608). 

196~ 

President Nixon announces decision to deploy a modified ABM 

system (Safeguard) for defense against a Soviet first strike, 
thus "safeguarding" the retaliatory capacity of the u.s. 
Also orders study of U.S. shelter system to see what could 
be done to minimize casualties should deterrence fail. 

President direct OEP to make a study of the civil defense pro
gram, with particular emphasis on the status and effectiv,e
ness of OCD's fallout shelter program. 

Mr. John E. Davis, former Governor of. North Dakota, sworn 
in as Director of Civil Defense. 

Presidential directive announces adoption of concept of 10 
Standard Federal Regions. 
~~ .. ~. -. 

Executive ,Order 11490 (sponsored by Office of Emergency Pre
paredness) assigns emergency preparedness functions to vari
ous Federal departments and agencies; superseded previous 
Executive orders on subject. 



February 18 

April 

October 13 

December 31 

Marc.h 

October 

December 9 

December 23 

January 

January 5 

February 18 

March 8 
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President Nixon reports to Congress on "A New strategy 
for Peace." 

President, in message to Congress, suggests careful review 
of the relationship between Federal disaster assistance 
and civil defense activities. 

House Armed Services Committee starts hearings for a general 
review of developments in the civil defense program since 
1963. 

Disaster Relief Act of 1970 revised; Federal programs for 
relief from the effects of major disasters extended. 

1971 

Otto :L. Nel sor, , Jy. subrni ts report of inter-·agency study 
of aJ. ternat.1 VE: organizational arrangement.s for dealing with 
dlsaster asslstance and civil defense responsibilities. 

General Accounting Office issues a critical study of the 
activities and status of civil defense in the u.s. 

In letter tc secretary of the Army Robert h. Froehlke, OEF 
Director George A. Lincoln outlines plans for OeD partici
pation in disaster operations. 

OEF circular 400C.IOA sets forth guidanCE: to Federal depart
ments and agencles regarding the President's Disaster 
Assistance Program. 

1972 

oeD task force starts work on planning for population reloca
tion in periods of increased threat. 

oeD Director John E. Davis replies to December 9, 1971, 
letter from OEP Director Lincoln; agrees to plan proposed 
in letter to the secretary of the Army. 

Lincoln writes to Davis in furtherance of proposal discussed 
in previous correspondence; encloses a paper setting out 
"Policies and Procedures for Performance of Civil Defense 
Rela~o._Locaf Govenunent Preparations for Major Disasters." 

Director Davis acknowledges assignments made to OeD in paper 
forwarded by OEP Director with letter of February 18, 1972; 
assures full cooperation with OEP in carrying out mutual 
responsibilities. 

( 
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OEP submits to Congress a comprehensive, 3-volume report, 
Disaster Preparedness, which analyzed the causes and effects 
of natural disasters and offers findings and potential solu
tions to prevent or minimize loss of life and damage to 
property. 

~~_~~~ ...... ~~~ ... ~.~ .. _ ..•.. ~.~ .. J1~Y~.~ ........ ~~ ..... ~_ .. ~.nefensa..s .. ecr.etary~Melvin .. R •. -~I.ai~d~e·st-ahl~i-sbes~independent-~~-~--~·~~-----·~-
DoD agency, Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, with its 

July 1 

July 14 

August 14 

November 

January 

January 1 

January 26 

Director reporting directly to the Secretary of Defense. 
John E. Davis continues as Director. Office of Civil De-
fense abolished. (DCPA charter coyered in DoD Directive 
5105.43, "Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA) .") 

U.S. Air Force Reserve and DCPA institute a new Civil 
Defense Military Reserve Mobilization Designee (CD MOBDES) 
program. 

Defense Department directive (No. 5105.43) details DCPA 
responsibilities for both civil defense and natural disaster 
preparedness. 

Presidential guidance with respect to U.S. civil defense 
policy. Directs increased emphasis on dual-use plans, pro
cedures and preparedness within the limitations of existing 
authority I including appropriate related improvements in 
crisis management planning. 

Presidential policy that CD program should be continued at 
then-current level of effort l and should increase emphasis 
on preparedness activities applicable to peacetime as well 
as attack emergencies. 

1973 

Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973 proposed disestablishment 
of OEP as of June 30, 1973, with transfer of responsibilities 
to HUD (disaster functions), GSA (certain functions under 
Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 and Defense Production Act 
of 1950), and Treasury (import investigations under Trade 
Expansion Act of 1962). 

OEP Director Lincoln forwards to Senate a report on the 
disaster program prepared by a Disaster Study Task Force 
which he and Frank C. Carlucci, Deputy Director, Office of 
Management and Budget, headed. -~ ..• 

President submits Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1973. 



February 1 
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Two DCPA Regional Field Offices established in New York 
and Kan'sas City (Mo.) in attempt to provide interface with 
two of the 10 standard Federal Regions. 

June 27 Executive Order 11725, effective July I, 1973, transferred 
functions of the Office of Emergency Preparedness to HUD, 

( 

~ ~~~~~~~~~~_~,!,re:;..c;§~,_~anLGSA.~"--.Al1-de.l.egat-ions~.previousxY'~±ssued~by'~"~"~"~"'~-""~' 
"- " .. -~ .. ~~~-.~" .. ~.~~ .. _- ~ President to OEPwere to remain in effect until super-

July 

January 

March 4 

April 4 

July 1 

November 6 

seded or canceled by succeeding agencies. 

As authorized by Executive Order 11725: 

(a) Federal Disaster Assistance Administration (FDAA) 
established by Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop
ment to administer natura] disaster functions. 

(b) Office of Preparedness (OP) established by Administrator, 
Genera] Services Admini:::tration, to develop and co
ordinate civil preparedness policies and plans. (Note: 
Effective July I, 197 .5. name of Office of Preparedness 
changed to Feoeral Preparedness Agency.) 

1974 

First issue of FORESIGHT, G bimonthly news magazine, pub
lished by DCPA; served as G forum for exchange of informa
tion on preparedness for all types of emergency situations. 

Defense Secretary James h. Schlesinger begins emphasis on 
the neec for crisis relocation capabilities. 

Office of Management and Budget formally established 10 
Standard Federal Regions with uniform regional boundaries 
and common regional office headquarters locations. 

Transfer of National Civil Defense Computer Support Agency 
from Corps of Engineers to DCPA; DCPA Computer Center 
established at Olney, Md. 

Statement of Understanding between FDAA and DCPA~ continues 
assignments previously made by OEP to OCD. Programs for 
which they we,re individually responsible to be conducted with 
the greatest possible mutual benefit and with continuing em
phasis on the dual use nature of emergency plans, procedures 
and preparedness programs developed by the States and local 
governments. 
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January 

March 18 

July 1 

September 

November 

November 2 

December 2(, 

January 
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1975 

Defense Secretary Schlesinger, in article in Foresight 
(January-February issue), stresses role of civil def.ense 
in the total national security effort; urges support at 
all levels. 

President Ford, in letter to President of u.s. Civil Defense 
Council, voices satisfaction in dual-use -,=.oncept of civil 
defense planning. 

Office of Preparedness in GSA renamed the Federal Prepared
ness Agency (FPA). 

Subcommittee of Senate Foreign Relations Committee issues 
report analyzing the effects of limited nuclear war; 
holas hearings on the subject. 

Defense Department policy for DCPA to plan on "surging" or 
build-up in crisis for effective capability; also stresses 
crisis relocation and protection of the population against 
fallout. 

President Ford dismisses Defense Secretary Schlesinger, who 
pressed for increased spending for defense (including civil 
defense) . 

Federal Preparedness p.ge"cy issues guidelines for Federal 
agency responsibilit~es llJ radiological incident emergency 
response planning. 

1976 

Defense Secretary Rumsfeld, in report to Congress, indicates 
that with the reduced budget request for fiscal 1977, 
civil defense funding and efforts would be limited to nuclear 
disaster preparedness. 

February-March The Civil Defense Panel of the House A..'""lIIed Servioes Com
mittee's Investigations Subcommittee holds hearings on 
oivil defense •. 

March 30 Representative Brinkley (D. Ga.) introduces H.R. 12899 to 
allow Federal civil defense funds ·to be used by local 
agencies for natural disaster relief/peacetime disaster pre~~ 
paredness and relief. This bill and identical billsob-
tained over SO co-sponsors in the 94th Congress. 
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House Committee on Armed Services releases Civil Defense 
Review, recommending increased spending on fallout shelters, 
better coordination among emergency preparedness agencies, 
and study by the National Security Council of the stra
tegic significance of civil defense. 

.. ~~~~c~~~~Apri±.~28-'~·~~~·~·~~~.TO~iYii:~~Comm1.Ttee~on DefenseP~;dllcti~~-choi-ds ~he;;in~~;~~~-·~c_,~~~~~~". 

June 11 

June 28-30 

July n 

September 17 

October 28 

November 1 i 

December 

December 3.1 

January 3 

civil preparedness and limited nuclear war. 

Executive Order 11921 adjusts Executive Order 11490 of 
October 28, 1969, for Emergency Prepa.redness Assignments 
to organizational and functional changes in Federal depart
ments and agencies. 

c10int Committee on Defense Production holds hearings on 
Federal, St.ate ane local emergency preparedness. 

Public Lav.' SoL;- ~'E:.J (DOD Appropriation Authorization Act / 1977), 
sect.ion 80t;, specifically permits making available Federal 
to the States under the Federal Civil Defense Act of 19S0, 
to provide emergency assistance in peacetime disasters. 

Defense Deparr~ent guidance to DCPA that Public Law 94-361 
authorizes preparedness-type assistance to State and local 
governments where this would benefit both Defense Department 
and State ane local preparedness programs. 

Dr. William K. Chipman presents DCPA staff study on the 
current status cf t.t1e civil def ense progran,. 

c10int Committee aD Defense Production holds hearings on 
industrial preparedness and survival in nuclear war. 

Defense Department recommends that the U.S. adopt, as its 
civil defense objective, enhancing postattack survival and 
recovery and focus on developing a "one-week surge" program, 
including a capability for crisis relocation coupled with a 
capability for nationwide fallout protection. 

Decision by President Ford to r~strict DCPA's support of 
all-risk preparedness at the State and local levels despite 
the enactment of Public Law 94-361. 

1977 

Major General George J. Keegan, Jr., retired Air Force 
Chief of Intelligence, in interview with ~ York Times, 
indicates belief that the Soviet union has achieved military 
superiority over the U.S. 

('\ 
I 
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January 17 Defense Secretary Rumsfeld outlines fiscal 1978 program 
for civil defense, with provision for surge capability for 
crisis relocation and for fallout protection in-place and 
at relocation sites. Federal assistance to State and local 
governments 'for emergency preparedness may include activiti,es 
relating to readiness to deal with pea~~"t::.l:me~g,:!'E"§;_!L~~~§~.Ji,h~D~" .. -.~. 

~_,.~,_~ ,." ..... ~.,---·~·~-~--~~··~~~~···~··~~·-·tnEr··faCts~·aemo'n'str a te~-that~such~assI stance benef i ts both 
attack and peacetime preparedness objectives. 

January 28 

February 25 

March 

April 1 

May 

May 16 

May 20 

• 

In response to a letter from Senator Proxmire, the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff refute General Keegan's claims that the 
U.S.S.R. has achieved military superiority over the United 
States in part through expanded passive defenses. 

President Carter calls on Executive departments and agencies 
for genuine and timely consultation with State and local 
representatives in any major policy, budget or reorganiza
tion proposal which has significant State and local impact. 

President Carter indicates agreement with the Soviets, in 
the context of SALT, to discuss areas of possible future 
agreements, including foregoing major efforts in civil de
fense. 

Senators Proxmire and Percy introduces "Federal Emergency 
Assistance and Preparedness Administration Act of 1977" 
(S. 1209) ~or the purpose of reorganizing the executive 
branch c: the government by consolidation of functions and 
to increase efflciency and coordination in the area of dis
aster asslstance, emergency preparedness, mobilization 
readiness and programs. 

Joint Committee on Defense Production released two committee 
prints: Civil Preparedness Review, ~~, Emergency Pre
paredness and Industrial Mobilization, and Civil Preparedness 
Review, Part II, Industrial Defense and Nuclear Attack, a 
comprehensive-oversight examination of Federal programs, ac
tivities, and organizations concerned with non-military 
emergency preparedness, culminating a year-long review of 
preparedness programs. 

DCPA Director Bardyl R. Tirana enters into agreement with 
representatives of st;ate and local governments to implement 
the Congressional intent (Public Law 94-361) to apply civil 
defense systems to preparedness for both nuclear attack and 
peacetime diasters at the State and local levels. 

Tirana writes to Members of Congress, Governors and State 
and local civil defense cirectars announcing the policy to 
implement the "dual-use" authority pr,escribed by Publi,c Law 
94-361 • 
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GAO report to Congress is highly critical of civil defense 
program. 

(\i 

August 25 President Carter directs his Reorganization project staff at 
OMB to carry out a comprehensive study of the Federal 
Governmentis role in preparing for and responding to natural, 

~~" .. ~~.~~ __ .. ~~_ .. __ ~~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ •. ~.~~~ .... ~.a c.ciden'talT~·and···waxt-ime·"·c±v±1··d.tsa:S·t'Ef1·!:37-~·-··~ ... ~.-... ~~ ... ~.~" ... ~~.~--.-~~.--~.~"~.-.~~.--.-~.-.-.,. 

November 

December 20 

April 

June 19 

June 19 

June 20-21 

Defense Department completes study on civil defense, present
ing cost and effectiveness of different programs and sugges
ing crisis relocation planning as a reasonable option for 
enhanced population survival. 

Defense Secretary Harold Brown approves option (D) contem
plating substantial boost in civil defense funding. 

1978 

Defense Secretary Brown recommends to President Carter a 
program tor enhancing u.s. civil defense posture with an 
expenditure of $2 billion over a seven-year period. 

White House announces President's Carter's proposed re
orsanization of the Federal Government's emergency prepared
ness and disaster response programs. The reorganization pro
vides for the consolidation of five existing agencies and 
si::-: additional disaster-related responsibil ties into a single 
structure. 

PrEsident Carter transmits t.o Congress Reorganization Plan 
Nc. 3 of 1978, establishing the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency. 

Subcommittee of Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
holds hearings on Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978. 

June 26 and 29 Subcommittee of House Committee on Government Operations 
holds hearings on Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978. 

July 1 

August 2J. 

August 23 

September 14 

Central Intelligence Agency report, Soviet Civil Defense, 
stirs debate in effectiveness of u.s. and Soviet civil defense. 

House Committee on Government Operations submits report on 
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978. 

Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs submits report on 
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978. 

House rejects resolution of disapproval (H. Res. 1242) of Re
organization Plan No. 3 of 1978 • 

•.... ~ 
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September 29 
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Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978 gOes into effect. 

Presidential Decision (PD) 41 enun'ciates new policies for 
U~S. civil defense; PD 41 based on interagency study conduc
ted in 1977-78 by L~e National Security Council (PRM-32). 

~~_~~~"~.~ ...... ~~ .. ~~·~···~~Deeember~~J:·~~·-···~"Presi·deIfe~carter;-~in~p·res~sTntervfe';:·~d~rrl~S~th~t··h;~h;d~·~~ .... ~ .... ~.~. 

January 

January E: 

March ~_ 

May 

May 3 

July 13 

July 20 

August 1 

approved a $2-billion civil defense program. 

1979 

Carter budget message accepts OMB recommendation to raise 
DCPA budget to $109 million for fiscal 1980, rather than 
the $140 million proposed by Defense Secretary Brown. Con
gress set the mark at $100 million. 

Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, 
chaired by Senator Proxmire, holds hearings on civil de
fense; opposing views aired on relationship between civil 
defense and the strategic balance. 

Professor Samuel P. Huntington, Director, Center for Inter
national Affairs, Harvard University, testified before 
the Proxmire Committee in support of an enhanced civil 
defense program based on crisis relocation. 

Executive Order 12l=~ sives effect to Reorganiztion Plan No. 
~ of 1975, establishins the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency effective April 1, 1979. 

Senate Armed Services Commitee report calls for continuing 
and close relationship between the Director of FEMA and 
the Secretary of Defense "to ensure that civil defense pro
grams are developed in full coordination with military needs 
and with overall national security policy." 

White House release announces appointment of John W. Macy, 
Jr., as Director of FEMA. 

Dr. William K. Chipman presents the issues in civil defense 
anticipated in the 1980s. 

Executive Order 12148 effects transfer of responsibility for 
U.s. civil defense functions from the Secretary of Defense 
to the Director of FEMA; assigns a civil defense policy and 
program "oversight" function to the Secretary of Defense and 
the National Security council. 

FEMA Director John W. Macy, Jr., approves headquarters 
organization of ~e new agency. 



December 3 

December 21 

April 
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Dr. William K. Chipman details the ingredients of an en
hanced civil defense program to implement PD 41 policies. 

Dr. William K. Chipman reports for the Defense Department 
on portions of proposed FY 1981 FEMA budget relating to civil 
defense. 

1980 

FEMA Director Macy outlines to the Congress the agency's 
plans to accelerate the development of relocation and 
supporting capabilities for the population in "counterforce" 
areas; alsc emphasizes enhancement of multiple use of re
sources in planning for, and responding to emergencies at 
all levels of government. 

( 

~) 

I 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 

underlying sources bearing on civil defense over the past sixty 
years, and particularly since the end of World War II, are of massive 
proportions. Agency and Congressional materials were the principal 
sources of information for this history. Virtually all of these ma
terials are unclassified; they can be found in any of the larger public 
and university libraries that serve as repositories of Federal docu
ments. Along with pertinent U.S. Federal documents, the reader will 
find below a listing of several guides to sources and of a wide array of 
books, studies, articles, and unpublished doctorar dissertations and 
other manuscript materials. A number of the secondary sources cited are 
polemic in nature. but all help to provide valuable insights and back
ground information on the historv of American civil defense. 
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